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Introduction

1.1

This Sustainability Appraisal Report has been prepared by LUC on behalf of Cannock Chase
Council as part of the integrated Sustainability Appraisal (SA) and Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) of the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2).

1.2

This report relates to the Issues and Options version of the Local Plan (Part 2) (January 2017) and
it should be read in conjunction with that document.

Context for the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2)
1.3

Cannock Chase is a relatively small district in the south of Staffordshire. It is bordered by South
Staffordshire to the west, Stafford District to the north, Lichfield to the east and Walsall to the
south. Over half of the district is designated Green Belt, and it also contains the Cannock Chase
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). These designations act as significant constraints to
development and have influenced the spatial strategy set out in Part 1 of the Local Plan, which
focuses most new development within the existing urban areas of Cannock, Hednesford and Heath
Hayes.

1.4

The proximity of Cannock Chase to Birmingham in the south has a major influence over the
district, particularly in relation to the economy and commuting patterns. Cannock Chase Council
is a member of the Greater Birmingham and Solihull Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) as well as
the Stoke-on-Trent and Staffordshire LEP. Through work undertaken to meet the duty to
cooperate, it has become evident that Birmingham will not be able to accommodate all of its
housing requirement over the period 2011-31 and that some provision will need to be made in
adjoining areas to help meet Birmingham’s needs. The Council has also recently become a nonconstituent member of the West Midlands Combined Authority (incorporating the Black Country
LEP, Greater Birmingham and Solihull LEP and the Coventry and Warwickshire LEP).

The Local Plan (Part 2)
1.5

Cannock Chase Council adopted its Local Plan (Part 1) in June 2014, which contains the Core
Strategy for the District and the Rugeley Town Centre Area Action Plan. The Local Plan (Part 1)
sets out the planning strategy for Cannock Chase up to 2028. Now that the Core Strategy and
Area Action Plan have been adopted the Council is commencing preparation of the other
documents that will together comprise the Local Plan. The Local Plan (Part 2) will include site
specific allocations and standards to be applied to manage development in line with and to help
deliver the strategic policy in the Local Plan (Part 1).

1.6

In the Local Plan (Part 1) only large strategic sites are included, and the Local Plan (Part 2) will
therefore consider the allocation of appropriate smaller sites. The Council has also committed to
testing whether it can accommodate a further 1,000 homes as a contribution to addressing the
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing Market Area (GBHMA) and the Local Plan (Part 2) will
consider how this might be achieved.
The Local Plan (Part 2) will also address the provision of Gypsy, Traveller and Travelling
Showpeople requirements, employment development, mixed use sites (including recreation,
leisure and tourism) and green space through appropriate allocations. It will consider the need
for further development management or standards policies to help guide development, including
in relation to the local historic environment.
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Sustainability Appraisal and Strategic Environmental Assessment
1.7

Sustainability Appraisal is a statutory requirement of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
2004. It is designed to ensure that the plan preparation process maximises the contribution that
a plan makes to sustainable development and minimises any potential adverse impacts. The SA
process involves appraising the likely social, environmental and economic effects of the policies
and proposals within a plan from the outset of its development.

1.8

Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) is also a statutory assessment process, required under
the SEA Directive 1, transposed in the UK by the SEA Regulations (Statutory Instrument 2004, No
1633). The SEA Regulations require the formal assessment of plans and programmes which are
likely to have significant effects on the environment and which set the framework for future
consent of projects requiring Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 2. The purpose of SEA, as
defined in Article 1 of the SEA Directive is ‘to provide for a high level of protection of the
environment and to contribute to the integration of environmental considerations into the
preparation and adoption of plans….with a view to promoting sustainable development’.

1.9

SEA and SA are separate processes but have similar aims and objectives. Simply put, SEA
focuses on the likely environmental effects of a plan whilst SA includes a wider range of
considerations, extending to social and economic impacts. National Planning Practice Guidance 3
shows how it is possible to satisfy both requirements by undertaking a joint SA/SEA process, and
to present an SA report that incorporates the requirements of the SEA Regulations. The SA/SEA
of the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2) is being undertaken using this integrated approach and
throughout this report the abbreviation ‘SA’ should therefore be taken to refer to ‘SA
incorporating the requirements of SEA’.

Habitats Regulations Assessment
1.10

Under Article 6 (3) and (4) of the Directive 92/43/EEC on the Conservation of Natural Habitats
and of Wild Fauna and Flora (Habitats Directive) land-use plans, including Development Plan
Documents, are also subject to Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA). The purpose of HRA is to
assess the impacts of a land-use plan against the conservation objectives of a European site and
to ascertain whether it would adversely affect the integrity of that site.

1.11

The HRA for the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2) will be undertaken by LUC on behalf of the
Council, drawing on the HRA work undertaken previously in relation to the Local Plan (Part 1)
where appropriate. An HRA Scoping Report has been prepared, and screening for likely significant
effects of the Local Plan (Part 2) will be undertaken at the next stage of the plan preparation once
preferred options have been identified. While the HRA will be reported on separately to the SA,
the findings will be taken into account in the SA where relevant (for example to inform
judgements about the likely effects of the Local Plan (Part 2) on biodiversity).

Equalities Impact Assessment
1.12

The requirement to undertake formal Equalities Impact Assessment (EqIA) of plans was
introduced in the Equality Act 2010, but was abolished in 2012 as part of a Government bid to
reduce bureaucracy. Despite this, authorities are still required to have regard to the provisions of
the Equality Act, namely the Public Sector Duty which requires public authorities to have due
regard for equalities considerations when exercising their functions.

1.13

In fulfilling this duty, many authorities still find it useful to produce a written record of equalities
issues having been specifically considered. Therefore, an EqIA note has been prepared, setting
out how the Issues and Options version of the Local Plan (Part 2) is likely to be compatible or

1
2
3

SEA Directive 2001/42/EC
Under EU Directives 85/337/EEC and 97/11/EC concerning EIA.
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/
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incompatible with the duties that Cannock Chase Council must perform under the Equalities Act
2010. The EqIA can be found in Appendix 7 of this report.

Health Impact Assessment
1.14

Health Impact Assessment (HIA) aims to ensure that health-related issues are integrated into the
plan-making process. Health issues are addressed through relevant SA objectives (as described
in more detail in Chapter 2) and therefore the HIA process has been incorporated into the SA.
This is consistent with the approach that was taken to the HIA for the Local Plan (Part 1) which
was also integrated within the SA.

Structure of this report
1.15

This report is the SA report for the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
(January 2017). Table 1.1 below signposts how the requirements of the SEA Regulations have
been met within this report.
Table 1.1: Requirements of the SEA Regulations and where these have been addressed
in this SA Report
SEA Regulation Requirements

Where covered in this SA
report
Preparation of an environmental report in which the likely significant effects on the environment
of implementing the plan or programme, and reasonable alternatives taking into account the
objectives and geographical scope of the plan or programme, are identified, described and
evaluated. The information to be given is (Art. 5 and Annex I):
a) An outline of the contents, main objectives of the plan or
Chapter 3 and Appendix 2.
programme, and relationship with other relevant plans and
programmes
b) The relevant aspects of the current state of the environment
Chapter 3 and Appendix 3.
and the likely evolution thereof without implementation of
the plan or programme
c) The environmental characteristics of areas likely to be
Chapter 3 and Appendix 3.
significantly affected
d) Any existing environmental problems which are relevant to
Chapter 3 and Appendix 3.
the plan or programme including, in particular, those
relating to any areas of a particular environmental
importance, such as areas designated pursuant to Directives
79/409/EEC and 92/43/EEC.
e) The environmental protection, objectives, established at
Chapter 3 and Appendix 2.
international, Community or national level, which are
relevant to the plan or programme and the way those
objectives and any environmental, considerations have been
taken into account during its preparation
f) The likely significant effects on the environment, including
Chapters 4 and 5 and
on issues such as biodiversity, population, human health,
Appendices 5 to 10.
fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climatic factors, material assets,
cultural heritage including architectural and archaeological
heritage, landscape and the interrelationship between the
above factors. (Footnote: These effects should include
secondary, cumulative, synergistic, short, medium and longterm permanent and temporary, positive and negative
effects)
g) The measures envisaged to prevent, reduce and as fully as
Chapters 4 and 5 and
possible offset any significant adverse effects on the
Appendices 5 to 10.
environment of implementing the plan or programme;
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SEA Regulation Requirements
h) An outline of the reasons for selecting the alternatives dealt
with, and a description of how the assessment was
undertaken including any difficulties (such as technical
deficiencies or lack of know-how) encountered in compiling
the required information;

i) a description of measures envisaged concerning monitoring
in accordance with Art. 10;
j) a non-technical summary of the information provided under
the above headings

The report shall include the information that may reasonably be
required taking into account current knowledge and methods of
assessment, the contents and level of detail in the plan or
programme, its stage in the decision-making process and the
extent to which certain matters are more appropriately assessed
at different levels in that process to avoid duplication of the
assessment (Art. 5.2)
Consultation:
• authorities with environmental responsibility, when deciding
on the scope and level of detail of the information which
must be included in the environmental report (Art. 5.4)

•

authorities with environmental responsibility and the public,
shall be given an early and effective opportunity within
appropriate time frames to express their opinion on the
draft plan or programme and the accompanying
environmental report before the adoption of the plan or
programme (Art. 6.1, 6.2)

•

Where covered in this SA
report
Chapter 2 provides information
about how the assessment was
undertaken and difficulties
encountered. Chapter 5
provides information about the
Council’s reasons for
identifying the site and policy
options that are set out in the
Issues and Options document.
Information about the reasons
for selecting or rejecting site
options will be included in the
next iteration of the SA report
once preferred options have
been identified.
Chapter 6.
A separate non-technical
summary document will be
prepared to accompany the SA
report for the Proposed
Submission Local Plan.
Addressed throughout this SA
report.

Consultation on the SA Scoping
Report was undertaken
between August and
September 2016.
Consultation is being
undertaken in relation to the
Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part
2) in early 2017 and will
continue to be for all future
iterations of the plan. The
current consultation document
is accompanied by this SA
report.
N/A

other EU Member States, where the implementation of the
plan or programme is likely to have significant effects on
the environment of that country (Art. 7).
Taking the environmental report and the results of the consultations into account in
decision-making (Art. 8)

SA of the Cannock Chase
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SEA Regulation Requirements
Provision of information on the decision:
When the plan or programme is adopted, the public and any
countries consulted under Art.7 must be informed and the
following made available to those so informed:
• the plan or programme as adopted
• a statement summarising how environmental considerations
have been integrated into the plan or programme and how
the environmental report of Article 5, the opinions
expressed pursuant to Article 6 and the results of
consultations entered into pursuant to Art. 7 have been
taken into account in accordance with Art. 8, and the
reasons for choosing the plan or programme as adopted, in
the light of the other reasonable alternatives dealt with; and
• the measures decided concerning monitoring (Art. 9)
Monitoring of the significant environmental effects of the plan's
or programme's implementation (Art. 10)
Quality assurance: environmental reports should be of a
sufficient standard to meet the requirements of the SEA
Directive (Art. 12).

1.16

1.17

Where covered in this SA
report
To be addressed after the Local
Plan (Part 2) is adopted.

To be addressed after the Local
Plan (Part 2) is adopted.
This report has been produced
in line with current guidance
and good practice for SEA/SA
and this table demonstrates
where the requirements of the
SEA Directive have been met.

This section has introduced the SA process for the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2). The
remainder of the report is structured into the following sections:
•

Chapter 2: Methodology describes the approach that is being taken to the SA of the Local
Plan (Part 2).

•

Chapter 3: Sustainability Context for Development in Cannock Chase describes the
relationship between the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2) and other relevant plans, policies
and programmes; summarises the social, economic and environmental characteristics of the
district and identifies the key sustainability issues.

•

Chapter 4: Sustainability Appraisal Findings for the Site Options summarises the SA
findings for the reasonable alternative site options that have been considered for allocation in
the Local Plan (Part 2).

•

Chapter 5: Sustainability Appraisal findings for the Policy Options summarises the SA
findings for the reasonable alternative policy options that have been considered for the Local
Plan (Part 2).

•

Chapter 6: Monitoring describes the approach that should be taken to monitoring the likely
significant effects of the Local Plan (Part 2) and proposes monitoring indicators.

•

Chapter 7: Conclusions summarises the key findings from the SA of the Issues and Options
version of the Local Plan (Part 2) and describes the next steps to be undertaken.

The main body of the report is supported by a number of appendices as follows:
•

Appendix 1 presents the consultation responses that were received in relation to the SA
Scoping Report and explains how each one has been addressed.

•

Appendix 2 presents the updated review of relevant plans, policies and programmes
(this was originally presented in the SA Scoping Report).

•

Appendix 3 presents the updated baseline information for Cannock Chase District (this
was originally presented in the SA Scoping Report).

•

Appendix 4 presents the assumptions that were applied during the appraisal of the site
options.

•

Appendix 5 presents the detailed SA matrices for the residential site options that are
being considered for the Local Plan (Part 2).

SA of the Cannock Chase
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•

Appendix 6 presents the detailed SA matrices for the employment site options that are
being considered for the Local Plan (Part 2).

•

Appendix 7 presents the detailed SA matrices for the mixed use site options that are being
considered for the Local Plan (Part 2).

•

Appendix 8 presents the detailed SA matrices for the Gypsy and Traveller site options
that are being considered for the Local Plan (Part 2).

•

Appendix 9 presents the detailed SA matrices for the green space site options that are
being considered for the Local Plan (Part 2).

•

Appendix 10 presents the detailed SA matrices for the policy options that are being
considered for the Local Plan (Part 2).

•

Appendix 11 presents the Equalities Impact Assessment.

SA of the Cannock Chase
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2

Methodology

2.1

In addition to complying with legal requirements, the approach being taken to the SA of the
Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2) is based on current best practice and the guidance on SA/SEA
set out in the National Planning Practice Guidance, which involves carrying out SA as an integral
part of the plan-making process. Table 2.1 below sets out the main stages of the plan-making
process and shows how these correspond to the SA process.
Table 2.1: Corresponding stages in plan making and SA
Local Plan Step 1: Evidence Gathering and engagement
SA stages and tasks
Stage A: Setting the context and objectives, establishing the baseline and deciding on
the scope
• 1: Identifying other relevant policies, plans and programmes, and sustainability objectives
• 2: Collecting baseline information
• 3: Identifying sustainability issues and problems
• 4: Developing the SA framework
• 5: Consulting on the scope of the SA
Local Plan Step 2: Production
SA stages and tasks
Stage B: Developing and refining options and assessing effects
• 1: Testing the Local Plan objectives against the SA framework
• 2: Developing the Local Plan options
• 3: Evaluating the effects of the Local Plan
• 4: Considering ways of mitigating adverse effects and maximising beneficial effects
• 5: Proposing measures to monitor the significant effects of implementing the Local Plan
Stage C: Preparing the Sustainability Appraisal Report
• 1: Preparing the SA Report
Stage D: Seek representations on the Local Plan and the Sustainability Appraisal Report
• 1: Public participation on Local Plan and the SA Report
• 2(i): Appraising significant changes
Local Plan Step 3: Examination
SA stages and tasks
• 2(ii): Appraising significant changes resulting from representations
Local Plan Step 4 & 5: Adoption and Monitoring
SA stages and tasks
• 3: Making decisions and providing information
Stage E: Monitoring the significant effects of implementing the Local Plan
• 1: Finalising aims and methods for monitoring
• 2: Responding to adverse effects

2.2

The sections below describe the approach that has been taken to the SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2) to date and provide information on the subsequent stages of the process.

Stage A: Scoping
2.3

The SA process began with the production of a Scoping Report for the Cannock Chase Local Plan
(Part 2) which was prepared by LUC on behalf of Cannock Chase Council in August 2016.

2.4

The Scoping stage of the SA involves understanding the social, economic and environmental
baseline for the Plan area as well as the sustainability policy context and key sustainability issues.
The Scoping Report presented the outputs of the following tasks:
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•

Policies, plans and programmes of relevance to the Local Plan (Part 2) were identified and the
relationships between them were considered, enabling any potential synergies to be exploited
and any potential inconsistencies and incompatibilities to be identified and addressed.

•

Baseline information was collected on environmental, social and economic issues in Cannock
Chase District. This baseline information provides the basis for predicting and monitoring the
likely effects of options for policies and site allocations and helps to identify alternative ways
of dealing with any adverse effects identified.

•

Key sustainability issues for Cannock Chase were identified and their likely evolution without
the implementation of the Local Plan (Part 2) was considered.

•

A Sustainability Appraisal framework was presented, setting out the SA objectives against
which options and subsequently policies would be appraised. The SA framework provides a
way in which the sustainability impacts of implementing a plan can be described, analysed
and compared. It comprises a series of sustainability objectives and associated sub-questions
that can be used to ‘interrogate’ options and policies drafted during the plan-making process.
These SA objectives define the long-term aspirations of the district with regard to social,
economic and environmental considerations. During the SA, the performances of the plan
options (and later, policies) are assessed against these SA objectives and sub-questions.

2.5

Public and stakeholder participation is an important part of the SA and wider plan-making
processes. It helps to ensure that the SA report is robust and has due regard for all appropriate
information that will support the plan in making a contribution to sustainable development. The
SA Scoping Report for the Local Plan (Part 2) was published for consultation between August and
September 2016 with the three statutory consultees (Natural England, the Environment Agency
and Historic England).

2.6

Appendix 1 lists the comments that were received during the consultation on the SA Scoping
Report and describes how each one has been addressed during the preparation of this SA report.
In light of the comments received a number of amendments were made to the review of plans,
policies and programmes, the baseline information and the key sustainability issues. These parts
of the Scoping Report will continue to be updated as necessary at each stage of the SA process to
ensure that they remain up to date and reflect the current situation in Cannock Chase District.

2.7

The updated versions of the review of plans, policies and programmes and the baseline
information are presented in Appendices 2 and 3 respectively of this report and are summarised
in Chapter 3.

2.8

The SA Scoping Report for Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2) proposed a small number of
changes to the SA framework that was previously used during the SA of the Core Strategy and
subsequently for the SA of the combined Local Plan (Part 1) which included both the Core
Strategy and the Rugeley Town Centre AAP.

2.9

One change to the wording of the Historic Environment SA objective was made to the SA
framework in light of the Scoping consultation responses. Historic England recommended the
amendment to ensure the wording of the SA objective aligned with the NPPF.

2.10

The changes to the SA framework that were proposed in the Scoping Report were made in order
to ensure that each of the SA objectives is clear and does not seek to cover too many different
topics, and to ensure that the sub-objectives associated with each headline objective are
appropriate. The changes also sought to ensure that all of the ‘SEA topics’ 4 (as listed in the SEA
Regulations) have been covered by the SA objectives. As a result of the changes made, the total
number of SA objectives decreased from 20 to 17. The previous SA objective 4 was scoped out
as this was a cross-cutting SA objective and the previous SA objective 14 was also scoped out as
it duplicated topics covered by other objectives. A number of other changes were made to the SA
framework, with some topics that were previously covered by multiple SA objectives now being
covered by only one. Details of the changes made to the SA framework since it was used for the
SA of the Local Plan (Part 1) are provided in Appendix 3 of the SA Scoping Report.

4

The SEA topics listed in the SEA Regulations are: biodiversity, population, human health, fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climatic factors,
material assets, cultural heritage including architectural and archaeological heritage and landscape.
SA of the Cannock Chase
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2.11

Table 2.2 overleaf presents the updated SA framework for the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2)
which now includes 17 headline SA objectives. The table also shows how all of the ‘SEA topics’
have been covered by the SA objectives.
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Table 2.2: SA framework for the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2)
SA Objectives
1 Protect and enhance biodiversity, fauna and flora and geodiversity.

2 Minimise pollution and protect and enhance air, water, and soil quality.

3 Ensure development makes efficient use of previously developed land and buildings.
4 Adapt to the impacts of, and minimise factors contributing to, climate change.
5 Reduce the risk of flooding.
6 Protect, enhance and manage the character and quality of the landscape and townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local distinctiveness and sense of place .
7 Make sustainable use of resources and minimise waste generation.

8 Encourage and facilitate the use of sustainable modes of transport.
9 Ensure all people are able to live in a decent home which meets their needs.
10 Raise educational aspirations and attainment within the District and ensure that educational facilities are
provided where they are required.
11 Reduce crime and the fear of crime.
12 Improve public health and ensure health facilities are accessible for those in need.
13 Protect, enhance and create open spaces for leisure and recreation
14 Provide easy access to community services and facilities to meet people’s needs.
15 Help the continued regeneration of the local economy by protecting existing employment sites and
ensuring there is adequate provision of new sites.

SEA Directive Topic(s) covered
Biodiversity
Flora
Fauna
Air
Water
Soil
Soil
Climate Change
Climate Change
Material Assets
Landscape
Material Assets
Water
Soil
Material Assets
Climate Change
Material Assets
Population
Material Assets
Population
Population
Human Health
Population
Human Health
Population
Material assets
Population
Material Assets

16 Enhance the town centres in order to protect and improve their vitality and viability.

Population
Material Assets

17 Conserve and enhance the built and historic environment

Cultural heritage

SA of the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Health Impact Assessment
2.12

As described in Chapter 1, Health Impact Assessment for the Local Plan (Part 2) is being
integrated into the SA process. SA objective 12 (improve public health and ensure health
facilities are accessible for those in need) directly addresses health issues, while the achievement
of SA objectives 9, 13, 14 and 16 would also indirectly benefit people’s health. The options and
later policies for the Local Plan (Part 2) will all be assessed against these objectives as part of the
SA.

SA Stage B: Developing and refining options and assessing effects
2.13

Developing options for a plan is an iterative process, usually involving a number of consultations
with public and stakeholders. Consultation responses and the SA can help to identify where there
may be other ‘reasonable alternatives’ to the options being considered for a plan.

2.14

Regulation 12 (2) of the SEA Regulations requires that:
“The (environmental or SA) report must identify, describe and evaluate the likely significant
effects on the environment of—
(a) implementing the plan or programme; and
(b) reasonable alternatives, taking into account the objectives and the geographical scope of the
plan or programme.”

2.15

Any alternatives considered for the plan need to be ‘reasonable’. This implies that alternatives
that are not reasonable do not need to be subject to appraisal. Examples of unreasonable
alternatives could include policy options that do not meet the objectives of the plan or national
policy (e.g. the National Planning Policy Framework) or site options that are unavailable or
undeliverable.

2.16

The SA findings are not the only factors taken into account when determining a preferred option
to take forward in a plan. Indeed, there will often be an equal number of positive or negative
effects identified for each option, such that it is not possible to ‘rank’ them based on sustainability
performance in order to select a preferred option. Factors such as public opinion, deliverability
and conformity with national policy will also be taken into account by plan-makers when selecting
preferred options for their plan.

2.17

This section provides an overview of how the appraisal of options has been undertaken and how
this will feed into the development of the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2).
Identification and appraisal of policy options

2.18

High level options for the policies to be included in the Local Plan were identified by the Council
officers preparing the Plan. Reasonable alternative options for various policy topics were drawn
from the most up-to-date evidence and guided by the national level policy set out in the NPPF.
Conformity with the policies in the Local Plan (Part 1) was also a key consideration.

2.19

The reasonable alternative policy options have been subject to SA in accordance with the
methodology described further ahead in this chapter, and the findings are summarised in
Chapter 5 which also includes information about the Council’s reasons for identifying the site and
policy options that are indicated in the Issues and Options document. The detailed appraisal
matrices for the policy options can be found in Appendix 6.

2.20

Once the Council has produced the next iteration of the Local Plan (Part 2) the more detailed draft
policies will also be subject to SA and the findings will be presented in an updated SA report.
Identification and appraisal of site options

2.21

An initial list of reasonable alternative residential site options for the Local Plan (Part 2) was
identified by the Council drawing on the most recent Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA). Consideration was then given to whether sites had recently been promoted
and were therefore considered to be ‘available’ – where a site has been promoted by a landowner
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since 2007 via the ‘Call for Sites’ process or via other Local Plan consultations, it has been taken
forward for assessment. The Council intends to explore further information about the availability
of sites during the consultation on the Issues and Options.
2.22

Sites that would deliver fewer than 10 dwellings have not been assessed as they are not proposed
for allocation in the Local Plan (Part 2). In addition, the majority of larger sites within the
deliverable supply are already under construction and/or have existing planning consent so
generally the Council does not consider it necessary to allocate those sites and they have been
excluded from the assessment process.

2.23

With regards to identifying employment site options, the Council’s focus has been on the Local
Plan (Part 1) key areas identified for employment (B class) land provision in Policy CP8. This
includes sites at Kingswood Lakeside, Towers Business Park and along the A5 Corridor. Sites
outside of these areas are generally smaller, they already benefit from planning consent and they
are often related to specific schemes for specific business, rather than being available for general
B class use to a wider market. Therefore they are not being proposed for allocation but instead
can be managed via the development management process. Not including these areas for
allocation equates to just under 4ha of employment land altogether.

2.24

In relation to Kingswood Lakeside and Towers Business Park, the Council proposed to assess the
entire business park areas for potential allocation in line with Local Plan (Part 1) Policy CP8, which
then covers the individual parcels remaining within them. This is on the basis that these two sites
are highlighted as the highest quality and largest sites within the District so are worthy of
protection for the existing uses and future developments (see Policy CP8). Mill Green is not to be
assessed for employment land allocation given the recent planning consent granted for a designer
retail outlet village. It is therefore unavailable for B class employment use going forward.

2.25

The Council has prepared a ‘background paper’ setting out how the site options for Gypsy,
Traveller and Travelling Showpeople have been identified. In summary, these options have been
identified via Call for Sites submissions and via consultation with individual landowners within the
‘Area of Search’ for suitable sites set out in Local Plan (Part 1) Policy CP7.

2.26

All other site options e.g. those for green spaces and specific proposals, such as tourism
developments, have been taken forward from Call for Sites submissions and based upon Local
Plan (Part 1) provisions.

2.27

Once the Council had identified the reasonable alternative site options for the Local Plan (Part 2)
they were subject to SA in accordance with the methodology described further ahead in this
chapter. The findings are summarised in Chapter 4 of this report and the detailed SA matrices
for the different types of site options can be found in Appendices 5-9.

2.28

The Council will take into account the findings of the SA as well as other relevant factors when
deciding which sites to include in the next iteration of the Local Plan (Part 2) and which site
options to reject. Information about the Council’s reasons for selecting or rejecting each site
option will be provided in the next version of the SA report.

SA Stage C: Preparing the Sustainability Appraisal report
2.29

This SA Report describes the process that has been undertaken to date in carrying out the SA of
Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2). It sets out the findings of the appraisal of options,
highlighting any likely significant effects (both positive and negative, and taking into account the
likely secondary, cumulative, synergistic, short, medium and long-term and permanent and
temporary effects), making recommendations for improvements and clarifications that may help
to mitigate negative effects and maximise the benefits of the plan as it is drafted in full.

SA Stage D: Consultation on Local Plan and this SA Report
2.30

Cannock Chase Council is inviting comments on the Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options and
this SA Report. Both documents are being published on the Council’s website for consultation in
early 2017.
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2.31

Appendix 1 presents the consultation comments that were received in relation to the SA Scoping
Report and explains how they have been addressed. Information about the consultation
responses received in relation to this SA report and how they have been addressed will be
provided in the next iteration of the SA report to be prepared.

SA Stage E: Monitoring implementation of the Local Plan (Part 2)
2.32

Recommendations for monitoring the social, environmental and economic effects of implementing
Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2) are presented in Chapter 6.

Appraisal methodology
2.33

The reasonable alternative policy and site options for the Local Plan (Part 2) set out in the Issues
and Options document (January 2017) have been appraised against the SA objectives in the SA
framework (see Table 2.2 earlier in this section), with scores being attributed to each option to
indicate its likely sustainability effects on each objective as follows:
Figure 2.1 Key to symbols and colour coding used in the SA of Cannock Chase’s Local
Plan (Part 2)
++
++/+
0
--/+
-?
+/- or ++/--

The option is likely to have a significant positive effect on the SA
objective(s).
The option is likely to have a mixture of significant positive and minor
negative effects on the SA objective(s).
The option is likely to have a minor positive effect on the SA objective(s).
The option is likely to have a negligible or no effect on the SA objective(s).
The option is likely to have a minor negative effect on the SA objective(s).
The option is likely to have a mixture of significant negative and minor
positive effects on the SA objective(s).
The option is likely to have a significant negative effect on the SA
objective(s).
It is uncertain what effect the option will have on the SA objective(s).
The option is likely to have an equal mixture of both minor or both
significant positive and negative effects on the SA objective(s).

2.34

Where a potential positive or negative effect is uncertain, a question mark was added to the
relevant score (e.g. +? or -?) and the score is colour coded as per the potential positive,
negligible or negative score (e.g. green, yellow, orange, etc.).

2.35

The likely effects of options need to be determined and their significance assessed, which
inevitably requires a series of judgments to be made. This appraisal has attempted to
differentiate between the most significant effects and other more minor effects through the use of
the symbols shown above. The dividing line in making a decision about the significance of an
effect is often quite small. Where either (++) or (--) has been used to distinguish significant
effects from more minor effects (+ or -) this is because the effect of an option on the SA objective
in question is considered to be of such magnitude that it will have a noticeable and measurable
effect taking into account other factors that may influence the achievement of that objective.
However, scores are relative to the scale of proposals under consideration.

2.36

The SA findings for the Local Plan (Part 2) site and policy options are described in Chapters 4
and 5.
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Assumptions applied during the SA
2.37

SA inevitably relies on an element of subjective judgement. However, in order to ensure
consistency in the appraisal of the site options, a detailed set of assumptions was developed and
applied. These assumptions are presented in Appendix 4 and were applied mainly through the
use of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) data.

2.38

The assumptions were originally presented in the SA Scoping Report. A small number of changes
have been made to the assumptions since then in order to take account of changes in the GIS
datasets that were available and to ensure that the assumptions are as robust as possible.

Difficulties Encountered
2.39

It is a requirement of the SEA Regulations that consideration is given to any data limitations or
other difficulties that are encountered during the SA process. During the appraisal of the policy
options the fact that options had not yet been worked up in detail (comprising only suggested
policy approaches) meant that at times it was difficult to assess in detail the likely effects of the
options on each SA objective. Once the draft policies have been worked up in more detail it
should be possible to draw more certain conclusions about their likely effects.

2.40

There was a need to ensure that a large number of site options could be appraised consistently.
This was achieved by the use of assumptions relating to each SA objective, as described above.
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3

Sustainability Context for Development in
Cannock Chase

Review of Plans, Policies and Programmes
3.1

The Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2) is not prepared in isolation, being greatly influenced by
other plans, policies and programmes and by broader sustainability objectives. It needs to be
consistent with international and national guidance and strategic planning policies and should
contribute to the goals of a wide range of other programmes and strategies, such as those
relating to social policy, culture and heritage. It must also conform to environmental protection
legislation and the sustainability objectives established at an international, national and regional
level.

3.2

During the Scoping stage of the SA, a review was undertaken of the other plans, policies and
programmes that are relevant to the Local Plan (Part 2), as described in Chapter 2. A small
number of amendments have been made to the policy review since it was originally presented in
the Scoping Report in order to reflect comments received during the Scoping consultation. The
updated policy review can be seen in full in Appendix 2 and the key findings are summarised
below.

3.3

Annex 1 of the SEA Directive requires:
(a) “an outline of the…relationship with other relevant plans or programmes”; and
(e) “the environmental protection objectives established at international, Community or Member
State level, which are relevant to the plan and the way those objectives and any environmental
considerations have been taken into account during its preparation”

3.4

It is necessary to identify the relationships between the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2) and
the relevant plans, policies and programmes so that any potential links can be built upon and any
inconsistencies and constraints addressed.
Key international plans, policies and programmes

3.5

At the international level, Directive 2001/42/EC on the assessment of the effects of certain plans
and programmes on the environment (the ‘SEA Directive’) and Directive 92/43/EEC on the
conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora (the ‘Habitats Directive’) are
particularly significant as they require Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and Habitats
Regulations Assessment (HRA) to be undertaken in relation to the emerging Local Plan (Part 2).
These processes should be undertaken iteratively and integrated into the production of the plan in
order to ensure that any potential negative environmental effects (including on European-level
nature conservation designations) are identified and can be mitigated.

3.6

There are a wide range of other EU Directives relating to issues such as water quality, waste and
air quality, most of which have been transposed into UK law through national-level policy;
however the international directives have been included in Appendix 2 for completeness.
Key national plans, policies and programmes

3.7

The most significant development in terms of the policy context for the Cannock Chase Local Plan
(Part 2) has been the publication of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) which
replaced the suite of Planning Policy Statements (PPSs) and Planning Policy Guidance (PPGs). The
purpose of the NPPF was to streamline national planning policy, having reduced over a thousand
pages of policy down to around 50 pages. The Local Plan (Part 2) must be consistent with the
requirements of the NPPF. The NPPF sets out information about the purposes of local planmaking, stating that:
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“Local Plans must be prepared with the objective of contributing to the achievement of
sustainable development. To this end, they should be consistent with the principles and policies
set out in this Framework, including the presumption in favour of sustainable development.”
3.8

The NPPF also requires Local Plans to be ‘aspirational but realistic’. This means that opportunities
for appropriate development should be identified in order to achieve net gains in terms of
sustainable social, environmental and economic development; however significant adverse
impacts in any of those areas should not be allowed to occur.

3.9

The NPPF requires local planning authorities to set out the strategic priorities for the area in the
Local Plan. This should include strategic policies to deliver:

3.10

•

the homes and jobs needed in the area;

•

the provision of retail, leisure and other commercial development;

•

the provision of infrastructure for transport, telecommunications, waste management, water
supply, wastewater, flood risk and coastal change management, and the provision of minerals
and energy (including heat);

•

the provision of health, security, community and cultural infrastructure and other local
facilities; and

•

climate change mitigation and adaptation, conservation and enhancement of the natural and
historic environment, including landscape.

In addition, Local Plans should:
•

plan positively for the development and infrastructure required in the area to meet the
objectives, principles and policies of the NPPF;

•

be drawn up over an appropriate time scale, preferably a 15-year time horizon, take account
of longer term requirements, and be kept up to date;

•

be based on co-operation with neighbouring authorities, public, voluntary and private sector
organisations;

•

indicate broad locations for strategic development on a key diagram and land-use
designations on a proposals map;

•

allocate sites to promote development and flexible use of land, bringing forward new land
where necessary, and provide detail on form, scale, access and quantum of development
where appropriate;

•

identify areas where it may be necessary to limit freedom to change the uses of buildings, and
support such restrictions with a clear explanation;

•

identify land where development would be inappropriate, for instance because of its
environmental or historic significance; and

•

contain a clear strategy for enhancing the natural, built and historic environment, and
supporting Nature Improvement Areas where they have been identified.

Local plans, policies and programmes
3.11

At the sub-regional and local levels there are a wide range of plans and programmes that are
specific to Staffordshire and Cannock Chase District, and which provide further context for the
emerging Local Plan (Part 2). These plans and programmes relate to issues such as housing,
transport, renewable energy and green infrastructure, and have also been reviewed in Appendix
2.

3.12

Cannock Chase Council has already adopted Part 1 of the Local Plan, which consists of the Core
Strategy and Rugeley Town Centre Area Action Plan. The Local Plan (Part 2) will need to be in
conformity with the policies and the large-scale strategic site allocation and aspirations in Part 1
of the Local Plan.

3.13

The adopted Local Plan (Part 1) sets out the overall planning strategy for Cannock Chase up to
2028. It sets out how much, what type, where and how development should take place and how
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this should be delivered. It also sets out a vision and objectives for the area which are reflected
in Core Strategy policies.
3.14

Policy CP6: Housing Land of the Local Plan (Part 1) provides for the development of around 5,300
new homes in the plan area between the years 2006 and 2028. 2,350 new houses will be
provided in the urban areas of the District on sites identified through the 2012 Strategic Housing
Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). Of these, 66% will be in Cannock, Hednesford and Heath
Hayes, 29% will be in Rugeley and Brereton and 5% will be in Norton Canes. The remainder of
the housing requirement for Cannock Chase will be met through a strategic site west of Pye Green
Road for 750 new houses (with potential for 900), and an urban extension south of Norton Canes
for 670 houses. A strategic development allocation to the east of Rugeley within the Lichfield
District Local Plan contributes 500 houses to meeting the growth requirements of Rugeley and
Brereton in line with the south-east Staffordshire strategy. The 2016 SHLAA identifies broadly the
same proportions as the Local Plan (Part 1), with a slightly reduced proportion in Norton Canes
and slightly higher proportions in Cannock and Rugeley.

3.15

The Local Plan (Part 1) also provides for the development of 91ha of employment land. Policy
CP8: Employment Land states that the Council will seek to assist delivery of at least 88ha of new
and redeveloped employment land, taking into account 34ha that was completed between 2006
and 2012. A further 46ha of available employment land is identified at the following key
locations: Kingswood Lakeside (26ha), at the A5 corridor, Bridgtown (12ha) and at Towers
Business Park/Former Power Station, Rugeley (8ha). A further 11ha is identified as being
available at other employment locations: 8ha at Cannock and 3ha at Norton Canes (including 2ha
as part of the mixed use urban extension at Norton Canes). The 8ha at Cannock is, however,
likely to reduce as there is a planning approval for a designer retail outlet at Mill Green. The 2016
Employment Land Availability Assessment (ELAA) identifies broadly the same proportions as the
Local Plan (Part 1) but with a reduced supply at the A5 corridor due to residential developments
on former employment land. It also recognises the potential loss of approximately 8ha from the
available supply due to the application at Mill Green, which was formerly identified within the B
class land supply.

3.16

As well as the Local Plan (Part 1), Cannock Chase District Council has adopted, or is in the process
of preparing, a number of Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs) including a Design Guide
SPD and draft Conservation Area Management Plan SPDs for a number of the Conservation Areas
in the District. The Local Plan (Part 2) will also need to take account of this policy.

3.17

Two Neighbourhood Plans are currently in the early stages of preparation within the District
(Hednesford, and Brereton and Ravenhill), and other such plans are also underway in
neighbouring districts/boroughs. These will be subject to their own SEA processes where
required, but regard will need to be had to them as they need to be in broad conformity with the
Local Plan.

3.18

Cannock Chase AONB Management Plan 2014–2019 has been produced by the Cannock Chase
AONB Partnership, which is led by a Joint Committee of local authorities in whose area the AONB
falls. The Management Plan provides the strategic direction of the conservation and enhancement
of the AONB. The processes of Strategic Environmental Assessment and Appropriate Assessment
have been undertaken in relation to the Management Plan as it has been produced.
Neighbouring Local Plans

3.19

Throughout the preparation of the Local Plan (Part 2) and the SA process, consideration will be
given to the local plans being prepared by the authorities around Cannock Chase. The
development proposed in those authorities could give rise to in-combination effects with the
effects of the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2), and the effects of the various plans may travel
across local authority boundaries. There are four authorities that border Cannock Chase:
Stafford, South Staffordshire, Lichfield and Walsall with the latter sharing a joint Core Strategy
with the other Black Country Authorities of Wolverhampton, Sandwell and Dudley. Furthermore
there are potentially wider reaching impacts across the Greater Birmingham Housing Market Area
and the various LEP and West Midlands Combined Authority geographies.
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Baseline Information
3.20

Baseline information provides the context for assessing the sustainability of proposals in the
Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2) and it provides the basis for identifying trends, predicting the
likely effects of the plan and monitoring its outcomes. The requirements for baseline data vary
widely, but it must be relevant to environmental, social and economic issues, be sensitive to
change and should ideally relate to records which are sufficient to identify trends.

3.21

Schedule 2 of the SEA Regulations requires data to be gathered on biodiversity, population,
human health, flora, fauna, soil, water, air, climatic factors, material assets, cultural heritage
including architectural and archaeological heritage, landscape and the inter-relationship between
the above factors. As an integrated SA and SEA is being carried out, baseline information relating
to other sustainability topics has also been included; for example information about housing,
education, transport, energy, waste and economic growth. As with the review of relevant plans,
policies and programmes, a small number of amendments have been made to the baseline
information since it was originally presented in the Scoping Report in order to reflect comments
received during the Scoping consultation. The updated baseline information is presented in
Appendix 3.

Key Sustainability Issues
3.22

A set of key sustainability issues for Cannock Chase District was identified during the Scoping
stage of the SA and was presented in the Scoping Report.

3.23

In recognition of the SEA Regulation requirement (Schedule 2) that the relevant aspects of the
current state of the environment and the likely evolution thereof without implementation of the
plan or programme must be described in the Environmental Report, Table 3.1 overleaf describes
the likely evolution of each key sustainability issue if the Local Plan (Part 2) were not to be
adopted.
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Table 3.1: Key Sustainability Issues for Cannock Chase and Likely Evolution without the Local Plan (Part 2)
Key Sustainability Issues for Cannock Chase
Likely Evolution without the Local Plan (Part 2)
The population aged 65 years and over is growing
An ageing population in Cannock Chase is likely to continue regardless of the adoption of the Local
disproportionately to the remaining population. This will
Plan (Part 2), reflecting national trends. The adopted Local Plan (Part 1) already includes a policy
have implications for the economy, service provision,
seeking to promote social inclusion, including access to health facilities for all (Policy CP5: Social
accommodation and health.
Inclusion and Healthy Living), a policy promoting ease of access and mobility with the design of new
developments (Core Policy CP3: Chase Shaping – Design) and a policy to ensure that the housing
needs of an ageing population are met (Policy CP7: Housing Choice). Relevant issues are also
addressed in the adopted Design SPD. While such policies would continue to apply in the absence of
the Local Plan (Part 2), the Plan offers the opportunity to build on these through additional policies
that may help to ensure development is designed to meet the specific needs of older people.
There is a need for more housing to meet local needs in
Whilst the issue of affordable housing is addressed in Local Plan (Part 1) (Policy CP7: Housing
the District, particularly affordable housing.
Choice), the Local Plan (Part 2) offers opportunities to build on this through additional policies and
standards. Without the implementation of the site allocations to be included in the Local Plan (Part 2)
there may be less certainty about the delivery of affordable housing in appropriate locations.
Cannock Chase is ranked as the most deprived District
Local Plan (Part 1) already includes policies which seek to address deprivation i.e. Policy CP5 - Social
in Staffordshire (excluding Stoke-on-Trent).
Inclusion and Healthy Living and Policy CP7: Housing Choice, although not in a direct way. Local Plan
(Part 2) offers an opportunity for additional policies to be adopted to specifically address the issue of
deprivation in the District.
Adult education attainment is lower than average,
Local Plan (Part 1) Policy CP5: Social Inclusion and Healthy Living already sets out a high level
contributing to structural weaknesses in the local
aspiration for the provision of education facilities. The Local Plan (Part 2) offers the opportunity to
economy.
build on this overarching policy through additional policies and site allocations that are selected
following consideration of their proximity to educational facilities through the SA.
Average weekly earnings in the District are lower
Local Plan (Part 1) addresses this issue through the district-wide objectives, one of which relates to
than the West Midlands and national averages.
encouraging a vibrant local economy and workforce. A number of more specific policies also seek to
address the issue, including CP8: Employment Land and CP9: A Balanced Economy. However, Local
Plan (part 2) offers opportunities to build on these policies by allocating appropriate sites for high
quality new employment development, which will encourage investment and improve the quality and
range of employment opportunities available. It will also provide further guidance on the appropriate
redevelopment of sites identified in the Local Plan (part 1).
Trends in teenage pregnancy rates, obesity, alcohol
Local Plan (Part 1) addresses health directly through Policy CP5: Social Inclusion and Healthy Living
and smoking intake could continue to worsen unless
which relates to providing access to healthcare facilities, and indirectly through Policy CP10:
preventative measures are taken.
Sustainable Transport which promotes walking and cycling. The Local Plan (Part 2) also offers the
opportunity to ensure healthcare priorities are specifically addressed through additional policies.
Car dependency in the area is amongst the highest in
Although the Local Plan (Part 1) seeks to promote sustainable transport (Policy CP10- Sustainable
the UK. There is potential for further traffic growth
Transport), the Local Plan (Part 2) offers the opportunity to set out additional policies relating to
without planning intervention which could have
encouraging the use of sustainable transport. It may also address this issue through the allocation of
implications for air quality in the District.
appropriate sites that are selected following consideration of their impacts on transport patterns
through the SA, and the incorporation of appropriate mitigation within site specific policies.
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Key Sustainability Issues for Cannock Chase

Climate change is likely to affect biodiversity and lead to
increased hazards from surface water and fluvial flooding
and increased temperatures.

Air quality is declining, particularly as a result of
emissions form vehicle traffic.

The chemical status of rivers within Cannock is ‘poor’
for a large proportion of the District.
SFRA shows that parts of Cannock Chase are at risk from
pluvial and fluvial flooding. The watercourses within the
Cannock Chase Council area impose a fluvial flood risk to
urban areas, particularly Rising Brook, Risings Brook and
Wash Brook
There are increasing requirements to improve recycling
and avoid sending waste to landfill.

There are several sensitive ecological sites within the
District, including Cannock Chase SAC (the Zone of
SA of the Cannock Chase
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Likely Evolution without the Local Plan (Part 2)
Therefore, without the adoption of the Local Plan (Part 2) this issue may be less well addressed. The
Local Plan also offers the opportunity to set out green infrastructure standards which could encourage
the use of more sustainable modes of transport. However, it is also recognised that ongoing rail
improvement works such as the Chase Line electrification could encourage modal shift even in the
absence of the Local Plan (Part 2).
Climate change is likely to have ongoing effects regardless of the adoption of the Local Plan (Part 2),
although the adopted Local Plan (Part 1) already includes policies seeking to address this issue, and
these would continue to apply in the absence of the Local Plan (Part 2). Policy CP16 seeks to tackle
climate change and ensure sustainable resource use through consideration of initiatives and
supporting development proposals that, for example, consider flood risk, energy efficiency,
sustainable transport and renewable energy. Relevant issues are also addressed in the adopted
Design SPD. The Local Plan (Part 2) may offer additional opportunities to address this issue, for
example by allocating sites that are selected following consideration of their impacts on issues such
as flood risk.
Local Plan (Part 1) includes a policy aim to reduce or mitigate all forms of pollution, based upon air
quality modelling where necessary, and having regard to strategic local issues including air quality
(Policy CP16 - Climate Change and Sustainable Resource Use). It also sets out measures seeking to
encourage the use of sustainable transport (Policy CP10 – Sustainable Transport). However, without
the additional policies to be included in the Local Plan (Part 2), this issue may not be as fully
addressed. The Local Plan (Part 2) may also offer opportunities for mitigation to be built into the
wording of site specific policies, further reducing the impacts of development.
Local Plan (Part 1) contains a general aspiration to protect the water environment through Policy
CP16: Climate Change and Sustainable Resource Use (part 3d). However, without additional policies
to be included in the Local Plan (Part 2), this issue may not be as fully addressed.
Local Plan (Part 1) contains a general aspiration to avoid development in high flood risk areas
through Policy CP16: Climate Change and Sustainable Resource Use (part 3c). However, without the
additional policies to be included in the Local Plan (Part 2), this issue may not be as fully addressed.
Local Plan (Part 2) also offers the opportunity to allocate development sites that are selected
following consideration of their impacts on flood risk through the SA and to incorporate mitigation
into site specific policies where appropriate, in order to reduce the impacts of new development.
The Local Plan (Part 1) already includes an aspiration through Policy CP16: Climate Change and
Sustainable Resource Use (part 1e) to reduce waste generation. Relevant issues are also addressed
in the adopted Design SPD and the Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent Joint Waste Local Plan.
However, Local Plan (Part 2) offers opportunities to develop additional policies to address waste
management within new developments, which could mean that the issue is more likely to be
addressed if the plan is adopted.
The adopted Local Plan (Part 1) already includes policies seeking to protect and enhance biodiversity,
including Policy CP12: Biodiversity and Geodiversity and Policy CP13 – Cannock Chase Special Area of
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Key Sustainability Issues for Cannock Chase
Influence for which extends for a 15km radius around the
SAC), and Cannock Extension Canal SAC which need to be
protected to ensure no harm arises from development.
39% of the District falls within the Cannock Chase
AONB which is under pressure from development.

There are a number of important built heritage assets
that should be preserved and enhanced. These are
continuously facing pressures for change.

60% of the District is designated as Green Belt and this
is continuously under pressure from urban influences and
the demand for land to accommodate new development is
strong.

SA of the Cannock Chase
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Likely Evolution without the Local Plan (Part 2)
Conservation (SAC). The Local Plan (Part 2) offers the opportunity to build on this overarching policy
through additional policies and site allocations that are selected following consideration of their
impacts on biodiversity through the SA. It may also offer the opportunity to incorporate mitigation
into site specific policies where appropriate, in order to reduce the impacts of new development.
The adopted Local Plan (Part 1) already includes a specific policy seeking to protect landscape
character and the Cannock chase AONB (Policy CP14). The Local Plan (Part 2) offers the opportunity
to build on this overarching policy through additional policies and site allocations that are selected
following consideration of their impacts on landscape and the character of the AONB through the SA.
It may also offer the opportunity to incorporate mitigation into site specific policies where
appropriate, in order to reduce the impacts of new development.
The adopted Local Plan (Part 1) already includes a specific policy seeking to protect the historic
environment (Policy CP15 – Historic Environment). The Council is also in the process of developing a
Local List, identifying non-designated heritage features worthy of protection. The Local Plan (Part 2)
offers the opportunity to build on this overarching policy through additional policies and site
allocations that are selected following consideration of their impacts on cultural heritage through the
SA. It may also offer the opportunity to incorporate mitigation into site specific policies where
appropriate, in order to reduce the impacts of new development. The Local Plan (Part 2) also offers
opportunities to deliver heritage-based regeneration, for example linked to canal networks and
former collieries.
Pressures on the countryside are likely to continue regardless of the adoption of the Local Plan (Part
2), particularly if additional housing is required to help meet the shortfall arising mainly from
Birmingham but also from the wider Greater Birmingham Housing Market area. However, without the
additional policies and site allocations to be included in the Local Plan (Part 2), further development
may not come forward in the most appropriate locations and pressure on the countryside could be
increased.
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4

Sustainability Appraisal Findings for the Site
Options

4.1

This chapter presents the SA findings for the reasonable alternative site options that are being
considered for allocation in the Local Plan (Part 2). Five types of site options have been
appraised:

4.2

•

Residential site options.

•

Employment site options.

•

Mixed use site options.

•

Gypsy and Traveller site options.

•

Green space and recreation site options.

The SA findings for each group of site options are summarised below. The detailed SA matrices
for the site options can be found in Appendices 5-9. The sites were appraised in line with the
detailed assumptions set out in Appendix 4. In addition, it should be noted that all sites have
been assessed on the assumption that no mitigation measures are in place at this stage, as
potential mitigation of effects identified may come from the requirements of the Local Plan
policies as they are drafted in more detail, and would also depend on the detailed proposals that
come forward from developers at planning application stage. Mitigation provided by Local Plan
policies will be considered at the next stage of the plan preparation and SA.

Residential site options
4.3

The SA findings for the reasonable alternative residential site options are summarised in Table
4.1 below. A total of 89 reasonable residential site options were identified by the Council and
have been subject to SA. The locations of the residential site options are shown across Map
4.1.1 and Map 4.1.2 which are presented overleaf. The detailed matrices for the residential site
options can be viewed in Appendix 5 of this Report.
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SA objective 1: Protect and enhance biodiversity, fauna and flora and geodiversity
4.4

Housing sites that are within close proximity of a biodiversity or geodiversity site have the
potential to affect those sites, e.g. through habitat damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to
species, air pollution, trampling etc. The significance of these adverse impacts has been
considered in relation to importance of the biodiversity which is located in close proximity to the
development. In this appraisal process importance has been determined by considering whether
the biodiversity feature is internationally/nationally designated or is locally designated. As such,
sites which are located within 250m of one or more internationally or nationally designated
biodiversity or geodiversity sites are expected to have a significant negative effect on this SA
objective. Of the 89 residential site options considered 16 are expected to have significant
negative effects on biodiversity and geodiversity features.

4.5

Sites that were identified as being within 250m of a local biodiversity site or between 250m and
1km of an international or national biodiversity site are expected to have a minor negative effect
on this SA objective. As the District Council’s guidance on development near the Cannock Chase
SAC identifies that residential development within a 15km area around the SAC could result in
increased recreation pressure at the site, this has also been considered when appraising
residential site options. All 89 residential site options considered are located within this distance
of the SAC. Fifteen of the residential site options are not located within close proximity of a
biodiversity site (within 250m of a local biodiversity site or within 1km of a national or
international biodiversity site) but as they are located within 15km of the SAC a minor negative
effect has also been identified for these sites.

4.6

The remaining 58 residential site options are located within close proximity of either
internationally/nationally (between 250m and 1km) and/or locally (within 250m) designated
biodiversity sites. A minor negative effect is also expected for these site options in relation to
protecting and enhancing biodiversity.

4.7

While proximity to designated sites provides an indication of the potential for an adverse effect,
uncertainty exists as the distance and pathways across which effects might occur is not the same
for all types of habitats and species, and appropriate mitigation may avoid adverse effects and
may even result in beneficial effects.

4.8

In addition to potential effects on nearby designated sites, the potential impacts on biodiversity
present on each site, or undesignated habitats and species adjacent to the potential development
sites cannot be determined at this strategic level of assessment (as site surveys are not
undertaken). This would need to be determined once more specific proposals are developed and
submitted as part of a planning application. As such all potential effects identified have an
element of uncertainty attached.

4.9

There may also be opportunities to promote habitat connectivity at new residential sites if housing
developments include green infrastructure, which would result in a positive effect, but this will not
be known until development proposals come forward. Therefore, no likely positive effects (minor
or significant) were identified in relation to any of the site options.
SA objective 2: Minimise pollution and protect and enhance air, water, and soils

4.10

Thirty-three of the residential site options are expected to have significant negative effects in
terms of pollution of air, water or soils in the District. Of these 33 sites, 28 have been identified
as either being within or linked to a declared or proposed AQMA meaning there is potential for
further detrimental impacts on air quality in these areas as a result of increases in traffic volumes.
It is possible that increased vehicle traffic resulting from increased numbers of residents travelling
to and from home may exacerbate air quality issues which have already been identified at these
locations. Those sites which are to the south of the District are most likely to have adverse
impacts in terms of amplifying potential air quality issues given the AQMA declared at the A5
(Watling Street) which passes through Bridgtown and the southern periphery of Norton Canes. A
further AQMA has been proposed at the junction of the A5190 (Cannock Road), Hednesford Road,
Norton Road and Wimblebury Road towards the south east of Cannock Chase. Significant
negative effects have therefore been identified in terms of air pollution for those sites which are
on the south eastern periphery of Hednesford, and are within Heath Hayes and Hawks Green. In
addition, significant negative effects have been recorded for a number of residential site options
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(N46, N49, N49(a) and N51) which link to the Walsall AQMA 5, which is outside of the District
boundary to the south east.
4.11

Only 12 residential sites have been identified as having a significant negative effect in terms of
use of land or soil pollution in the District. These residential site options would make use of large
areas of Grade 3 Agricultural Land and therefore a significant negative effect has been identified.
If these site options are to be developed, it could lead to a loss of the highest quality agricultural
land in the District; however it is unknown whether the land is classed as Grade 3a or 3b. Of
these 12 site options expected to have a significant negative effect on this SA objective in terms
of impacts on soils, five (N13, N13(a), N52, C116(a) and C116(b)) are also located linked to or
within an AQMA meaning the significant negative effect also takes into consideration potential
adverse effects on local air quality.

4.12

Forty-one of the residential site options are expected to have a minor negative effect on this SA
objective. These sites are located outside of and not linked directly to the proposed and declared
AQMAs in and in close proximity to the District and are also not located on Grade 3 Agricultural
Land. These sites are expected to have a minor negative effect on this SA objective in terms of
effects on local water quality, amenity with regard noise pollution and loss of lower quality (Grade
4, Grade 5, urban and non-agricultural quality land) greenfield land. All impacts on local water
quality are expected to be minor given that any residential site options identified as being located
within a Source Protection Zone in the District lie within Source Protection Zone 3, which is not
the most sensitive zone for public water supply.

4.13

Twenty-nine of the residential site options would make use of brownfield land which has been
previously been developed. These sites are expected to have a minor positive effect on this SA
objective in and preserving high value soils in the District. Fifteen of the 29 minor positive effects
identified for these sites are expected to be combined with a negative effect as adverse impacts
have been identified in relation to pollution. For nine (C105, C115, C121, C125, C221, C222(b),
C270, C299 and C335) of the sites which are expected to have a mixed overall effect on this SA
objective the negative effect is likely to be significant as the site is located within or is linked to an
AQMA. The remaining six sites (R19, C31, C63, C220(b), R90 and R25) for which an overall
mixed effect has been identified the minor positive effect is expected to be combined with a minor
negative effect. The minor negative effect is expected as a result of noise pollution due to the site
being adjacent to an ‘A’ road or motorway or due to the site being within a Source Protection
Zone which may adversely affect water quality in the District.
SA objective 3: Ensure development makes efficient use of previously developed land
and buildings

4.14

Development which is to take place on greenfield land is considered to be a less efficient use of
land than new development on previously developed, brownfield sites. Greenfield sites would
present reduced opportunities to make use of materials and buildings which are more likely to be
present onsite at brownfield locations.

4.15

The majority of the residential site options (60) considered would make use of mostly greenfield
land and as such a negative effect has been identified for this SA objective. Over half (31) of
these sites are expected to deliver 50 or more homes and are therefore considered to be
relatively large. As such these sites would make use of large areas of greenfield land and a
significant negative effect has been identified for these sites in relation to use of previously
developed land and buildings. The remaining 29 residential site options which also make use of
mostly greenfield land would provide less than 50 homes and are therefore considered to be
relatively small sites. The negative effect expected in relation to the efficient use of previously
developed land is therefore minor, given that the loss of greenfield land would be lower at these
sites.

4.16

The remaining 29 residential site options considered would make use of mostly brownfield land
and as such positive effects are recorded for SA objective 3. Of these 29 sites, seven (C80, C121,
C270, C335, N29, R9, and R43(a)) would deliver 50 or more homes and as such would make use
of substantial areas of brownfield land. Significant positive effects have been identified for these
30 residential site options. The remaining 22 residential site options which are located on mostly

5

The Walsall AQMA is declared in the neighbouring authority Walsall Metropolitan Borough Council.
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brownfield land are considered to be relatively small in size (they would provide less than 50 new
homes) and so a minor positive effect has been identified.
SA objective 4: Adapt to the impacts of, and minimise factors contributing to, climate
change
4.17

All residential site options will have negligible effects on this SA objective as effects will depend to
some extent on the site’s design, for example whether it incorporates renewable energy
generation on site or includes sustainable drainage systems (SuDS). The location of residential
sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the site offers good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether it is within areas of high flood risk; however these factors
are considered under other SA objectives below (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively).
SA objective 5: Reduce the risk of flooding

4.18

The provision of residential development on greenfield land would increase the area of
impermeable surfaces in the District and could therefore increase overall flood risk. Flood risk will
have the most potential to be impacted upon where the sites are within high risk flood zones.
National Planning Practice Guidance identifies buildings used for dwelling houses (i.e. residential
development) as a ‘more vulnerable use’, which should not be permitted in areas which are within
flood zone 3b. An exception test will be required for areas within flood zone 3a. As such
residential development within flood zone 3 is unlikely to be acceptable in most circumstances.
However, on larger sites with only a small area of flood zone 3, it may be possible to locate the
housing away from the high risk zone, depending on the design of developments proposed.

4.19

The incorporation of sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) is likely to have a positive effect on
reducing flood risk in the District. New development is likely to present opportunities for this type
of provision. The successful incorporation of SuDS however, is dependent on the design of the
proposed development and not on the location of the site which is beyond the scope of the SA.

4.20

None of the residential site options considered are located either mostly or entirely within flood
zone 3 and on a greenfield site so no significant negative effects have therefore been identified in
relation to this SA objective. Considering the higher vulnerability recognised for residential
development in terms of flood risk by the Planning Practice Guidance (particularly when compared
to other types of development such as employment for example), no uncertainty has been
attached to any negative effects identified for this SA objective. Sixty residential site options
considered are located on greenfield land which is outside of flood zone 3. As previously noted,
the development of these sites is still likely to increase the area of impermeable surfaces in the
District which may increase overall risk of flooding. A minor negative effect has therefore been
identified for these sites.

4.21

The 29 remaining residential site options contain large portions of brownfield land and are located
outside of flood zone 3. The development of these areas is not expected to increase the area of
impermeable surfaces in Cannock Chase. As such negligible effects have been identified in
relation to flood risk in the District for these site options.
SA objective 6: Protect, enhance and manage the character and quality of the landscape
and townscape, maintaining and strengthening local distinctiveness and sense of place

4.22

The Cannock Chase AONB takes up much of the northern portion of the District and is the largest
surviving area of lowland heathland in the Midlands. This area has been designated to protect its
special landscape character. Development within that part of the District could therefore have a
negative effect on the quality of the landscape although that is uncertain until the design of the
development is known. A total of 44 of the residential site options considered are located either
within (18 site options) or within close proximity (1km) of the AONB (26 site options), therefore
significant negative effects have been identified in relation to the landscape and townscape in
Cannock Chase.

4.23

Outside of designated landscape areas, assessment of the likely impact of residential development
on the landscape and townscape character of the District has been informed by the Landscape
Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. The Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District divides the District into a number of Landscape Character Types (LCTs)
and assesses their sensitivity to development. All of those sites which fall within LCTs that have
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been identified as being highly sensitive to new development are located within or in close
proximity to the Cannock Chase AONB. Twenty-three of the remaining residential site options are
located within LCTs that were assessed as being moderately sensitive to new development,
therefore a minor negative effect is identified for these sites.
4.24

Twenty-two of the residential site options have been identified as lying within LCTs which are
‘urban’ in character or are classified as having low sensitivity to new development. At these
locations it is considered that new residential development is unlikely to have adverse impacts on
landscape character.

4.25

All effects which have been identified on this SA objective are uncertain depending on the design
of new development which is not yet known.
SA objective 7: Make sustainable use of resources and minimise waste generation

4.26

All new development will result in the increased consumption of minerals for construction but this
will not be influenced by the location of the development. In addition the development of new
residential sites is likely to involve an increase in waste generation, regardless of location, but
may also offer good opportunities for incorporating sustainable waste management practices (e.g.
through sustainable construction but also designing new developments to incorporate space for
storage and collection of recyclables). However as this is not yet known and waste generation is
generally determined by individuals’ attitudes and behaviour towards waste, all effects are
uncertain on this SA objective.

4.27

Residential sites which are proposed at brownfield sites may present opportunities for the re-use
of materials already onsite. This will be dependent upon which materials are present onsite
before development begins meaning any positive effect is uncertain. Twenty-nine residential site
options were identified as having a potential minor positive effect on this SA objective as they are
located on brownfield land. The remaining 60 residential site options are located on greenfield
sites which would present reduced opportunities to make use of materials already onsite and
negligible effects have been identified for these site options.
SA objective 8: Encourage and facilitate the use of sustainable modes of transport

4.28

How well connected housing sites are to services, facilities and employment opportunities by
sustainable modes of transport will affect the extent to which residents are able to make use of
non car-based modes of transport day to day. It is also expected that new residential
development which is provided within close proximity of existing transport links (within 350m of
bus stops, 1km of trains stations and sites which have a cycle path passing through them) may
help to encourage a modal shift. It is possible that new transport links may be provided as part
of large-scale housing developments but this cannot be assumed.

4.29

Twenty-two sites are expected to have a significant positive effect on this SA objective. These
sites are located within 1km of a railway station and within 350m of one or more bus stops which
provide access to relatively frequent bus services (at least once every 30 minutes). These sites
are located within the more developed locations of the District given that the train stations of
Cannock Chase are in these areas. Rugeley Trent Valley and Rugeley Town Train Stations are
located within Rugeley to the north; Hednesford Train Station is located within the town of
Hednesford; and Cannock Train Station is located within the town of Cannock. Brownhills West
and Norton Lakeside Halt Train Stations are located in close proximity of the eastern edge of
Norton Canes, however these stations have been identified as being volunteer run services which
are used mainly by tourists. As such they have not been considered in the appraisal of this SA
objective.

4.30

Of the residential site options considered 39 were identified as having a minor positive effect in
relation to SA objective 8. Of these 39 sites, the majority are either within 1km of a train station
or within 350m of one of more bus stops. Sites which were identified being within 1km of a train
station and within 350m of one or more bus stops were also given a minor positive effect if the
bus stops identified provided access to an infrequent bus service (i.e. less frequently than once
every 30 minutes). An uncertain minor positive effect has been scored for two (N52 and N59) of
the identified 39 identified sites. Uncertainty has been attached where information regarding the
frequency of bus services provided at the nearby bus stop(s) is not available at present.
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4.31

Site options that have been identified as being within 350m of a bus stop which provides access
to an infrequent bus service but are not within 1km of a train station are expected to have a
negligible effect on this SA objective. Twenty-three residential site options have been identified
as having this negligible effect on encouraging and facilitating the use of sustainable transport in
the District.

4.32

Minor negative effects were identified for only five (N25, R39, R74, R106 and R129) residential
site options. These sites would provide a poor level of access to existing sustainable transport
links in the District as they are located more than 1km from a train station and more than 350m
from a bus stop. For site options R39 and R129 the minor negative effect is uncertain. Both of
these sites have a cycle path at the edge of their boundaries (at the eastern boundary by Rising
Brook at R39 and at the western boundary of R129) which might be used by residents for
commuting and undertaking day to day journeys. The use of cycle routes is likely to depend upon
the connectivity of these routes to nearby services, facilities and employment opportunities as
well as the decisions of residents all of which are unknown at this stage.
SA objective 9: Ensure all people are able to live in a decent home which meets their
needs

4.33

All of the potential residential sites are expected to have positive effects on this objective, due to
the nature of the proposed development which would help to provide new homes to meet the
identified need in the District. It is also assumed that new housing developments will include an
appropriate proportion of affordable housing in line with other Local Plan policies. Larger sites
(those which would provide 11 homes or more) are expected to provide affordable housing in line
with the national 10-unit affordable housing threshold as per the Planning Practice Guidance 6, and
therefore are likely to have a significant positive effect.

4.34

Based on information regarding the suggested number of homes which might be provided at
potential residential sites, 75 residential site options are expected to accommodate 11 homes or
more and therefore would help to provide affordable homes in the District as well as providing
market properties which would also help to meet local housing requirements.

4.35

The remaining 14 residential site options are expected to have a minor positive effect on
providing people with a decent home to live in. These sites would deliver less than 11 houses and
as such although they would provide housing to help meet local housing need, the possibility of
providing affordable housing would be reduced. One residential site option (R18(a)) is expected
to have an uncertain minor positive effect on this SA objective. This site is relatively small in size
(0.02ha); however at this stage the Council has not provided information regarding the number of
homes which might be provided onsite. As such dependent upon the level of housing density
adopted onsite, the number of new homes and the likelihood of affordable homes being delivered
is unknown at this stage.
SA objective 10: Raise educational aspirations and attainment within the District and
ensure that educational facilities are provided where they are required

4.36

The effects of new residential development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on the
availability of school and college places to serve the growing population; this will depend in part
on whether new places are provided as part of the new housing developments. A threshold of
700 homes has been identified as it is expected that residential sites of this size or larger could
potentially result in the delivery of new primary provision onsite although this is uncertain until
specific proposals for sites are known. Only seven residential site options (C116(a), C116(b),
C264, C264(d), C265, C342 and R112) have been identified as providing more than 700 new
homes in the District and therefore these sites may result in more primary school places in
Cannock. As such a significant positive effect has been identified for each of these site options in
relation to improving the potential for educational attainment in the District.

4.37

Effects on this SA objective will also depend on how accessible existing schools are from
residential site options. Sites that are within close proximity (600m) of both a primary and
secondary school are considered to provide good options for residents in terms of access to

6

DCLG (2016), Planning Practice Guidance, Reference ID: 23b-001-20161116
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education facilities and therefore significant positive effects have been identified. A further 21
sites are also expected to have a significant positive effect on this SA objective for this reason.
4.38

Sites which are located within close proximity of either a secondary or primary school would
provide a reduced level of access to local education facilities. For such sites a minor positive
effect is expected on this SA objective. A total of thirty-five residential site options are expected
to have a minor positive effect on this SA objective. The remaining 26 residential site options are
not located within close proximity (600m) of any education facilities (either primary or
secondary). As such residents at these locations would have limited access to existing education
facilities, particularly by more sustainable and active modes of transport (i.e. walking and
cycling). A minor negative effect has been identified for these site options.

4.39

The effects of all residential site options on access to education facilities and ultimately
educational aspirations and attainment in the District will depend on there being capacity at
schools to accommodate new pupils. As such uncertainty is attached to all scores identified for
this SA objective.
SA objective 11: Reduce crime and the fear of crime

4.40

The effects of allocating new residential sites on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on
factors such as the incorporation of green space within the sites which, depending on design and
the use of appropriate lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly
at night. However, such issues will not be influenced by the location of residential sites allocated
through the Local Plan; rather they will be determined through the detailed proposals for each
site. Therefore, the effects of all residential site options on this SA objective are negligible and no
likely significant effects (either positive or negative) were identified.
SA objective 12: Improve public health and ensure health facilities are accessible for
those in need

4.41

Public health in the District will be influenced by access to and thus the proximity of sites to open
spaces, recreation facilities, and public rights of way (PRoWs) which might help to encourage
more active and healthier lifestyles in Cannock Chase. This is considered separately under SA
objective 13, however. Sites which provide a good level of access to existing healthcare facilities
will help to encourage residents to undertake regular visits to such facilities and should contribute
to limiting illness and promoting well-being among the local population. Residential sites which
are located in close proximity (600m) to existing healthcare facilities (i.e. GP surgeries or
hospitals) are expected to help improve public health in the District. Only one of the residential
site options considered (site C178) is located within close proximity of both a hospital (Cannock
Chase Hospital) and GP surgery (Red Lion GP Surgery) meaning a significant positive effect has
been identified on this SA objective for this site. This site is located within the town of Cannock
which is the one of the more developed areas of the District and therefore contains a high number
of healthcare facilities including the only hospital in Cannock Chase.

4.42

Thirty-one of the residential site options are located within close proximity of either a hospital or a
GP surgery. Minor positive effects have been identified for these site options in relation to
improving public health and ensuring health facilities are accessible for those in need. The
remaining 57 residential site options are not located within close proximity of any existing
healthcare facilities (either a hospital or GP surgery). As such these sites would not provide a
good level of access to healthcare facilities in Cannock Chase and a minor negative effect has
been recorded on this SA objective for these residential site options.
SA objective 13: Protect, enhance and create open spaces for leisure and recreation

4.43

The effects of the residential site options will mainly depend upon the proximity of these sites to
existing recreational facilities, areas of open space and public rights of way (PRoWs). Sites that
are within walking distance (600m) of existing facilities of this type may encourage more
residents to be active outdoors. As such positive effects are expected on this SA objective for
these types of sites. Where information has been provided which shows that identified facilities or
open spaces have limited or restricted public access (for example private sports clubs) or are of
little recreational value (for example roadside verges) this has informed the scoring of this SA
objective.
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4.44

All 89 of the residential site options considered are located within walking distance of more than
one area of open space and/or PRoW which is publicly accessible. Significant positive effects have
therefore been identified for these site options in relation to access to open spaces for leisure and
recreation. Of these 89 site options, 23 would provide 100 or more new homes meaning there is
also potential for a minor positive effect given that sites of this size might offer good opportunities
to incorporate new open space onsite 7. These minor positive effects are uncertain until proposals
for the sites in question come forward.

4.45

For 27 of the residential site options an uncertain minor negative is expected to be combined with
this significant positive effect. Although these 30 sites are located within walking distance of
more than one area of open space or/and PRoW, at least one of these features is also included
within each of these sites’ boundaries. As such the recreational or leisure use within the site
boundary might be lost, retained or enhanced dependent upon how the site is developed, which is
unknown until specific site proposals come forward. Overall, an uncertain mixed effect
(significant positive and minor negative) is therefore expected for these site options.
SA objective 14: Provide easy access to community services and facilities to meet
people’s needs

4.46

The location of the residential sites allocated in the Local Plan will not directly affect the number
or range of services and facilities in a particular location; however it would affect the number of
services and facilities residents have access to. It is expected that sites within the more
developed centres of the District would provide a higher level of access to services and facilities
which will meet people’s needs.

4.47

In order to assess ‘good access’, Cannock Chase Council has identified a hierarchy of centres in
the Local Plan (Part 1) through policy CP11. This classifies settlements in the District as either
the strategic sub-regional centre of Cannock, Town Centres (Rugeley and Hednesford), District
Centres (Hawks Green) or Local Centres (Norton Canes, Heath Hayes, Chadsmoor, Bridgtown,
Fernwood Drive and Brereton). Proximity to these centres can be used as an indicator of
proximity to most services and facilities in the District. The assessment of proximity to identified
centres has drawn on local knowledge from Council officers to establish which centre each
respective site will relate most to.

4.48

Twenty-four residential site options are located within one of the more developed areas of the
District which contain a Town Centre (i.e. Cannock, Rugeley or Hednesford). Four of the site
options are located within or at the periphery of the town of Cannock, with 12 site options and
eight site options similarly related to the towns of Rugeley and Hednesford respectively. Only one
site (C125) is located within the solitary District Centre within the District which has been
identified at Hawks Green. An uncertain minor positive effect is therefore identified for this site.
Forty-seven of the residential site options are located within one of the Local Centres identified in
policy CP11 of the Local Plan (Part 1) meaning an uncertain minor positive effect is also expected
on this SA objective.

4.49

The remaining 19 residential site options are not located within any of the centres identified in
Policy CP11 of the Local Plan (Part 1). Fourteen of these 19 sites are however located within
walking distance of a sustainable transport link (within 1km of a railway station or within 350m of
a bus stop). Given that these public transport nodes may allow for access to services and
facilities further afield the negative effect expected in relation to access to services and facilities is
expected to be minor.

4.50

Four further residential site options (R39, R129, N49 and N49(a)) are located outside of the
identified centres within Cannock Chase and are not located within walking distance of a public
transport node. These sites would therefore not provide easy access to nearby services and
facilities or those further afield. As such a significant negative effect has recorded on this SA
objective for these site options.

7

This threshold is based on the policy set out in the Design SPD with regards to onsite open space and play provision.
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SA objective 15: Help the continued regeneration of the local economy by protecting
existing employment sites and ensuring there is adequate provision of new sites.
4.51

For the most part the location of residential site options would not impact upon the continued
regeneration of the local economy. The provision of new homes in the District is unlikely to affect
the amount of land available for employment development. This will only be the case where
residential development is proposed to proceed on existing employment sites identified by the
Council.

4.52

Of the 89 residential site options considered, only eight (C178, C220(a), C220(b), R43(a),
R43(b), R43 (c, d, e, f, g), R43(h) and R90) have been identified as lying on existing employment
land. This type of development may limit the future provision of employment opportunities in the
District meaning a significant negative effect is expected on this SA objective for these site
options.

4.53

As the remaining 81 residential site options lie on land which has not been identified by the
Council as existing employment land a negligible effect has been recorded for this SA objective.
SA objective 16: Enhance the town centres in order to protect and improve their vitality
and viability

4.54

None of the residential site options considered is located within the town centres of Cannock,
Rugeley or Hednesford. The development of these site options would therefore not impact upon
the potential enhancement of the appearance of the built environment in those areas or
encourage people to visit and use town centre locations which might be of benefit in terms of their
vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on all 89 residential site options for
this SA objective.
SA objective 17: Conserve and enhance the built and historic environment

4.55

Judgements about the likely effects of the residential site options on the historic environment
have been based on the distances between the site options and designated heritage assets.
Where a residential site option lies within areas covered by Conservation Area Appraisals, the
Historic Environment Assessment (HEA) and the Cannock and Rugeley Historic Character
Assessments, this information has also been used to determine the likely impact of development
on the character of the surrounding area.

4.56

Only 12 residential site options have been identified as having a potential significant negative
effect on the built and historic environment. These sites are located within close proximity
(500m) of one or more designated heritage assets whose significance is likely to be affected by
the development of the site in question (for example the site may form an important part of the
setting of the identified heritage asset). Sites may also have been identified as being highly
sensitive to new development or of high aesthetic and/or historic value as informed by the
Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) or the Cannock and Rugeley Historic Character
Assessments (part of the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey (2009)).

4.57

Fifty-one of the remaining residential site options have been identified as having a minor negative
effect on this SA objective. These residential site options have been identified within the Cannock
Chase District HEA (October 2009) or the Cannock and Rugeley Historic Character Assessments as
being of moderate historic value or as having medium sensitivity to change. These sites may
alternatively be located within relatively close proximity of a designated heritage asset. Sites
which have been scored as having a minor negative effect due to their proximity to a designated
heritage asset are likely to be sufficiently screened from the development site as to avoid
significant negative effects on their significance or that of their setting.

4.58

Only two of the residential site options (R9 and R139) considered are expected to have a positive
effect on the built and historic environment in the District. These positive effects are expected
given that the sites in question currently detract from the setting of identified nearby heritage
assets as highlighted in the Rugeley Church Street Conservation Area Appraisal and the Talbot
Street/Lichfield Street/Rugeley Conservation Area Appraisal respectively. These positive effects
are expected to be combined with negative effects considering the historical and aesthetic value
and sensitivity of the respective areas to new development. This judgement has been informed
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by the Rugeley Historic Character Assessment, part of the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey
(2009) for both sites.
4.59

Twenty-six of the residential site options are expected to have negligible effects in terms of the
built and historic environment. These site options are not located within close proximity of any
designated heritage assets and have been identified by the Cannock Chase District HEA (October
2009) or the Cannock and Rugeley Historic Character Assessments as being of low value in terms
of heritage assets or unlikely to be significantly adversely impacted upon by new development.
Residential site options which are not located within 500m of a designated heritage asset and are
not located within an area which is assessed by the Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009)
or the Cannock and Rugeley Historic Character Assessments are also expected to have a
negligible effect on this SA objective.

4.60

As the effects of new development on the built and historic environment will be dependent upon
their specific design which is unknown at this stage, all effects expected on SA objective 17 are
uncertain.
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Employment options
4.61

The SA findings for the reasonable alternative residential site options are summarised in Table
4.2 below. A total of 14 reasonable employment site options were identified by the Council and
have been subject to SA. The locations of the employment site options are shown in Map 4.2
which is presented overleaf. The detailed matrices for the employment site options can be viewed
in Appendix 6 of this Report.
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SA objective 1: Protect and enhance biodiversity, fauna and flora and geodiversity
4.62

Employment site options that are within close proximity of an internationally, nationally or locally
designated biodiversity or geodiversity site have the potential to affect those sites, e.g. through
habitat damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, trampling etc.
Conversely, there may be opportunities to promote habitat connectivity if employment sites
include green infrastructure. Therefore, while proximity to designated sites provides an indication
of the potential for an adverse effect, uncertainty exists as the distance at which effects might
occur is not the same for all types of habitats and species, and appropriate mitigation may avoid
adverse effects and may even result in beneficial effects.

4.63

The specific impacts on undesignated and designated biodiversity sites presented by each
employment site cannot be determined at this strategic level of assessment (as site surveys have
not been undertaken). This would need to be determined once more specific proposals are
developed and submitted as part of a planning application. This limitation of the assessment is in
addition to any potential effects which might extend beyond the distance which has been set to
consider potential effects on biodiversity sites. Distances of 250m (for locally designated
biodiversity sites) and 1km (for nationally or internationally designated biodiversity sites) have
been used as an indication of proximity, as there are no standard distance thresholds available
and it is recognised that the distance over which effects may occur vary between habitats and
species and the types of effect being considered. This level of detail cannot be determined as part
of the SA.

4.64

Eleven of the employment site options are located within close proximity of a biodiversity site
(within 250m of a locally designated biodiversity site and/or within 1km of a nationally or
internationally designated site) meaning a minor negative effect is expected in terms of potential
effects on biodiversity and geodiversity. Of these eleven sites, two are located within 250m of a
nationally or internationally designated biodiversity site meaning significant negative effects have
been identified. The biodiversity sites which are located in such close proximity of the
employment sites considered are Cannock Extension Canal SAC and SSSI (within 250m of site
NE6) and Stowe Pool and Walk Mill Clay Pit SSSI (within 250m of site CE7(a) and CE7(c)).

4.65

The remaining three employment site options (TBP, RE3, and NE2) are located further than 250m
from locally designated biodiversity sites and 1km from nationally or internationally designated
sites and are therefore expected to have a negligible negative effect this SA objective. As
previous stated, these effects are uncertain given that the development may impact upon the
biodiversity value of undesignated sites and given that detrimental impacts may extend beyond
the distance threshold against which the SA objective has been considered. In addition these
sites might provide addition green infrastructure which would benefit local habitat connectivity.
SA objective 2: Minimise pollution and protect and enhance air, water, and soils

4.66

Twelve of the employment site options considered are expected to have significant negative
effects in terms of pollution of air, water or soils in the District. Of these 12 sites, 11 have been
identified as either being within or linked to an AQMA meaning there is potential for further
impacts on air quality in these areas as a result of increases in traffic volumes associated with the
new development. It is expected that increased vehicle traffic resulting from increased numbers
of employees accessing employment opportunities in those areas could compound existing air
quality problems particularly where an AQMA is present. Of the 12 identified sites only site CE18
is not expected to intensify air pollution issues at any of the proposed or declared AQMAs within
or in close proximity to the District. Many of the employment sites options considered are directly
adjacent to or directly linked to the A5 which runs through the southern part of Cannock and
Norton Canes and feeds into the M6 Toll motorway making it a key strategic route in the District.
Of these employment site options, two (NE9 and NE10) are also linked to the Walsall AQMA 8.

4.67

Only two employment sites have been identified as having a significant negative effect on use of
land or soils in the District. Employment development at sites CE18 and NE2 would make use of
large areas of Grade 3 Agricultural Land and therefore a significant negative effect has been
identified. If these site options were to be developed, it could lead to a loss of high quality

8

The Walsall AQMA is declared in the neighbouring authority Walsall Metropolitan Borough Council.
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agricultural land in the District; however it is unknown whether the land is classed as Grade 3a or
3b. Site NE2 is also linked to an AQMA at the A5 meaning a significant negative effect was also
identified in terms of air quality.
4.68

Of the 14 employment site options considered only two (TBP and RE3) were not located within or
were not connected to an AQMA or were not located on Grade 3 Agricultural Land. For both of
these sites minor negative effects have been identified in relation the potential for negative
impacts on amenity as a result of noise pollution caused by nearby traffic at the A51. Site RE3 is
also located on greenfield land meaning a negative effect has also been identified in relation to
soils. As the land is classified as urban land the negative effect is expected to be minor.

4.69

Four of the employment site options (KLS, TBP, CE8, and CE7(a) and CE7(c)) would make use of
brownfield land which has previously been developed. These sites are expected to have a minor
positive effect on this SA objective in terms of land use and limiting the potential for soil pollution
in the District. Each of the minor positive effects identified for these sites however, is expected to
be combined with a negative effect as adverse impacts have been identified in relation to either
air pollution or noise pollution or both.

4.70

None of the employment site options considered is located within one of the Source Protection
Zones designated within the District. As such no negative effects have bene identified in relation
to potential for adverse impacts on water quality in Cannock Chase.
SA objective 3: Ensure development makes efficient use of previously developed land
and buildings

4.71

Development which is to take place on greenfield land is considered to be a less efficient use of
land than development on previously developed, brownfield sites.

4.72

The majority of the employment site options (10) considered would make use of greenfield land
and as such a negative effect has been identified. All of these sites are under 30ha and therefore
are considered to be relatively small in size. The negative effect expected in relation to the
efficient use of previously developed land is therefore minor, given that the loss of greenfield land
would be lower.

4.73

The remaining four employment site options would make use of brownfield land. Of these four
sites, two (KLS and TBP) are over 30ha in size and as such would make use of substantial areas
of brownfield land. Significant positive effects have been identified for these two employment site
options.
SA objective 4: Adapt to the impacts of, and minimise factors contributing to, climate
change

4.74

All employment site options will have negligible effects on this SA objective as effects will depend
to some extent on the site’s design, for example whether it incorporates renewable energy
generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of employment sites will influence this SA
objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for sustainable transport use
and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are considered under
other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively).
SA objective 5: Reduce the risk of flooding

4.75

The provision of employment related development on greenfield land would increase the area of
impermeable surfaces in the District and could therefore increase overall flood risk. Flood risk will
have the most potential to be impacted upon where the sites are within high risk flood zones.
National Planning Practice Guidance identifies employment uses (offices; general industry, storage
and distribution) as a ‘less vulnerable use’, which is suitable in areas which are outside of flood
zone 3b (areas with higher levels of flood risk).

4.76

The incorporation of sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) is likely to have a positive effect on
reducing flood risk in the District. New development is likely to present opportunities for this type
of provision. The successful incorporation of SuDS however, is dependent on the design of the
proposed development and not on the location of the site which will not be known until the
planning application stage.
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4.77

All of the employment site options re located either mostly or entirely outside of flood zone 3.
However, 10 of the seventeen site options are located on greenfield land. The development of
these sites is likely to increase the area of impermeable surfaces in the District which may
increase overall risk of flooding. A minor negative effect has been identified for these sites. The
minor negative effect is uncertain given that information has been provided to determine whether
the site falls within flood zone 3 and not specifically flood zones 3a and 3b.

4.78

The four remaining sites options (KLS, TBP, CE7(a) and CE7(c) and CE8) contain large portions of
brownfield land. The development of these areas is not expected to increase the area of
impermeable surfaces in Cannock Chase. As such negligible effects have been identified in
relation to flood risk in the District for these site options.
SA objective 6: Protect, enhance and manage the character and quality of the landscape
and townscape, maintaining and strengthening local distinctiveness and sense of place

4.79

The Cannock Chase AONB is the largest surviving area of lowland heathland in the Midlands and
has been designated to maintain its special character. It takes up much of the northern portion of
the District. Development within this part of the District has the potential to negatively affect the
quality of this designated landscape. Only one of the employment site options (TBP) considered is
located within close proximity (1km) of the AONB so significant negative effects have been
identified in relation to the landscape and townscape in Cannock Chase. No employment sites
have been proposed for allocation within the AONB.

4.80

Outside of designated landscape areas, assessment of the likely impact of employment
development on the landscape and townscape character of the District has been informed by the
Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. The Landscape Character
Assessment for Cannock Chase District divides the District into a number of Landscape Character
Types (LCTs) and assesses their sensitivity to development. The majority of the remaining
employment site options (10) are located within LCTs that were assessed as being moderately
sensitive to new development so a minor negative effect is identified for these sites.

4.81

Three further employment site options have been identified as lying within LCTs which are ‘urban’
in character. At these locations it is expected that there will be low sensitivity to new
development and new employment development is unlikely to have adverse impacts on landscape
character.

4.82

All effects on this SA objective are uncertain depending on the design of new development which
is not yet known.
SA objective 7: Make sustainable use of resources and minimise waste generation

4.83

All new development will result in the increased consumption of minerals for construction but this
will not be influenced by the location of the development. In addition the development of new
employment sites is likely to involve an increase in waste generation, regardless of location, but
may also offer good opportunities for incorporating sustainable waste management practices (e.g.
through sustainable construction but also designing new developments to incorporate space for
storage and collection of recyclables). However as this is not yet known and waste generation is
generally determined by individuals’ attitudes and behaviour towards waste, all effects are
uncertain on this SA objective.

4.84

Employment sites which are proposed at brownfield sites may present opportunities for the re-use
of materials already onsite. This will be dependent upon which materials are present onsite
before development begins meaning any positive effect is uncertain. Four employment site
options (KLS, TBP, CE7(a) and CE7(c), and CE8) were identified as having a potential minor
positive effect on this SA objective as they are located on brownfield land. The remaining ten
employment sites options are located on greenfield sites which would present reduced
opportunities to make use of materials already onsite. Negligible effects have been identified for
these employment site options.
SA objective 8: Encourage and facilitate the use of sustainable modes of transport

4.85

The level of access that employment sites provide to existing sustainable transport links (bus
stops, train stations and cycle paths) will affect the extent to which residents are able to make
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use of non car-based modes of transport day to day. The promotion of sustainable transport
locally will be greatly aided by consideration for commuters’ access to sustainable transport links
given the portion of local journeys which are undertaken travelling to and from the workplace.
4.86

A significant positive effect is likely for only one employment site option (TBP). This site is
located within 1km of a railway station (Rugeley Town Train Station) and 350m of more than a
number of bus stops which provide access to relatively frequent bus services (at least once every
30 minutes).

4.87

Minor positive effects have also been identified for employment site options KLS, CE19, CE7(a)
and CE7(c) and NE10 as they are located within either 1km of a railway station or 350m of at
least one bus stop. Employment site option CE8 is similarly located within close proximity of a
number of bus stops. The bus services which operate at these bus stops are less frequent than
once every 30 minute however, meaning a negligible effect has been identified in terms of access
to sustainable transport for this site.

4.88

The remaining nine employment site options RE3, CE17, CE18, CE20, NE2, NE5, NE6, NE9 and
NE10 are more than 1km from a train station and over 350m from a bus stop meaning a minor
negative effect is expected in terms of encouraging use of sustainable transport in the District.
Only two of these employment site options (NE2 and CE17) have a cycle path which passes within
their boundaries. The minor negative effect expected for these two options is uncertain given that
the presence of a cycle route could be used for the purposes of commuting dependent partially
upon the decisions of those making use of the sites.
SA objective 9: Ensure all people are able to live in a decent home which meets their
needs

4.89

The delivery of new employment development in the District is not expected to impact upon the
provision of new homes including affordable homes in Cannock Chase. Given that this type of
development is not expected to have an effect on contributing towards the objectively assessed
housing need in the District, a negligible effect is expected for all employment site options for this
SA objective.
SA objective 10: Raise educational aspirations and attainment within the District and
ensure that educational facilities are provided where they are required

4.90

The provision and specifically location of new employment development in Cannock Chase is
unlikely to affect the accessibility of existing education facilities which might improve educational
attainable in the District. In addition it will not result in the provision of new education facilities in
Cannock Chase. A negligible effect has therefore been recorded for each of the employment site
options for this SA objective.
SA objective 11: Reduce crime and the fear of crime

4.91

The effects of allocating new employment sites on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on
factors such as the incorporation of green space within the sites which, depending on design and
the use of appropriate lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly
at night. However, such issues will not be influenced by the location of employment sites
allocated through the Local Plan; rather they will be determined through the detailed proposals for
each site. Therefore, the effects of all employment site options on this SA objective are negligible
and no likely significant effects (either positive or negative) were identified.
SA objective 12: Improve public health and ensure health facilities are accessible for
those in need

4.92

The provision and specifically location of new employment development in Cannock Chase is
unlikely to affect the accessibility of existing healthcare facilities in the District. In addition this
type of employment will not result the provision of new healthcare facilities which might help to
improve public health in Cannock Chase. A negligible effect has therefore been recorded for each
of the employment site options for this SA objective.
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SA objective 13: Protect, enhance and create open spaces for leisure and recreation
4.93

The effects of the employment site options will mainly depend upon the proximity of these sites to
existing recreational facilities, areas of open space and public right of way (PRoW). Sites which
are within walking distance (600m) of these types of facilities are expected to have positive
effects on this SA objective. Where information has been provided which shows that identified
facilities or open spaces have limited or restricted public access (for example private sports clubs)
or are of little recreational value (for example roadside verges) this has informed the scoring of
this SA objective.

4.94

All 14 of the employment site options are located within walking distance of more than one area
of open space and/or PRoW which provides access to the public. Significant positive effects have
therefore been identified for these site options in relation to access to open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

4.95

For five of the employment site options (KLS, TBP, CE17, CE19 and NE10) an uncertain minor
negative is expected to be combined with this significant positive effect. Although these five sites
are located within walking distance of more than one area of open space or/and PRoW, at least
one of these features is also included within each of these sites’ boundaries. As such the
recreational or leisure use within the site boundary might be lost, retained or enhanced dependent
upon how the site is developed, which is unknown until specific site proposals come forward.
Overall, an uncertain mixed effect (significant positive and minor negative) is therefore expected
for these seven sites.
SA objective 14: Provide easy access to community services and facilities to meet
people’s needs

4.96

The location of the employment sites allocated in the Local Plan will not directly affect the number
or range of services and facilities in a particular location; however it would affect the number of
services users of the site have access to, particularly during breaks and outside of working hours.
It is expected that sites within the more developed locations of the District would provide a higher
level of access to services and facilities which will meet people’s needs.

4.97

In order to assess ‘good access’, Cannock Chase Council has identified a centres hierarchy in the
Local Plan (Part 1) through policy CP11. This classifies settlements in the District as either the
strategic sub-regional centre of Cannock, Town Centres (Rugeley and Hednesford), District
Centres (Hawks Green) or Local Centres (Norton Canes, Heath Hayes, Chadsmoor, Bridgtown,
Fernwood Drive and Brereton). Proximity to these centres can be used as an indicator of
proximity to most services and facilities in the District. Sites which are within close proximity to
and also are located within or adjoin the existing urban edges of the identified centres are
expected to provide a better level of access community services and facilities in Cannock Chase.

4.98

Only one employment site option (TBP) is located within one of the more developed areas of the
District which contain a Town Centre. Employment site option TBP is located on the south eastern
edge of Rugeley and therefore a significant positive effect has been identified for this SA
objective. Six of the employment site options considered are located either within or on the edge
of the District Centre or one of the Local Centres identified in policy CP11 of the Local Plan (Part
1) meaning a minor positive effect is expected on this SA objective. Three of these sites (KLS,
CE8 and CE7(a) and CE7(c)) are located within or at the edge of the Local Centre of Bridgtown
while two sites (NE2 and NE5) are located within or at the edge of Norton Canes. One further
employment site option (RE3) is located within the Local Centre of Brereton. The minor positive
effect expected on this SA objective for these employment site options is uncertain given that
Local Centres are expected to provide variable levels of access to community services and
facilities.

4.99

One employment site option (CE19) is not located within an identified centre, but is however
located within walking distance of a sustainable transport link (within 350m of a bus stop). Given
that these public transport nodes may allow for access to services and facilities further afield the
negative effect expected in relation to access to services and facilities is expected to be minor.

4.100 Six further employment site option (NE6, NE9, NE10, CE17, CE18 and CE20) are located outside
of the identified centres within Cannock Chase and are not located within walking distance of a
public transport node. These sites would therefore not provide easy access to nearby services
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and facilities or those further afield. As such a significant negative effect has recorded for this SA
objective.
SA objective 15: Help the continued regeneration of the local economy by protecting
existing employment sites and ensuring there is adequate provision of new sites.
4.101 All of the employment site options considered would result in an increase in the area in which
employment opportunities could be offered. As such a positive effect is expected for all of the
employment site options. Large sites (those over 30ha) are expected to have a more significant
positive effect on employment provision in the District. Two (KLS and TBP) of the employment
site options are considered to be relatively large and therefore a significant positive effect has
been identified. The remaining 12 employment site options are expected to have a minor positive
effect on this SA objective, as they are less than 30ha.
SA objective 16: Enhance the town centres in order to protect and improve their vitality
and viability
4.102 None of the employment site options considered is located within the town centres of Cannock,
Rugeley or Hednesford. The development of these site options would therefore not help to
enhance the appearance of the built environment in those areas, encourage people to visit and
use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on all 14 employment site options.
SA objective 17: Conserve and enhance the built and historic environment
4.103 Judgements about the likely effects of the employment site options on the historic environment
have been based on the distances between the site options and designated heritage assets.
Where an employment site option lies within areas covered by Conservation Area Appraisals, the
Historic Environment Assessment and the findings of the Cannock and Rugeley Extensive Urban
Surveys this information has also been used to determine the likely impact of development on the
character of the surrounding area.
4.104 Only one employment site option (TBP) has been identified as having a potential significant
negative effect on the built and historic environment. This site is located adjacent to the Trent
and Mersey Canal Conservation Area meaning the setting of this heritage asset is likely to be
impacted upon by employment development at this location.
4.105 The thirteen remaining employment site options have been identified as having a minor negative
effect on this SA objective. These employment site options have been identified within the
Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) or Cannock Historic Character Assessment part of the
Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey (2009) as being of moderate historic value and having
medium sensitivity to change or as being within relatively close proximity of a designated heritage
asset. Sites which have been scored as having a minor negative effect due to their proximity to a
designated heritage asset are likely to be sufficiently screened from the development site as to
avoid significant negative effects on their significance or that of their setting.
4.106 The minor negative effect expected for this SA objective in relation to employment site option KLS
is expected to be combined with a negligible effect. This site is quite large in size (66.5ha) and as
such it falls between historic environment character zones as identified in the Cannock Chase
District HEA. One of the zones into which the site falls has been identified as not being overly
sensitive to new development and was scored as being of low value in terms of heritage assets.
The other zone into which the site falls is expected to be at least moderately impacted by new
development of medium to large scale and has been scored as being of moderate value in terms
of heritage assets. Given the spread of the site between these zones the overall mixed effect has
been recorded for this SA objective.
4.107 As the effects of new development on the built and historic environment will be dependent upon
their specific design which is unknown at this stage, all effects expected on SA objective 17 are
uncertain.
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Mixed use site options
4.108 The SA findings for the reasonable alternative mixed use site options are summarised in Table
4.3 below. A total of 10 reasonable mixed use site options were identified by the Council and
have been subject to SA. The locations of the mixed use site options are shown in Map 4.3 which
is presented overleaf. The detailed matrices for the mixed use site options can be viewed in
Appendix 7 of this Report.
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SA objective 1: Protect and enhance biodiversity, fauna and flora and geodiversity
4.109 Mixed use sites that are within close proximity of a biodiversity or geodiversity site have the
potential to affect those sites, e.g. through habitat damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to
species, air pollution, trampling etc. The significance of these adverse impacts has been
considered in relation to importance of the biodiversity which is located in close proximity to the
development. In this appraisal process importance has been determined by considering whether
the biodiversity feature is internationally/nationally designated or is locally designated. As such,
sites which are located within 250m of one or more internationally or nationally designated
biodiversity or geodiversity sites are expected to have a significant negative effect on this SA
objective. Of the 10 mixed use site options considered, four are expected to have significant
negative effects on biodiversity and geodiversity features for this reason.
4.110 Sites that were identified as being within 250m of a local biodiversity site or between 250m and
1km of an international or national biodiversity site are expected to have a minor negative effect
on this SA objective. As the District Council’s guidance on development near the Cannock Chase
SAC identifies that residential development within a 15km area around the SAC could result in
increased recreation pressure at the site, this has also been considered when appraising mixed
use development site options (which include housing provision). All 10 of the mixed use site
options considered are located within this distance of the SAC, however negative effects relating
specifically to the potential for additional recreational pressures on the SAC due to proximity were
identified for only seven mixed use site options given that three mixed use options (CE42, RE23
and NE11) are proposed for non-residential uses. Only two of the mixed use site options
(R127/RE24 and CE42) are not located within close proximity of a biodiversity site (within 250m
of a local biodiversity site or within 1km of a national or international biodiversity site). Site
option R127/RE24 is located within 15km of the SAC and is proposed to include residential
development however meaning a minor negative effect have also been identified for this site. A
negligible effect is expected in relation to site option CE42 as it is not in close proximity to any
designated biodiversity site and is proposed to contain only employment development and other
non-residential uses.
4.111 Four of the mixed use site options are located within close proximity of either
internationally/nationally (between 250m and 1km) and/or locally (within 250m) designated
biodiversity sites. A minor negative effect is also expected for these site options in relation to
protecting and enhancing biodiversity.
4.112 While proximity to designated sites provides an indication of the potential for an adverse effect,
uncertainty exists for all of the site options as the distance and pathways across which effects
might occur is not the same for all types of habitats and species, and appropriate mitigation may
avoid adverse effects and may even result in beneficial effects.
4.113 In addition to potential effects on nearby designated sites, the potential impacts on biodiversity
present on each site, or undesignated habitats and species adjacent to the potential development
sites cannot be determined at this strategic level of assessment (as site surveys are not
undertaken). This would need to be determined once more specific proposals are developed and
submitted as part of a planning application. As such all potential effects identified have an
element of uncertainty attached.
4.114 There may also be opportunities to promote habitat connectivity at new residential sites if housing
developments include green infrastructure, which may result in a positive effect, but this will not
be known until development proposals come forward. None of the mixed use site options
considered are expected to have a positive effect on SA objective 1.
SA objective 2: Minimise pollution and protect and enhance air, water, and soils
4.115 Two of the mixed use site options (CE56/C326 and CE42) are expected to have significant
negative effects in terms of pollution and protection of air, water or soils in the District. Both
these sites have been identified as either being within or linked to an AQMA meaning there is
potential for further detrimental impacts on air quality in these areas as a result of increases in
traffic volumes. It is possible that increased vehicle traffic resulting from increased numbers of
residents travelling to and from home, work and other facilities provided at these sites may
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exacerbate air quality issues which have already been identified at these locations. Site CE42 is
also linked to the A5.
4.116 Seven of the mixed use site options are expected to have a minor negative effect on this SA
objective. These sites are located outside of the proposed and declared AQMAs in the District and
are also not located on Grade 3 Agricultural Land. These sites are expected to have a minor
negative effect on this SA objective in terms of effects on local water quality, amenity with regard
to noise pollution and loss of lower quality (Grade 4, Grade 5, urban and non-agricultural quality
land) greenfield land. All impacts on local water quality are expected to be minor given that all
four mixed use site options identified as being located within a Source Protection Zone in the
District (C373/CE55 and C375/CE58) lie within Source Protection Zone 3, which is not the most
sensitive zone for public water supply.
4.117 Only two of the mixed use site options (R127/RE24 and CE42) would make use of previously
developed land. These sites are expected to have a minor positive effect on this SA objective in
terms of land use and preserving soils in the District. However, the minor positive effects
identified for these sites are expected to be combined with a negative effect as adverse impacts
have been identified in relation to pollution. For site CE42, which is expected to have a mixed
overall effect on this SA objective, the negative effect is likely to be significant and related to air
quality as the site is linked to the AQMA along the A5. For site R127/RE24, which is also expected
to have an overall mixed effect on this SA objective, the minor positive effect is expected to be
combined with a minor negative effect. The minor negative effect is expected as a result of noise
pollution due to the site being adjacent to A51. This minor negative effect is uncertain given that
it may be possible to incorporate mitigation to avoid this adverse impact on local amenity.
SA objective 3: Ensure development makes efficient use of previously developed land
and buildings
4.118 Development which is to take place on greenfield land is considered to be a less efficient use of
land than new development on previously developed, brownfield sites. Greenfield sites would
present reduced opportunities to make use of materials and buildings which are more likely to be
present onsite at brownfield locations.
4.119 The majority of the mixed use site options (eight) would make use of mostly greenfield land and
as such a negative effect has been identified for this SA objective. Two of these sites
(C373/CE55, and RE23) are considered to be relatively large in size based on the suggested
number of houses which could be supplied on site and the overall size of the site in hectares. As
such these sites would make use of large areas of greenfield land and a significant negative effect
has been identified for these sites in relation to use of previously developed land and buildings.
The remaining six mixed use site options which also make use of mostly greenfield land are
considered to be relatively small sites making use of the information supplied by the Council. The
negative effect expected in relation to the efficient use of previously developed land is therefore
minor, given that the loss of greenfield land would be lower.
4.120 Only two mixed use site options considered would make use of mostly brownfield land and as
such positive effects are recorded for SA objective 3. Of these two sites only site R127/RE24
would deliver development on a site which is brownfield and has been identified as being
relatively large making use of the information provided by the Council. A significant positive
effect has been identified for this mixed use site option. Site CE42 is also located on mostly
brownfield land but making use of the information provided by the Council is considered to be
relatively small in size and so a minor positive effect has been identified.
SA objective 4: Adapt to the impacts of, and minimise factors contributing to, climate
change
4.121 All mixed use site options will have negligible effects on this SA objective as effects will depend to
some extent on the site’s design, for example whether it incorporates renewable energy
generation on site or includes sustainable drainage systems (SuDS). The location of mixed use
sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the site offers good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether it is within areas of high flood risk; however these factors
are considered under other SA objectives below (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively).
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SA objective 5: Reduce the risk of flooding
4.122 The provision of mixed use development on greenfield land would increase the area of
impermeable surfaces in the District and could therefore increase overall flood risk. Flood risk will
have the most potential to be impacted upon where the sites are within high risk flood zones.
National Planning Practice Guidance identifies buildings used for dwelling houses (i.e. residential
development) as a ‘more vulnerable use’, which should not be permitted in areas which are within
flood zone 3b. An exception test will be required for areas within flood zone 3a. As such
residential development within flood zone 3 is unlikely to be acceptable in most circumstances.
Employment sites (including offices; general industry, storage and distribution) are classified as a
‘less vulnerable use’ which should not occur within flood zone 3b but is to be permitted within
flood zone 3a as per the National Planning Practice Guidance. As such where mixed use sites may
include both of these types of development or predominantly residential development adverse
effects in relation to this SA objective should have no uncertainty attached. On larger sites with
only a small area of flood zone 3, it may be possible to locate the housing away from the high risk
zone, depending on the design of developments proposed.
4.123 The incorporation of sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) is likely to have a positive effect on
reducing flood risk in the District. New development is likely to present opportunities for this type
of provision. The successful incorporation of SuDS however, is dependent on the design of the
proposed development (and not on the location of the site) which will not be known until the
planning application stage.
4.124 Only one of the mixed use site options considered (CE54/C119) is located either mostly or entirely
within flood zone 3 (Saredon Brook passes through this site) and on a greenfield site. A
significant negative effect has therefore been identified in relation to this SA objective for this site.
A further seven mixed use site options are located on greenfield land which is outside of flood
zone 3. As previously noted, the development of these sites is still likely to increase the area of
impermeable surfaces in the District which may increase overall risk of flooding. A minor negative
effect has therefore been identified for these sites.
4.125 Only two mixed use site options (R127/RE24 and CE42) contain large portions of brownfield land
and are located outside of flood zone 3. The development of these areas is not expected to
increase the area of impermeable surfaces in Cannock Chase. As such negligible effects have
been identified in relation to flood risk in the District for these site options.
SA objective 6: Protect, enhance and manage the character and quality of the landscape
and townscape, maintaining and strengthening local distinctiveness and sense of place
4.126 The Cannock Chase AONB takes up much of the northern portion of the District and is the largest
surviving area of lowland heathland in the Midlands. This area has been designated to protect its
special landscape character. Development within that part of the District could therefore have a
negative effect on the quality of the landscape although that is uncertain until the design of the
development is known. Four of the mixed use site options (C373/CE55, C375/CE58, RE25/R128
and RE23) are located either within or within close proximity (1km) of the AONB, therefore
significant negative effects have been identified in relation to the landscape and townscape in
Cannock Chase.
4.127 Outside of designated landscape areas, assessment of the likely impact of mixed use development
on the landscape and townscape character of the District has been informed by the Landscape
Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. The Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District divides the District into a number of Landscape Character Types (LCTs)
and assesses their sensitivity to development. All of the sites that have been identified as being
within or within close proximity to the AONB are located within LCTs which have a high sensitivity
to development, apart from RE25/R128, which is located across two LCTs; one of which has been
identified as having a high level of sensitivity to development and the other has been identified as
having a moderate level of sensitivity to development. Four of the remaining mixed use site
options (CE54/C119, CE56/C326, NE8/N57 and NE11) are located within LCTs that were assessed
as being moderately sensitive to new development, therefore minor negative effects have been
identified for these sites.
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4.128 The remaining two mixed use site options (R127/RE24 and CE42) have been identified as lying
within LCTs which are ‘urban’ in character. At these locations it is considered that new
development is unlikely to have adverse impacts on landscape character.
4.129 All effects on this SA objective are uncertain depending on the design of new development which
is not yet known. This is particularly relevant for mixed use site options which are considered
given the broad range of development which might be accommodated at these sites.
SA objective 7: Make sustainable use of resources and minimise waste generation
4.130 It is expected that all new development will result in the increased consumption of minerals for
construction but this will not be influenced by the location of the development. In addition the
development of new mixed used development sites (particularly those which include residential
uses and to a lesser extent employment uses) is likely to involve an increase in waste generation,
regardless of location, but may also offer good opportunities for incorporating sustainable waste
management practices (e.g. through sustainable construction but also designing new
developments to incorporate space for storage and collection of recyclables). However as this is
not yet known and waste generation is generally determined by individuals’ attitudes and
behaviour towards waste, all effects are uncertain on this SA objective.
4.131 Mixed use development sites which are proposed at brownfield sites may present opportunities for
the re-use of materials already onsite. This will be dependent upon which materials are present
onsite before development begins meaning any positive effect is uncertain. Only two of the mixed
use site options (R127/RE24 and CE42) were identified as having a potential minor positive effect
on this SA objective as they are located on brownfield land. The remaining eight mixed use site
options are located on greenfield land which would present reduced opportunities to make use of
materials already onsite and thus minimise waste. Negligible effects have been identified for
these site options.
SA objective 8: Encourage and facilitate the use of sustainable modes of transport
4.132 How well connected housing sites are to services, facilities and employment opportunities by
sustainable modes of transport will affect the extent to which residents are able to make use of
non car-based modes of transport day to day. It is also expected that new mixed use
development which is provided within close proximity of existing transport links (within 350m of
bus stops, 1km of trains stations and sites which have a cycle path passing through them) may
help to encourage a modal shift. New residents and users of employment land and other uses
provider at these locations are expected to be more likely to make use of existing sustainable
transport links where they are present in close proximity to development sites. It is possible that
new transport links may be provided as part of large-scale mixed developments but this cannot be
assumed unless this information has been provided by the Council.
4.133 Site CE42 is the only site expected to have a significant positive effect on this SA objective as it is
located within 1km of a railway station and within 350m of one or more bus stops which provide
access to relatively frequent bus services (at least once every 30 minutes). Site CE42 is located
within close proximity of Cannock Train Station which is within the one of the more developed
locations of the District at the periphery of the Town Centre of Cannock.
4.134 Of the mixed use site options considered four (R127/RE24, C375/CE58, RE25/R128 and
CE56/C326) were identified as having a minor positive effect in relation to SA objective 8. Of
these four sites, three are located either within 1km of a train station or within 350m of one of
more bus stops. Only one of these sites (R127/RE24) has been identified being within 1km of a
train station and within 350m of one or more bus stops and been given a minor positive effect.
The bus services accessible at this location have been identified as being less frequently than once
every 30 minutes meaning the positive effect expected on SA objective 8 is likely to be less
pronounced.
4.135 Site options that have been identified as being within 350m of a bus stop which provides access
to an infrequent bus service but are not within 1km of a train station are expected to have a
negligible effect on this SA objective. Two mixed use site options (C373/CE55 and CE54/C119)
have been identified as having this negligible effect on encouraging and facilitating the use of
sustainable transport in the District.
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4.136 Minor negative effects were identified for three (RE23, NE8/N57 and NE11) mixed use site
options. These sites would provide a poor level of access to existing sustainable transport links in
the District as they are located more than 1km from a train station and more than 350m from a
bus stop. None of these three mixed use sites have a cycle path located within their boundaries
which might otherwise have been used by residents, employees and other site users for
commuting and undertaking day to day journeys.
SA objective 9: Ensure all people are able to live in a decent home which meets their
needs
4.137 Most of the mixed use development sites considered are expected to provide some element of
residential development which would help to provide new homes to meet the identified need in
the District. It is also assumed that new housing schemes will include an appropriate proportion
of affordable housing in line with other Local Plan policies. Larger sites (those which would
provide 11 homes or more) are expected to provide affordable housing in line with the national
10-unit affordable housing threshold as per the Planning Practice Guidance 9, and therefore are
likely to have a significant positive effect on this SA objective. Given that these mixed use sites
would provide an uncertain proportion of residential use and other uses, where positive effects are
identified for this SA objective they are likely to be uncertain.
4.138 The suggested number of homes for each of the mixed use site options which would include some
residential provision has been used to identify that five of these mixed use site options
(C375/CE58, RE25/R128, CE54/C119, CE56/C326 and NE8/N57) are expected to have uncertain
significant positive effects on this SA objective as they would provide for more than 11 homes and
would therefore help to contribute to affordable housing in Cannock Chase. Considering the large
land area covered by site options R127/RE24 and C373/CE55 (55h and 37ha respectively) it is
also likely that these sites would allow for the delivery of more than 11 new homes and would be
required to provide for an element of affordable housing as part of the development. These seven
site options would help to provide affordable homes in the District as well as providing market
properties which would also help to meet local housing requirements.
4.139 The remaining three mixed use site options are expected to have a negligible effect in terms of
providing people with a decent home to live in. These mixed use site options are not expected to
provide any new homes as part of their development. These sites would not contribute to
meeting the objectively assessed housing need in the District. A negligible effect has therefore
been recorded on SA objective 9 for site options RE23, CE42 and NE11.
SA objective 10: Raise educational aspirations and attainment within the District and
ensure that educational facilities are provided where they are required
4.140 The effects of new residential development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on the
availability of school and college places to serve the growing population; this will depend in part
on whether new places are provided as part of the new developments which including housing. A
threshold of 700 homes has been identified as it is expected that sites which include housing
which are of this size or larger could potentially result in the delivery of new primary provision
onsite although this is uncertain until specific proposals for sites are known. None of the mixed
use site options considered are expected to result in the delivery of new primary places in the
District. However, as information about the exact number of new homes which might be
delivered has not been provided for some of the sites (most notably the larger site options of
R127/RE24 and C373/CE55) this is uncertain.
4.141 Effects on this SA objective will also depend on how accessible existing schools are from mixed
use site options which provide new housing. Sites that are within close proximity (600m) of
either a primary and secondary school are considered to provide relatively good options for
residents in terms of access to education facilities and therefore a minor positive effect has been
identified. Only one mixed use site option (RE25/R128) is expected to have a minor positive
effect on this SA objective for this reason.
4.142 Six mixed use site options which would provide for new residential development are not located
within close proximity (600m) of any education facilities (either primary or secondary). As such
9
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residents at new homes which are delivered at these locations would have limited access to
existing education facilities, particularly by more sustainable and active modes of transport (i.e.
walking and cycling). A minor negative effect has been identified for these site options.
4.143 Site options RE23, CE42 and NE11 would result in development for non-residential uses and as
such would provide no new homes in Cannock Chase. Delivering this type of development within
the District is not expected to affect accessibility to education facilities and ultimately educational
aspirations and attainment. A negligible effect has therefore been recorded in relation to this SA
objective for these mixed use site options.
4.144 The effects of all mixed use site options which deliver new homes in Cannock on access to
education facilities as well as educational aspirations and attainment in the District will depend on
there being capacity at schools to accommodate new pupils. As such uncertainty is attached to all
scores identified for this type of sites this SA objective.
SA objective 11: Reduce crime and the fear of crime
4.145 The effects of allocating new mixed use sites on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on
factors such as the incorporation of green space within the sites which, depending on design and
the use of appropriate lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly
at night. However, such issues will not be influenced by the location of mixed use sites allocated
through the Local Plan; rather they will be determined through the detailed proposals for each
site. Therefore, the effects of all mixed use site options on this SA objective are negligible and no
likely significant effects (either positive or negative) were identified.
SA objective 12: Improve public health and ensure health facilities are accessible for
those in need
4.146 Public health in the District will be influenced by access to and thus the proximity of sites to open
spaces, recreation facilities, and public rights of way (PRoWs) which might help to encourage
more active and healthier lifestyles in Cannock Chase. This is considered separately under SA
objective 13, however. Sites which include housing and provide a good level of access to existing
healthcare facilities will help to encourage residents to undertake regular visits to such facilities
and should contribute to limiting illness and promoting well-being among the local population.
Mixed use sites which would provide an element of housing and that are located in close proximity
(600m) to existing healthcare facilities (i.e. GP surgeries or hospitals) are expected to help
improve public health in the District.
4.147 One mixed use site option which would provide an element of housing (RE25/RE128) is located
within close proximity of a GP surgery (none of the mixed use site options are located within close
proximity of a hospital). A minor positive effect has been identified for this site option in relation
to improving public health and ensuring health facilities are accessible for those in need. Six
mixed use site options which would provide housing in the District are not located within close
proximity of any existing healthcare facilities (either a hospital or GP surgery). As such these
sites would not provide a good level of access to healthcare facilities in Cannock Chase and a
minor negative effect has been recorded on this SA objective for these residential site options.
4.148 Three site options (RE23, CE42 and NE11) would provide for uses which are non-residential and
as such would result in no new homes being delivered in Cannock Chase. As such these site
options are not expected to affect accessibility to healthcare facilities in the District. A negligible
effect has therefore been recorded for this SA objective for these mixed use site options.
SA objective 13: Protect, enhance and create open spaces for leisure and recreation
4.149 The effects of the mixed use site options will mainly depend upon the proximity of these sites to
existing recreational facilities, areas of open space and public rights of way (PRoWs). Sites that
are within walking distance (600m) of existing facilities of this type may encourage more users of
these types of sites to be active outdoors. As such positive effects are expected on this SA
objective for mixed use sites which are located in close proximity to existing recreational facilities,
areas of open space and public rights of way (PRoWs). Where information has been provided
which shows that identified facilities or open spaces have limited or restricted public access (for
example private sports clubs) or are of little recreational value (for example roadside verges) this
has informed the scoring of this SA objective.
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4.150 All 10 of the mixed use site options considered are located within walking distance of more than
one area of open space and/or PRoW which is publicly accessible. Significant positive effects have
therefore been identified for these site options in relation to access to open spaces for leisure and
recreation. Sites which provide 100 or more new homes are considered to have greater potential
to incorporate new open space which could result in an uncertain positive effect 10. For most of
the mixed use site options however, it is uncertain the amount of new housing which would be
provided onsite meaning this uncertain minor positive effect has not been identified.
4.151 For six of the mixed use site options an uncertain minor negative is expected to be combined with
this significant positive effect. Although these six mixed use site options are located within
walking distance of more than one area of open space or/and PRoW, at least one of these features
is also included within each of these sites’ boundaries. As such the recreational or leisure use
within the site boundary might be lost, retained or enhanced dependent upon how the site is
developed, which is unknown until specific site proposals come forward. Overall, an uncertain
mixed effect (significant positive and minor negative) is therefore expected for these site options.
4.152 Of all 10 mixed use site options considered three (CE58/C375, RE23 and NE11) would provide
leisure, recreational and/or open space as part of their development. This type of provision is
expected to amplify any significant positive effect identified for these three sites on this SA
objective. However, as site C375/CE58 contains a PRoW and an area of land which acts as a
green link within its boundaries the residential development which would be provided as part of
the mixed use development at this location may result in the loss of these other identified uses.
An uncertain minor negative effect is therefore also expected on this SA objective.
SA objective 14: Provide easy access to community services and facilities to meet
people’s needs
4.153 Although the provision of new services and facilities as part of new mixed use development would
help to make community services and facilities more accessible in the District information about
the precise uses which would be included at most of the mixed use site options has not be
provided. The location of the mixed use sites which contain residential development and are
allocated in the Local Plan however would affect the number of services and facilities residents
have access to. It is expected that sites within the more developed centres of the District would
provide a higher level of access to services and facilities which will meet people’s needs.
4.154 In order to assess ‘good access’, Cannock Chase Council has identified a hierarchy of centres in
the Local Plan (Part 1) through policy CP11. This classifies settlements in the District as either
the strategic sub-regional centre of Cannock, Town Centres (Rugeley and Hednesford), District
Centres (Hawks Green) or Local Centres (Norton Canes, Heath Hayes, Chadsmoor, Bridgtown,
Fernwood Drive and Brereton). Proximity to these centres can be used as an indicator of
proximity to most services and facilities in the District. Those sites within or at the periphery of
the existing urban edge of the developed areas in question are expected to provide a higher level
of access to existing services and facilities than those beyond the existing urban edge.
4.155 Three of the mixed use site option (R127/RE24, CE42 and C375/CE58) are located within one of
the more developed areas of the District which contain a Town Centre (i.e. Cannock, Rugeley or
Hednesford). These sites are located on the peripheries of the towns of Rugeley, Cannock and
Hednesford respectively and so a significant positive effect has been identified. Three of the
mixed use site options are located within or at the edge of one of the Local Centres identified in
policy CP11 of the Local Plan (Part 1) meaning an uncertain minor positive effect is expected on
this SA objective. These sites would provide a reduced level of access to services and facilities
which new residents may require access to.
4.156 The four remaining mixed use site options are not located within any of the centres identified in
Policy CP11 of the Local Plan (Part 1). Only one of these site options (C373/CE55) is located
within walking distance of a sustainable transport link (within 1km of a railway station or within
350m of a bus stop). Given that these public transport nodes may allow for access to services
and facilities further afield the negative effect expected in relation to access to services and
facilities is expected to be minor. Three mixed use site options (RE23, NE8/N57 and NE11) have
therefore been identified as having a significant negative effect on this SA objective given that
10
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they are not located within close proximity of an identified centre or a public transport node which
might provide access to services and facilities further afield.
SA objective 15: Help the continued regeneration of the local economy by protecting
existing employment sites and ensuring there is adequate provision of new sites.
4.157 The provision of new employment land as part of mixed use development is expected to have a
positive effect on the objective of allowing for the continued regeneration of the local economy in
Cannock. Detrimental impacts will only be likely were land which is identified as an existing
employment sites identified by the Council or has historic employment use has been proposed for
allocation as mixed use which would reduce its potential to provide employment opportunities.
4.158 The exact uses which will be provided at most of the mixed use sites in the District is unknown at
this stage however it has been identified that all sites other than CE58/C375, RE23 and NE11
would provide a specific element of employment as part of the overall development. Sites which
have been identified as being larger when considered against all other mixed use site options
considered are expected to have a significant positive effect on this SA objective given that they
could potentially accommodate a larger number of new employment opportunities. Only sites
(R127/RE24 and C373/CE55) are expected to have this significant positive effect on this SA
objective. As the exact proportion of each site which would allow for new employment is
unknown at this stage the significant positive effect is uncertain. In addition the uncertain
significant positive effect likely with regards to mixed use site option R127/RE24 is expected to be
combined with a minor negative given that this site has been recently closed as part of the
Rugeley Power Station and previously accommodated approximately 150 employees. This
potential use will be lost if re-development of the site for the proposed mixed use was to proceed
and the number of any replacement jobs proposed by the redevelopment is uncertain.
4.159 Six of the remaining mixed use site options are expected to have a minor positive effect on this
SA objective. These sites are considered to be relatively small in size but would still provide some
employment development or development which would provide for some employment
opportunities. All of these mixed use site options would specifically provide for employment uses
as part of their development, apart from NE11. As this site would allow for an element of tourism
development it is expected that this mixed use site option would allow for the enhancement of
this important sector of the local economic. The minor positive effect expected for these sites is
uncertain dependent upon the proportion of each site which might accommodate new
employment or related uses.
4.160 The final two mixed use site options (CE58/C375 and RE23) would provide for non-employment
related development, namely residential development and leisure. As such these sites are not
expected to make a significant contribution to local economic growth or provide for a high number
of new employment opportunities or provide for diversity in the local job market. A negligible
effect has therefore been recorded for this mixed use site options in relation to this SA objective.
SA objective 16: Enhance the town centres in order to protect and improve their vitality
and viability
4.161 As none of the mixed use sites are located within town centres, the development of all 10 mixed
use site options would not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in those
areas, or encourage people to visit and use town centre locations to the benefit of their vitality
and viability. As such negligible effects have been identified for the mixed use site options
considered for this SA objective.
SA objective 17: Conserve and enhance the built and historic environment
4.162 Judgements about the likely effects of the mixed use site options on the historic environment
have been based on the distances between the site options and designated heritage assets.
Where a residential site option lies within areas covered by Conservation Area Appraisals, the
Historic Environment Character Assessment (HECA) and the Cannock and Rugeley Historic
Character Assessments, this information has also been used to determine the likely impact of
development on the character of the surrounding area.
4.163 One mixed use site option (C373/CE55) has been identified as having a potential significant
negative effect on the built and historic environment. This site includes the Scheduled Monument
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Moated Sites and Bloomery in Courtbanks Convert and as such acts to provide its setting. The
significant negative effect has been scored in light of the potential high sensitivity of this area to
development, particularly when considering that development may impact upon the significance of
designated heritage assets and that of their respective settings.
4.164 Six of the remaining mixed site options have been identified as having a minor negative effect on
this SA objective. These residential site options have been identified within the Cannock Chase
District HECA (October 2009) or the Cannock and Rugeley Historic Character Assessments as
being of moderate historic value or as having medium sensitivity to change. These sites may
alternatively be located within relatively close proximity of a designated heritage asset. Sites
which have been scored as having a minor negative effect due to their proximity to a designated
heritage asset are likely to be sufficiently screened from the development site as to avoid
significant negative effects on their significance or that of their setting.
4.165 Three of the mixed use site options (C375/CE58, CE42 and CE56/C326) considered are expected
to have a negligible effect on the built and historic environment in the District. One site option
(C375/CE58) is not located within close proximity of any designated heritage assets and is not
located in an area which is assessed in the Cannock Chase District HECA (October 2009) or the
Cannock and Rugeley Historic Character Assessments. The remaining two sites (CE42 and
CE56/C326) are located within areas which are covered by Cannock Historic Character
Assessment and Cannock Chase District HEA respectively. CE42 has been identified as lying
within HUCA 17 – East of Bridgtown, while CE56/C326 is located within CHECZ 12 - East of Heath
Hayes. As both of the areas in which these sites fall have been identified as being of low value in
terms of recorded heritage assets a negligible effect is expected for each site on this SA objective.
4.166 As the effects of new development on the built and historic environment will be dependent upon
their specific design which is unknown at this stage, all effects expected on SA objective 17 are
uncertain.
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Gypsy and Traveller site options
4.167 The SA findings for the reasonable alternative residential site options are summarised in Table
4.4 below. A total of six reasonable Gypsy and Traveller site options were identified by the
Council and have been subject to SA. The locations of the Gypsy and Traveller site options are
shown in Map 4.4 which is presented overleaf. The detailed matrices for the Gypsy and Traveller
site options can be viewed in Appendix 8 of this Report.
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SA objective 1: Protect and enhance biodiversity, fauna and flora and geodiversity
4.168 Gypsy and Traveller site options that are within close proximity of an internationally, nationally or
locally designated biodiversity or geodiversity site have the potential to affect those sites, e.g.
through habitat damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, trampling etc.
Conversely, there may be opportunities to promote habitat connectivity if Traveller sites include
green infrastructure. Therefore, while proximity to designated sites provides an indication of the
potential for an adverse effect, uncertainty exists as the distance at which effects might occur is
not the same for all types of habitats and species, and appropriate mitigation may avoid adverse
effects and may even result in beneficial effects.
4.169 In addition to potential effects on nearby designated sites, the potential impacts on biodiversity
present on each site, or undesignated habitats and species adjacent to the potential Traveller
sites cannot be determined at this strategic level of assessment (as site surveys have not been
undertaken). This would need to be determined once more specific proposals are developed and
submitted as part of a planning application. Distances of 250m and 1km have been used as an
indication of proximity, as there are no standard distance thresholds available and it is recognised
that the distance over which effects may occur vary between habitats and species and the types
of effect being considered. This level of detail cannot be determined as part of the SA.
4.170 All the Gypsy and Traveller site options are within close proximity of either an internationally,
nationally or locally designated biodiversity or geodiversity site. Of the six Gypsy and Traveller
sites, only two site options (GT4 and GT5) are likely to have an uncertain significant negative
effect on biodiversity and geodiversity as both these sites lie within 250m of Cannock Extension
Canal SAC and SSSI which are internationally and nationally designated sites respectively.
4.171 The remaining four site options are located within 250m of at least one locally biodiversity or
geodiversity designated site and are therefore expected to have an uncertain minor negative
effect.
4.172 All six of the site options are located within 15km of the Cannock Chase SAC, therefore a minor
negative but uncertain effect is also identified for those sites because new gypsy and traveller
sites within 15km of this SAC may contribute to increased recreation pressure at this designated
biodiversity site. This will be tested through the Habitats Regulations Assessment work that is
being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are selected.
SA objective 2: Minimise pollution and protect and enhance air, water, and soils
4.173 Overall, five of the six Gypsy and Traveller site options are likely to have a minor negative effect
on pollution.
4.174 Development within any of the AQMAs that have been declared or proposed in Cannock Chase or
adjoining authorities is likely to have a negative effect on air pollution as increased vehicle traffic
from population growth in those areas could compound existing air quality problems, although the
number of vehicle movements associated with a Gypsy and Traveller site is unlikely to be
significant in terms of overall traffic movements for the District. Four of the six Gypsy and
Traveller site options (GT1, GT3, GT4 and GT5) are located within or connected via road to an
AQMA within Cannock Chase or the Walsall AQMA 11 and are therefore identified as having a minor
negative effect. Furthermore, all these site options are located directly adjacent to a motorway
and or an ‘A’ road where potential residents could experience adverse effects relating to noise
pollution. This however, is uncertain as it may be possible to mitigate noise pollution through the
design and layout of the site.
4.175 In addition to the minor negative effects identified above, significant negative effects are
identified for sites GT2, GT3 and GT4 because the site options lie on greenfield land which is
classed as Grade 3 agricultural land. If these site options are to be developed therefore, it could
lead to a loss of highest quality agricultural land in the District, however this is uncertain as it is
unknown whether the land is classed as Grade 3a (higher quality) or 3b.
4.176 In contrast, site GT6 is located on brownfield land and is therefore expected to have a minor
positive effect on preserving soils. As this site is also not located in an area which is expected to
11

The Walsall AQMA is declared in the neighbouring authority Walsall Metropolitan Borough Council.
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intensify air quality issues at any of the declared or proposed AQMAs in or in close proximity to
the District and is also not located adjacent to an A-road which might otherwise have adverse
impacts on residential amenity in terms of noise pollution an overall minor positive effect has
been identified.
4.177 None of the Gypsy and Traveller site options are located within Source Protection Zones. The
location of Gypsy and Traveller site developments within Cannock Chase would not have a direct
effect on levels of water pollution or soil contamination, which would be influenced by factors such
as whether there is capacity at the District’s sewage treatment works to treat the additional
wastewater generated by the overall scale of development proposed.
SA objective 3: Ensure development makes efficient use of previously developed land
and buildings
4.178 Where development takes place on greenfield land or areas of high quality agricultural land it is a
less efficient use of land than development on brownfield sites or sites of lower quality agricultural
land.
4.179 GT6 is the only site option that is located on brownfield land, therefore it could have a positive
effect but as the site option is considered to be relatively small in size, only a minor positive effect
is expected. If this site option were to be taken forward, it may help to encourage the use of
onsite buildings and materials.
4.180 The remaining five site options (GT1, GT2, GT3, GT4 and GT5) are also considered to be small in
size, but these are located on greenfield land so a minor negative effect is expected.
SA objective 4: Adapt to the impacts of, and minimise factors contributing to, climate
change
4.181 All Gypsy and Traveller site options will have negligible effects on this SA objective as effects will
depend to some extent on the site’s design, for example whether they incorporate renewable
energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of Gypsy and Traveller sites will
influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for sustainable
transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively).
SA objective 5: Reduce the risk of flooding
4.182 The development of new Gypsy and Traveller sites on greenfield land would increase the area of
impermeable surfaces and could therefore increase overall flood risk, particularly where the sites
are within high risk flood zones. National Planning Practice Guidance identifies caravans, mobile
homes and park homes intended for permanent residential use as a ‘highly vulnerable use’, which
is suitable in areas of flood zone 1 but would require an exception test in flood zone 2 and is
unsuitable in flood zones 3a and 3b.
4.183 While new development in any location may offer good opportunities to incorporate sustainable
drainage systems (SuDS), and therefore have a positive effect on reducing flood risk, this would
depend on the design of the proposed development and not on the location of the site.
4.184 All of the Gypsy and Traveller site options are located outside of flood zones 2 and 3. However as
previously mentioned, five of the six site options (GT1, GT2, GT3, GT4 and GT5) are located on
greenfield land so a minor negative effect is expected on these sites, whereas site option GT6 is
situated on brownfield land, so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.
SA objective 6: Protect, enhance and manage the character and quality of the landscape
and townscape, maintaining and strengthening local distinctiveness and sense of place
4.185 The Cannock Chase AONB covers much of the north of the District. Development within that part
of the District could therefore have a negative effect on the quality of the landscape although that
is uncertain until the design of the development is known. No Gypsy and Traveller site options
are located within the AONB, however site GT6 lies within 1km of this designation therefore
potential significant negative effects were identified in relation to the landscape and townscape in
Cannock Chase.
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4.186 Outside of designated landscape areas, where development will take place on greenfield land, the
character of the local environment is more likely to be affected. The emerging Landscape
Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District divides the District into a number of Landscape
Character Types (LCTs) and assesses their sensitivity to development. The remaining five Gypsy
and Traveller site options (GT1, GT2, GT3, GT4 and GT5) are located within LCTs that were
assessed as being moderately sensitive to new development, therefore a minor negative effect is
identified for these sites.
4.187 However, all effects on this SA objective are uncertain depending on the design of new
development which is not yet known.
SA objective 7: Make sustainable use of resources and minimise waste generation
4.188 The development of new Gypsy and Traveller sites is likely to involve an increase in waste
generation, regardless of location, but may also offer good opportunities for incorporating
sustainable waste management practices (e.g. through sustainable construction but also
designing new developments to incorporate space for storage and collection of recyclables).
However, this is not yet known as waste generation is generally determined by individuals’
attitudes and behaviour towards waste, all effects are therefore uncertain on this SA objective.
4.189 Where Gypsy and Traveller sites are proposed on brownfield land there may be opportunities for
re-using existing buildings and materials although this is uncertain depending on the previous use
of the site. Site option GT6 was identified as having a potential minor positive effect on this SA
objective as it is located on brownfield land, while the remaining five site options (GT1, GT2, GT3,
GT4 and GT5) would have a minor negative effect as they are located on greenfield land.
SA objective 8: Encourage and facilitate the use of sustainable modes of transport
4.190 How well connected Gypsy and Traveller sites are to services, facilities and employment
opportunities by sustainable modes of transport will affect the extent to which residents are able
to make use of non car-based modes of transport day to day.
4.191 Site options GT1, GT3 and GT6 are located within 350m of at least one bus stop so minor positive
effects are likely for these site options.
4.192 The remaining three site options GT2, GT4 and GT5 are more than 1km of a railway station, over
350m from a bus stop and they do not have an existing cycle route passing the site, as such
these site options are likely to have a minor negative effect on this SA objective.
SA objective 9: Ensure all people are able to live in a decent home which meets their
needs
4.193 All of the potential Gypsy and Traveller sites are expected to have positive effects on this
objective, due to the nature of the proposed development which would help to meet the identified
local need for Gypsy and Traveller sites. It is therefore expected that all six of the Gypsy and
Traveller site options would have a significant positive effect on this SA objective.
SA objective 10: Raise educational aspirations and attainment within the District and
ensure that educational facilities are provided where they are required
4.194 The effects of new Gypsy and Traveller sites on this SA objective will depend to some extent on
the availability of school and college places to serve the growing population, which is unknown at
this stage. While new schools may be allocated in the new Local Plan, their potential locations
were not taken into account in the appraisal of Gypsy and Traveller site options against this SA
objective as there is not enough certainty at this stage about their delivery.
4.195 Effects on this SA objective therefore depend on how accessible existing schools and colleges are
from Gypsy and Traveller site options, although there are uncertainties as the effects will depend
on there being capacity at those schools and colleges to accommodate new pupils.
4.196 As all of the six Gypsy and Traveller site options are located more than 600m of any primary or
secondary school, a minor negative effect is identified on all the sites.
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SA objective 11: Reduce crime and the fear of crime
4.197 The effects of allocating new Gypsy and Traveller sites on levels of crime and fear of crime will
depend on factors such as the incorporation of green space within the sites which, depending on
design and the use of appropriate lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety,
particularly at night. However, such issues will not be influenced by the location of Gypsy and
Traveller sites allocated through the Local Plan; rather they will be determined through the
detailed proposals for each site. Therefore, the effects of all of the six Gypsy and Traveller site
options on this SA objective are negligible and no likely significant effects (either positive or
negative) were identified.
SA objective 12: Improve public health and ensure health facilities are accessible for
those in need
4.198 The location of Gypsy and Traveller sites that are allocated through the Local Plan will not affect
the number or distribution of healthcare facilities; however where existing healthcare facilities are
easily accessible from Gypsy and Traveller sites there will be positive effects on enabling people to
access the healthcare that they need. However, all as all six of the Gypsy and Traveller site
options are not located within 600m of any healthcare facility, a minor negative effect is expected
on all site options.
SA objective 13: Protect, enhance and create open spaces for leisure and recreation
4.199 The effects of the Gypsy and Traveller sites allocated in the Local Plan on this SA objective will
depend in part on the provision of open space and green infrastructure within the new
development, which is unknown at this stage. However, proximity to existing recreational
facilities and areas of open space will also influence effects on this objective, particularly if these
facilities are within walking distance (taken to be 600m).
4.200 All six Gypsy and Traveller site options are within 600m of at least one existing area of open
space, playing fields/sports facilities, cycle paths or PRoW and so are likely to have a significant
positive effect on this SA objective.
4.201 A minor negative effect is also identified for site option GT3 as an area of semi-natural open space
is located within the site boundary that could be lost, retained or enhanced if the site is
developed. This potential impact on the identified open space is however unknown until specific
site proposals come forward. An uncertain mixed effect (significant positive and minor negative)
is therefore expected overall for this site.
SA objective 14: Provide easy access to community services and facilities to meet
people’s needs
4.202 The location of the Gypsy and Traveller sites allocated in the Local Plan will not affect the number
or range of services in a particular location; however where Gypsy and Traveller sites are
developed in close proximity to existing services and facilities, residents would have good access
to these services and facilities.
4.203 In order to assess ‘good access to a number of existing services and facilities’, Cannock Chase
Council has identified a centres hierarchy in the Local Plan (Part 1) through policy CP11. This
classifies settlements in the District as either the strategic sub-regional centre of Cannock, Town
Centres (Cannock, Rugeley or Hednesford), District Centres (Hawks Green) or Local Centres
(Norton Canes, Heath Hayes, Chadsmoor, Bridgtown, Fernwood Drive and Brereton). Proximity to
these centres can be used as an indicator of proximity to most services and facilities in the District
with more of such services and facilities likely to be accessible at the Town Centres and variable
numbers of services and facilities likely to be accessible at the District Centre and Local Centres.
4.204 Four of the site options (GT1, GT3, GT4 and GT5) have been assessed as being likely to have an
uncertain minor positive effect on this SA objective. The majority of these four sites (GT1, GT4
and GT5) have been identified as being within the southern periphery of the Norton Canes urban
area. As such these sites may provide a good level of access to nearby services and facilities
however this is uncertain given the smaller size of the identified centre. Similarly, site option GT3
is located on the southern periphery of the urban edge surrounding the District Centre at Hawks
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Green and therefore an uncertain minor positive effect has been recorded with regard this SA
objective.
4.205 In contrast, site option GT2 is not located within Cannock, Rugeley, Hednesford, Hawks Green
District Centre, any Local Centre or within walking distance of public transport links (within 1km
of a railway station or 350m of a bus stop) and so significant negative effects are expected on this
SA objective.
4.206 Site option GT6 is not located within any of the above centres, however it is located within
walking distance of a sustainable transport link (within 350m of a bus stop) so the public
transport nodes accessible in close proximity to the site may allow for access to services and
facilities further afield. A minor negative effect is therefore expected for site option GT6.
SA objective 15: Help the continued regeneration of the local economy by protecting
existing employment sites and ensuring there is adequate provision of new sites.
4.207 All six Gypsy and Traveller site options are located on land that is currently not in employment
use so a negligible effect is likely on all site options. It is not expected that the provision of land
to accommodate new Gypsy and Traveller sites in the District will directly impact upon new
employment opportunities in Cannock.
SA objective 16: Enhance the town centres in order to protect and improve their vitality
and viability
4.208 No Gypsy and Traveller site option is located within the town centres of Cannock, Rugeley or
Hednesford. The development of these site options would therefore not help to enhance the
appearance of the built environment in those areas, encourage people to visit and use town
centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect
is expected on all six Gypsy and Traveller site options.
SA objective 17: Conserve and enhance the built and historic environment
4.209 Judgements about the likely effects of the Gypsy and Traveller site options on the historic
environment have been based on the distances between the site options and designated historic
assets. Where a site option is within 500m of a designated heritage asset, professional
judgement and evidence (such as Conservation Area Appraisals, information contained on the
Staffordshire Historic Environment Record, the Historic Environment Assessment and the findings
of the Cannock and Rugeley Extensive Urban Surveys) have been used to inform the likely
effects.
4.210 Site option GT3 is the only site option expected to have a significant negative effect on the
historic environment as it lies within close proximity to a designated historic asset (New Farm
House Grade II Listed Building). In addition, the site option lies within a historic zone that is
particularly sensitive to development.
4.211 The remaining five of the six Gypsy and Traveller site options have the potential for adverse
effects on heritage assets (site option GT2) which could however be mitigated or have been
identified as lying within historic environment character zones which have been identified in the
Cannock Chase District HEA as being of medium sensitivity (site options GT1, GT4, GT5 and GT6)
to new development. As such minor negative effects are likely in relation to this SA objective for
these Gypsy and Traveller site options.
4.212 All effects are assessed as being uncertain as it will depend on the design of the development
which is unknown at this stage.
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Green space and recreation site options
4.213 The SA findings for the reasonable alternative residential site options are summarised in Table
4.5 below. A total of two reasonable green space and recreation site options were identified by
the Council and have been subject to SA. The locations of the green space and recreation site
options are shown in Map 4.5 which is presented overleaf. The detailed matrices for the green
space and recreation site options can be viewed in Appendix 9 of this Report.
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Table 4.5: Summary of SA Scores for Green Space and Recreation Site Options
SA Objective

C64

CS1

SA1: Biodiversity and
geodiversity
SA2: Pollution

+?

++?

0

0

SA3: Previously
development land
SA4: Climate change

0

0

+

+

SA5: Flooding

0

0

SA6: Landscape and
townscape
SA7: Waste

+

++

0

0

SA8: Sustainable transport

0

+

SA9: Affordable housing

0

0

SA10: Education

0

0

SA11: Crime

0

0

SA12: Health

+

+

++

++

SA14: Services and
facilities
SA15: Economy

0

0

0

0

SA16: Town centres

0

0

+?

+?

SA13: Recreation

SA17: Historic
environment

4.214 Due to the nature of Green Space and Recreation sites (which are unlikely to include much
development, if any), negligible effects are expected for the following SA objectives:
•

SA objective 2 - Pollution

•

SA objective 3 – Previously developed land

•

SA objective 5 – Flooding

•

SA objective 7 – Waste

•

SA objective 9 – Affordable housing

•

SA objective 10 – Education

•

SA objective 11 – Crime

•

SA objective 14 – Services and facilities

•

SA objective 15 – Economy

•

SA objective 16 – Town centres

4.215 Notable effects (all positive) have been identified for SA objectives 1, 4, 6, 8, 12, 13 and 17 as
shown in Table 4.2. These effects are summarised below.
4.216 Green Space and Recreation site options are expected to generate positive effects on
biodiversity and geodiversity (SA objective 1). This is because new open spaces are likely to
include new habitats promoting habitat connectivity and biodiversity. The extent of positive
effects may vary depending on the type of provision, which is unknown at this stage therefore the
effects are uncertain. A significant positive effect is likely for site option CS1 as it is considered to
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be large (over 3ha) and therefore have more potential for creating new habitats. Site option C64
is considered to be small (under 3ha) and so a minor positive effect is expected.
4.217 Minor positive effects are identified for SA objective 4 (climate change) as it is recognised that
green space can help reduce local temperatures which can help reduce contributing factors to
climate change. However, as site options of any size are small in regards to reducing impact on
climate change, a minor positive effect is likely for both sites.
4.218 New Green Space and Recreation sites are likely to help enhance the character and appearance of
the surrounding area, regardless of their location. The larger the site, the greater the opportunity
for positive effects. Therefore, as site CS1 is considered to be large (over 3ha) a significant
positive effect is expected on SA objective 6 (landscape and townscape), whereas C64 is a
smaller site (less than 3ha) so a minor positive effect is likely.
4.219 With regards to encouraging the use of sustainable transport (SA objective 8), neither site
option is located within 1km of a railway station, but both the Green Space and Recreation site
options have several bus stops within close proximity of the site 350m) which allows potential
users of the site option to access the site using sustainable mode of transport. A minor positive
effect is likely for site option CS1 as bus stops within close proximity to the site are served every
between every 15 and 30 minutes. However, as the bus stops within close proximity of site C64
are only served every 60 minutes a negligible effect is likely.
4.220 As well as enhancing the environmental surrounds of an area, the provision of Green Space and
Recreation sites also contributes to improving public physical and mental wellbeing, so a minor
positive effect is likely on both sites on SA objective 12 (health).
4.221 Significant positive effects are likely for SA objective 13 (recreation) through the creation of new
green spaces the aim of this objective is being directly met.
4.222 Neither Green Space and Recreation site option is located within 500m of a designated historic
asset, however minor positive effects are expected on SA objective 17 (historic environment)
as the provision of green space is likely to enhance the historic setting of an area. The effect is
uncertain as specific design and layout of the site unknown at this stage.

Next steps
4.223 The Council will take into account the SA findings described in this chapter as well as other
relevant factors when deciding which of the site options to take forward as allocations in the Local
Plan (Part 2). Once the next iteration of the Local Plan (Part 2) has been prepared, the SA report
will be updated and any site allocations policies will be subject to further appraisal. Information
about the Council’s reasons for decision making with regards to site allocations will also be
included in the next iteration of the SA report.
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5

Sustainability Appraisal Findings for the Policy
Options

5.1

This chapter presents the SA findings for the policy options that have been considered by the
Council for the Local Plan (Part 2). The SA findings are summarised below in relation to the
chapters in which they appear in the Issues and Options document. The detailed SA matrices for
the policy options can be found in Appendix 10.

5.2

The Issues and Options document has not identified the Council’s emerging preferred option in
relation to any of the policy topics considered.

Housing policy options
5.3

This section summarises the SA findings for the policy options set out in Chapter 5 of the Issues
and Options document: Housing. A number of reasonable alternative policy options have been
presented by the Council in the context of the adopted Local Plan Part 1 (LPP1) to address issues
relating to the allocation of land to accommodate new homes in the District and provision of
enough new pitches and plots for gypsy, traveller and travelling showpeople.
Issue H1: Which sites should be considered for allocation for residential development in
the Local Plan (Part 2) to meet current requirements?

5.4

Two reasonable alternative policy options were considered in relation to which sites should be
allocated for residential development as shown in Table 5.1 below. The potential sustainability
effects are described below the table.
Table 5.1: Summary of SA scores for Issue H1
Issue H1: Which sites should be considered for allocation for residential
development in the Local Plan (Part 2) to meet current requirements?
Option H1a: Assess all deliverable and developable SHLAA sites with the capacity for 10+
dwellings that do not benefit from planning consent for potential allocation. Assess AONB,
Restricted and Excluded sites as per the ‘Site Options Selection Methodology- Background
Paper’ for potential allocation.

Option H1b: Assess all deliverable and developable SHLAA sites with the capacity for 10+
dwellings that do not benefit from planning consent for potential allocation. In addition,
assess large sites which already benefit from planning permission/are in early stages of
construction for potential allocation– the threshold is sites with a capacity of 30+
dwellings. Assess AONB, Restricted and Excluded sites as per the ‘Site Options Selection
Methodology- Background Paper’ for potential allocation.
SA Objective

H1a

H1b

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity

-?

-?

SA2: Pollution

?

?

SA3: Previously developed land

-?

-?
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Issue H1: Which sites should be considered for allocation for residential
development in the Local Plan (Part 2) to meet current requirements?
SA4: Climate Change

0

0

SA5: Flooding

-?

-?

SA6: Landscape and townscape

?

?

SA7: Waste

?

?

SA8: Sustainable transport

?

?

++?

++

SA10: Education

?

?

SA11: Crime

0

0

SA12: Health

?

?

SA13: Recreation

?

?

SA14: Services and facilities

?

?

SA15: Economy

?

?

SA16: Town centres

0

0

SA17: Historic environment

?

?

SA9: Housing

Description of effects of Policy Options H1a and H1b in relation to SA objectives
5.5

The only significant effects identified for the policy options regarding which sites should be
allocated for residential development are in relation to meeting local housing need (SA objective
9: Housing ). Should Option H1a be taken forward then 77% of the Local Plan requirement
would be completed and/or allocated. The remainder of the supply would come from nonallocated sites with planning consent, although it is considered possible that this consent may not
be taken forward for certain sites leaving a possible shortfall in housing requirement and therefore
uncertainty that supply will be delivered. Should Option H1b be taken forward then 101% of the
Local Plan requirement would be completed and/or allocated. A significant positive but uncertain
effect is therefore likely for option H1a and a significant positive effect is likely for Policy Option
H1b.

5.6

Separate appraisal of the residential site options considered has shown that due to the location of
these sites many minor negative effects have been identified in relation to SA objective 1:
Biodiversity and geodiversity. Most of the site options are located within close proximity of
identified local, national and/or international biodiversity sites meaning a minor negative effect
has been identified for both policy options. Minor negative effects for both policy options are also
identified in relation to SA objective 3: Previously developed land. Whilst effects of the
options on efficient use of land will depend largely on the location of residential sites that are
eventually allocated, in particular whether they are within brownfield or greenfield land, both
options provide for additional housing growth in the District. Therefore, even if brownfield sites
are prioritised, housing growth to the extent proposed is likely to result in the development of
some greenfield land, and could therefore have negative effect on this SA objective. A minor
negative although uncertain effect is therefore likely for both options. The loss of greenfield land
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in Cannock Chase to residential development will also result in an increase in the area of
impermeable surfaces which in turn would increase local flood risk. An uncertain minor negative
effect has as such been recorded for both policy options for SA objective 5: Flooding dependent
upon the specific location of sites which would be allocated for residential development.
5.7

Due to the large number of residential site options currently being considered (see Chapter 4) and
the resultant divergent nature of potential effects, uncertain effects have been identified in
relation to SA objectives 2: Pollution, 6: Landscape, 7: Waste, 8: Sustainable transport,
10: Education, 12: Health, 13: Recreation, 14: Services and facilities, 15: Economy and
17: Historic environment. More certainty should be gained at the next stage of the plan
preparation process once specific sites have been selected for allocation.

5.8

Negligible effects are expected for SA objectives 4: Climate change, 11: Crime and 16: Town
centres for both policy options considered. It is not expected that the specific location of new
housing would impact upon these objectives, which are more likely to be influenced by the
detailed design of new housing proposals. The sustainability appraisal of residential sites has
reflected the baseline situation at such sites and does not address design or mitigation
considerations, which would come forward through detailed proposals at the planning application
stage.
Issue H2: Should the Council adopt site specific standards to help guide the
development of allocated sites?

5.9

Two reasonable alternative policy options were considered in relation to adopting site specific
standards to guide development of allocated sites in the Local Plan (Part 2) as shown in Table
5.2 below. The potential sustainability effects are described below the table.
Table 5.2: Summary of SA scores for Issue H2
Issue H2: Should the Council adopt site specific standards to help guide the
development of allocated sites?
Option H2a: Rely on existing Local Plan (Part 1) policies and Design SPD guidance- no site
specific policy standards/requirements.

Option H2b: Create site specific policy standards/requirements where necessary.
SA Objective

H2a

H2b

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity

+

+?

SA2: Pollution

+

+?

SA3: Previously developed land

0

0

SA4: Climate Change

+

+?

SA5: Flooding

+

+?

SA6: Landscape and townscape

+

+?

SA7: Waste

+

+?

SA8: Sustainable transport

+

+?

SA9: Housing

+

+?/-?

SA10: Education

0

+?
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Issue H2: Should the Council adopt site specific standards to help guide the
development of allocated sites?
SA11: Crime

+

+?

SA12: Health

+

+?

SA13: Recreation

+

+?

SA14: Services and facilities

+

+?

SA15: Economy

0

0

SA16: Town centres

0

0

SA17: Historic environment

+

+?

Description of effects of Options H2a and H2b in relation to SA objectives
5.10

There have been no significant positive or negative effects identified for either Policy Option H2a
or H2b in relation to the SA objectives.

5.11

The adoption of Policy Option H2a would mean that the Council would not develop site specific
design guidance for allocated sites, but would rather rely on current policies within Local Plan
(Part 1) and the Design SPD guidance, which developments would need to be compliant with.
Policy Option H2b, however, would allow for the development of site specific design guidance to
be produced for allocated sites.

5.12

Policy Option H2a will have mostly minor positive effects on the SA objectives given that Policy
CP3: Design within Local Plan (Part 1) sets out a number of key design requirements that will
need to be addressed in development proposals and which relate to each of the SA objectives.
Policy Option H2b is likely to have minor positive effects on the same SA objectives as option H2a,
although these effects are uncertain because it is not yet known what the site-specific design
guidance would include. It has been assumed that site specific design requirements would be as
comprehensive as what is set out in Policy CP3, but given that these specific requirements are
currently unknown, there is uncertainty attached to all the effects identified for Policy Option H2b.

5.13

A mixed effect is also considered likely for Policy Option H2b in relation to SA objective 9:
Housing. Creating site specific design requirements could help to maximise the contribution that
specific sites have in terms meeting people’s housing needs (for example through affordable
housing or providing high standard homes which are suitable for mix of users) while also
providing developers with a degree of certainty in relation to the standard which the design of
new developments would be required to meet. Creating overly onerous design requirements at
specific sites however, could also render some sites less deliverable due to high costs of
implementing such measures, which could have a minor negative effect on this objective.

5.14

Policy Option H2b is expected to have a minor positive effect on SA objective 10: Education
given that it would result in site-specific design guidance which may include contribution towards
local education provisions. As with other SA objectives which have scored positively for this policy
option, the effect is uncertain given that the exact details of requirements of the design guidance
are unknown at this stage. Policy CP3: Design does not address education directly and therefore
a negligible effect has been recorded for this SA objective.

5.15

Both options would have negligible effects on SA objectives 3: Previously developed land, 15:
Economy and 16: Town centres given that they would address residential development in the
District the provision of which is unlikely to direct impact upon these issues.
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Issue H3: How can the Council support the development of small and windfall sites
further?
5.16

Two reasonable alternative policy options were considered in relation to supporting the
development of small and windfall sites in the Local Plan (Part 2) as shown in Table 5.3 below.
The potential sustainability effects are described below the table.
Table 5.3: Summary of SA scores for Issue H3
Issue H3: How can the Council support the development of small and windfall
sites further?
Option H3a: Rely on existing policies within LPP1 to support small scale and self-build
developments within the District- do not develop further policies.

Option H3b: Develop specific policy within LPP2 to outline positive approach to small scale
developments referencing the ways in which the Council will help to support such
schemes- may include outlining the use of a Brownfield Register, a Small Sites Register
and the Council’s approach to resolving any issues with such sites in proportionate
manner. Include positive policy support for Self Build projects with commitment to
monitoring future levels of demand and suggested mechanisms for responding to
increased demand.
SA Objective

H3a

H3b

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity

0

0

SA2: Pollution

0

0

SA3: Previously developed land

0

+?

SA4: Climate Change

0

0

SA5: Flooding

0

0

SA6: Landscape and townscape

0

0

SA7: Waste

0

0

SA8: Sustainable transport

0

0

SA9: Housing

-

+

SA10: Education

0

0

SA11: Crime

0

0

SA12: Health

0

0

SA13: Recreation

0

0

SA14: Services and facilities

0

0

SA15: Economy

0

0

SA16: Town centres

0

0
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Issue H3: How can the Council support the development of small and windfall
sites further?
SA17: Historic environment

0

0

Description of effects of Options H3a and H3b in relation to SA objectives
5.17

There have been no significant positive or negative effects identified for Policy Options H3a or H3b
in relation to the SA objectives.

5.18

Policy Option H3a would rely on existing policies within Local Plan (Part 1) to support small scale
and self-build developments within the District. Policies CP1, CP6 and CP8 all outline a positive
approach to residential development proposals generally, including unexpected ‘windfall’ sites but
there is no specific reference to small scale sites. The adoption of this policy could therefore
create uncertainty as to the Council’s position on small scale residential sites which could deter
proposals for new small scale sites coming forward. A minor negative effect is therefore likely for
Policy Option H3a in relation to SA objective 9: Housing. Policy Option H3a will not have direct
effects on any other SA objectives and so negligible effects are likely for these.

5.19

Policy Option H3b would comprise of developing specific policy within Local Plan (Part 2) to outline
the positive approach to small scale developments referencing the ways in which the Council will
help to support such schemes, including outlining the use of a Brownfield Register. The use of a
Brownfield Register may help to encourage the development of such sites for small and windfall
development and a minor positive although uncertain effect is given for SA objective 3: Previously
developed land. Policy Option H3a would also help to address the current shortcomings and the
lack of policy support for developing small sites, and so a minor positive effect is likely for this
option in relation to SA objective 9: Housing. Policy Option H3a would be unlikely to affect the
remaining SA objectives.
Issue H4: To what extent should the District cater for longer term needs and how can
the need be best met?

5.20

Two reasonable alternative policy options were considered in relation to catering for longer term
needs within the District as shown in Table 5.4 below. The potential sustainability effects are
described below the table.
Table 5.4: Summary of SA scores for Issue H4
Issue H4: To what extent should the District cater for longer term needs and how
can the need be best met?
Option H4a: Plan to identify safeguarded land from the Green Belt for up to 5% of the
District’s current development needs (circa 265 dwellings) for beyond the plan period.
This would mean a total of over 15% additional housing supply against current
requirements (combined with the 11% already identified as outlined above). Assess the
suitability of the selected ‘Green Belt’ sites and existing safeguarded land to meet this
need – see ‘Site Options Selection Methodology- Background Paper’, schedule of sites and
consultation map for further information.
Option H4b: Consider only the capacity of existing safeguarded land in the first instance to
meet longer term needs, namely via a review of the current boundary to land east of
Wimblebury Road. This may result in a reduction in the amount of safeguarded land;
could help meet the 5% additional supply identified above; or could provide a capacity
over and above 5%. Should the assessment result in no safeguarded land remaining,
revert to Option H4a.
SA Objective

H4a

H4b

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity

--?

+?/-?
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Issue H4: To what extent should the District cater for longer term needs and how
can the need be best met?
SA2: Pollution

?

?

SA3: Previously developed land

--

+?/-?

SA4: Climate Change

0

0

SA5: Flooding

-?

+?/-?

SA6: Landscape and townscape

-?

+?/-?

SA7: Waste

0

0

SA8: Sustainable transport

?

?

+?

+?

SA10: Education

?

?

SA11: Crime

0

0

SA12: Health

?

?

SA13: Recreation

-?

+?/-?

SA14: Services and facilities

?

?

SA15: Economy

0

0

SA16: Town centres

0

0

SA17: Historic environment

?

?

SA9: Housing

Description of effects of Options H4a and H4b in relation to SA objectives
5.21

Two significant negative effects are identified for Policy Option H4a. Policy Option H4a would
result in areas of Green Belt land being used to safeguard 5% of the District’s development
needs. Policy Option H4a is likely to have a significant negative effect in relation to SA objective
1: Biodiversity and geodiversity and SA objective 3: Previously developed land due to its
potential to result in habitat loss/species fragmentation (particularly given that some sensitive
habitats are likely to be found in the countryside within the Green Belt) and the inefficient use of
land due to Green Belt being mostly greenfield. This policy option could also result in the loss of
permeable land, development within sensitive landscapes and the loss of open space which could
result in minor negative effects on SA objectives 5: Flooding, 6: Landscape and townscape
and 13: Recreation. This option is likely to have a minor positive effect on SA objective 9:
Housing as it would provide land for future development needs. Policy Option H4a will have
negligible effects for the remaining SA objectives.

5.22

Policy Option H4b would consider only the capacity of existing safeguarded land in the first
instance to meet longer term needs. This would confine any loss of Green Belt land to the area
identified at the land east of Wimblebury Road. This option may result is some land being
returned to the Green Belt however it may also result in land at sites C84 and C279 being
released for development. Given that this area consists of greenfield land the provision of new
development at this location may have a detrimental impact on several SA objectives. These
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negative effects are expected in relation to pressures on local habitats, making use of existing
materials and buildings onsite, increases in impermeable surfaces in the District, the open
character of the countryside in Cannock Chase and access to open spaces for recreation. The
area has been identified as being within CP21 (Planned Coalfield Farmlands) and is expected to
have a moderate level of sensitivity to development in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. As such overall mixed effects have bene recorded in relation to SA
objectives 1: Biodiversity and geodiversity, 3: Previously developed land, 5: Flooding, 6:
Landscape and townscape and 13: Recreation.
5.23

A minor uncertain effect has been identified in relation to SA objective 9: Housing. The policy
option would confine any loss of Green Belt land to the area identified at the land east of
Wimblebury Road as part of the review of the boundary here to meet longer term housing needs
which may result in a reduction in the amount of safeguarded land reducing capacity or could help
meet the 5% additional supply identified above or provide a capacity over and above 5%. As per
the text of policy option H4b, if no safeguarding land was to remain the approach of Option H4a
would be adopted meaning that the amount of safeguarded land in the District in the longer term
should not be significantly adversely impacted upon.

5.24

Due to the large number of site options currently being considered (see Chapter 4) a variety of
potential effects are expected for SA objecitves 2: Pollution, 8: Sustainable transport, 10:
Education, 12: Health, 14: Services and facilities and 17: Historic environment in relation
to Policy Option H4a. An uncertain effect has therefore been recorded for this policy option.
Uncertainty also exists for Policy Option H4b for these SA objectives given that the Green Belt
may be added to or reduced to safeguard land for future development of housing. More certainty
should be gained at the next stage of the plan preparation process once specific sites have been
selected for allocation.

5.25

The policy options will have negligible effects for the remaining SA objectives.
Issue H5: How should the plan take account of the housing supply shortfall arising
within the Greater Birmingham Housing Market Area?

5.26

Three reasonable alternative policy options were considered in relation to how Local Plan (Part 2)
should take account of the housing supply shortfall arising within the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area as shown in Table 5.5 below. The potential sustainability effects are described
below the table.
Table 5.5: Summary of SA scores for Issue H5
Issue H5: How should the plan take account of the housing supply shortfall arising
within the Greater Birmingham Housing Market Area?
Option H5a: Test the potential for accommodating an additional 1,000 dwellings within the
District via LPP2 to help meet the GBHMA housing supply shortfall.

Option H5b: Do not test the potential for accommodating an additional 1,000 dwellings via LPP2.
Instead, commit to considering this level of additional provision via early Local Plan review.

Option H5c: Consider a combination of the above options which provides for some of the
additional dwellings and commits to considering further provision via a Local Plan review.
SA Objective

H5a

H5b

H5c

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity

?

?

?

SA2: Pollution

?

?

?

SA3: Previously developed land

-?

-?

-?
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Issue H5: How should the plan take account of the housing supply shortfall arising
within the Greater Birmingham Housing Market Area?
SA4: Climate Change

0

0

SA5: Flooding

-?

-?

-?

SA6: Landscape and townscape

?

?

?

SA7: Waste

?

?

?

SA8: Sustainable transport

?

?

?

SA9: Housing

-

+

+/-

SA10: Education

?

?

?

SA11: Crime

0

0

0

SA12: Health

?

?

?

SA13: Recreation

?

?

?

SA14: Services and facilities

?

?

?

SA15: Economy

?

?

?

SA16: Town centres

?

?

?

SA17: Historic environment

?

?

?

Description of effects of Options H5a, H5b and H5c in relation to SA objectives
5.27

None of the options are likely to have significant positive or negative effects on the SA objectives.

5.28

Policy Option H5a would be to test the potential for accommodating an additional 1,000 dwellings
within the District via Local Plan (Part 2) to help meet the GBHMA housing supply shortfall. This
approach would reduce the amount of supply for the District’s own current/longer term needs and
a minor negative effect is likely for SA objective 9: Housing. On the other hand, Policy Option
H5b would provide some alignment with neighbouring authorities who have also committed to
considering addressing the shortfall in housing via their Local Plan reviews and would help the
District focus on delivering its own housing needs. A minor positive effect is likely for SA
objective 9. A combination of options H5a and H5b (comprising option H5c) would enable the
Council to accommodate some housing growth within the confines of the existing spatial strategy
leaving the Council with some flexibility for its own needs, but could reduce the amount of supply
to meet the District’s own needs. Policy Option H5c therefore has a mixed effect on SA objective
9.

5.29

All three Policy Options will lead to the allocation and therefore development of land which is likely
to be located on greenfield land, even if brownfield land is prioritised. As there is minimal
potential for the reuse of materials, an uncertain minor negative effect is expected on SA
objective 3: Previously Developed Land. Similarly, for SA objective 5: Flooding, the
development on greenfield land will increase impermeable surfaces in the Cannock Chase and
could therefore result in increased flood risk, so a minor negative effect is identified for this SA
objective. Both these minor negative effects are uncertain.

5.30

Uncertain effects are expected for SA objectives 1 (Biodiversity and Geodiversity), 2 (Pollution), 6
(Landscape and Townscape), 7 (Waste), 8 (Sustainable Transport), 10 (Education), 12 (Health),
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13 (Recreation), 14 (Services and facilities), 15 (Economy), 16 (Town centres) and 17 (Historic
environment) as the location, which is unknown at this stage, of the housing allocations that will
realise the housing shortfall arising within the Greater Birmingham Housing Market Area will
determine the effects on these SA objectives.
5.31

Negligible effects are expected for the remaining SA objectives 4 (Climate Change) and 11
(Crime).
Issue AH1: How should the Council address the need to take into account the most
recent changes affecting the nature of affordable housing delivery?

5.32

Two reasonable alternative policy options were considered in relation to how Local Plan (Part 2)
should take into account the most recent changes affecting the nature of affordable housing
delivery as shown in Table 5.6 below. The potential sustainability effects are described below the
table.
Table 5.6: Summary of SA scores for Issue AH1
Issue AH1: How should the Council address the need to take into account the
most recent changes affecting the nature of affordable housing delivery?
Option AH1a: Devise interim Policy for Local Plan (Part 2) to make broad reference to the
new duties with regards to Starter Homes and the intention to address this specific need
more fully via a Local Plan review. Provide updated SPD to accompany this Policy and
include further detail once available- commission specific viability work on Starter Homes
and other affordable housing provision to inform updated SPD prior to Local Plan review
which addresses issue of housing tenure mix.

Option AH1b: Do not devise Policy for Local Plan (Part 2) - await Local Plan review to
address issues in more detail following further guidance.
SA Objective

AH1

AH2

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity

0

0

SA2: Pollution

0

0

SA3: Previously developed land

0

0

SA4: Climate Change

0

0

SA5: Flooding

0

0

SA6: Landscape and townscape

0

0

SA7: Waste

0

0

SA8: Sustainable transport

0

0

++

+

SA10: Education

0

0

SA11: Crime

0

0

SA12: Health

0

0

SA9: Housing
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Issue AH1: How should the Council address the need to take into account the
most recent changes affecting the nature of affordable housing delivery?
SA13: Recreation

0

0

SA14: Services and facilities

0

0

SA15: Economy

0

0

SA16: Town centres

0

0

SA17: Historic environment

0

0

Description of effects of Options AH1 and AH2 in relation to SA objectives
5.33

Policy Option AH1 is likely to have a significant positive effect in relation to SA objective 9:
Housing. This option would enable the Council to have draft interim affordable housing policies
in place prior to the Local Plan review to address the new affordable housing requirements as set
out in NPPG. This would help to promote affordable housing requirements in the meantime.
Policy Option AH2 is likely to have a minor positive effect on this objective. Whilst this option
does not allow the Local Plan (Part 2) to include an interim policy, it sets a commitment that the
new affordable housing requirements as set out in NPPG will be considered at the Local Plan
Review stage and implemented into the next stage of the plan, creating certainty that affordable
housing requirements will be delivered, albeit in the longer term.

5.34

None of the policy options are likely to have direct effects on any of the other SA objectives due
to the narrow focus of these policy options.
Issue GTTS1: Which sites might best be suited to accommodating the required pitches
and plots?

5.35

Two reasonable alternative policy options were considered in relation to which sites should be
allocated for GTTS provision as shown in Table 5.7 below. The potential sustainability effects are
described below the table.
Table 5.7: Summary of SA scores for Issue GTTS1
Issue GTTS1: Which sites might best be suited to accommodating the required
pitches and plots for meeting Gypsy, Traveller and Travelling Showpeople needs?
Option GTTS1a: Seek to allocate sites for GTTS provision from the options identified
following the results of further assessment. See schedule of sites and consultation map
for further information.
Option GTTS1b: Seek to allocate alternative sites for GTTS provision not currently
identified within the options- look outside the ‘Area of Search’ for further options.
SA Objective
SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity
SA2: Pollution
SA3: Previously developed land
SA4: Climate Change
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GTTS1a

GTTS1b

-

-?

+/--?

-?

+/-

-?

0

0

January 2017

SA5: Flooding

-

-?

+/-

-?

+

-?

SA8: Sustainable transport

+/-

-?

SA9: Housing

+?

+?

SA10: Education

-

-?

SA11: Crime

0

0

SA12: Health

-

-?

++/-

-?

+/-

-?

SA15: Economy

0

-?

SA16: Town centres

0

0

SA17: Historic environment

-

-?

SA6: Landscape and townscape
SA7: Waste

SA13: Recreation
SA14: Services and facilities

Description of effects of Policy Options GTTS1a and GTTS1b in relation to SA objectives
5.36

Policy Option GTTS1a is expected to have a mix of effects on the SA objectives.

5.37

One significant negative effect has been identified in relation to the potential effect Policy Option
GTTS1a would have on SA objective 2: Pollution. This adverse effect is likely given that Policy
Option GTTS1a would potentially allocate the identified sites for Gypsy, Travellers and Travelling
Showpeople (GTTS) development, some of which are in close proximity to the A5 along which an
AQMA has been declared and to the A5190 along which an AQMA has been proposed. As such,
further development which might result at these locations if this approach was taken might
exacerbate existing air quality issues. The sites would also make use of some Grade 3
agricultural land which will either be of good or moderate quality for development thereby failing
to preserve high value soils in the District. This significant negative effect has been identified as
likely to occur in combination with a minor positive effect given that some brownfield land would
be used at site GT6 which would result in the conservation of high value soils at this location. In
comparison, Policy Option GTTS1b is likely to have a minor negative effect on this SA objective.
It would result in the allocation of sites for GTTS development at unknown locations outside of the
‘Area of Search’ meaning there is potential for adverse effects on air, noise, soil and water
pollution, although this is uncertain as the locations are not known.

5.38

Only one significant positive effect has been identified in relation to either of the policy options
considered. This effect is expected for SA objective 13: Recreation for Policy Option GTTS1a
given that those sites identified within the ‘Area of Search’ are all located within close proximity of
existing open space spaces which may facilitate recreational uses in the District. This positive
effect is expected to be combined with a minor negative as the allocation of sites through Policy
Option GTTS1a could result in the loss of recreation provision at site option GT3. The loss of
greenfield land at rural locations may also reduce overall recreational access to the countryside in
Cannock Chase. As the location of GTTS sites which would be allocated through Policy Option
GTTS1b is unknown at this stage an uncertain minor negative effect has been recorded given that
these sites may be less well related to recreational features such as open spaces and PRoWs.
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5.39

Both Policy Option GTTS1a and GTTS1b are expected to have a minor positive effect with regards
the provision of new homes in the District (SA objective 9: Housing). Both approaches would
result in the provision of land to meet a specific requirement for GTTS accommodation in the
District however from the supporting text for these Policy Options it has been identified that the
overall need may not be met through this provision. As a result further GTTS provision may be
required in the future, therefore these effects are uncertain.

5.40

The allocation of sites with currently unknown locations outside of the ‘Area of Search’ through
Policy Option GTTS1b is expected to result in minor negative effects on many of the remaining SA
objectives which relate to the environment (i.e. SA objective 1: Biodiversity and
Geodiversity, SA objective 3: Previously Developed Land, SA objective 5: Flooding, SA
objective 6: Landscape and Townscape, SA objective 8: Sustainable Transport and SA
objective 17: Historic Environment). These effects are likely given that allocating sites for
GTTS development at unknown locations outside of the ‘Area of Search’ could potentially result in
development proceeding on areas of greenfield land (which can provide setting for designated
heritage assets as well as the local landscape) and at less developed locations. This approach
may also have adverse impacts on habitats through loss, fragmentation or increased recreational
pressures and may also result in those accommodated at the new developments being provided
with variable levels of access to sustainable transport links.

5.41

Although Policy Option GTTS1a would result in the GTTS sites being proposed at known locations
within the ‘Area of Search’ minor negative effects have also been identified in relation to these
SA objecitves. All of these sites but one (GT6) are located on greenfield land and all of these sites
are located in areas which are likely to have a minor negative effect on biodiversity sites in the
District as established through the sustainability appraisal of site options (see Chapter 4 and
Appendix 8). As such, GT6 may present opportunties to re-use existing materials or buildings
onsite resulting in a mixed (minor positive and negative) effect for SA objective 3. However,
there could be an overall increase in local flood risk as a result of the increase in impermeable
surfaces due to development of the other GTTS sites which are greenfield. The sites considered
for allocation are located within areas which are moderately sensitive to development in terms of
their landscape character with only one site (GT6) being located in close proximity of the Cannock
Chase AONB. Minor positive effects have therefore been recorded for Policy Option GTTS1a for SA
objective 6 as well as the minor negative effect because all but one of the GTTS sites considered
are not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB designation thus reducing the potential
for adverse impacts on this special landscape area as a result of new GTTS development. Only
site (GT3) lies in close proximity of a designated heritage asset meaning negative effects on the
local historic environment may result due to development to support GTTS use.

5.42

Minor negative effects are also expected to occur on many of the SA objectives which address
social issues in the District for Policy Option GTTS1b, i.e. SA objective 10: Education, SA
objective 12: Health and SA objective 14: Services and facilities. As noted above, the
unknown location of sites to be allocated through Policy Option GTTS1b may result in
development occurring at less developed areas which would provide a reduced level of access to
services and facilities. The sites identified through Policy Option GTTS1a are potentially well
related to existing community facilities and services at the identified centres of Cannock Chase
(through policy CP11 of the Local Plan (Part 1)) to varying degrees, mixed effects have been
identified for this policy option for SA objective 14. None of the identified sites to be allocated
through Policy Option GTTS1a are however located within areas of the District in which access to
education or healthcare facilities is considered to be good and therefore a minor negative effect
has been identified for SA objective 10 and SA objective 12.

5.43

Only Policy Option GTTS1b is expected to have any effect on SA objective 15: Economy. Given
that the location of GTTS sites to be allocated through this approach is unknown, a minor
negative effect has been identified for this policy option as it may result in the loss of current
employment land in the District. The negligible effect recorded for Policy Option GTTS1a is
because none of the sites identified within the ‘Area of Search’ would result in loss of employment
land through their development for GTTS provision.

5.44

Negligible effects have been identified for the remaining SA objectives for both policy options.
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Issue GTTS2: How can the use of Green Belt sites to meet Gypsy and Traveller needs be
done in accordance with national planning policy requirements?
5.45

Two reasonable alternative policy options were considered in relation to the use of Green Belt
sites to meet GTTS requirements as shown in Table 5.8 below. The potential sustainability
effects are described below the table.
Table 5.8: Summary of SA scores for Issue GTTS2
Issue GTTS2: How can the use of Green Belt sites to meet Gypsy, Traveller and
Travelling Showpeople needs be done in accordance with national planning policy
requirements?
Option GTTS2a: Remove sites proposed for allocation from the Green Belt and allocate
them solely for accommodating GTTS needs.
Option GTTS2b: Do not remove sites proposed for allocation from the Green Belt
SA Objective

GTTS2a

GTTS2b

-

-?

+/--?

+?/--?

+/-

+/-?

SA4: Climate Change

0

0

SA5: Flooding

-

-?

SA6: Landscape and townscape

+/-

+/-?

SA7: Waste

+/-

+/-?

SA8: Sustainable transport

+/-

+/-?

SA9: Housing

++

--?

SA10: Education

-

-?

SA11: Crime

0

0

SA12: Health

-

-?

++/-

++/-?

+/-

+/-?

SA15: Economy

0

0

SA16: Town centres

0

0

SA17: Historic environment

-

-?

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity
SA2: Pollution
SA3: Previously developed land

SA13: Recreation
SA14: Services and facilities

Description of effects of Policy Options GTTS2a and GTTS2b in relation to SA objectives
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5.46

Similar sustainability effects are mostly expected in relation to Policy Option GTTS2a and Policy
Option GTTS2b. However, there is uncertainty attached to most of the effects for Policy Option
GTTS2b. This uncertainty is attached given that if GTTS sites were provided within the Green Belt
without altering its boundary, development at these locations would not be in line with national
policy and would potentially be less acceptable in planning terms.

5.47

Contrasting significant effects have been identified for the policy options in relation SA objective
9: Housing. As Policy Option GTTS2a would result in the alteration of the Green Belt boundary
and allocation of GTTS sites at the area where this alteration has been made, a significant positive
effect has been identified on this SA objective because this approach would help to meet the
specific requirements for GTTS in the District.

5.48

In contrast, Policy Option GTTS2b would not result in the boundary of the Green Belt being
altered to remove the sites in question from the Green Belt designation. As GTTS sites are
considered to be inappropriate development within the Green Belt, it is unlikely that this type of
development would be in line with national policy unless very special circumstances were to exist
(national guidance 12 has identified that unmet need would not meet the criteria for very special
circumstances). As such, a significant negative effect is expected in relation to housing for this
policy option given that the required GTTS development might not occur if the Green Belt
boundary was not adjusted.

5.49

Further significant negative effects have been identified for both policy options in relation to SA
objective 2: Pollution. The GTTS sites identified for potential allocation are located in areas
where they may have adverse impacts on local air quality due to their relationship with declared
and proposed AQMAs at the A5 and A5190. These negative effects may be amplified due to the
potential for noise pollution as a result of proximity of A-roads and motorways to the identified
sites and the loss of Grade 3 agricultural land at half of these locations. Given that site GT6 is
located on brownfield land it would result in the preservation of high quality agricultural land in
the District and therefore a minor positive effect has been recorded in combination with this
significant negative effect for both policy options. Both policy options are expected to result in
significant positive effects on SA objective 13: Recreation. This effect is likely as all proposed
GTTS sites provide good access to existing open spaces. The positive effect is likely to be
combined with a minor negative effect given that one of the sites (GT3) lies on an identified open
space the use of which might be lost through further development and considering that
development within the Green Belt may result in reduced access to countryside for recreational
purposes.

5.50

As both policy options may result in the loss of areas of greenfield land within the Green Belt in
the District minor negative effects have been identified for both policy options in relation to some
of the remaining environmental SA objectives (SA objective 1: Biodiversity and Geodiversity,
SA objective 3: Previously Developed Land, SA objective 5: Flooding and SA objective 7:
Waste). The loss of greenfield land is seen as a less efficient use of land in the District and would
also increase the area of impermeable surfaces in Cannock Chase which could increase local flood
risk. The development of the identified GTTS sites within the Green Belt would result in new
development in close proximity to a number of biodiversity sites which may have adverse impacts
in terms of habitat loss, disturbance and fragmentation as well as recreational pressures. The
minor negative effects expected in relation to SA objectives 3 and 7 are likely to be combined with
a minor positive as one site (GT6) would make use of brownfield land which could allow for the
re-use of materials and/or buildings which may already be present onsite.

5.51

Minor negative effects have however been identified for SA objective 6: Landscape and
townscape as well as SA objective 17: Historic environment. These effects are due to the
identified GTTS sites being considered for allocation being located within areas which are at least
moderately sensitive to development in terms of both landscape character (as per the LCA) and
historic environment (as per the Cannock Chase District HEA or the close relation of sites to
heritage assets in the District). The minor negative effect expected on the landscape is combined
with a minor positive effect given that all but one of the GTTS sites considered are not located
within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB designation thus reducing the potential for adverse
impacts on this special landscape area as a result of new GTTS development. The corresponding

12

DCLG 2015 National Planning Policy for Traveller Sites, paragraphs 16-17
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effects scored for Policy Option GTTS2b in relation to the environmental SA objectives are
uncertain given that as previously described this policy option would result in proposals which
might not be acceptable in planning terms.
5.52

As both policy options may result in the delivery of new development in areas which are currently
less developed, similarly negative effects are expected in relation to SA objectives which cover
social issues in the District. The GTTS sites proposed to be considered for allocation are located in
areas which provide poor levels of access to existing healthcare facilities and education facilities
and therefore minor negative effects have been identified for SA objective 10: Education and
SA objective 12: Health. These sites provide variable levels of access to existing sustainable
transport links with half located in areas which are in close proximity to such facilities meaning a
mixed effect is expected in relation to SA objective 8: Sustainable transport. The overall
mixed effect expected in relation to SA objective 14: Services and facilities is likely given that
four of the sites considered (GT1, GT3, GT4 and GT5) lie at the periphery of Local Centres
identified through Policy CP11 of the Local Plan Part 1. These GTTS sites may therefore provide a
good level of access to existing community services and facilities, particularly when compared to
the remaining identified GTTS sites which are not well related to any of the identified centres of
Cannock Chase. In the same way that the effects identified for SA objectives which cover the
environment are uncertain as GTTS2b may ultimately not result in any new development, the
effects for the SA objectives which address social issues in Cannock Chase are also uncertain.

5.53

Negligible effects have been identified for the remaining SA objectives for both policy options.
Issue GTTS3: Should the Council adopt site specific standards to help guide the
development of new and/or extended Gypsy and Traveller sites?

5.54

Two reasonable alternative policy options were considered in relation to the adoption of site
specific standards to help guide the development of GTTS sites as shown in Table 5.9 below. The
potential sustainability effects are described below the table.
Table 5.9: Summary of SA scores for Issue GTTS3
Issue GTTS3: Should the Council adopt site specific standards to help guide the
development of new and/or extended Gypsy, Traveller and Travelling
Showpeople sites?
Option GTTS3a: Rely on existing Local Plan (Part 1) policies and Design SPD guidance- no
site specific policy standards/requirements.
Option GTTS3b: Create site specific policy standards/requirements, where necessary.
SA Objective

GTTS3a

GTTS3b

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity

+

+?

SA2: Pollution

+

+?

SA3: Previously developed land

0

0

SA4: Climate Change

+

+?

SA5: Flooding

+

+?

SA6: Landscape and townscape

+

+?

SA7: Waste

+

+?

SA8: Sustainable transport

+

+?
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SA9: Housing

+

+?/-?

SA10: Education

0

0

SA11: Crime

+

+?

SA12: Health

+

+?

SA13: Recreation

+

+?

SA14: Services and facilities

+

+?

SA15: Economy

0

0

SA16: Town centres

0

0

SA17: Historic environment

+

+?

Description of effects of Policy Options GTTS3a and GTTS3b in relation to SA objectives
5.55

Policy Option GTTS3a and Policy Option GTTS3b are expected to have similar impacts on most of
the SA objectives against which they have been appraised, except that the effects of Policy Option
GTTS3b are more uncertain. No significant effects, either positive or negative have been
identified.

5.56

Positive effects have been identified for Policy Option GTTS3a in relation to those SA objectives
which relate to the environment (i.e. SA objective 1: Biodiversity and Geodiversity, SA
objective 2: Pollution, SA objective 4: Climate Change, SA objective 5: Flooding, SA
objective 6: Landscape and Townscape, SA objective 7: Waste, SA objective 8:
Sustainable Transport and SA objective 17: Historic Environment). These effects are likely
given that relevant policies in the Local Plan Part 1 (particularly CP3 Chase Shaping – Design)
address the design of new development in the District and promote development which will avoid
negative and promote beneficial impacts in relation to these issues. The policies are
supplemented and complemented by the good design techniques promoted through the Design
SPD guidance.

5.57

Similar positive effects have also been identified in relation to a number of SA objectives which
address social issues (SA objective 9: Housing, SA objective 11: Crime, SA objective 12:
Health, SA objective 13: Recreation and SA objective 14: Services and Facilities). It is
expected that relevant policies in the Local Plan Part 1 would help to avoid significant adverse
impacts in relation to these objectives and also help to promote any potential beneficial effects
likely as a result of new GTTS development.

5.58

As this approach would not provide policy to directly address each of these SA objectives
individually the positive effects expected are likely to be minor.

5.59

Creating site specific policy standards or requirements under Policy Option GTTS3b is expected to
provide opportunities to incorporate guidance which would have similar effects in terms of the
positive effects identified for Policy Option GTTS3a. These positive effects are uncertain however
given that any site specific requirements which might be adopted are unknown at this stage.

5.60

Only one negative effect is expected in relation to either policy option. As Policy Option GTTS3b
would result in site specific policy standards or requirements, it may place overly onerous
requirements on the design of new GTTS schemes. This may reduce the potential for or slow the
delivery of GTTS scheme which would otherwise help to meet a specific accommodation
requirement in the District. The minor negative effect likely on SA objective 15 in relation to
Policy Option GTTS3b is however expected as part of an overall mixed effect. This approach could
also result in more certainty for developers with regards requirements for specific sites when
providing new development at new or existing GTTS sites, which may encourage new schemes to
come forward meaning a minor positive effect is also likely on this SA objective.
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Employment policy options
5.61

This section summarises the SA findings for the policy options set out in Chapter 6 of the Issues
and Options document: Employment. A number of reasonable alternative policy options have
been presented by the Council in the context of the adopted Local Plan Part 1 (LPP1) to address
issues relating to the provision of sites for employment uses.
Issue E1: Which sites should be considered for allocation for employment developments
in the Local Plan (Part 2) to meet current requirements?

5.62

Only one reasonable alternative policy option was considered in relation to which sites should be
allocated for employment development as shown in Table 5.10 below. The potential
sustainability effects are described below the table.
Table 5.10: Summary of SA scores for Issue E1
Issue E1: Which sites should be considered for allocation for employment
developments in the Local Plan (Part 2) to meet current requirements?
Option E1a: Assess all available sites identified within the ELAA at the ‘key locations’ of
Kingswood Lakeside, the A5 Corridor and Towers Business Park/Former Power Station for
potential allocation. See ‘Site Options Selection Methodology- Background Paper’,
schedule of sites and consultation map for further information.
SA Objective

E1a

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity

+

SA2: Pollution

+/-?

SA3: Previously developed land

+

SA4: Climate Change

0

SA5: Flooding

+

SA6: Landscape and townscape

+/-

SA7: Waste

+

SA8: Sustainable transport

+/-

SA9: Housing

0

SA10: Education

0

SA11: Crime

0

SA12: Health

0

SA13: Recreation

+

SA14: Services and facilities

+

SA15: Economy

++

SA16: Town centres
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Issue E1: Which sites should be considered for allocation for employment
developments in the Local Plan (Part 2) to meet current requirements?
SA17: Historic environment

0/-

Description of effects of Policy Option E1a in relation to SA objectives
5.63

Only one significant effect identified for the policy option in relation to which sites should be
allocated for employment development to meet current requirements has been identified. This is
in relation to meeting the economy (SA objective 15: Economy). This significant positive effect
has been identified as the allocation of the sites identified would result in a large contribution to
meeting local employment requirements over the Local Plan period. In addition the sites in
question (particularly at Kingswood Lakeside, the A5 Corridor and Towers Business Park/Former
Power Station) provide a good level of access to strategic transport routes and therefore would
help employment development which occurred at these locations to function successfully. This
policy option is also expected to have minor positive effect effects in relation to services which
might be accessed by employees outside of working hours and during breaks (SA objective 13:
Recreation and SA objective 14: Services and Facilities). The sites identified are located in
close proximity to identified local opens spaces as well as established centres highlighted in the
Local Plan Part 1 (Policy CP11 - Centres Hierarchy).

5.64

The specific locations of the sites which are being considered for allocation for employment are
mostly on brownfield land meaning minor positive effects have been identified in relation to a
number of the remaining SA objectives. These positive effects relate to SA objective 3:
Previously Developed Land, SA objective 5: Flooding and SA objective 7: Waste. The
minor positive effect which relates to SA objective 5 is also expected given that the sites
considered for allocation would be located in areas which have not been identified as being at high
risk of flooding. While the use of mostly brownfield land for employment development is expected
to result in a minor positive effect in terms of SA objective 2: Pollution (in relation to
preservation of high value agricultural soils), because many of the sites considered are located
adjacent to A-road (specifically the A5 and A51) the minor positive effect is likely to be combined
with an uncertain minor negative effect given that amenity of the users of the site may be
adversely impacted upon by resultant noise pollution.

5.65

An overall mixed effect has been identified for the policy option with regards SA objective 6:
Landscape and Townscape. The mixed effect identified for this SA objective is expected given
that the sites identified through this policy option lie mostly within areas which are not in close
proximity to the Chase Cannock AONB and have not been identified in the Landscape Character
Assessment as having high sensitivity to development. However land at Kingswood Lakeside and
the A5 Corridor lies partially within the Landscape Character Type Coalfield Farmlands which has
been identified as having a moderate sensitive to new development.

5.66

Given that many of the sites are well related to the identified centres of the District (Towers
Business Park/Former Power Station for example is located within close proximity of Rugeley and
within approximately 600m of Rugeley Town Centre train station), it is expected that employees
at these locations would have a good level of access to existing sustainable transport facilities.
Sites along the A5 to the south of the District are less well related to existing sustainable
transport links and settlements and the settlements in question are smaller (Kingswood Lakeside
and the A5 Corridor area are located on the eastern and southern peripheries of Bridgtown).
Overall is it considered that employees would be provided with a mixed level of access to existing
sustainable transport links and therefore a mixed effect has been recorded for SA objective 8:
Sustainable Transport.

5.67

The location of sites which would be potentially allocated for employment development in relation
to local settlements and the heritage assets within them has also helped to guide the mixed score
recorded for SA objective 17: Historic Environment. Most of the sites to be considered for
assessment in relation to allocation for employment development are not located in close
proximity to any designated heritage assets. However, Towers Business Park/Former Power
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Station is located in close proximity to the town of Rugeley, as well as a number of Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas at this location.
Issue E2: How should the shortfall in meeting current development needs be addressed
and a supply of high quality employment land be ensured?

5.68

Three reasonable alternative policy options were considered in relation to how shortfall in meeting
current employment development needs should be met as shown in Table 5.11 below. The
potential sustainability effects are described below the table.
Table 5.11: Summary of SA scores for Issue E2
Issue E2: How should the shortfall in meeting current development needs be
addressed and a supply of high quality employment land be ensured?
Option E2a: Assess the potential for urban sites to meet the current shortfall and provide
additional high quality land in the first instance - rely on windfall developments in the
short term. Do not consider early release of Green Belt land.

Option E2b: Assess the potential for urban sites to meet the current shortfall and provide
additional high quality land in the first instance. Consider the potential for Green Belt sites
to be released early in the event that the shortfall is not addressed via alternative urban
sites and where there is limited high quality employment land remaining. As per the LPP1,
focus on site options around Kingswood Lakeside.

Option E2c: Assess the potential for urban sites to meet the current shortfall and provide
additional high quality land in the first instance. Consider the potential for Green Belt sites
to be released early in the event that the shortfall is not addressed via alternative urban
sites and where there is limited high quality employment land remaining. Focus on site
options outside Kingswood Lakeside.
SA Objective

E2a

E2b

E2c

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity

++

+/-

+/-?

+

+/--

--?

++

+/-

+/-

SA4: Climate Change

0

0

0

SA5: Flooding

0

-?

-

SA6: Landscape and townscape

+

+/--

--?

SA7: Waste

+

+/-

-

SA8: Sustainable transport

+

+/-

-

SA9: Housing

0

0

0

SA10: Education

0

0

0

SA11: Crime

0

0

0

SA12: Health

0

0

0

SA2: Pollution
SA3: Previously developed land
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Issue E2: How should the shortfall in meeting current development needs be
addressed and a supply of high quality employment land be ensured?
SA13: Recreation

+

++/-

+/-

SA14: Services and facilities

+

+/-

-?

+?

++

++?

SA16: Town centres

0

0

0

SA17: Historic environment

-?

-

-?

SA15: Economy

Description of effects of Policy Options E2a, E2b and E2c in relation to SA objectives
5.69

Significant positive effects have been identified for Policy Option E2a as this option would not
result in the loss of Green Belt land in the District. Given that this area plays an important role in
terms of habitats and biodiversity in the District significant positive effects have been identified on
SA objective 1: Biodiversity and Geodiversity as well as SA objective 3: Previously
Developed Land. The protection of the Green Belt in the District is expected to have associated
minor positive effects in terms of SA objective 2 Pollution, SA objective 6: Landscape and
Townscape and SA objective 7: Waste. This approach is expected to help encourage the use
of brownfield sites which would minimise the loss of high quality soils and detrimental impacts on
landscapes of high sensitivity in the District as well encouraging the re-use of materials and
buildings onsite at these locations.

5.70

As development of employment sites would mostly take places at urban sites to accommodate the
shortfall in employment land through Policy Option E2a this approach is expected to provide
access to nearby services and facilities as well as sustainable transport nodes. Minor positive
effects are expected in relation to SA objective 8: Sustainable Transport, SA objective 13:
Recreation and SA objective 14: Services and Facilities. A minor positive effect is also
expected in relation to SA objective 15: Economy. Although it would help to meet the shortfall
in employment land in the District windfall developments in the short term would be relied upon
meaning the effect is uncertain.

5.71

Policy Option E2a is expected to have only one negative effect on any of the SA objectives. As
this Policy Option would make use of urban sites to meet the shortfall in employment land, it is
expected that development at these locations may have adverse impacts on the heritage assets
which are more prevalent in more developed locations. The minor negative effect expected on SA
objective 17: Historic Environment is uncertain given that the exact location of the urban sites
in question in relation to designated heritage assets in the District is currently unknown.

5.72

Many of the effects identified on the SA objectives in relation to Policy Options E2b and E2c are
similar given that both of these policy options would consider the potential for Green Belt sites to
be released early after urban sites are used up to meet the shortfall in employment land in
Cannock. Significant negative effects have identified for both of these policy options in relation to
SA objective 2: Pollution and SA objective 6: Landscape and Townscape given that large
areas of greenfield land and potentially high quality soils would be made use of. The loss of
Green Belt land is in addition, expected to contribute to loss of the countryside and potentially
coalescence of settlements in the District. The significant negative effects expected on both SA
objectives for Policy Option E2b are expected to be combined with a minor positive effect
however, given that it would make use of land around Kingswood Lakeside which has been
identified through the sustainability appraisal of the employment site options (see Chapter 4) as
being mostly brownfield, located away from the AONB designation and lying mostly on land which
has a moderate level of sensitivity to development as per the Landscape Character Assessment.

5.73

The use of greenfield land at Green Belt locations in the District is also likely to have minor
negative effects on SA objective 1: Biodiversity and Geodiversity, SA objective 3: Previously
Developed Land, SA objective 5: Flooding, SA objective 7: Waste, SA objective 8: Sustainable
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Transport, SA objective 13: Recreation and SA objective 14: Services and Facilities. These minor
negative effects are expected given that the use of greenfield land would result in more
impermeable surfaces in the District and would also not provide opportunities to re-use onsite
buildings and materials as such limiting the potential to reduce waste. Green Belt sites are also
considered important in terms of local habitats and would also provide poor access to existing
facilities and services as well as sustainable transport links.
5.74

However, positive effects have been identified for both Policy Options E2b and E2c in relation to
SA objectives 1, 3 and 13 as both approaches would make use of urban sites to meet the initial
employment need in Cannock Chase. As Policy Option E2b would focus development around
Kingswood Lakeside the effects identified in the sustainability appraisal of the employment site
options in this area have been taken into consideration. These areas are mostly brownfield and
provide current access to specific existing recreation areas. The positive effect on SA objective 13
for Policy Option E2b is likely to be significant considering this approach would provide for the
allocation of employment sites in the area around Kingswood Lakeside where the sustainability
appraisal of the employment site options has identified that there is a good level of access to
specific existing open spaces in Cannock Chase. Further positive effects expected as part of an
overall mixed effect are likely in relation to Policy Option E2b only for SA objectives 7, 8 and 14.
As Policy Option E2b would focus employment development around Kingswood Lakeside, much of
which is brownfield land, it is expected to present opportunities for the re-use and recycling of
materials and buildings currently onsite which could help reduce waste in the District, meaning an
overall mixed effect has been recorded. Development around Kingswood Lakeside is also
expected to provide a variable level of access to existing sustainable transport links considering
the findings of the sustainability appraisal of the employment site options. None of these sites
are located within close proximity of a train station but most are located within close proximity of
a bus stop which provides access to a regular service. As such the minor negative effect expected
for Policy Option E2b with regards SA objective 8 is likely to be combined with a minor positive
effect. The positive effect expected in relation to SA objective 14 for Policy Option E2b which
would lead to an overall mixed effect is likely given that employment development would be
provided in close proximity to Kingswood Lakeside which is located at the eastern periphery of the
Local Centre of Bridgtown. This Policy Option would thereby provide access to a number of
nearby services and facilities.

5.75

The loss of Green Belt land in the District which may occur if Policy Option E2b or E2c are adopted
is expected to adversely impact upon the setting of designated heritage assets in the District. As
such, minor negative effects are expected for both Policy Options in relation to SA objective 17:
Historic Environment. The negative effect identified for Policy Option E2b is expected to be
more certain given that employment development would be provided around Kingswood Lakeside
and a Listed Building is present in close proximity to this location, the setting of which may be
adversely impacted.

5.76

Policy Options E2b and E2c are expected to have solely positive effects on only one SA objective.
A significant positive effect is expected for these two policy options in relation to SA objective
15: Economy as they would consider the release of Green Belt sites in the District to meet
employment requirements. As such, both Policy Options are expected to provide enough land to
meet local need. The positive effect expected in relation to Policy Option E2b is expected to be
more certain given that most of the employment development would result at Kingswood Lakeside
where employment uses have been established and access to strategic transport infrastructure is
provided.

5.77

The policy options considered are unlikely to affect any of the remaining SA objectives.
Issue E3: Should the Council seek to protect key existing employment areas?

5.78

Only one reasonable policy option was considered in relation to which sites should be allocated for
employment development as shown in Table 5.12 below. The potential sustainability effects are
described below the table.
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Table 5.12: Summary of SA scores for Issue E3
Issue E3: Should the Council seek to protect key existing employment areas?
Option E3a: Assess Kingswood Lakeside and Towers Business Park for potential allocation
as high quality strategic employment sites (see consultation map for proposed
boundaries). Do not consider allocating other employment sites.
SA Objective

E3a

+

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity

+/-?

SA2: Pollution
SA3: Previously developed land

+

SA4: Climate Change

0

SA5: Flooding

0
+/-

SA6: Landscape and townscape
SA7: Waste

+

SA8: Sustainable transport

+

SA9: Housing

+

SA10: Education

0

SA11: Crime

0

SA12: Health

0
+/-

SA13: Recreation

+

SA14: Services and facilities

++/-

SA15: Economy

0

SA16: Town centres

0/-?

SA17: Historic environment

Description of effects of Policy Option E3a in relation to SA objectives
5.79

Policy Option E3a is only expected to have one significant effect on the SA objectives against
which it has been appraised. A significant positive effect has been identified in relation to SA
objective15: Economy given that the policy option would potentially allocate Kingswood
Lakeside and Towers Business Park as employment land. The protection of these areas as
employment land would provide over 50% of the total available supply within the District. Given
the connection of these areas to strategically important transport infrastructure in the District it is
likely that protecting this employment land would help encourage economic growth in Cannock
Chase. The policy option would allocate no further employment land in the District however and
therefore a minor negative effect is also expected on this SA objective.

5.80

Given that no further land would be allocated and that change of use from employment sites to
alternative uses such as residential development would be considered on a site by site basis this
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policy option may help to satisfy local housing need. A minor positive effect is therefore expected
in relation to SA objective 8: Housing for Policy Option E3a.
5.81

Assessing Kingswood Lakeside and Towers Business Park for potential allocation as employment
land is likely to deliver much of the future employment development at these locations much of
which are already developed. As such this would prevent the loss of greenfield land, habitats, and
may encourage the re-use of materials and buildings currently onsite meaning minor positive
effects are expected in relation SA objective 1: Biodiversity and Geodiversity, SA objective
2: Pollution, SA objective 3: Previously Developed Land, SA objective 5: Flooding and SA
objective 7: Waste. Of the two areas only Kingswood lakeside is located within close proximity
of designated biodiversity sites and these are not recognised as being of national or international
importance. A minor negative effect is expected to be combined with the minor positive effect
recorded for SA objective 2 given that the A5 and A51 are adjacent to Kingswood Lakeside and
Towers Business Park respectively which may result in noise pollution impacting upon the amenity
of site users. The negative effect expected on SA objective 2 may be amplified in terms of local
air quality given that Kingswood Lakeside is located in close proximity to the AQMA which has
been declared along the length of much of the A5.

5.82

Limiting development of greenfield land through delivering employment development at the
Kingswood Lakeside and Towers Business Park is also expected to reduce the potential for
increases in the area of impermeable surfaces in the District. A negligible effect has been
recorded for this policy option for SA objective 5: Flooding therefore.

5.83

The two areas considered for development are well related to existing settlements in the District.
Towers Business Park is in close proximity to the town of Rugeley and Kingswood Lakeside located
within the eastern periphery of Bridgtown. As such these areas may provide employees with a
good level of access to services and facilities meaning minor positive effects are expected in
relation to SA objective 8: Sustainable Transport, SA objective 13: Recreation and SA
Objective 14: Services and Facilities. It is recognised that only Towers Business Park is
expressly well related to a train station at Rugeley town centre, however Kingswood Lakeside
would provide new users of the site with access to existing bus stops which are served regularly.
The minor positive effect expected in relation to SA objective 13 is likely to be combined with a
minor negative effect given that both of these areas contain an identified open space within their
boundaries which may be lost as a result of new employment development.

5.84

As much of the area at Kingswood Lakeside and Towers Business Park has already been
developed it is expected that significant effects on the Cannock Chase AONB and other sensitive
landscapes may be avoided by this Policy Option. As such a minor positive effect is expected on
SA objective 6: Landscape and Townscape. Kingswood Lakeside, however lies with an area
of the District which has moderate level of sensitivity to new development meaning the
development of this area is expected to have a minor negative effect on this SA objective
resulting in a mixed effect overall. The previously developed nature of much of the sites in
question means a negligible effect has been identified in relation to SA objective 17: Historic
Environment. Towers Business Park site is however, located in proximity of a number of
heritage assets at the town of Rugeley meaning new development has the potential to adverse
impact upon their significance or that of their settings. As such, a minor negative effect is also
expected for this policy option in relation to SA objective 17 resulting in an overall mixed effect.
Issue E4: Should the Council adopt site specific standards to help guide the
development of allocated sites?

5.85

Two reasonable alternative policy options were considered in relation to whether site specific
standards should be adopted to guide the development of allocated employment sites as shown in
Table 5.13 below. The potential sustainability effects are described below the table.
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Table 5.13: Summary of SA scores for Issue E4
Issue E4: Should the Council adopt site specific standards to help guide the
development of allocated sites?
Option E4a: Rely on existing LPP1 policies and Design SPD guidance- no site specific policy
standards/requirements.

Option E4b: Create site specific policy standards/requirements, where necessary.
SA Objective

E4a

E4b

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity

+

+?

SA2: Pollution

+

+?

SA3: Previously developed land

0

0

SA4: Climate Change

+

+?

SA5: Flooding

+

+?

SA6: Landscape and townscape

+

+?

SA7: Waste

+

+?

SA8: Sustainable transport

+

+?

SA9: Housing

0

0

SA10: Education

0

0

SA11: Crime

+

+?

SA12: Health

+

+?

SA13: Recreation

+

+?

SA14: Services and facilities

+

+?

SA15: Economy

+

+/-?

SA16: Town centres

0

0

SA17: Historic environment

+

+?

Description of effects of Policy Options E4a and E4b in relation to SA objectives
5.86

Policy Option E4a and Policy Option E4b are expected to have similar impacts on most of the SA
objectives against which they have been appraised. No significant effects, either positive or
negative have been identified.

5.87

Positive effects have been identified for Policy Option E4a in relation to those SA objectives which
relate to the environment (i.e. SA objective 1: Biodiversity and Geodiversity, SA objective
2: Pollution, SA objective 4: Climate Change, SA objective 5: Flooding, SA objective 6:
Landscape and Townscape, SA objective 7: Waste, SA objective 8: Sustainable
Transport and SA objective 17: Historic Environment). These effects are likely given that
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relevant policies in the Local Plan Part 1 (particularly CP3 Chase Shaping – Design) address the
design of new development in the District as to promote development which will avoid negative
and promote beneficial impacts in relation to these issues. The policies are supplemented and
complemented by the likely effects of development promoted through the Design SPD guidance.
5.88

Similar positive effects have also been identified in relation to a number of SA objectives which
address social issues (SA objective 11: Crime, SA objective 12: Health, SA objective 13:
recreation and SA objective 14: Services and Facilities) and to a lesser extent the economy
(SA objective 15: Economy). It is expected that relevant policies in the Local Plan Part 1 would
also help to avoid significant adverse impacts in relation to these objectives and also help to
promote any potential beneficial effects likely as a result of new employment development.

5.89

As this approach would not provide policy to directly address each of these SA objectives
individually the positive effects expected are likely to be minor.

5.90

Creating site specific design requirements under Policy Option E4b is expected to provide
opportunities to incorporate guidance which would have similar effects in terms of the positive
effects identified for Policy Option E4a. These positive effects are uncertain however given that
any site specific requirements which might be adopted are unknown at this stage.

5.91

Only one negative effect is expected in relation to Policy Option E4b. As Policy Option E4b would
result in site specific policy standards or requirements, it may place overly onerous requirements
on the design of new employment schemes. In addition it may result in requirements being
adopted which hinder appropriate changes of use which might otherwise benefit the local
economy. The minor negative effect likely on SA objective 15 in relation to Policy Option E4b is
however expected as part of an overall mixed effect. This approach could also result in more
certainty for developers with regards requirements for specific sites when providing new
development at allocated employment sites, which may encourage new schemes to come forward
meaning a minor positive effect is also likely on this SA objective.
Issue E5: To what extent should the District cater for longer term needs and how can
the need be best met?

5.92

Two reasonable alternative policy options were considered in relation to the catering of longer
term employment needs in the District and how these should be met as shown in Table 5.14
below. The potential sustainability effects are described below the table.
Table 5.14: Summary of SA scores for Issue E5
Issue E5: To what extent should the District cater for longer term needs and
how can the need be best met?
Option E5a: Plan to identify safeguarded land from the Green Belt for up to 5% of the
District’s current development needs (approx. 4.4ha) for beyond the plan period. Assess
the suitability of the Green Belt sites to meet this need – see ‘Site Options Selection
Methodology- Background Paper’, schedule of sites and consultation map for further
information. Focus upon options at Kingswood Lakeside as per LPP1.
Note: Two employment sites (CE17 and CE18) that lie in the Green Belt are being
considered for the Kingswood Lake expansion as identified by the Site Options Selection
Methodology-Background Paper.
Option E5b: Plan to identify safeguarded land from the Green Belt for up to 5% of the
District’s current development needs (approx. 4.4ha) for beyond the plan period. Assess
the suitability of the Green Belt sites to meet this need – see ‘Site Options Selection
Methodology- Background Paper’, schedule of sites and consultation map for further
information. Consider other sites beyond Kingswood Lakeside.
SA Objective
SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity
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E5a

E5b

-
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Issue E5: To what extent should the District cater for longer term needs and
how can the need be best met?
SA2: Pollution

--

--?

SA3: Previously developed land

-

-

SA4: Climate Change

0

0

SA5: Flooding

-

-

SA6: Landscape and townscape

-

-?

SA7: Waste

-

-

SA8: Sustainable transport

-

-?

SA9: Housing

0

0

SA10: Education

0

0

SA11: Crime

0

0

SA12: Health

0

0

+/-?

+/-?

-

--?

++

++?

SA16: Town centres

0

0

SA17: Historic environment

-

-?

SA13: Recreation
SA14: Services and facilities
SA15: Economy

Description of effects of Policy Options E5a and E5b in relation to SA objectives
5.93

Where differences have been identified between the expected sustainability effects in relation to
Policy Option E5a and E5b they are likely due to circumstances of the land surrounding Kingswood
Lakeside. While Policy Option E5a would safeguard land for future employment uses in this area,
Policy Option E5b would result in land being safeguarded in areas other than Kingswood Lakeside.

5.94

Both policy options would help to meet the future requirements for employment at Green Belt
locations and therefore a significant positive effect has been identified in relation to SA objective
15: Economy. The significant positive effect expected in relation to Policy Option E5a has been
recorded as being more certain given that employment development at Kingswood Lakeside
would benefit from existing employment infrastructure as well as a good level of access to
strategically important transport routes at the A5 and M6 Toll motorway which may not be
present at sites provided in areas other than this location.

5.95

The close proximity of the land which would be safeguarded surrounding Kingswood Lakeside to
the A5 would however mean that a significant negative effect is expected in relation to SA
objective 2: Pollution. This effect is related to air quality in particular given that much of the
A5 route has been declared as an AQMA. The sites identified through Policy Option E5a are both
located in areas which could result in intensification of air quality issues at this AQMA. Given that
only some of the sites (for example CE19, CE20 and CE56) identified through Policy Option E5b
would relate to this AQMA the significant negative effect is uncertain. The significant negative
effect would also incorporate a negative effect likely in terms of soil conservation given that the
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safeguarding of Green Belt land for future employment uses could result in the loss of large areas
of greenfield land. The two identified sites for Policy Option E5a are both located on greenfield
land and one covers land which is mainly of Grade 3 Agricultural Value so a significant negative is
also identified in relation to soil preservation. Development through the approach of Policy Option
E5b would still result in the loss of Green Belt land which may be of uncertain but high agricultural
value given the larger number and spread of the site options to be considered.
5.96

The loss of Green Belt land is expected to have further adverse impacts in terms of SA objective
1: Biodiversity and Geodiversity and SA objective 6: Landscape and Townscape for Policy
Option E5b. As the exact location of this land is unknown but contains some sites which would
have an adverse impact on biodiversity designations (for example NE6) a significant negative
effect has been recorded for SA objective 1. The negative effect expected in relation to SA
objective 6 is likely to be minor given that most of the sites lie with areas which are moderately
sensitive to new development with regards landscape character. This is compared with the
expected minor negative effect for these two SA objectives in relation to Policy Option E5a. Policy
Option E5a would result in the loss of Green Belt land which could have an adverse impact in
terms of the performance of Green Belt functions and also effects on landscape character,
however Kingswood Lakeside is only in close proximity of local biodiversity designations (and not
national or international designations) and also contains land which is only moderately sensitive to
new development and is not in close proximity to the AONB meaning only minor negative effects
have been recorded.

5.97

Given that Policy Opyion E5b would result the specific location of land within the Green Belt to be
safeguarded for future employment development being unknown uncertain minor negative effects
are expected in relation to SA objective 8: Sustainable transport, SA objective 13:
Recreation and SA objective 17: Historic Environment. The sites from which the land to be
safeguarded would be selected include those which would be poorly related to existing sustainable
transport links, may result in the loss of access to countryside and other recreation facilities and
have potential to affect areas which are of moderate heritage value if developed. The sites
however all provide a good level of access to existing recreation facilities such as open spaces and
PRoWs meaning a minor positive effect is combined with the minor negative effect expected on
SA objective 13. Many of the sites to be considered for safeguarding for future employment
development through Policy Option E5b (for example NE6, NE9 and NE10) are not well related to
the existing centres of the District which have been identified through Policy CP11 of the Local
Plan (Part 1). As such a significant negative effect has been recorded for SA objective 14:
Services and facilties.

5.98

Land surrounding Kingswood Lakeside is located between the Local Centres at Bridgtown and
Norton Canes where established employment uses are already present. The sites identified
through Appendix 1- List 8 as per Policy Option E5a are not well related to either of these centres
however meaning a minor negative effect has also been identified for SA objective 14 in relation
to this policy option. The minor positive effect expected for SA objective 13 is likely to be
combined with a minor negative effect. While the sites identified around Kingswood Lakeside
provide a good level of access to existing open spaces it is expected that the loss of Green Belt
which may occur in the longer term may reduce residents’ access to the countryside in the
District. In addition, a number of PRoW and open spaces are located in one of the identified sites
and these spaces could be lost through development dependent upon specific design proposals.

5.99

The sites identified in Policy Option E5a are located in areas of that have been classified as
‘moderate’ sensitivity to development with regards to the historic environment and although one
of the sites is located within close proximity to a Grade II Listed Building, it is screened by
existing tree cover. Minor negative effects are therefore identified for SA objective 17.
Issue E6: Should any further policy provisions be made for existing employment sites
within the Green Belt?

5.100 Two reasonable alternative policy options were considered in relation to whether further policy
provisions should be adopted to guide the development of existing employment sites within the
Green Belt as shown in Table 5.15 below. The potential sustainability effects are described
below the table.
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Table 5.15: Summary of SA scores for Issue E5
Issue E6: Should any further policy provisions be made for existing employment
sites within the Green Belt?
Option E6a: Do not develop any further policy provisions for existing employment sites
within the Green Belt at this time- rely on LPP1 policy and Design SPD guidance. Address
Watling Street Business Park proposals via the site assessment process and keep under
review the need for any site specific policies.

Option E6b: Develop further policy provisions for existing employment sites within the
Green Belt.
SA Objective

E6a

E6b

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity

+

+?

SA2: Pollution

+

+?

SA3: Previously developed land

0

0

SA4: Climate Change

+

+?

SA5: Flooding

+

+?

SA6: Landscape and townscape

+

+?

SA7: Waste

+

+?

SA8: Sustainable transport

+

+?

SA9: Housing

0

0

SA10: Education

0

0

SA11: Crime

+

+?

SA12: Health

+

+?

SA13: Recreation

+

+?

SA14: Services and facilities

+

+?

SA15: Economy

+

+/-?

SA16: Town centres

0

0

SA17: Historic environment

+

+?

Description of effects of Policy Options E6a and E6b in relation to SA objectives
5.101 Policy Options E6a and E6b are expected to have similar impacts on most of the SA objectives
against which they have been appraised, except that there is uncertainty attached to most of the
effects identified for Policy Option E6b. No significant effects, either positive or negative have
been identified.
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5.102 Positive effects have been identified for Policy Option E6a in relation to those SA objectives which
relate to the environment (i.e. SA objective 1: Biodiversity and Geodiversity, SA objective
2: Pollution, SA objective 4: Climate Change, SA objective 5: Flooding, SA objective 6:
Landscape and Townscape, SA objective 7: Waste, SA objective 8: Sustainable
Transport and SA objective 17: Historic Environment). These effects are likely given that
relevant policies in the Local Plan Part 1 (particularly CP3 Chase Shaping – Design) address the
design of new development (including that at existing employment sites within the Green Belt) in
the District which promotes development that will avoid negative and promote beneficial impacts
in relation to these issues. The policies are supplemented and complemented by the likely effects
of development promoted through the Design SPD guidance.
5.103 Similar positive effects have also been identified in relation to a number of SA objectives which
address social issues (SA objective 11: Crime, SA objective 12: Health, SA objective 13:
recreation and SA objective 14: Services and Facilities) and to a lesser extent the economy
(SA objective 15: Economy). It is expected that relying upon relevant policies in the Local Plan
Part 1 as per Policy Option E6 to guide development at existing employment sites in the Green
Belt would help to avoid significant adverse impacts in relation to these objectives and also help
to promote any potential beneficial effects likely as a result of new employment development.
5.104 As this approach would not provide policy to directly address each of these SA objectives
individually the positive effects expected are likely to be minor.
5.105 Creating policy provision for existing employment sites in the Green Belt in the District under
Policy Option E6b is expected to provide opportunities to incorporate guidance which would have
similar effects in terms of the positive effects identified for Policy Option E6a. These positive
effects are uncertain however given that any new policy provision which might be adopted is
unknown at this stage.
5.106 Only one negative effect is expected in relation to either policy option. As Policy Option E6b
would result in additional policy provision to address existing employment sites in the Green Belt,
it may place overly onerous requirements on the design of new employment schemes. In addition
it may result in requirements being adopted which hinder appropriate changes of use which might
otherwise benefit the local economy. The minor negative effect likely on SA objective 15 in
relation to Policy Option E6b is however expected as part of an overall mixed effect. This
approach could also result in more certainty for developers with regards requirements for specific
sites when providing new development at existing employment sites within the Green Belt, which
may encourage new schemes to come forward meaning a minor positive effect is also likely on
this SA objective.
Issue BE1: How can the Council support different sectors of the local economy further?
5.107 Only one reasonable policy option was considered in relation to how the Council might support
different sectors of the local economy as shown in Table 5.16 below. The potential sustainability
effects are described below the table.
Table 5.16: Summary of SA scores for Issue BE1
Issue BE1: How can the Council support different sectors of the local economy
further?
Option BE1a: Assess submitted sites for potential allocation for recreation/leisure/tourism
proposals
SA Objective

BE1a

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity

--?

SA2: Pollution

-?

SA3: Previously developed land

--
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Issue BE1: How can the Council support different sectors of the local economy
further?
SA4: Climate Change

0

SA5: Flooding

-?

SA6: Landscape and townscape

--?

SA7: Waste

0

SA8: Sustainable transport

-?
++?

SA9: Housing
SA10: Education

-?

SA11: Crime

0

SA12: Health

-?

SA13: Recreation

++/-?

SA14: Services and facilities

+/--?

SA15: Economy

+

SA16: Town centres

0
--?

SA17: Historic environment

Description of effects of Policy Option BE1a in relation to SA objectives
5.108 Two significant positive effects have been identified for this Policy Option, one in relation to SA
objective 9: Housing as half of the mixed use sites that are proposed to include
recreation/leisure/tourism facilities are also proposed for residential provision (Sites CE58 and
NE8 – the other two mixed use sites that include recreation/leisure/tourism uses are sites RE23
and NE11). These sites are considered to be large sites and are therefore likely to include
affordable homes and could ensure that all residents of Cannock Chase have a decent place to
live. This effect is uncertain however as the remaining mixed used sites considered for
recreation/leisure/tourism uses do not include residential provision and therefore would not
provide affordable homes, and it is uncertain at this stage which sites will be allocated in the plan.
5.109 The second significant positive effect is expected for SA objective 13: Recreation as all of the
mixed use sites that are proposed to include recreation/leisure/tourism facilities are located with
close proximity to open space and/or PRoW. An overall mixed effect is identified on this SA
objective as a minor negative effect is also expected as three of the site options that include
recreation/leisure/tourism facilities contain an area of open space or PRoW that could be removed
once development takes place. This is uncertain at this stage as it will depend on the nature of
the recreation/leisure/tourism provision, which is currently unknown.
5.110 A significant negative effect has been identified for SA objective 1: Biodiversity and
Geodiversity as the site assessment process found that half of the sites proposed for
recreational/leisure/tourism use are located within or in close proximity to international and
nationally designated sites. There may be adverse effects on biodiversity from both the
development itself and additional recreational pressure. The significant negative effect is
uncertain as it is unknown whether any mitigation measures will be incorporated into the new
developments and as part of further assessment.
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5.111 This Policy Option calls for the assessment of sites being considered for
recreation/leisure/tourism, and according to the site appraisals all four of these sites are located
mainly on greenfield land. A significant negative effect is identified in relation to SA objective 3:
Previously Developed Land as half of these sites are located on large areas of greenfield land
(30ha or above). Negative effects are also identified for SA objective 2: Pollution, however as
the sites are located on low quality soils, a minor negative effect is identified. The uncertain
effect relates to one site that is also located within a Source Protection Zone, as it is unknown at
this stage about localised factors such as the amount of capacity in the local sewage treatment
system.
5.112 Similarly to above, all the sites identified for recreation/leisure/tourism lie mainly on greenfield
land. As new development on this land is likely to increase impermeable surfaces and possibly
flood risk in the District, an uncertain minor negative effect is expected on SA objective 5:
Flooding.
5.113 Further significant negative effects are identified for SA objective 6: Landscape and
townscape as half of the sites are located within Cannock Chase AONB or are situated in an area
that has been classified as highly sensitive to development. The Policy Option encourages further
assessment of sites considered for recreation/leisure/tourism use which could specify mitigation
measures that could reduce adverse effects on the landscape, and so an uncertainty is attached
to this effect.
5.114 It is anticipated that there will be significant negative effects for SA objective 17: Historic
Environment as one of the sites considered for recreation/leisure/tourism contains a historic
asset which is potentially vulnerable to new development in terms of its significance and that of
its setting. However an uncertainty is also attached as the process of assessing sites should
however help to prevent unacceptable negative impacts from occurring on the built and historic
environments in the District, and enhancements of heritage assets through redevelopment may
also be possible.
5.115 Minor negative effects are identified for SA objectives 10: Education and 12: Health because
half of the site options proposed to include recreation/leisure/tourism facilities are large mixed
use sites that are also being considered for residential use so are therefore likely to require access
to educational and health facilities. These sites however, are not within close proximity (600m) of
any educational or health facilities so an uncertain minor negative effect is identified, as it will
depend on which sites are eventually allocated in the plan.
5.116 A minor positive effect is likely for SA objective 15: Economy as through the provision of
recreation/leisure/tourism facilities within the mixed use development, a limited number of
employment opportunities will be provided.

Town Centres policy options
5.117 This section summarises the SA findings for the policy options set out in Chapter 8 of the Issues
and Options document: Town Centres. A number of reasonable alternative policy options have
been presented by the Council in the context of the adopted Local Plan Part 1 (LPP1) to address
issues relating to proposals for Main Town Centre Uses which lie outside of town centre
boundaries.
Issue TC1: In terms of proposals for Main Town Centre Uses lying outside of town
centre boundaries, should local thresholds for requiring an Impact Test be introduced
and if so what should these be?
5.118 Two reasonable alternative policy options were considered in relation to the use of thresholds for
requiring a retail impact assessment for proposals for main town centre use outside of town
centre boundaries. The potential sustainability effects are described below Table 5.17.
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Table 5.17: Summary of SA scores for Issue TC1
Issue TC1: In terms of proposals for Main Town Centre Uses lying outside of
town centre boundaries, should local thresholds for requiring an Impact Test be
introduced and if so what should these be?
Option TC1a: Do not introduce thresholds, use the thresholds set by national policy
(default 2,500 sqm)

Option TC1b: Introduce a tiered system of thresholds in line with the recommendations of
the Retail and Leisure Study 2015 which are:

•
•
•
•

Cannock 1000sqm (gross)
Rugeley: 1000sqm (gross)
Hednesford: 500 sq m (gross)
Other Centres as defined in Local Plan Part 1 Policy CP11: 200sq m (gross)

SA Objective

TC1a

TC1b

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity

0

0

SA2: Pollution

0

0

SA3: Previously developed land

0

0

SA4: Climate Change

0

0

SA5: Flooding

0

0

SA6: Landscape and townscape

0

0

SA7: Waste

0

0

SA8: Sustainable transport

0

0

SA9: Housing

0

0

SA10: Education

0

0

SA11: Crime

0

0

SA12: Health

0

0

SA13: Recreation

0

0

SA14: Services and facilities

0

0

SA15: Economy

0

0

SA16: Town centres

-

+

SA17: Historic environment

0

0
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Description of effects of Policy Options TC1a and TC1b in relation to SA objectives
5.119 No significant positive or negative effects are considered likely for Policy Options TC1a or TC1b on
the SA objectives, and the majority of the effects are likely to be negligible given the narrow focus
of these Policy Options.
5.120 Policy Option TC1a is likely to have a minor negative effect on SA objective 16: Town Centres
given that the retail impacts of new developments outside town centres (which are below the
threshold set out in NPPG for requiring a retail impact assessment (2,500sqm)) may not be
considered, which could have adverse effects on the vitality of town centres and the viability and
competitiveness of town centre shops and businesses. On the other hand, Option TC1b would
ensure that town centre use developments outside town centre boundaries above the set
thresholds would be assessed in terms of their retail impact on town centres prior to
developments being consented, which would help to protect town centre shops and businesses
and overall town centre vitality.

Green space policy options
5.121 This section summarises the SA findings for the policy options set out in Chapter 9 of the Issues
and Options document: Green Space. A number of reasonable alternative policy options have
been presented by the Council in the context of the adopted Local Plan Part 1 (LPP1) to address
issues relating to the protection of green space and areas of environmental importance in the
District.
Issue GS1: Should LPP2 revise the Green Space Network further and what sites should
be considered?
5.122 One reasonable alternative policy option was considered in relation to whether the LPP2 should
revise the Green Space Network and what sites should be taken forward as shown in Table 5.18.
The potential sustainability effects are described below the table.
Table 5.18: Summary of SA scores for Issue GS1
Issue GS1: Should LPP2 revise the Green Space Network further and what sites
should be considered?
Option GS1a: Assess the site options set out within the schedule of sites for
inclusion/removal (as applicable) within/from the Green Space Network. Assess the land
at Rawnsley Road/Rugeley Road for both Local Green Space designation and inclusion
within the Green Space Network (with only one designation being selected at end of the
assessment process). Keep under review the need for additional site designations as part
of the LPP2 allocations process.
SA Objective

GS1a
+/-

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity
SA2: Pollution

-

SA3: Previously developed land

0
+/-

SA4: Climate Change

-

SA5: Flooding

++

SA6: Landscape and townscape

0

SA7: Waste
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SA8: Sustainable transport

+

SA9: Housing

+

SA10: Education

-

SA11: Crime

0

SA12: Health

+/++/-

SA13: Recreation

++

SA14: Services and facilities
SA15: Economy

0

SA16: Town centres

0
+/--?

SA17: Historic environment

Description of effects of Policy Option GS1a in relation to SA objectives
5.123 Policy Option GS1a is expected to have a number of significant positive effects in relation to the
SA objectives against which it has been appraised.
5.124 As the policy option would result in the preservation of greenfield land (specifically at site CS1 and
C64) it would result in direct and significant positive effects on SA objective 6: Landscape and
townscape and SA objective 13: Recreation. The positive effect expected in relation to
landscape is likely to be amplified given that site C64 is located adjacent to the Cannock Chase
AONB and protection of this land from development through designation as Local Green Space or
inclusion in the Green Space Network would help to preserve the setting of this special landscape
designation. As the area which is considered for development at C125 is greenfield land the
potential loss of an area of the Green Space Network to housing which might otherwise provide
open space access means a minor negative effect is also likely in relation to recreation provision.
As such a mixed effect has been recorded overall for SA objective 13.
5.125 A significant positive effect is also expected with regards to SA objective 14: Services and
facilities as the designation of CS1 within the Green Space Network would allow for the
completion of a masterplan to include a recreation 'community hub' thus promoting access to
services and facilities in the District. In addition the assessment of site C125 for removal from
the Green Space Network to develop new houses would provide these homes in an area which is
well related to the District Centre at Hawks Green.
5.126 A significant negative effect has been identified in relation to SA objective 17: Historic
environment as part of an overall mixed effect. This effect was identified given that the housing
development which may be facilitated as a result of the removal of site C125 from the Green
Space Network would occur at the Grade II Listed Building New Hall Farmhouse. Protecting
greenfield land at CS1 and C64 through appropriate designation is expected to have a minor
positive effect in terms of preserving the established character at these locations given that the
sites fall within areas which have been identified as being of low and of moderately sensitivity to
new development in the Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009).
5.127 The removal of C125 from the Green Space Network which may support future housing provision
would thereby help meet local housing need meaning a minor positive effect has been recorded
for SA objective 9: housing. Site C125 is also well related to existing sustainable transport
links meaning a minor positive effect is expected in relation to SA objective 8: Sustainable
transport. This site is however located in relatively close proximity to Hawk's Green Nature
Reserve (and dismantled railway) Site of Biological Interest as well as the proposed AQMA at the
A5190 meaning a minor negative effect is expected for SA objective 1: Biodiversity and
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geodiversity and SA objective 2: Pollution. Development of the site would also result in the
loss of greenfield land which may have further adverse impact in terms of local habitats as well as
preservation of high value agricultural soils. Given that the protection of CS1 and C64 through
appropriate designation would conserve greenfield land in the District a minor positive effect is
also expected in relation to SA objective 1 as part of an overall mixed effect as it may potentially
improve habitat connectivity.
5.128 The conservation of greenfield land in Cannock Chase through further protection offered to CS1
and C64 is also expected to have a minor positive effect with regards SA objective 4: Climate
change as it may help to prevent heat islands and allow for temperature regulation. Given that
greenfield land is likely to be lost at C125 as a result of this policy option however the overall
effect on this SA objective is mixed. A further minor negative effect is expected in relation to SA
objective 5: Flooding given that the development of C125 (which would be more likely to
proceed if it was removed from the Green Space Network) would increase the area of
impermeable surfaces in the Disitrct.
5.129 Related to the protection of greenfield land for potential recreation provision, it is expected that
the policy option would also result in a minor positive effect on SA objective 12: Health. The
minor positive effect is part of an overall mixed effect however as the removal of site C125 from
the Green Space Network to develop new houses would result in residential development
occurring at a location which does not provide access to a current healthcare facility. This
location similarly does not provide access to existing education facilities and therefore a minor
negative effect has been identified for SA objective 10: Education.
Issue GS2: How should Green Space Network and Local Green Space site options be
assessed?
5.130 Two reasonable alternative policy options were considered in relation to how the Green Space
Network and Local Green Space site options should be assess as shown in Table 5.19 below. The
potential sustainability effects are described below the table.
Table 5.19: Summary of SA scores for Issue GS2
Issue GS2: How should Green Space Network and Local Green Space site
options be assessed?
Option GS2a: Use the proposed assessment matrices to assess the Green Space Network
and Local Green Space site options. Incorporate these findings into the wider Site
Assessment Matrix.
Option GS2b: Use alternative assessment matrices to assess the Green Space Network
and Local Green Space site options.
SA Objective

GS2a

GS2b

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity

+

?

SA2: Pollution

0

0

SA3: Previously developed land

0

0

SA4: Climate Change

0

0

SA5: Flooding

0

0

SA6: Landscape and townscape

+

?

SA7: Waste

0

0
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SA8: Sustainable transport

0

0

SA9: Housing

0

0

SA10: Education

0

0

SA11: Crime

0

0

SA12: Health

+

?

++

+

SA14: Services and facilities

+

?

SA15: Economy

0

0

SA16: Town centres

0

0

SA17: Historic environment

+

?

SA13: Recreation

Description of effects of Policy Options E4a and E4b in relation to SA objectives
5.131 Both Policy Options for GS2 are expected to have mostly negligible effects on the SA objectives.
Where effects are identified (for six of the SA objectives), Policy Option GS1a is likely to have
minor positive effects, whereas Policy Option GS2a is identified as having mostly uncertain
effects.
5.132 A significant positive effect is likely for SA objective 13: Recreation as the proposed
assessment criteria for Policy Option GS2a is based on national policy and would ensure that high
value green spaces are protected. These areas would be safeguarded from development and also
provide places for recreational activities, thereby directly achieving the aim of this SA objective.
A minor positive effect is likely for Policy Option GS2b as the option provides scope for an
alternative assessment that would result in the provision of open space, however, it is unlikely
that the criteria will be as robust as the proposed assessment criteria in Policy Option GS2a.
5.133 The minor positive effects that relate to Policy Option GS2a on SA objectives 1 (Biodiversity and
geodiversity), 6 (Landscape and townscape), 12 (Health), 14 (Services and facilities) and
17 (Historic Environment) are identified because the proposed assessment comprises of a
matrix that includes criteria which feature elements of these SA objectives. Conversely, uncertain
effects are identified for Policy Option GS2b on these SA objectives as it is unknown whether the
alternative assessing approach would consider these SA objectives as it is would not be based on
national planning policy.

Historic Environment policy options
5.134 This section summarises the SA findings for the policy options set out in Chapter 10 of the Issues
and Options document: Historic Environment. A number of reasonable alternative policy options
have been presented by the Council in the context of the adopted Local Plan Part 1 (LPP1) to
address issues relating to the appropriate management of the historic environment in the District
in a way which might allow for local regeneration.
Issue HE1: Should the historic environment act as a catalyst to encourage the positive
regeneration of the District, and if so how?
5.135 Three reasonable alternative policy options were considered in relation to encouraging
regeneration of the District through use of the historic environment as shown in Table 5.20
below. The potential sustainability effects are described below the table.
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Table 5.20: Summary of SA scores for Issue HE1
Issue HE1: Should the historic environment act as a catalyst to encourage the positive
regeneration of the District, and if so how?
Option HE1a: Three separate approaches adopted for the three identified Town Centres
(Cannock, Rugeley and Hednesford) of the District.
Option HE1b: Adopt the approaches detailed in Option HE1a and additional detail relating to
Canals and Collieries in the District.
Option HE1c: Adopt the approaches detailed in Option HE1a and Option HE1b and additional
detail relating to Mineral Lines
SA Objective

HE1a

HE1b

HE1c

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity

0

--?

+/--?

SA2: Pollution

0

0

0

SA3: Previously developed land

+

+

+

SA4: Climate Change

0

0

+

SA5: Flooding

0

0

+

SA6: Landscape and townscape

+

+/--?

++/--?

SA7: Waste

0

0

0

SA8: Sustainable transport

0

0

+

SA9: Housing

0

0

0

SA10: Education

0

0

0

SA11: Crime

0

0

0

SA12: Health

0

+

++

SA13: Recreation

0

+

++

SA14: Services and facilities

0

0

+

SA15: Economy

+

+

+

SA16: Town centres

+

+

+

++

++

++

SA17: Historic environment

Description of effects of Policy Options HE1a, HE1b and HE1c in relation to SA objectives
5.136 All three policy options considered are expected to have mostly positive or negligible effects on
the SA objectives.
5.137 A significant positive effect has been identified in relation the potential effect of all three policy
options on SA objective 17: Historic Environment. This effect is expected given that these
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policy options would provide opportunities for developing historic town centre sites as a catalyst
for regeneration within the District. Significant positive effects have also been identified for Policy
Option HE1c only, in relation to SA objective 6: Landscape and Townscape, SA objective 12:
Health and SA objective 13: Recreation. This is the most prescriptive of the policy options
considered and would result in the improvement to the cycleway and footpath network as well as
green infrastructure in the District, meaning there may be improvements provided in terms of
new landscaping opportunities as well as helping to encourage residents to lead healthier
lifestyles. A minor positive effect is expected for Policy Option HE1b in relation to SA objective
13. However, both Policy Options HE1b and HE1c could also have a significant negative effect on
SA objective 6: Landscape and Townscape because they could result in the development of
site RE23, which is located within the Cannock Chase AONB, and SH17 (Sandstone Hills and
Heaths) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. This
area has been identified as having a high level of sensitivity to development.
5.138 Similarly, positive effects are identified for all the Policy Options in relation to SA objective 15:
Economy as enhancements of these areas identified could lead to a number of new employment
opportunities; these are expected to be limited so a minor positive effect is likely in relation to
this SA objective.
5.139 A minor positive effect has been recorded for both of these SA objectives in relation to Policy
Option HE1b. This approach would result in the redevelopment of historic town centre sites which
may help to improve local townscape and would also promote development of Cannock Extension
Canal and Grove Colliery, which may encourage physical activity, in turn helping to improve public
health. As Policy Option HE1a would only require the redevelopment of historic town centre sites
it is expected to only have a minor positive effect on SA objective 6 in terms of contributions to
townscape improvements.
5.140 The regeneration of historic town centre sites which is promoted by each of the policy options is
expected to result in minor positive effects on SA objective 3: Previously Developed Land and
SA objective 16: Town Centres given that they may result in the re-use and improvement to
existing buildings in the District. Improvements to local townscape and town centre locations is
expected to encourage residents to repeat and more frequent visits to these locations resulting in
improved vitality and viability.
5.141 The provision of improved green infrastructure, cycle paths and walking routes at Cannock
Extension Canal and Grove Colliery, which is promoted by Policy Option HE1c is expected to result
in minor positive effects in relation to SA objective 1: Biodiversity and Geodiversity, SA
objective 4: Climate Change, SA objective 8: Sustainable Transport, and SA objective 14:
Service and Facilities. In addition to the provision of green space which might allow for habitat
connectivity in the District, this policy option may encourage residents to make journeys via more
active and sustainable modes of transport to access services and facilities which would help to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. .
5.142 Significant negative effects are expected for Policy Options HE1b and HE1c (resulting in an overall
mixed effect for HE1c) on SA objective 1: Biodiversity and Geodiversity as the options would
encourage residents and visitors to use the Cannock Extension Canal which could potentially lead
to increased recreational pressure on the habitats and species located in the Cannock Extension
Canal SAC.
Issue HE2: Should the sustainable management of change in the historic environment,
including the historic landscape, which runs through LPP1 be further promoted and
encouraged in LPP2, and if so how?
5.143 Two reasonable alternative policy options were considered in relation to the management of
changes in the historic environment as shown in Table 5.21 below. The potential sustainability
effects are described below the table.
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Table 5.21: Summary of SA scores for Issue HE2
Issue HE2: Should the sustainable management of change in the historic
environment, including the historic landscape, which runs through LPP1 be
further promoted and encouraged in LPP2, and if so how?
Option HE2a: Conservation Area Management Plans and the potential for Article 4
Directions in Conservation Areas plus use of the Design SPD Character Area Descriptions
and the Local List elsewhere will be used to manage change throughout the District to
ensure the local heritage and good design are given proper consideration in decision
making, in accordance with LPP1, guiding the form and shape of new development in a
historic context. This option provides no further elaboration on existing strategic policy.
Option HE2b: In addition to the above, this approach could be further strengthened by
providing historic environment guidelines for managing change at relevant allocated sites
which indicate key matters for consideration by developers.
SA Objective

HE2a

HE2b

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity

0

0

SA2: Pollution

0

0

SA3: Previously developed land

0

0

SA4: Climate Change

0

0

SA5: Flooding

0

0

SA6: Landscape and townscape

+

++?

SA7: Waste

0

0

SA8: Sustainable transport

0

0

SA9: Housing

0

0

SA10: Education

0

0

SA11: Crime

0

0

SA12: Health

0

0

SA13: Recreation

0

0

SA14: Services and facilities

0

0

SA15: Economy

0

0

SA16: Town centres

0

0

SA17: Historic environment

+

++?
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Description of effects of Policy Options HE2a and HE2b in relation to SA objectives
5.144 Given the more specific nature of both Policy Options HE2a and HE2b which relate to the
management of changes in the historic environment, including the historic landscape, negligible
effects have been recorded for most of the SA objectives except two as described below.
5.145 Sustainability effects are only expected in relation to SA objective 6: Landscape and
Townscape and SA objective 17: Historic Environment. As both policy options would
address the conservation of the built and historic environments (including heritage assets) as well
as the historic landscape, positive effects have been identified.
5.146 It is considered that Policy Option HE2b would provide the most protection to these features as it
would allow for historic environment guidelines to be adopted for allocated sites. This would be in
addition to the policy guidance of the Local Plan Part 1 and Design SPD which relate to local
heritage as well as existing Conservation Appraisals and Management Plans. As such a significant
positive effect has been recorded in relation to both SA objectives for Policy Option HE2b. This
significant positive effect is uncertain dependent upon the exact nature of the site specific
measures which would be incorporated which are unknown at this stage.
5.147 The positive effect expected in relation to both of these SA objectives for Policy Option HE2a is
likely to be minor. The level of protection afforded by the guidance of the Local Plan Part 1 and
Design SPD alone as supported by Conservation Area Management Plans is considered to be
slightly less stringent than that of site specific guidance.
5.148 Negligible effects have been identified for the remaining SA objectives for both of the policy
options considered.
Issue HE3: Should the wider role for interpretation of the historic environment be
maximised and if so how?
5.149 Two reasonable alternative policy options were considered in relation to the interpretation of the
historic environment as shown in Table 5.22 below. The potential sustainability effects are
described below the table.
Table 5.22: Summary of SA scores for Issue HE3
Issue HE3: Should the wider role for interpretation of the historic environment be
maximised and if so how?
Option HE3a: This option provides no further elaboration of existing strategic policy with
interpretation pursued on an ad hoc basis dependent on the agreement of interested
parties e.g. development proposals in Bridgtown are currently enabling delivery of the
Bridgtown Heritage Trail on an ad hoc basis, with the Council supporting Bridgtown and
District Historical Society to develop the trail via the goodwill of developers funding
individual on-site plaques/information boards through the use of a planning condition on
relevant proposals. This is dependent on the willingness of developers to take on board
the heritage aspect and to liaise with the Historical Society.

Option HE3b: Interpretation could be a requirement at relevant key historic areas and
sites with information made publicly accessible in the most appropriate way.
SA Objective

HE3a

HE3b

SA1: Biodiversity and geodiversity

0

0

SA2: Pollution

0

0

SA3: Previously developed land

0

0

SA4: Climate Change

0

0
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SA5: Flooding

0

0

SA6: Landscape and townscape

0

0

SA7: Waste

0

0

SA8: Sustainable transport

0

0

SA9: Housing

0

0

+?

+

SA11: Crime

0

0

SA12: Health

0

0

+?

+

SA14: Services and facilities

0

0

SA15: Economy

0

0

SA16: Town centres

0

0

+?

+

SA10: Education

SA13: Recreation

SA17: Historic environment

Description of effects of Policy Options HE3a and HE3b in relation to SA objectives
5.150 The more specific nature of both Policy Options HE3a and HE3b in relation to the way in which the
historic environment should be interpreted has resulted in mostly negligible effects for most of the
SA objectives except two as described below. No significant positive or negative effects are likely.
5.151 Both policy options are considered to have positive effects on SA objective 10: Education, SA
objective 13: Recreation and SA objective 17: Historic Environment, albeit the scores for
Policy Option HE3a are uncertain. In relation to SA objective 10, whilst option HE3a would rely on
developers providing opportunities for local interpretation/education of historical assets through,
for example, information boards, this would not be mandatory unless it was enforced through
planning conditions for example. However, Policy Option HE3b would require that local
interpretation/education of key heritage assets be implemented as part of development proposals
and as such would provide more certainty that measures would be implemented.
5.152 Likewise, Option HE3a is likely to have a minor positive uncertain effect on SA objectives 13 and
17 as, whilst it could help to raise awareness of historic environment conservation efforts and the
need for protection the results of which could improve recreational opportunities locally
(particularly at Bridgtown where interpretation facilities form a linked town walking trail), this
would not be mandatory. On the other hand, Option HE3b would ensure that the public are made
aware of the conservation efforts and need for protection of local heritage assets, and a minor
positive effect is likely.

Next steps
5.153 The Council will take into account the SA findings described in this chapter as well as other
relevant factors when making final decisions with regards to which of the policy options to take
forward in the Local Plan (Part 2). Once the next iteration of the Local Plan (Part 2) has been
prepared and policies have been drafted in more detail, those draft policies will be subject to SA
and the SA report will be updated. Any updated information about the Council’s reasons for
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decision making with regards to policy approaches will also be included in the next iteration of the
SA report.
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6

Monitoring

6.1

The SEA Regulations require that “the responsible authority shall monitor the significant
environmental effects of the implementation of each plan or programme with the purpose of
identifying unforeseen adverse effects at an early stage and being able to undertake appropriate
remedial action” and that the environmental report should provide information on “a description
of the measures envisaged concerning monitoring”. Monitoring proposals should be designed to
provide information that can be used to highlight specific issues and significant effects, and which
could help decision-making.

6.2

Monitoring should be focused on the significant sustainability effects that may give rise to
irreversible damage (with a view to identifying trends before such damage is caused) and the
significant effects where there is uncertainty in the SA and where monitoring would enable
preventative or mitigation measures to be taken. Because of the early stage of the Cannock
Chase Local Plan (Part 2) and the uncertainty attached to many of the potential effects identified,
monitoring measures have been proposed in this SA Report in relation to all of the SA objectives
in the SA framework. As the Local Plan (Part 2) is progressed further and the likely significant
effects are identified with more certainty, it may be appropriate to narrow down the monitoring
framework to focus on a smaller number of the SA objectives.

6.3

Table 6.1 sets out a number of suggested indicators for monitoring the potential sustainability
effects of implementing the Local Plan (Part 2). Note that the indicators proposed are included as
suggestions at this stage may change when Cannock Chase Council prepares its monitoring
framework for inclusion in the next iteration of the Local Plan.

6.4

The data used for monitoring in many cases will be provided by outside bodies. Information
collected by other organisations (e.g. the Environment Agency) can also be used as a source of
indicators. It is therefore recommended that the Council continues the dialogue with statutory
environmental consultees and other stakeholders that has already been commenced, and works
with them to agree the relevant sustainability effects to be monitored and to obtain information
that is appropriate, up to date and reliable.
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Table 6.1: Proposed Monitoring Framework for the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2)
Please note: The monitoring framework for LPP2 has not yet been identified. The monitoring framework and relevant indicators from LPP1 has been used as
a starting point for the below monitoring framework. Updates have been made taking into consideration changes to the framework in the LPP1 Authority
Monitoring Report. It is envisaged that monitoring indicators will be updated in the next iteration of the Local Plan.
SA objectives
1. Protect and enhance biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

2. Minimise pollution and protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3. Ensure development makes efficient use of
previously developed land and buildings.

4. Adapt to the impacts of, and minimise factors
contributing to, climate change.
5. Reduce the risk of flooding.

6. Protect, enhance and manage the character and
quality of the landscape and townscape,
maintaining and strengthening local distinctiveness
and sense of place.
7. Make sustainable use of resources and minimise
waste generation.
8. Encourage and facilitate the use of sustainable
modes of transport.

SA of the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

Proposed monitoring indicators
•
Percentage of SSSIs and local wildlife sites in favourable condition
•
Number of Green Flag Awards gained and maintained
•
Change in areas of biodiversity importance
•
Proportion of local sites where positive conservation management is being achieved
•
Areas of additional green infrastructure delivered e.g. hectares of SANGS
•
Cannock Chase SAC Mitigation Strategy Implementation Progress
•
Number of Air Quality hotspots
•
Water quality according to Water Framework Directive targets (including nitrate levels)
•
Domestic and total per capita water consumption
•
Amount of derelict and/or contaminated land
•
Domestic and total per capita water consumption
•
Amount of derelict and/or contaminated land
•
Number of Air Quality hotspots
•
Water quality according to Water Framework Directive targets (including nitrate levels)
•
Carbon emissions by sector
•
Number of planning permissions for renewable and low carbon energy generation schemes,
or incorporating such technology
•
Number of sustained Environment Agency objections to development proposals
•
Number of planning permissions granted contrary to Environment Agency advice on flooding
and water quality grounds
•
Numbers of Parish Plans, Neighbourhood Plans, Design Statements prepared Number of
Assets of Community Value Number of Conservation Areas with up to date appraisals and
management plans
•
Number and percentage of all heritage assets at risk
•
Place 2 Residual household waste per household
•
Place 3 Percentage of household waste sent for re-use, recycling and composting
•
Access to services and facilities by public transport, walking and cycling
•
CO2 emissions
•
Levels of recreational cycling
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SA objectives
9. Ensure all people are able to live in a decent home
which meets their needs.

10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

15.

Proposed monitoring indicators
•
Net additional dwellings-in previous years
•
Net additional dwellings-for the reporting year
•
Gross additional dwellings-for the reporting year (including dwellings demolished – for the
reporting year)
•
Managed delivery target
•
Number of affordable homes delivered (gross)
•
Number of new residential care, extra care and sheltered units
•
Net additional dwellings-in future years including the ‘5 year land supply’
•
Net additional pitches (Gypsy and Traveller)
•
The Traveller Caravan Count (formerly The Count of Gypsy and Traveller Caravans)
Improvements to facilities in monitoring year
Raise educational aspirations and attainment within •
•
Intended and actual destinations of young people on leaving school; numbers with an offer
the District and ensure that educational facilities are
of a place in learning; current activity of young people resident in the LA area
provided where they are required.
•
Visits to and usage of museums and galleries
•
Levels of serious violent and acquisitive crime
Reduce crime and the fear of crime.
•
Ongoing reduction in people Killed and with Serious Injuries on Staffordshire’s roads
•
Adult participation in sport and active recreation
Improve public health and ensure health facilities
•
Mortality rate from all circulatory diseases at ages under 75
are accessible for those in need.
•
Improved sense of wellbeing
•
Obesity among school children in Reception
•
Obesity among primary school children in Year 6
•
Adult obesity and Nutrition
•
Life expectancy
Open spaces created/lost
Protect, enhance and create open spaces for leisure •
and recreation.
•
Number of Assets of Community Value
Provide easy access to community services and
•
Usage of Leisure Centres
facilities to meet people’s needs.
•
Visits to and usage of museums and galleries
•
Improvements to facilities in monitoring year
•
Total amount and type of completed employment floorspace gross and net
Help the continued regeneration of the local
•
Total amount of employment floorspace on previously developed land – by type
economy by protecting existing employment sites
•
Employment land available
and ensuring there is adequate provision of new
•
Job density rate
sites.
•
Working age population on out of work benefits
•
EDP2 Increase/decrease in the employment rate of the District’s residents
•
New business registration rate
•
Employment by industry sector
•
EDP1 Reduce youth unemployment (18-24 age group) to the County rate by 2017
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SA objectives
16. Enhance the town centres in order to protect and
improve their vitality and viability.
17. Conserve and enhance the built and historic
environment

SA of the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

Proposed monitoring indicators
•
Project delivery progress
•
Net town centre floorspace
•
Net retail floor space – comparison and convenience
•
Numbers of Parish Plans, Neighbourhood Plans, Design Statements prepared
•
Number of conservation areas with up to date appraisals and management plans
•
Number and percentage of all heritage assets at risk
•
The creation and maintenance of an up to date Local List of historic buildings.
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7

Conclusions

7.1

The Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2) Issues and Options document, and in particular the
reasonable alternatives considered during its preparation have been subject to a detailed
appraisal against the SA objectives which were developed at the scoping stage of the SA process.
In general, policy options have been found to have a wide range of positive and significant
positive effects on the SA objectives, although a number of potentially minor and significant
negative impacts are also associated with the location of development required. The scale of sites
which might be developed as a result of allocation may also have detrimental sustainability
effects, particularly in terms of the environment.

7.2

The District contains significant areas of Green Belt as well as important sensitive environmental
features in terms of landscape (the Cannock Chase AONB) and biodiversity (the Cannock Chase
SAC). Due to the proximity of many areas of the District (a smaller number of which have been
considered for allocation) to these features, there are tensions between the need for development
to allow for housing and employment growth in the District and the potential for detrimental
impacts on the features identified.

7.3

This tension extends to the need to protect the Green Belt and the purposes it serves in the
District. It is expected that policy options which would result in alterations to the Green Belt in
Cannock Chase to provide (gypsy and traveller and employment) development at these locations
would not only result in harm in terms of biodiversity and landscape in the District but may result
in users of those new development sites having reduced access to services and facilities. As such
the cumulative negative effects which may result due to this approach may extend beyond
environmental concerns to those which are also social.

7.4

The potential for adverse impacts on the distinct features of the District as a result of
development required in the Local Plan to satisfy housing and employment needs are implicitly
recognised by the Local Plan Issues and Options document. Beyond considerations for the
development growth with regard for local natural environment, additional protection is provided
for the town centre locations, green spaces and the historic environment with a view to making
use of these assets to allow for the regeneration of the District. As a whole the options identified
to choose between are generally well equipped to balance the level, type and location of growth
with the maintenance and enhancement of Cannock Chase’s natural environment and social
wellbeing.

Next Steps
7.5

This SA Report will be available for consultation alongside the Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and
Options document in January to March 2017.

7.6

Following this consultation the responses will be reviewed and addressed as appropriate. The
findings of the SA and the outcomes of the consultation will be taken into account by the Council
as it prepares the next iteration of the Local Plan. The SA will then be updated to reflect that
version of the Local Plan and further consideration will be given to potential mitigation measures
as well as the approach to monitoring the likely significant effects of the plan.

LUC
January 2017
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Appendix 1
Consultation Responses Received in Relation to the SA
Scoping Report (August 2016)
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Table A1.1: Consultation comments received in relation to the August 2016 SA Scoping Report for the Local Plan (Part 2) and how
they have been addressed in this SA report
Consultee
Natural England

Natural England

Consultation comment
Responses to specific questions posed in the SA scoping report:
1. Whether there are any additional plans, policies or programmes that are relevant to the SA and should be
included (Appendix 1).
No.
2. Whether the information provided in Chapter 3 is robust and comprehensive, and provides a suitable baseline
for the SA of the emerging Local Plan.
Yes, Chapter 3 covers those themes and issues within our remit effectively and provides a suitable baseline.
Comment - 3.13 - Air quality – Care may be needed with regard to forecasts of reduced car related emissions.
The Air Pollution Information System (APIS) 2 confirms that the expected trend is a reducing one due to
improvements in car engine technology but this needs to be confirmed e.g. through monitoring. We have taken
the opportunity to enclose a copy of Natural England’s letter to the Cannock Chase SAC Partner LPAs in 2013,
which provides further contextual information, albeit focused on Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA).

Natural England

Natural England
Natural England
Historic England

Historic England

Comment 3.38 – Air quality – For reference – in 2013 an MSc thesis was conducted examining nitrogen
deposition on a selected sample of roads on Cannock Chase SAC. This study was written by Trish Matthews with
support from Staffordshire County Council. The attached copy of our letter to the SAC Partner LPAs refers.
3. Whether there are any additional key sustainability issues (Chapter 4) that should be included.
There are no additional key sustainability issues we wish to raise.
Natural England welcomes commentary regarding the proposal to include site specific policy in the local plan
(Part 2) to further address key sustainability issues such as climate change, air quality, chemical status of rivers,
flooding, sensitive ecological sites, CC AONB.
4. Whether the SA framework (Chapter 5) is appropriate and includes a suitable range of objectives.
It is appropriate and includes a suitable range of objectives.
5. Whether the assumptions for judging significant effects for the site options are appropriate (Appendix 2).
The assumptions for those themes within our remit are appropriate.
Historic England has published guidance on the SA/SEA process and the historic environment which may be of
interest - this can be found at https://content.historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/strategicenviron-assessment-sustainability-appraisal-historic-environment/SA_SEA_final.pdf/.
This document contains a number of suggestions with regard to relevant plans, programmes and policies. They
include a number of documents relevant to the local level (i.e. local planning authority) - we believe that the
scoping report would be strengthened considerably by including references to such plans at Appendix 1 (not
least the Cannock Chase AONB Management Plan, which could also be included at paragraph 2.10).
Chapter 3: it would be helpful to be clear as to whether the Staffordshire Historic Environment Record (HER) has
been consulted during the preparation of the report, particularly as this can help identify areas of high potential
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Action/response
Noted, no action
required.

Noted. The information
sources referred to have
been reviewed and used
to inform the SA and/or
HRA as appropriate.

Noted, no action
required.

Noted, no action
required.
Noted, no action
required.
The Cannock Chase
AONB Management Plan
has been added to the
policy review in Chapter
3.

The Staffordshire HER
has been included within
January 2017

Consultee

Consultation comment
archaeological value.

Historic England

Chapter 4: we welcome the identification of the historic environment as a specific sustainability issue on page
28. We would suggest rewording the text as ‘There are a number of important designated heritage assets that
should be conserved and enhanced’. This will ensure that the historic environment in its totality will be
addressed and also be consistent with language/text in the NPPF.
Chapter 5: objective 17 on page 30 should be amended to read ‘Conserve and enhance the built and historic
environment’ - again to be consistent with the NPPF. Other than this we consider the framework to be
comprehensive and appropriate.
Appendix 2: The assessment of potential sites must be informed by an up to date and robust historic
environment evidence base in accordance with the NPPF. Where an initial desk top assessment of the relative
impact (positive or negative) on the historic environment/heritage assets and their settings is inconclusive, then
further work will be required at this stage to ensure reasonable and informed conclusions can be established as
to the likely relative sustainability of emerging proposals.

Historic England

Historic England

We have sometimes found, for example, that the implications for the setting of heritage assets is overlooked or
‘parked’ to a later application stage. Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) is clear that where sites are proposed for
allocation, sufficient detail should be given to provide clarity about the nature and scale of development
(addressing the ‘what, where, when and how’ questions). The PPG is also clear that evidence needs to inform
what is in the plan and shape its development rather than being collected retrospectively.
Appropriate specialists advice will be invaluable during the process of gathering such evidence, commissioning
further work, and undertaking interpretation. To help inform manageable and focussed setting assessments,
English Heritage has published Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning Note 3 - The Setting of
Heritage Assets (March 2015) to help with this.
It is also important to note that harm should always be avoided in the first instance. Only where this is not
possible should mitigation be considered (NPPF Paragraph 152). Any harm and mitigation proposals need to be
fully justified and evidenced to ensure they will be successful in reducing harm.

Staffordshire County
Council

It is noted that Habitats Regulations Assessment issues related to Cannock Chase and Cannock Extension Canal
SACs will be addressed in the separate HRA report and reflected in the SA/SEA. The Cannock Chase SAC
Partnership is in the process of commissioning assessment of additional housing figures over and above adopted
Local Plan Part 1. Findings of this assessment should be available for consideration later this year. Table 2.1 in
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Action/response
the Baseline in
Appendix 3 to inform
the overall production of
the SA.
Noted. This text has
been amended in Table
3.1 of this SA report as
suggested.
The wording of SA
objective 17 has been
amended as suggested.
Noted. The assumptions
that are being used for
the appraisal of site
options have been
updated and now refer to
additional sources of
information including the
Historic Environment
Assessment and the
findings of the Cannock
and Rugeley Extensive
Urban Surveys.
However, the SA is a
strategic level
assessment and it is
reasonable that effects
on the historic
environment cannot be
assessed with certainty
until detailed proposals
for the sites that are
eventually allocated are
known.
Noted. The assumptions
in relation to SA
objective 1: biodiversity
have been updated to
January 2017

Consultee

Consultation comment
Appendix 2 needs to be revised to reflect accurately the current understanding of recreational impacts on
Cannock Chase SAC. The evidence base makes clear that recreational impacts are not only related to residential
development within 8 km of the SAC. Visitor survey has shown that 75% of visitors originate within 15 km of
the SAC. Currently impacts of new development within this zone is being catered for by developer contributions
within the 0-8 km zone only. This is due to the larger impact of this zone and planning guidance that means
collection of small sums that involve disproportionate cost of collection means that developer contributions are
not at present being collected in the 8-15 zone. Therefore new residential allocations between 8 and 15 km from
the SAC need to be included in HRA.

Staffordshire County
Council

Chapter 3 coverage of ecology/biodiversity is in general appropriate. There is a minor error in s.3.27. Lowland
mixed deciduous woodland should be referenced rather than lowland beech and yew woodland. Rivers should be
added.

Staffordshire County
Council

The proposed methodology in Appendix 2 Table 2.1 fails to adequately address ecological connectivity and
biodiversity opportunities. In order to do this allocations should be assessed within the overall context, not just
using distance criteria and should consider habitat mapping as well as designated sites. Issues of severance and
fragmentation should be considered as should opportunities for enhancement of connectivity. Table 2.1 states:
“the potential impacts on biodiversity present on each site, or undesignated habitats and species adjacent to the
potential development sites, cannot be determined at this strategic level of assessment”. Data is available to
allow at least partial assessment to be made at the strategic level. This should be utilised.

Staffordshire County
Council

The process of selection of allocation sites, calculation of their capacity and Sustainability Assessment should be
supported by up-to-date information on the environment. In regard of designated nature conservation sites,
protected species and habitats and species of principal importance (NERC Act 2006) the most comprehensive
data is held by Staffordshire Ecological Record (SER). It is noted that Cannock Chase Council is no longer a
funding partner in SER and therefore cannot use this data at no cost. As SER data will be fundamental to
SA/SEA of the Local Plan Part 2 it is strongly recommended that the Council restores its partnership status.
As part of the Scoping Stage (Figure 1.2, A2), the Council should ensure that they have a robust historic
environment evidence base when considering allocation sites; they should also be aware of the need to clearly
demonstrate how heritage assets and broader historic environment concerns have informed the allocation
process. As such the Council should make use of existing studies including the relevant town studies within the
Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey), the Cannock Historic Environment Assessment Staffordshire Historic
Farmsteads Survey (all available at www.staffordshire.gov.uk/) as well as information contained on the
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Action/response
refer to whether site
options are within 15km
of the SAC (see updated
assumptions in
Appendix 4). The
separate HRA process will
screen site options for
their likely effects on
European sites, taking
into account relevant
evidence such as the
visitor survey work
referred to.
Noted. The updated
baseline information in
Appendix 3 of this
report has been amended
to reflect this comment.
Cannock Chase District
Council has as yet not
been able to contact
Staffordshire County
Council regarding this
information. The
availability of the
information referred to in
the County Council’s
response will be reviewed
in conjunction with the
County Council once it is
received.
Noted. The assumptions
that are being used for
the appraisal of site
options have been
updated and now refer to
additional sources of
January 2017

Consultee

Consultation comment
Staffordshire Historic Environment Record (SHER).
Where a settlement or site is not covered by existing studies, the Local Council should consider extending the
scope of previous studies to ensure that the evidence base covers all areas and that all sites are assessed from a
similar baseline. In such cases, early consultation with the Staffordshire County Council Historic Environment
Team is advised.
Applicants should be encouraged to consider the historic environment at an early opportunity in the lifespan of
any scheme and in particular ways in which potential schemes could contribute to the protection and
enhancement of the historic character and sense of place of areas within the District. This would be particularly
relevant where schemes have the potential to impact upon larger areas of historic rural landscape or townscape
character.
Within the Historic Environment pen portrait (s3.32-3.36) it might also wish to draw attention to the evidence
for considerable and potentially significant late medieval/early post-medieval industrial activity taking place in
the southern area of Cannock Chase. This includes coal mining (around Castle Ring hillfort) via bell pits and iron
working on the Rising Brook.

Staffordshire County
Council

Staffordshire County
Council

SCC Historic Environment Team will be consulted on submitted applications but it is advised, where schemes
have the potential to impact upon heritage assets, that they be consulted at an early stage in the process.
The Scoping Report considers relevant landscape baseline information and generally proposes an appropriate
framework for appraisal of site options. However, we have some concerns regarding Table A2.1, SA Objective 6
and the potential for significant negative effects on Cannock Chase AONB. Landscape and visual effects will be
influenced by the type and scale of development proposed, however to ensure adequate weight in favour of
protecting the setting and views into and out of Cannock Chase AONB, it is considered that to limit the
assumption of detrimental effects to developments within only 500m of the AONB is inadequate. In my opinion
an amendment to include development sites within 1km of the AONB should be considered. Indeed due to the
potential for wider views from within the AONB it may be appropriate to consider a wider area of sensitivity for
some types of larger scale development.
Sites have not yet been allocated but it is likely that many of them will be crossed by public rights of way which
will need to be considered in full as part of any proposed development. SCC has recently published the 4th
Review of the Definitive Map and Statement for Cannock Chase District and the District Council have been
provided with copies of the maps and Statement to indicate the alignment of all recorded routes. We expect the
planning authority to ensure that all public rights of way are protected and, where possible, enhanced in
conjunction with any development and this should be factored into the SA.
Many sites will likely to be close to existing urban areas and it is likely that there are non-definitive routes across
the sites which should be considered by any applicants. In many cases these routes could have become rights of
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Action/response
information including the
Historic Environment
Assessment and the
findings of the Cannock
and Rugeley Extensive
Urban Surveys.
The updated baseline
information presented in
Appendix 3 of this
report has been updated
to draw attention to the
evidence for late
medieval/early postmedieval industrial
activity taking place in
the southern area of
Cannock Chase as
suggested.
Noted, the assumption in
relation to SA objective 6
has been amended to
extend the distance
referred to, as
suggested.

The assumption in
relation to SA objective
13: recreation has been
amended to refer to the
potential for negative
effects where a site
option could result in the
loss of a public right of
way (see Appendix 4).
January 2017

Consultee

Staffordshire County
Council

Consultation comment
way by virtue of established usage over many years and should be treated as public. There will also be sites
where such usage or historic evidence has already resulted in applications being made to the County Council
under Section 53 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 to add or modify the Definitive Map of Public Rights of
Way, which affects the land in question. The County Council is able to provide further advice and guidance as
and when required during the preparation of the SA.
In relation to enhancing the existing path network where possible this should take place in line with Staffordshire
County Council’s Rights of Way Improvement Plan. This could include:
•
the creation of public bridleways or the upgrading of public footpaths to bridleways to improve provision
for horse riders and cyclists across Staffordshire where there is currently a shortfall in available access
routes;
•
the creation and promotion of short circular walks to promote the health benefits of walking;
•
the replacement of stiles with gaps (where there are no stock) or gates (where there are) in line with
Staffordshire County Council’s Least Restrictive Principle for path furniture.
We have provided to you recently data on bus stops and bus routes for use in the SA. We normally consider
access to a 30 minute or better bus service within 350m of a development site in urban areas and all of the
transport advice we provide is based on this threshold. We have never used 600m as a threshold level for
accessibility to bus stops. In contrast we would consider sites up to 1km walk away from a rail station to be
accessible as people are willing to walk/ cycle much further to access rail services and it reflects the frequency of
rail stations. Rail stations and bus stops cannot be considered equal in terms of the number of opportunities
that access to each provides to residents/ businesses or the relative attraction of rail and bus travel. Therefore,
the likelihood of residents or employees choosing to travel by sustainable modes instead of the car varies by bus
and rail. For bus stops alone the frequency of service(s) available and the range of destinations would also
affect the likelihood of new residents utilising those services.
The last sentence of paragraph 3.86 could be replaced with the following paragraph to provide additional
information and reflect the certainty around the frequency changes:
‘From the same time, half-hourly off-peak services between Rugeley Trent Valley and Birmingham will be
restored. Evening frequencies on Monday to Friday between Birmingham and Rugeley will also be increased to
two trains per hour, with a later last train from Birmingham to Rugeley as an extension from Hednesford.
Sunday frequency between Birmingham and Rugeley will be increased to two services per hour by December
2021. Services from Rugeley Trent Valley along the Euston to Crewe line will operate using longer trains from
December 2018 and will run direct from Stafford to Crewe thus speeding up some journeys and offering better
connections.’

Action/response

The assumption in
relation to SA objective
8: sustainable transport
has been amended to
reflect these points (see
Appendix 4).
The updated baseline
information in Appendix
3 has also been amended
to reflect the additional
information provided.

The statistic in paragraph 3.88 should be amended to say ‘83% of addresses are within 350m of a half-hourly or
better weekday service.’ Which is accurate to October 2016 bus timetable information.
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Highways England

Highways England

Highways England

Highways England

Consultation comment
It should be noted that whilst the frequency and destinations of rail services in Cannock Chase District are
known for a number of years going forward (West Midlands Franchise Specification) the local bus network is not
considered to be as stable as bus operators can amend or withdraw commercial services with only 56 days
notice. Larger sites of approximately 100 dwellings or more can potentially make contributions to provide new
bus services or extend existing ones and/or increase frequency as appropriate which would mitigate the lack of
existing provision.
We wouldn’t consider cycling just in terms of proximity to a cycle route as cycling mixed with other traffic on
appropriate roads is as equally good for cyclists as segregated provision. Regular cyclists can often prefer to
cycle on roads as they can travel faster and more directly to their destination. It may be useful for you to
consider our cycle plans available online which include advisory cycle routes defined as roads considered to be
safe to cycle with traffic that have no official cycle route designation.
Highways England are solely interested in the potential environmental implications for the surrounding Strategic
Road Network (SRN) and that appropriate mitigation measures are considered. Highways England has reviewed
the report and note that some environmental issues are of direct relevance to the A5 SRN corridor. Paragraph
3.85 refers to The M6 Toll motorway and A5 Trunk road as being the responsibility of the Highways Agency.
Please note that all references to Highways Agency should be amended to Highways England, and also that the
M6 Toll motorway is not the responsibility of Highways England (the M6 Toll motorway is operated by Midland
Expressway Limited).
On review of the full Report it is concluded that it provides a robust background for the Scoping of both the SA
and SEA and we would encourage development of this appraisal approach as part of the documentation for Part
2 of the Local Development Plan. We acknowledge the need to adequately meet housing and community needs
in the wider area, without having major adverse effects on the SRN.
Highways England welcomes the inclusion of car dependency as a Key Sustainability Issue for Cannock Chase.
The reference to allocation of appropriate sites taking into account impacts on traffic patterns and incorporating
appropriate mitigation within site specific policies is also supported. Highways England should be kept informed
of these proposals as these Part 2 policies are progressed.
The main areas of concern that will require further information/ assessment from a transportation consultative
viewpoint moving forwards are the following:
•
Transport – Highways England should be consulted on the consideration of sustainable transport
improvements and existing networks for both public transport and cycling, to negate further impacts of
commuting and business related travel on the SRN, within the SA/SEA assessment for site allocations.
•
Air Quality – Vehicular emissions are the main concern for both the existing AQMA areas and
surrounding areas. Full consideration of traffic emissions should therefore be made and relayed back to
Highways England; both in the forthcoming air quality assessment study for Cannock Chase and all
assessments of site allocation coming forwards. The development of this consideration is welcomed via
the evolution of Part 2 of the Local Plan documentation.
•
Noise Pollution - No consideration is made as to traffic related noise pollution assessments via the
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Action/response

Noted. The updated
baseline information in
Appendix 3 has been
amended to reflect the
additional information
provided.
Noted. No action
required.

Noted. No action
required at this stage.

The assumption in
relation to SA objective
2: pollution has been
amended to incorporate
reference to noise
pollution from traffic (see
Appendix 4).
The other points raised
fall outside of the scope
of the SA.
January 2017

Consultee

Environment Agency
Environment Agency

Consultation comment
SA/SEA as a likely environmental concern. Pollution from traffic noise and vibrations may often be a
related issue alongside air quality concerns and should be included as a topic if relevant. Alternatively
fuller justification of the omission of this topic should be provided to Highways England.
•
Flood Risk – Highways England should be informed of potential risk of flooding for both the SRN and
local road networks for development sites being assessed via Part 2 of the Local Plans.
Overall, the scope of the issues detailed in the baseline information is thorough and we have nothing to add on
that aspect.
Regarding the document list, many Local Authorities include relevant local or regional literature. Regionally/sub
regionally this may include the Minerals Local Plan or Staffordshire Biodiversity Action Plan or locally, may
include environmentally focused SPD’s, strategies or appraisals. There are also likely to be plans for the
management and enhancement of local areas of interest outside of local authority work, such as Cannock Chase
for example, that have a Management Plan 2014-2019. This could be reviewed to check if there is likely to be
conflict with their plan, or whether any of the allocations can contribute to their overall objectives.

Action/response

Noted, no action
required.
The policy review in
Appendix 2 covers only
international and national
policy, as required by the
SEA Regulations, but
reference to key local
level documents is made
in Chapter 3.
The Cannock Chase
AONB Management Plan
has been added to the
policy review in Chapter
3.

Environment Agency

Comments on SA Objectives/Framework (overall comprehensive, detailed and relevant to the outcomes):
•
Objective 2 - Additional to the factors mentioned that could cause water pollution, land not properly
remediated could cause further pollution from the mobilisation of contaminants into groundwater,
although the assumption might be that all land will be effectively remediated. Regarding SuDS, it should
be remembered that they are just as much about improving water quality as they are with retaining
water on site and hopefully reducing flooding. Therefore, where new development on previously
greenfield sites use conventional drainage systems, it is could be assumed that it will have a minor
negative effect on water pollution. Subsequently, the way to counteract this effect is by using SuDS
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Information from the
Mineral’s Local Plan and
Cannock Chase AONB
Management Plan has
been used to inform the
preparation of the
baseline information in
Appendix 3.
Noted. At this strategic
level of assessment,
information about
whether or not SuDS will
be included within
development sites is
unknown and therefore
the SA cannot assess site
January 2017

Consultee

Consultation comment
generally, or Oil Interceptors on car parking areas.
•
Objective 5 - It should also be noted in relation to point 5, SuDS do not automatically reduce flooding.
Some are there for water quality benefit only and where sites are greenfield, the policy is normally to
discharge water from the site at pre-development rates, therefore no effect. The opportunities to reduce
flooding are normally on brownfield sites with very high levels of previous/existing runoff. Finally, it
should also be clear that site drainage options such as SuDS, will mainly only reduce surface water
flooding, although there might be a slight overall cumulative effect on reducing river flooding if the water
is entering it less quickly. Reducing fluvial flooding through site allocations is not an easy task, as this
can only occur if the development proposes a ‘hard’ defence, or a large storage area for floodwater,
which would only be an option on the very largest of sites.
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Action/response
options with regards this
potential provision.
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Appendix 2
Review of Plans, Policies and Programmes
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Table A2.1: Review of plans, policies and programmes relevant to the preparation of the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2) and the SA
Plan/ Policy/ Programme

Objectives and Requirements

How to
incorporate into
the Local Plan
(Part 2)

Implications for the SA

Commitment to building a humane, equitable and caring
global society aware of the need for human dignity for
all.

Ensure that site
allocations and
policies take
account of the
principles of the
Declaration.

Include sustainability objectives to
enhance the natural environment and
promote renewable energy and energy
efficiency.

Ensure that site
allocations and
policies take
account of the
principles of the
Convention.

Ensure that public are involved and
consulted at all relevant stages of SA
production.

Allocate sites and
develop policies
that are selected
based on the SEA
findings (as well
as other relevant
factors).

Requirements of the Directive must be
met in Sustainability Appraisal where an
integrated SA/SEA is being undertaken
(as is the case for the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2).

Allocate sites and
develop policies
that take account
of the Directive as
well as the more
detailed policies
derived from the

Include sustainability objective for
reducing pollution.

International
Johannesburg Declaration on
Sustainable Development (2002)

Renewable energy and energy efficiency. Accelerate shift
towards sustainable consumption and production.
Aarhus Convention (1998)

Established a number of rights of the public with regard
to the environment. Local authorities should provide for:
•
•
•

The right of everyone to receive environmental
information
The right to participate from an early stage in
environmental decision making
The right to challenge in a court of law public
decisions that have been made without
respecting the two rights above or environmental
law in general.

Relates to the overall SA process.

European
SEA Directive 2001
Directive 2001/42/EC on the
assessment of the effects of certain
plans and programmes on the
environment
The Industrial Emissions Directive
2010
Directive 2010/75/EU on industrial
emissions (integrated pollution
prevention and control)

Provide for a high level of protection of the environment
and contribute to the integration of environmental
considerations into the preparation and adoption of plans
and programmes with a view to promoting sustainable
development.

This Directive lays down rules on integrated prevention
and control of pollution arising from industrial activities.
It also lays down rules designed to prevent or, where
that is not practicable, to reduce emissions into air,
water and land and to prevent the generation of waste,
in order to achieve a high level of protection of the
environment taken as a whole.
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Plan/ Policy/ Programme

Objectives and Requirements

How to
incorporate into
the Local Plan
(Part 2)
Directive
contained in the
NPPF.

Implications for the SA

Energy Performance of Buildings
Directive 2010 on the energy
performance of buildings
2010/31/EU

The Directive aims to promote the energy performance
of buildings and building units.

Policies and site
allocations should
take account of
the Directive as
well as more
detailed policies
derived from the
Directive
contained in the
NPPF.

Include SA objective relating to the
energy performance/efficiency.

The Birds Directive 2009

The preservation, maintenance, and re-establishment of
biotopes and habitats shall include the following
measures:
Creation of protected areas.
Upkeep and management in accordance with the
ecological needs of habitats inside and outside the
protected zones.
Re-establishment of destroyed biotopes.

Allocated sites and
development
management
policies should
make sure that
the upkeep of
recognised
habitats is
maintained and
not damaged from
development.

Include sustainability objectives for the
protection of birds.

Directive 2009/147/EC is a codified
version of Directive 79/409/EEC as
amended

It requests that member states adopt either national or
regional methodology for calculating energy performance
and minimum requirements for energy performance.

Creation of biotopes.

Avoid pollution or
deterioration of
habitats or any
other disturbances
affecting birds.
The Waste Framework Directive
2008
Directive 2008/98/EC on waste

Prevention or reduction of waste production and its
harmfulness. The recovery of waste by means of
recycling, re-use or reclamation. Recovery or disposal of
waste without endangering human health and without
using processes that could harm the environment.
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Allocate sites and
develop policies
that take account
of the Directive as
well as more
detailed policies
derived from the
Directive

Include sustainability objectives that
minimise waste production as well as
promote recycling.
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Plan/ Policy/ Programme

Objectives and Requirements

How to
incorporate into
the Local Plan
(Part 2)
contained in
national policy.

Implications for the SA

The Air Quality Directive 2008

Avoid, prevent and reduce harmful effects of ambient air
pollution on human health and the environment

Allocate sites and
develop policies
that take account
of the Directive as
well as more
detailed policies
derived from the
Directive
contained in the
NPPF.

Include sustainability objectives to
maintain and enhance air quality.

Establish a framework for the assessment and
management of flood risks, aiming at the reduction of
the adverse consequences for human health, the
environment, cultural heritage and economic activity
associated with floods.

Allocate sites and
develop policies
that take account
of the Directive as
well as more
detailed policies
derived from the
Directive
contained in the
NPPF.

Include sustainability objectives that
relate to flood management and
reduction of risk.

Protection of inland surface waters, transitional waters,
coastal waters and groundwaters.

Allocate sites and
develop policies
that take account
of the Directive as
well as more
detailed policies
derived from the
Directive
contained in the
NPPF.

Include sustainability objectives to
protect and minimise the impact on
water quality.

Prevent or reduce negative effects on the environment
from the landfilling of waste by introducing stringent
technical requirements for waste and landfills.

Allocate sites and
develop policies
that take account
of the Directive as

Include sustainability objectives to
increase recycling and reduce the
amount of waste.

Directive 2008/50/EC on ambient
air quality and cleaner air for
Europe

The Floods Directive
2007
Directive 2007/60/EC on the
assessment and management of
flood risks

The Water Framework Directive
2000
Directive 2000/60/EC establishing a
framework for community action in
the field of water policy

The Landfill Directive 1999
Directive 99/31/EC on the landfill of
waste
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Plan/ Policy/ Programme

Objectives and Requirements

How to
incorporate into
the Local Plan
(Part 2)
well as more
detailed policies
derived from the
Directive
contained in
national policy.

Implications for the SA

The Drinking Water Directive 1998

Protect human health from the adverse effects of any
contamination of water intended for human consumption
by ensuring that it is wholesome and clean.

Allocate sites and
develop policies
that take account
of the Directive as
well as more
detailed policies
derived from the
Directive
contained in the
NPPF.

Include sustainability objectives to
protect and enhance water quality.

Harmonise the packaging waste system of Member
States. Reduce the environmental impact of packaging
waste.

Allocate sites and
develop policies
that take account
of the Directive as
well as more
detailed policies
derived from the
Directive
contained in
national policy.

Include sustainability objectives to
minimise the environmental impact of
waste and promote recycling.

Promote the maintenance of biodiversity taking account
of economic, social, cultural and regional requirements.
Conservation of natural habitats and maintain landscape
features of importance to wildlife and fauna.

Allocate sites and
develop policies
that have been
selected taking
into account HRA
findings along
with other factors.

Include sustainability objectives to
protect and maintain the natural
environment and important landscape
features.

Directive 98/83/EC on the quality
of water intended for human
consumption

The Packaging and Packaging
Waste Directive 1994
Directive 94/62/EC on packaging
and packaging waste

The Habitats Directive 1992
Directive 92/43/EEC on the
conservation of natural habitats
and of wild fauna and flora

The Plan must be
subject to
Habitats
Regulations
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Plan/ Policy/ Programme

Objectives and Requirements

How to
incorporate into
the Local Plan
(Part 2)
Assessment in line
with the Directive.

Implications for the SA

The Nitrates Directive 1991

Reduce water pollution caused or induced by nitrates
from agricultural sources and prevent further such
pollution.

Allocate sites and
develop policies
that take account
of the Directive as
well as more
detailed policies
derived from the
Directive
contained in the
NPPF.

Include sustainability objectives to
reduce water pollution.

Protect the environment from the adverse effects of
urban waste water collection, treatment and discharge,
and discharge from certain industrial sectors.

Allocate sites and
develop policies
that take account
of the Directive as
well as more
detailed policies
derived from the
Directive
contained in the
NPPF.

Include sustainability objectives to
reduce water pollution.

European Spatial Development
Perspective (1999)

Economic and social cohesion across the community.
Conservation of natural resources and cultural heritage.
Balanced competitiveness between different tiers of
government.

Allocate sites and
develop policies
that take account
of the Spatial
Development
Perspective as
well as more
detailed policies
derived from the
Directive
contained in the
NPPF.

Include sustainability objectives to
conserve natural resources and cultural
heritage.

EU Seventh Environmental Action

The EU’s objectives in implementing the programme are:

Develop policies

Include sustainability objectives to

Directive 91/676/EEC on nitrates
from agricultural sources.

The Urban Waste Water
Directive 1991
Directive 91/271/EEC concerning
urban waste water treatment
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Plan/ Policy/ Programme

Objectives and Requirements

Plan (2002-2012)

(a) to protect, conserve and enhance the Union’s natural
capital;
(b) to turn the Union into a resource-efficient, green and
competitive low-carbon economy;
(c) to safeguard the Union's citizens from environmentrelated pressures and risks to health and wellbeing;
(d) to maximise the benefits of the Union's environment
legislation;
(e) to improve the evidence base for environment policy;
(f) to secure investment for environment and climate
policy and get the prices right;
(g) to improve environmental integration and policy
coherence;
(h) to enhance the sustainability of the Union's cities;
(i) to increase the Union’s effectiveness in confronting
regional and global environmental challenges.

European Landscape Convention
(Florence, 2002)

European Convention on the
Protection of the Archaeological
Heritage (Valletta, 1992)
Revision of the 1985 Granada
Convention

How to
incorporate into
the Local Plan
(Part 2)
that take account
of the
Environmental
Action Plan as well
as more detailed
policies derived
from the Directive
contained in the
NPPF.

Implications for the SA

The convention promotes landscape protection,
management and planning.

Ensure that site
allocations and
policies take
account of the
Convention.

Include sustainability objectives to
protect the archaeological heritage.

Protection of the archaeological heritage, including any
physical evidence of the human past that can be
investigated archaeologically both on land and
underwater.

Ensure that site
allocations and
policies take
account of the
Convention.

Include sustainability objectives to
protect the archaeological heritage.

The Local Plan
(Part 2) will need
to reflect the
principles of
Localism as
identified in the
document. The
Local Plan (Part 2)

To ensure the concepts of the Localism
Act are embedded within the SA
framework.

Creation of archaeological reserves and conservation of
excavated sites.

protect and enhance the natural
environment and promote energy
efficiency.

National
Localism Act (2011)

The Localism Act introduces a number of measures to
decentralise decision making process to the local level,
creating space for Local Authorities to lead and innovate,
and giving people the opportunity to take control of
decisions that matter to them. The Localism Act includes
a number of important packages.
•
The new act makes it easier for local people to
take over the amenities they love and keep them
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Plan/ Policy/ Programme

Objectives and Requirements

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

part of local life;
The act makes sure that local social enterprises,
volunteers and community groups with a bright
idea for improving local services get a chance to
change how things are done.
The act places significantly more influence in the
hands of local people over issues that make a big
difference to their lives.
The act provides appropriate support and
recognition to communities who welcome new
development.
The act reduces red tape, making it easier for
authorities to get on with the job of working with
local people to draw up a vision for their area’s
future.
The act reinforces the democratic nature of the
planning system passing power from bodies not
directly to the public, to democratically
accountable ministers.
The act enables Local Authorities to make their
own decisions to adapt housing provision to local
needs, and make the system fairer and more
effective.
The act gives Local Authorities more control over
the funding of social housing, helping them plan
for the long- term.

How to
incorporate into
the Local Plan
(Part 2)
will need to
incorporate the
concept of
Neighbourhood
Planning, with the
intention of giving
neighbourhoods
far more ability to
determine the
shape of the
places in which
people live.

Implications for the SA

Development plan
has a statutory
status as the
starting point for
decision making.

Sustainability appraisal should be an
integral part of the plan preparation
process, and should consider all the
likely significant effects on the
environment, economic and social
factors.

Set out clear
economic visions

Include a sustainability objective
relating to strengthening the economy.

In relation to planning, the Localism Act enables the
Government to abolish regional spatial strategies,
introduce Neighbourhood Plans and Local Referendums.
National Planning Policy Framework
(2012)

Presumption in favour of sustainable development.
Delivering sustainable development by:

Building a strong, competitive economy.
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How to
incorporate into
the Local Plan
(Part 2)
for that particular
area.

Implications for the SA

Ensuring vitality of town centres.

Recognise town
centres as the
heart of their
communities.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to the vitality of town centres.

Promoting sustainable transport

To implement
sustainable
transport modes
depending on
nature/location of
the site, to reduce
the need for major
transport
infrastructure.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to sustainable transport.

Supporting high quality communications infrastructure.

Enhance the
provision of local
community
facilities and
services by
supporting the
expansion of
electronic
communications
networks.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to improving communication.

Delivering a wide choice of high quality homes.

Identify size, type,
tenure and range
of housing that is
required in
particular
locations.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to housing availability and
quality.

Requiring good design.

Establish a strong
sense of place to
live, work and
visit.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to good design.
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How to
incorporate into
the Local Plan
(Part 2)

Implications for the SA

Promoting healthy communities.

Promote safe and
accessible
environments with
a high quality of
life and
community
cohesion.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to health and well-being.

Protecting Green Belt Land.

To prevent the
coalescence of
neighbouring
towns.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to the coalescence of towns.

Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding, and
coastal change.

Use opportunities
offered by new
development to
reduce
causes/impacts of
flooding.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to climate change mitigation
and adaption.

Conserving and enhancing the natural environment.

Recognise the
wider benefits of
biodiversity.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to the conservation and
enhancement of the natural
environment.

Conserving and enhancing the historic environment

Sustain and
enhance heritage
assets and put
them to viable
uses consistent
with their
conservation.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to the conservation of historic
features.

Facilitating the use of sustainable materials.

Encourage prior
extraction of
minerals where
practicable and
environmentally
feasible.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to sustainable mineral
extraction.
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How to
incorporate into
the Local Plan
(Part 2)

Implications for the SA

Housing and Planning Act (2016)

The Act makes widespread changes to housing policy at
the national level. Measures introduced in the Act relate
to starter homes, and permitting the sale of higher value
local authority homes. Starter homes are the new
affordable housing product designed by the government
to specifically meet the housing needs of younger
generations and to allow them to access homeownership. The overarching aim of the Act is to promote
home ownership and increase levels of house building.

The Cannock
Chase Local Plan
(Part 2) will need
to take account of
the provisions of
the Act in relation
to housing
provision.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to the provision of an
appropriate range of housing within the
District.

National Planning Practice Guidance
(2014)

The National Planning Practice Guidance provides
technical guidance on topic areas in order to support
policies set out within the NPPF. It aims to allow for
sustainable development as guided by the NPPF.

The Cannock
Chase Local Plan
(Part 2) will need
to reflect the
guidance set out
within the NPPG.

The principles and requirements of
national policy will need to be
embedded within the SA framework and
appraisal

National Planning Policy for Waste
(2014)

Sets out the Government’s ambition to work towards a
more sustainable and efficient approach to resource use
and management. Replaces Planning Policy Statement
10.

The Local Plan
(Part 2) should be
in conformity with
national waste
planning policy.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to waste generation and
management.

Planning Policy for Traveller Sites
(2015)

The Governments planning policy for Traveller sites
which aims to:
•
Ensure local planning authorities make their own
assessment of need.
•
Work collaboratively to meet need through
identification of land setting pitch and plot targets.
•
Plan for sites over a reasonable timescale.
•
Protect Green Belt from inappropriate development.
•
Promote more private Traveller site provision.
•
Reduce number of unauthorised developments.
•
Include fair, inclusive and realistic policies in Local
Plans.
•
Increase the number of sites in appropriate
locations.
•
Reduce tension between Travellers and settled
communities in planning decisions.
•
Ensure accessibility to services and facilities.

The Local Plan
(Part 2) should
include any
policies and site
allocations needed
to support Gypsy
and Travellers.

Ensure the requirements of national
planning guidance are reflected in the
SA Framework.
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•
Laying the Foundations: A Housing
Strategy for England (2011)

Protect the local environment and amenity.

The Housing Strategy sets out a package of reforms to :
•
Get the housing market moving again
•
Lay the foundations for a more responsive, effective
and stable housing market in the future
•
Support choice and quality for tenants
•
Improve environmental standards and design
quality. The new strategy addresses concerns across
the housing market making it easier to secure
mortgages on new home, improving fairness in social
housing and ensuring homes that have been left
empty for years and are lived in once again.

How to
incorporate into
the Local Plan
(Part 2)

Implications for the SA

The Local Plan
(Part 2) needs to
include policies
that help in the
delivery of
housing.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to housing provision.

The Local Plan
(Part 2) should
seek to deliver
sustainable
communities.
These are places
which:
•
Meet the
diverse needs
of existing and
future
residents
•
People want to
live and work
in
•
Are sensitive
to their
environment
•
Contribute to
a high quality
of life
•
Are safe and

To ensure that the requirements of the
Strategy are embedded within the SA
framework.

There is the target to deliver up to 100,000 new homes
by freeing up public sector land with Build Now, pay later
deals.
UK Government Sustainable
Development Strategy: Securing
the Future (2005)

The Strategy sets out 5 principles for sustainable
development:
•
Living within environmental limits;
•
Ensuring a strong, healthy and just society;
•
Achieving a sustainable economy;
•
Promoting good governance ; and
•
Using sound science responsibly.
The strategy sets four priorities for action:
•
Sustainable consumption and production;
•
Climate change and energy;
•
Natural resource protection and environmental
enhancement;
•
Sustainable communities
The strategy commits to:
•
A programme of community engagement;
•
Forums to help people live sustainable lifestyles;
•
Open and innovative ways for stakeholders to
influence decision; educating and training
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How to
incorporate into
the Local Plan
(Part 2)
inclusive
•
Are well
planned, built
and run; and
•
Offer equality
of opportunity
and good
services for all

Implications for the SA

English Heritage Historic England
Corporate Plan 2015 to 2018
(2015)

The plan sets out its three purposes as to:
•
Secure the preservation of ancient monuments
and historic buildings;
•
Promote the preservation and enhancement of
the character and appearance of conservation
areas; and
•
Promote the public’s enjoyment of, and advance
their knowledge of, ancient monuments and
historic buildings.

The Local Plan
(Part 2) should
contain a planning
framework which
safeguards the
historic
environment.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to the historic environment.

National Policy Statement EN1:
Overarching Energy Policy
Statement (2011)

This policy document sets out government policy for the
delivery of major planning applications for energy
development. These will be dealt with by the Planning
Inspectorate, rather than local authorities in which the
development occurs. The document also specifies the
criteria for waste management, traffic and transport ,
water quality and quantity, noise and vibration, open
spaces and green infrastructure, the landscape , visual
impact , dust flood risk, historic environment, odour,
light, smoke/steam, insects, coastal change, aviation,
biodiversity and geodiversity.

The Local Plan
(Part 2) will need
to be consistent
with the National
Policy Statement.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to energy efficiency.

Energy White Paper: Our Energy
Future (2003)

There are four key aims in this document:
•
To put ourselves on a path to cut the United
Kingdom carbon dioxide emissions- the main
contributor to global warming- by some 60 % by
about 2050, with real progress by 2020;
•
To maintain the reliability of energy supplies;
•
To promote competitive markets in the United
Kingdom and beyond, helping to raise the rate of
sustainable economic growth and to improve our

The Local Plan
(Part 2) and its
policies need to
promote
development that
is energy efficient
and increases the
use and/ or
availability or

Include a sustainability objective
relating to energy efficiency.
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•
The Carbon Plan: Delivery our Local
Carbon Future (2011)

productivity; and
To make sure that every home is adequately and
affordably heated.

The Carbon Plan sets out the government’s plans for
achieving the emissions reductions it committed to in the
first four carbon budgets.
Emissions in the UK must, by law, be cut by at least 80%
of 1990 by 2050. The UK was first to set its ambition in
law and the Plan sets out progress to date.

How to
incorporate into
the Local Plan
(Part 2)
renewable energy.

Implications for the SA

The Cannock
Chase Local Plan
(Part 2) will need
to include policies
that reflect the
targets within the
Carbon Plan.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to greenhouse gas emissions.

Safeguarding our Soils- A Strategy
for England (2011)

Current practices focus on protecting English soils and
the important ecosystem services they provide. Research
is focused on addressing evidence gaps to adapt and
refine these policies in order to strengthen protection
and their resilience as the climate changes. A Soil
Strategy for England sets out the current policy context
on soils and a number of core objectives for policy and
research.

The Cannock
Chase Local Plan
(Part 2) will need
to include policies
on the
safeguarding of
soils.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to soils.

The Plan for Growth
implementation update (2013)

The plan for growth, published alongside Budget 2011,
and as part of the Autumn Statement 2011, announced a
programme of structured reforms to remove barriers to
growth for businesses and equip the UK to compete in
the global race. These reforms span a range of policies
including improving UK infrastructure, cutting red tape,
root and branch reform of the planning system and
boosting trade and inward investment, to achieve the
governments four ambitions for growth:
•
Creating the most competitive tax system in the
G20
•
Encouraging investment and exports as a route
to a m ore balanced economy
•
Making the UK the best place in Europe to start,
finance and grow a business
•
Creating a more educated workforce that is the
most flexible in Europe.

The Cannock
Chase Local Plan
(Part 2) policies
will need to reflect
the ambitions set
out within the Plan
for Growth 2013.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to economic growth.

Biodiversity 2020: A strategy for

The new, ambitious biodiversity strategy for England

The Local Plan

Include a sustainability objective
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England’s wildlife and ecosystem
services (2011)

builds on the Natural Environment White Paper and
provides a comprehensive picture of how the UK is
implementing its international and EU commitments.
It sets out the strategic direction for biodiversity policy
for the next decade (including rivers and lakes) and at
sea.

How to
incorporate into
the Local Plan
(Part 2)
(Part 2) will need
to contain policies
that protect
biodiversity.

Implications for the SA

relating to the protection and
enhancement of biodiversity.

Lifetime Neighbourhoods (2011)

This document is a national strategy for housing in an
ageing society. It seeks to support residents to develop
lifetime neighbourhoods in terms of resident
empowerment, access, services and amenities, built and
natural environment, social networks/well-being and
housing.

The policies and
site allocations will
need to reflect the
requirements set
out within the
national strategy.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to the creation of sustainable
communities.

UK Bioenergy Strategy (2012)

The UK Government has a responsibility to ensure that
its policies only support bioenergy use in the right
circumstances. This strategy is based on four principles
which will act as a framework for future government
policy on bioenergy.

The principles of
the Bioenergy
Strategy 2012 will
need to be
reflected within
the Cannock
Chase Local Plan
(Part 2) policies.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to energy efficiency and climate
change.

In summary the four principles state that:
•
Policies that support bioenergy should deliver
genuine carbon reductions that help meet UK
carbon emissions objectives to 2050 and beyond.
•
Support for bioenergy should make a cost
effective contribution to UK carbon emission
objectives in the context of the overall energy
goals.
•
Support for bioenergy should aim to maximise
the overall benefits and minimise costs
(quantifiable and non-quantifiable) across the
economy.
•
At regular time intervals and when policies
promote significant additional demand for
bioenergy in the UK, beyond that envisaged by
current use, policy makers should assess and
respond to the impacts of this increased
deployment on other areas, such as food security
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and biodiversity.
Future Water: The Government’s
Water Strategy for England
(DEFRA, 2008)

Sets out how the Government want the water sector to
look by 2030 and an outline of the steps which need to
be taken to get there.
The vision for 2030 includes:
•
“improved the quality of our water environment
and the ecology it supports, and continue to
maintain high standards of drinking water quality
from taps;
•
Sustainably managed risks from flooding and
coastal erosion, with greater understanding and
more effective management of surface water;
•
Ensure a sustainable use of water resources, and
implement fair, affordable and cost-reflective
water charges;
•
Cut greenhouse gas emissions; and
•
Embed continuous adaptation to climate change
and other pressures across the water industry
and water users”.

The Climate Change Act (2008)

The Climate Change Act was passed in 2008 and
established a framework to develop an economically
credible emissions reduction path. It also strengthened
the UK’s leadership internationally by highlighting the
role it would take in contributing to urgent collective
action to tackle climate change under the Kyoto Protocol.
The Climate Change Act includes the following:
•

2050 target. The act commits the UK to reducing
emissions by at least 80% in 2050 from 1990 levels.
This target was based on advice from the CCC
report: Building a Low- carbon Economy. The 80%
target includes GHG emissions from the devolved
administrations, which currently accounts for around
20% of the UK’s total emissions.
•
Carbon Budgets. The Act requires the
Government to set legally binding ‘carbon
budgets’. A carbon budget is a cap on the
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How to
incorporate into
the Local Plan
(Part 2)

Implications for the SA

Policies should
aim to contribute
to the vision set
out in this
Strategy.

Include SA objectives which seek to
protect, manage and enhance the water
environment.

The Cannock
Chase Local Plan
(Part 2) policies
must reflect the
objectives of The
Climate Change
Act, in order to
contribute to
reducing UK
carbon emissions.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to climate change.
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Objectives and Requirements

amount of greenhouse gases emitted in the UK
over a five-year period. The first four carbon
budgets have been put into legislation and run
up to 2027.

How to
incorporate into
the Local Plan
(Part 2)

Implications for the SA

Heritage Protection for the 21st
Century: White Paper (2007)

The proposals in this White Paper reflect the importance
of the heritage protection system in preserving our
heritage for people to enjoy now and in the future. They
are based around three core principles:
•
Developing a unified approach to the historic
environment;
•
Maximising opportunities for inclusion and
involvement; and
•
Supporting sustainable communities by putting
the historic environment at the heart of an
effective planning system

The Cannock
Chase Local Plan
(Part 2) policies
will need to
ensure that they
protect the
District’s heritage
assets.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to cultural heritage.

The Air Quality Strategy for
England vol. 1 (2007)

The Air Quality Strategy sets out a way forward for work
and planning on air quality issues by setting out the air
quality standards and objectives to be achieved. It
introduces a new policy framework for tackling fine
particles, and identifies potential new national policy
measures which modelling indicates could give further
health benefits and move closer towards meeting the
Strategy's objectives. The objectives of strategy are to:
•
Further improve air quality in the UK from today
and long term.
•
Provide benefits to health, quality of life and the
environment.

The Cannock
Chase Local Plan
(Part 2) policies
will need to work
towards further
improving air
quality in the UK.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to air quality.

Working with the grain of nature –
A Biodiversity Strategy for England
(2011))

This Strategy seeks to protect and improve the rural,
urban, marine and global environment and lead on the
integration of these with other policies across
Government and internationally.

The Local Plan
(Part 2) should
minimise loss of
biodiversity when
allocating sites for
development.

Include a sustainability objective
relating to the protection and
enhancement of biodiversity.

Energy Act (2008)

The Act works towards a number of policy objectives
including carbon emissions reduction, security of supply,
and competitive energy markets. Objectives: Electricity

Policies and site
allocations will
have to ensure a

Include a sustainability objective
relating to energy efficiency and climate
change.
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from Renewable Sources: changes to Renewables
Obligation
(RO), designed to increase renewables generation, as
well as the effectiveness of the RO.
Feed in tariffs for small scale, low carbon generators of
electricity. Smart meters: the Act mandates a roll-out of
smart meters to medium sized businesses over the next
five years.
Renewable heat incentives: the establishment of a
financial support mechanism for those generating heat
from renewable sources.

How to
incorporate into
the Local Plan
(Part 2)
positive
contribution in
meeting the
climate change
challenge by
capitalising on
renewable and low
carbon energy
opportunities and
adaptation
measures which
reduce the threat
of climate change.

Implications for the SA

Green Infrastructure and the Urban
Fringe (Natural England, 2009)

Promotes the concept of multifunctionality – the
integration and interaction of different activities on the
same parcel of land. The Countryside In and Around
Towns programme acknowledges Green Infrastructure as
a key mechanism for delivering regional and local
change. The strategy promotes regional coalitions to pool
resources, regional stocktakes to examine the extent,
state and potential of the GI, influencing RSS and LDFs,
putting forward exemplar projects as examples of good
practice to learn from.

Polices and site
allocations to
deliver new green
infrastructure and
enhancement of
existing assets in
and around new
developments to
contribute to
better quality,
multifunctional
environments.

Ensure the concept of green
infrastructure is promoted through the
SA framework.

Water for Life and Livelihoods: A
Strategy for River Basin Planning
(Environment Agency, 2006)

This document set out the Environment Agency's
strategy to implement the European Water Framework
Directive (WFD) by managing water based on river basin
planning. The document aims to reduce pollution,
prevent deterioration and improve the condition of
aquatic ecosystems including wetlands.

Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2)
policies should
promote efficient
use of water in
new developments
and good
management of
water resources

Consideration of water related issues
within the SA framework.

National Infrastructure Plan (2014)

The Infrastructure Plan allows for long term public
funding certainty for key infrastructure areas such as:
roads, rail, flood defences and science. All elements

The Cannock
Chase Local Plan
(Part 2) objectives

To ensure that infrastructure delivery in
embedded within the SA framework.
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highlighted in the Plan represent firm commitment by
government to supply the funding levels stipulated. The
Plan also highlights what steps the government will take
to ensure effective delivery of its key projects

How to
incorporate into
the Local Plan
(Part 2)
and policies
should support the
delivery of
infrastructure to
support new
development.

Implications for the SA

Waste Management Plan for
England (2013)

The Waste Management Plan follows the EU principal of
waste hierarchy. This requires that prevention of waste,
preparing for reuse and recycling should be given priority
order in any waste legislation and policy. From this
principal a key objective of The Plan is to reduce the
level of waste going to landfill and to encourage
recycling. The Plan also requires that larger amounts of
hazardous waste should be disposed of at specially
managed waste facilities.

The Cannock
Chase Local Plan
(Part 2) policies
will be required to
incorporate the
objectives of the
national waste
policy. In order to
encourage the
reduction of waste
and the reuse of
materials.

The objectives of the national waste
policy will be required to be embedded
within the SA framework.

Flood and Water Management Act
(2010)

The Act aims to reduce the flood risk associated with
extreme weather. It provides for better, more
comprehensive management of flood risk for people,
homes and businesses, helps safeguard community
groups from unaffordable rises in surface water drainage
charges, and protects water supplies to the consumer.

The Local Plan
(Part 2) should
protect existing
and future
development as
well as residents
in Cannock Chase
from flood risk.

The overview of flood risk management
in England which is provided in the Act
will need to be reflected in the
Framework of the SA.
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1

Baseline information provides the basis for predicting and monitoring the likely sustainability
effects of a plan and helps to identify key sustainability issues and means of dealing with them.

2

Annex 1 of the SEA Directive requires information to be provided on:
a.

The relevant aspects of the current state of the environment and the likely evolution thereof
without implementation of the plan;

b.

The environmental characteristics of areas likely to be significantly affected;

c.

Any existing environmental problems which are relevant to the plan including, in particular, those
relating to any areas of a particular environmental importance, such as areas designated
pursuant to Directives 79/409/EEC [the ‘Birds Directive’] and 92/43/EEC [the ‘Habitats
Directive’].
This section presents the relevant baseline information for Cannock Chase. Data referred to has
been chosen primarily for regularity and consistency of collection, in order to enable trends in the
baseline situation to be established, and also subsequent monitoring of potential sustainability
effects
Geography

3

Cannock Chase District is situated in southern Staffordshire on the northern edge of the West
Midlands conurbation. The town of Cannock is 10 miles from Walsall, 10 miles from Stafford, 12
miles from Wolverhampton and 18 miles from Birmingham. Cannock Chase is the second
smallest district in Staffordshire after Tamworth, extending 9.4 miles north to south and 6 miles
west south west to east south east with a total area of 7,888 ha. The District acts as a strategic
link between wider Staffordshire and the West Midlands urban area.

4

Over half of the District is designated Green Belt, and it also contains the Cannock Chase Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). These designations act as significant constraints to
development and have influenced the overall spatial strategy set out in the Local Plan (Part 1),
which focuses most new development within the existing urban areas of Cannock, Hednesford and
Heath Hayes, with smaller proportions to Rugeley and Norton Canes

5

The pattern of growth of the urban areas of the District was historically associated with coal
mining and more recently (since the 1960s) the substantial growth in residential development to
meet both local and regional needs. There are three main urban centres in the District; Cannock,
Hednesford and Rugeley.

6

The District is well served by the major national highway network, particularly since the opening
of the M6 Toll motorway in December 2003, with its junction at Churchbridge. Key north/south
routes are provided by the A34 and A460 whilst the A5 and A51, A513 and A5190 provide links to
the east and west.

7

The five main rivers in the District are the River Trent, Rising Brook, Ridings Brook, Saredon
Brook and Wash Brook. The River Trent forms the District boundary to the north east, Ridings
Brook is in the south west corner of the District and Saredon Brook forms part of the District
boundary in the south-west. Wash Brook is located at the southern end of Cannock Chase District
while Rising Brook runs through Rugeley.
Climate Change, Energy Consumption and Energy Efficiency

8

Climate change has the potential not only to affect the environment, but also the social and
economic aspects of life in Cannock Chase. Although the precise nature of environmental changes
is not fully understood, changes to precipitation patterns (and river flow) and rising sea level have
significant implications. Conversely, predicted dry, hot summers could cause problems of low
flows for some of the rivers in the area. Additionally, climate change could have a significant
impact on agriculture and wildlife throughout the whole area.

9

The UK Climate Impacts Partnership (UKCIP) UKCP10 (2009) emissions scenarios for the West
Midlands (under a high emissions scenario) show that by the 2020s the annual summer
temperature could be 1.4°C warmer than today, by the 2050s 2.9°C warmer and by the 2080s
4.7°C warmer. Although the total annual precipitation may not change very much, the variation
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between the seasons could be much greater. Under the high emissions scenario, by the 2080s
winter rainfall could increase by up to 23% and summer rainfall could decrease by up to 26% 13.
10

The Renewable Energy Capacity Study for the West Midlands 14 was prepared to develop the
evidence base for renewable energy capacity within the West Midlands authorities up to 2030 in
order to help local authorities maximise their contribution towards the UK target of generating
15% of its energy from renewable sources by 2020. The study reveals a potential renewable
energy resource of 54.2GW by 2030 for the West Midlands as a whole. The majority of the
resource is made up of wind (71%), followed by microgeneration (25%), with biomass and
hydropower contributing much more modest proportions (3% biomass and less than 1%
hydropower). For Cannock Chase, the assessment shows that the District has a potential
renewable energy capacity of 394MW, which is around 0.7% of the total capacity identified for
West Midlands. There is considerable potential for renewable energy generation from
microgeneration, as well as some wind potential. The Study highlighted the potential for co-firing
of biomass at the Rugeley Power Station; however proposals for this have since been scrapped.
Rugeley Power Station has now closed (June 2016) and options for the future use of the site are
currently under consideration. In terms of existing provision there is an unmanned electricity
generating power station powered by methane gas at the Poplars landfill site and also a facility at
the reclaimed Grove Colliery site.

11

The latest DECC figures 15 are set out in Table A3.1 and show generally decreasing trends for CO2
emissions (kilotonnes) in Cannock Chase from 2005-2013. The decreasing trend in emissions
reflects the decrease in overall emissions for the UK during this period driven mainly by
reductions in emissions from power stations, industrial combustion and passenger cars. The
reduction from power stations is driven by change in the fuel mix used for electricity generation
with a reduction in the amount of coal which is a carbon intensive fuel. The reduction in industrial
combustion is largely driven by the closure or reduced activity of industrial plants, a large portion
of which occurred during 2009 likely due to economic factors. Emissions for many local
authorities are heavily influenced by activities at industrial sites, and changes at a single site can
have a big impact on emissions trends 16. The recent closure of Rugeley Power Station will be
significant in this context.

12

In addition, the latest DECC figures 17 for energy consumption (in thousand tonnes of oil
equivalent (ktoe)) per consuming sector and household in Cannock Chase are set out in Table
A3.2. There has been a general decreasing trend in energy consumption as well as CO2
emissions between 2005 and 2013. This also reflects a steady year on year decrease in total
energy consumption in Great Britain with the only anomaly occurring between 2009 and 2010,
when there was a small increase due to the particularly cold winter that year resulting in a higher
consumption of fuels used for heating purposes. The decreasing trend has been attributed to the
impacts of the recession, as well as energy efficiency improvements and declining use particularly
in the industrial and commercial sector of petroleum products and gas 18.
Table A3.1: Source of CO2 Emissions in Cannock Chase by Sector (2005-2013)
Year

Cannock Chase District
2005
2006
2007
2008

13
14
15

Industry
and
Commercial
(kt CO2)

Domestic
(kt CO2)

Transport
(kt CO2)

Total
(kt CO2)

Per
Capita
Emissions
(t)

216.9
218.4
219.7
191.6

246.8
250.0
242.3
243.2

129.7
128.8
128.8
119.5

593.0
596.7
590.0
553.4

6.3
6.3
6.2
5.8

The UK Climate Impacts Partnership (UKCIP) UKCP10 (2009)
The Renewable Energy Capacity Study for the West Midlands (2011)

2005-2013 UK local and regional CO2 emissions full dataset. DECC. (https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/uk-local-authorityand-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics-2005-2013) (Published June 2015).
16
17
18

Local Authority carbon dioxide emissions estimates 2013. Statistical Release. DECC, June 2015.
Sub-national total final energy consumption statistics: 2005 – 2013, DECC
Sub-national total final energy consumption statistics. Regional and local authority level statistics (2013 data), DECC
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Year

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Industry
and
Commercial
(kt CO2)
167.7
191.0
169.5
179.2
188.9

Domestic
(kt CO2)

Transport
(kt CO2)

Total
(kt CO2)

215.8
230.3
202.3
216.4
213.3

116.1
114.9
113.1
109.2
107.6

498.7
535.2
483.9
503.7
508.7

Per
Capita
Emissions
(t)
5.2
5.5
5.0
5.1
5.2

Table A3.2: Energy Consumption in Cannock Chase by Sector (2005-2013)
Year

Cannock Chase District
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Industry
and
Commercial
(ktoe)

Domestic
(ktoe)

Transport
(ktoe)

Total
(ktoe)

Average
Consumption
Per
Household
(ktoe)

57.7
55.6
56.9
49.9
45.9
50.6
46.9
45.6
49.0

82.8
81.6
79.8
76.9
71.0
70.4
67.2
66.4
65.2

38.9
39.2
38.9
37.0
36.1
35.2
34.5
32.9
32.5

179.4
176.4
175.6
163.8
153
156.2
148.6
144.9
146.7

Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not
1.6

given.
given.
given.
given.
given.
given.
given.
given.

Environment and Biodiversity
Landscape
The Review of Cannock Chase Landscape Character Assessment 19 splits the area up into seven
landscape character types (LCT):

13
•

Forest Heathlands (New LCT);

•

Sandstone Hills and Heaths (Formerly called Wooded Estatelands);

•

Settled Heathlands (New LCT);

•

Settled farmlands (Includes a small area of Settled Plateau Farmlands);

•

Coalfield Farmlands;

•

Planned Coalfield Farmlands (New LCT defined in original District LCA); and,

•

River Meadowlands.

7.7

The District includes the high dissected sandstone plateau of Cannock Chase, the northern part of
the Black Country plateau and lower fringing landscape of softer Permo-Triassic sandstones and
mudstones. The coalfield area is largely covered by glacial till, which gives rise to heavy, poorly
drained soils originally covered with heathland.

14

Cannock Chase is dominated by lowland heathland and coniferous woodland. There are extensive
coniferous woodland plantations in Cannock Chase. In the surrounding landscapes there is a
mixture of ancient, plantation and secondary woodlands.

15

There are open arable areas with low hedges, areas of smaller hedged fields and large unenclosed
areas in Cannock Chase. Generally mixed farming, together with horticulture is the main
agricultural land use, with more demanding crops such as potatoes and sugar beet on the higher
quality land. Grassland supporting dairying and other livestock enterprises is generally
concentrated further north.

19

Review of Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District (2016)
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16

Streams drain radially from the high ground around Cannock to the surrounding rivers of the
Penk, Sow and Trent. There is a strongly contrasting settlement pattern with some areas densely
populated, while others are unpopulated and 'wild'. There are many industrial and archaeological
features.

17

Cannock Chase is England’s smallest AONB at 68 square kilometres and 39% falls within the
District. Cannock Chase AONB is the largest surviving area of lowland heath in the Midlands.
Lowland heath is an internationally scarce and threatened wildlife habitat. The AONB also has
extensive areas of forest, and woodland along with areas of designated parkland, sand and gravel
quarrying and mixed agriculture. The core of the AONB is designated as a Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI) and parts of the AONB are a designated Special Area of Conservation
(SAC). The presence of Cannock Chase SAC within the AONB has a major impact on
accommodating future housing needs as there is a need to ensure no harm arises to the SAC.
The Landscape Character Areas within Cannock Chase AONB are: open hills and heath, farmed
sandstone hills and heath, settled plateau farmlands, sandstone estate lands, clay estate lands,
Trent Valley floodplain and designed parklands.

18

The AONB Management Plan 20 sets out the approach that will be taken to conserving and
enhancing the AONB over the period 2014-2019. It lists the following as high level objectives for
the AONB:

19

20

•

Develop Cannock Chase AONB as a special, peaceful and tranquil place for everyone who
lives in, works within or visits the area.

•

Conserve and enhance the distinctive and nationally important landscape of Cannock
Chase AONB and the locally, nationally and internationally important biodiversity and
geodiversity it supports, ensuring links between habitats within the AONB and surrounding
landscape.

•

Develop a place valued and understood by everyone who comes into contact with
Cannock Chase AONB, so that they can contribute positively to the shaping of its future.

•

Ensure a safe, clean and tranquil environment that can contribute to a high and
sustainable quality of life.

•

Support a balance between a working landscape where prosperity and opportunity
increase, biodiversity flourishes and pressure upon natural resources is diminished.

•

Create a place of enjoyment for everyone, providing opportunities for quiet recreation and
maintaining ecosystems that contribute positively to physical and mental well-being.

•

Maintain and develop a successful partnership, working together to manage Cannock
Chase AONB effectively.

Many parts of the District’s landscape are also recognised for their role in providing green
infrastructure. The following areas are recognised to fulfil this role:
•

Cannock Chase AONB (including Country Parks, SACs and SSSIs).

•

Cannock Extension Canal SAC, which plays an important role in providing a green
corridor.

•

Hednesford Hills, Hazelslade, Hawks Green and Mill Green Valley Local Nature Reserves
and all Sites of Biological Importance.

•

Cannock Chase District Green Space Network (particularly where the space forms a
distinct, vital role i.e. flood risk management).

•

Trent and Mersey Canal and River Trent corridor.

•

Parts of the Green Belt, namely planned coalfield landscapes to the north and east of
Norton Canes and Wimblebury; heath landscapes to the east and north of Hednesford and
Wimblebury; wooded estatelands and heath landscapes to the south of Rugeley and
Brereton (leading into the Cannock Chase AONB).

Cannock Chase AONB Management Plan 2014-2019
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•
20

Chasewater Country Park (Lichfield District).

In addition, there are important linkages between other areas such as Cannock Chase and Sutton
Park.
Green Belt

21

Approximately 60% of Cannock Chase District is located within the West Midlands Green Belt.
The Green Belt was designated to prevent the sprawl of Birmingham, Wolverhampton and
Coventry, the merging of surrounding towns and encroachment into the surrounding countryside.
It has also helped to preserve the setting and special character the main urban areas, as well as
smaller settlements. At a strategic level, the Green Belt, tightly drawn around settlements, has
helped to encourage regeneration by directing development to brownfield sites within the major
urban areas. The Green Belt also plays a fundamental role in providing green open spaces for
formal and informal recreation, which are visually important. Most of these spaces are accessible
to the public, and some provide important wildlife habitats.

22

The Local Plan (Part 1) refers to the need for the Local Plan (Part 2) to undertake a Green Belt
review in order to inform the safeguarding of land for potential development beyond the plan
period to help meet future District needs. It also states that safeguarding or identification of sites
may be required to help address Birmingham’s housing needs. A Green Belt Review 21 has
therefore been undertaken to inform the evidence base for the preparation of the Local Plan (Part
2). It has demonstrated that the majority of the Green Belt in the District continues to serve its
purposes very well, and alongside other national and international designations, it helps to
maintain the identity of this part of the West Midlands and provides opportunities for residents to
enjoy the countryside close at hand. It is recognised that the Council will gather additional
evidence, in relation to topics such as landscape character, ecology, heritage and flooding
constraints and deliverability, and will use this information alongside the results of the Green Belt
study to determine whether it might be appropriate to release Green Belt and safeguard that land
for potential future development beyond 2028.
Biodiversity

23

Across the UK, increasing anthropogenic demands on our environment have led to a significant
decline in biodiversity. Staffordshire is no exception and has suffered large losses of habitats and
species through the increasing pressures of urban development and post-war agricultural
intensification. This is of particular concern because Staffordshire is rich in biodiversity and
supports a wide range of both nationally and internationally protected species. Due to its location
within the UK, Staffordshire contains many species at the northern or southern edge of their
distributions making them especially sensitive to environmental change 22.

24

The UKBAP priority habitat types within the Cannock Chase District are lowland heathland,
lowland mixed deciduous woodland, lowland dry acid grassland and coastal and floodplain grazing
marsh.

25

Three SSSIs are located partially or wholly within Cannock Chase District. These include Cannock
Extension Canal (5.15 ha), Cannock Chase (1,264.3 ha, of which around 391ha is within Cannock
Chase District with the remainder in Stafford District), and Chasewater and the Southern
Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths (530.33 ha, of which around 265ha is within Cannock Chase District
with the remainder in Lichfield District).

26

Two Special Areas of Conservation designated under the Habitats Directive, are located within the
District. Cannock Chase SAC is designated primarily for its European Dry Heaths, with Northern
Atlantic Wet Heaths also present, but not a primary reason for selection of the site. Cannock
Extension Canal SAC runs from the very south of the district up to Norton Canes (just south of the
A5T) and is designated as an example of lowland habitat supporting floating waterplantain (Luronium natans) at the eastern limit of the plant’s natural distribution in England. Both
were designated on the 1st April 2005.

21
22

Cannock Chase Green Belt Study, 2016, LUC
Staffordshire Biodiversity Action Plan, Staffordshire Biodiversity Partnership, 2001
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27

There are three Local Nature Reserves (LNRs) in the District. Hazel Slade (12.7 ha) represents an
area of secondary woodland, pool and wetland and agriculturally unimproved grasslands on the
edge of Cannock Chase AONB. Hednesford Hills (100 ha) is regarded as a “leading light” in
heathland conservation in the West Midlands (and is also part of the Chasewater and the
Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI). Mill Green and Hawks Green Valley (31 ha)
contains hay meadows, rush pastures, woodlands and wetland. Staffordshire also has a
Geodiversity Action Plan (2004) which aims to conserve, through partnership working, important
geological sites in the District, such as the Etching Hill Local Geological Site (formerly known as a
Regionally Important Geological Site (RIGS)) at Etching Hill, Rugeley, and the Cannock Chase
Pebble Beds. Such sites also often have high biodiversity value and in the case of the Triassic
period Pebble Beds, heathland biodiversity.

28

There are several areas of Ancient Woodland within the District, including to the west of Cannock
and south of Rugeley. In addition, there are approximately 30 Sites of Biological Interest (SBIs)
located throughout the District. These are sites of County-level importance and are considered to
have substantive nature conservation value.

29

The River Trent forms the northern most boundary of the District and the Staffordshire and
Worcestershire Canal crosses this waterbody to run into the north of Cannock Chase at Rugeley.
Rising Brook also flows into Rugeley but does so from the south. The Cannock Extension Canal
passes into the south east of the District to the south of Norton Canes and the M6 Toll motorway
from the Pelsall Junction on the Wyrley and Essington Canal. Kingswood Lake is also located in
the southern portion of Cannock Chase into which a number of smaller waterbodies including
Newlands brook empty. Other important waterbodies in the District include Wyrley Brook and
Riding Brook which are to the south west by Rumer Hill.
Historic Environment

30

The modern historic landscape character of the District is dominated by several historic landscape
character types. Woodland represents approximately 28% of land use within the District, with
coniferous woodland accounting for 61% of all the woodland. Settlement represents 23% of the
land use, 89% of which was constructed within the 20th century. If Industrial and Extractive land
use is included under the Settlement character category then the coverage is approximately 34%
of the District. Fieldscapes cover 26% of the District.

31

The Staffordshire Historic Environment Record (HER) database holds information on the county’s
archaeological and historic sites, monuments and buildings. Historic Landscape Character (carried
out by Staffordshire County Council in partnership with English Heritage (now Historic England))
and HER data form the basis of the Historic Environment Assessment for Cannock Chase. The
District has 70 Listed Buildings, none of which are defined as “buildings at risk” by Historic
England 23. Of these Listed Buildings, 63 are Grade II and seven are Grade II*. The relatively
small number means that they are important to the District.

32

There are eight Conservation Areas in the District, covering 45.7 hectares, including Cannock
Town Centre, Rugeley Town Centre, Church Street, Rugeley, The Trent and Mersey Canal (a
Conservation Area throughout Staffordshire), Bridgtown (North Street), Brereton (Main Road),
Talbot Street/Lichfield Street, Rugeley and Sheepfair/Bow Street, Rugeley. None are identified as
being at risk by Historic England.

33

In addition, there are five Scheduled Monuments in the District, including Courts Bank Covert Dam
(Metal Working Site) (Cannock Wood), Castle Ring Iron Age Hill Fort (Cannock Wood), Conduit
Head (High Green, Cannock), Churchyard Cross (St. Luke’s Church, Cannock) and a World War I
Model of a Trench System (Penkridge Bank, Brindley Heath). None are identified by Historic
England as being at risk.

34

23

There is evidence for considerable and potentially significant late medieval/early post-medieval
industrial activity taking place in the southern area of Cannock Chase. This includes a coal mine
held by the Bishops of Lichfield in Beaudesert Park in the 14th century. Within the park there are
the remains of numerous bell pits, from which coal and/or ironstone was extracted. Known sites
for Post medieval iron working were concentrated upon several brooks towards the north of the

Historic England (2015), Heritage at Risk Report.
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District, notable including Rising Brook. As such there is potential for further sites of
archaeological value within the District 24.
35

There are also a number of non-designated sites of local historical and archaeological value that
are of importance but are vulnerable to loss and alteration due to their non-designated status.
Cannock Chase Council is in the process of developing a Local List of undesignated heritage assets
that are valued by the local community in contributing to the special qualities of the area. As part
of the preparation of the recently adopted Design Supplementary Planning Document (April
2016), the Council invited the local community to nominate buildings and features which they feel
merit inclusion on the Local List. The formal procedure for creating the Local List includes a
further process of nomination by the local community; however this has not yet been
implemented.
Air, Water and Soils
Air Quality

36

The Environment Act 1995 introduced the National Air Quality Strategy and the requirement for
local authorities to determine if statutory air quality objectives (AQOs) are likely to be exceeded.
All local authorities now report to DEFRA on an annual basis, and have the obligation to declare
Air Quality Management Areas and develop action plans for improvement of air quality if
objectives are likely to be exceeded.

37

Cannock Chase Council undertook an air quality assessment in August 2015 25, the purpose of
which was to determine whether air quality conditions throughout the District have changed
significantly since the previous round of monitoring and whether there is significant risk that this
may cause exceedance of the air quality objectives. The report shows that air quality monitoring
within the two AQMAs in Cannock Chase (covering the A5 between the western District boundary
at Longford, also including the A460, Wolverhampton Road at Wedges Mills and the eastern
boundary of the A5 with Walsall) has not shown any exceedances of the annual mean objective
for nitrogen dioxide. The most recent air quality annual status report 26 shows that if this decline
in pollutants is sustained, it is hoped that the AQMA on the A5 will be revoked. However, new
diffusion tube monitoring near to Five Ways Island, Heath Hayes outside the AQMAs has detected
an exceedance of the same objective and additional monitoring that start in June 2015 revealed
that an AQMA is to be designated in this area

38

The main arterial roads in Cannock Chase consist of the M6 Toll motorway which crosses the
southern part of the District, the A5 Watling Street running south east to north west across the
southern section of the District, the A460 and A4601 running south west to north east through
Cannock to Rugeley and crossing Cannock Chase AONB, the A34 running south to north through
Cannock, the A51 at Rugeley and the A5190 running east from Cannock. The M6 Toll motorway
is a trunk road operated by Midland Expressway Limited which has a 53 year concession to
design, build and operate the M6 Toll motorway. Since the Infrastructure Act (2015) and the
creation of Highways England, the Department for Transport have retained the highway authority
status for M6 Toll motorway with Highways England carrying out some of the everyday liaison
functions on the Department for Transport’s behalf, however these functions are limited. The A5
is a trunk road under the responsibility of Highways England. As such these routes therefore have
a different status to the other roads listed above. The major sources of pollution are associated
with these roads. The most notable polluting industrial and commercial source was from Rugeley
Coal Fired Power Station, which began the decommissioning process in June 2016.
Water

39

24
25
26
27

The main rivers in Cannock Chase are the River Trent, Rising Brook, Ridings Brook, Saredon
Brook and Wash Brook. The risk of flooding within the District has been determined through the
production of a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) 27 which concludes that Cannock Chase

Staffordshire County Council (2009) Historic Environment Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District Council
2015 Draft Air Quality Updating and Screening Assessment for Cannock Chase Council
Cannock Chase District Council, 2016 Air Quality Annual Status Report
South Staffordshire, Cannock Chase, Lichfield & Stafford Strategic Flood Risk Assessment Volume 1 - Report June 2014
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has a medium risk of fluvial flooding, with high consequences. There has been no significant
increase/decrease in the flood extents since 2008; however the UK has experienced two major
flood events in summer 2012 and winter 2013. The watercourses within Cannock Chase impose a
fluvial flood risk to the urban areas within the District and other settlements downstream; the
courses of Rising Brook in the north of the District and Ridings Brook and Wash Brook in the south
are at significant risk of flooding, being located in Flood Zones 2 and 3. The SFRA identifies that
surface water (pluvial) flood risk is the main source of flood risk facing Cannock Chase District,
with areas at high risk including Rugeley town centre and Cannock town.
40

South Staffordshire Water Plc. supplies water to properties in the District and has a number of

abstraction points within the area. In 2009/10 Owfat introduced water efficiency targets for all
water companies. South Staffordshire Water was set a target of reducing demand by 0.53MI/d
(each year up to 2014/15). This target has been met and exceeded by South Staffordshire
Water. The company predicts that domestic water consumption will fall below 130 litres/per
person/per day by 2018/19 based on its current plans from the base level of 132 litres/per
person/per day 28.

41

42

The European Water Framework Directive (WFD) objectives are to prevent deterioration of
waterbodies and to improve them such that they meet the required status for that given
waterbody (rivers, lakes, estuaries, coastal and groundwaters). Water quality enhancements are
required along watercourses within the District to meet WFD targets, particularly those related to
the District’s wastewater treatment. Environment Agency Data from 2015 shows that in 2009,
two rivers in Cannock Chase had ‘poor’ ecological status while two were classed as ‘moderate’ and
one was ‘good’. In terms of chemical status, data was available for two rivers, one of which was
classed as ‘good’ and the other as ‘fail’ 29. There are a number of Groundwater Source Protection
Zones within Cannock Chase District, which the Environment Agency has identified to show where
pollution could result in groundwater contamination. Included in these zones in the District are
areas to the north, east and west of Cannock and one on the western side of Rugeley.
District-wide Objective 8 in the Local Plan (Part 1) refers to the findings of the Southern

Staffordshire Water Cycle Study, which concluded that there are sufficient water resources for the
level of growth proposed, although water supply and wastewater treatment infrastructure
upgrades may be required in places to support proposals (although these are not a barrier to
development). Cannock Wastewater Treatment Works is identified as having capacity constraints
which also requires early consultation on the part of developers with Severn Trent Water.
Soils

43

The Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) 30 system provides a framework for classifying land
according to the extent to which its physical or chemical characteristics impose long-term
limitations on agricultural use. The principal factors influencing agricultural production are
climate, site and soil. These factors, together with interactions between them, form the basis for
classifying land into one of five grades, where Grade 1 describes land as excellent (land of high
agricultural quality and potential) and Grade 5 describes land as very poor (land of low
agricultural quality and potential). Land falling outside of these scores is deemed to be ‘primarily
in non-agricultural use’, or ‘land predominantly in urban use’.

44

The majority of land within Cannock Chase is deemed to be either ‘primarily in non-agricultural
use’ (the northern part of the District associated with the AONB) or on Grade 3 and 4 land (good
to moderate or poor soil quality) typically found in the south, north and east of the District. The
remaining land is in urban use.
Amenity/light pollution

45

28
29
30
31

The latest light pollution map for the Cannock Chase District 31 shows that it is the 211th darkest
district out of the 326 within England. Proportionally, light pollution in Cannock Chase is greater
when compared to Staffordshire, West Midlands and England. The District has three distinct areas

South Staffordshire Water Resources Management Plan 2014
Environment Agency, 2015 reported in Cannock Chase Authority’s Monitoring Report 2014-2015.
Natural England, Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) system, 2013
England’s Light Pollution and Dark Skies: Cannock Chase District (2016) CPRE and LUC
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over Cannock, Rugeley and Norton Canes that are within the highest levels of light pollution in the
county (greater than 32 Nanowatts/cm2/sr). The darkest areas of the District (between 0.5 and 1
Nanowatts/cm2/sr) are in the north east and lie within the Cannock Chase AONB, however
brighter light ranging between 1 and 8 Nanowatts/cm2/sr are recorded at the periphery of the
AONB.
Waste and Minerals
Waste
46

Of the 39,194 tonnes of waste generated in Cannock Chase in 2014/2015 (equating to 460.5kg

per household), 50.1% was sent for reuse, recycling or composting 32. There was a slight increase
in waste generation per household in 2014/2015 compared to 2013/2014 levels (449.02kg per
household in 2013/2014) and a slight decrease in recycling rates (51.34% in 2013/2014) 33. The
issue of recycling is of particular concern in view of the need to reduce reliance on the major
landfill site to the south of Cannock Town Centre (Poplars). The Poplars landfill is also used by a
number of adjoining authorities including Lichfield District Council, Stafford District Council and
South Staffordshire District Council.

47

48

The Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent Joint Waste Local Plan 34 was adopted in March 2013. It
sets out the authorities’ proposed strategy for developing the required waste management
facilities in the Plan area and includes policies that identify how the overarching Vision for the Plan
will be achieved. The four Strategic Objectives set out in the Plan cover issues including climate
change mitigation, reducing reliance on landfill, improving the quality of waste management
facilities and supporting economic growth.
The 2013 refresh of the Staffordshire County Council and Stoke-on-Trent City Council Joint

Municipal Waste Management Strategy 35 is an update to the 2007 full strategic plan, addressing
the management of municipal solid waste within Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent to the year
2020. It has been prepared by Staffordshire Waste Partnership (SWP), which comprises
Staffordshire County Council, Stoke-on-Trent City Council, and eight Staffordshire
District/Borough Councils, including Cannock Chase. The Strategy sets a number of core
objectives including:

32
33
34
35

•

To maintain zero waste to landfill and reduce the amount of local authority collected
municipal and commercial residual produced in Staffordshire, benchmarked against the
top 10% of residents, thus reducing the overall volume of waste that is treated,
recovered, disposed, or recycled.

•

To achieve efficiency savings across SWP, thus reducing the total budget for waste
management below the rate of inflation.

•

To ensure the maximisation of resource value from collected materials, as a commodity or
as energy provision.

•

To reduce the total carbon emissions for waste collection, processing and disposal
activities by 2% year on year, by ensuring consideration in future contracts, infrastructure
and procurement decisions.

•

To provide and support appropriate infrastructure with suitable contracts that ensure
value for money, by developing procurement policies to maximise efficiency &
sustainability.

•

To provide efficient and cost effective waste services to local residents and businesses.

Defra (2015) Local Authority Collected Waste from Households from January 2010 to March 2015
Defra (2014) Local Authority Collected Waste Generation from April 2000 to March 2014
Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent Joint Waste Core Strategy 2010 – 2026: Adopted March 2013
2013 Refresh of the Joint Municipal Waste Management Strategy for Staffordshire & Stoke-on-Trent (2007 - 2020)
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Minerals
49

Staffordshire County Council is currently in the process of preparing a new Minerals Local Plan
(2015-2030) 36, which was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate in January 2016 and is
expected to be adopted in early 2017. Once adopted, it will replace the saved policies from the
existing Minerals Local Plan.

50

The Submitted Minerals Local Plan identifies Minerals Safeguarding Areas throughout Staffordshire
which combine to cover a large proportion of the County’s area. Cannock Chase District is almost
entirely within a Mineral Safeguarding Area for ‘all minerals except coal and fireclays’, while the
southern part of the District is covered by a proposed Minerals Safeguarding Area for coal and
fireclays.
Population

51

52

The resident population of Cannock Chase in 2015 was 98,500, with an almost even split between
males and females (48,700 males and 49,800 females) 37. The population of Cannock Chase is
less diverse than the national average; in 2011, 97.7% of the population in Cannock Chase was
classed as white, compared with 85.9% in England & Wales 38.
In 2011 the mean age of the Cannock Chase population was 39.6 years, which reflects the

situation in England and Wales (39.4 years) 39. In 2011, 16.1% of the resident population in

Cannock Chase 40 was of retirement age (65 and over), compared with 18.4 in Staffordshire and
19.3% in England and Wales.
53

The 2014-based Subnational Population Projections produced by the Office for National Statistics
(ONS) 41 are an indicator of future trends in population based on the continuation of observed
trends over the past five years. These projections indicate that the Cannock Chase population will
reach approximately 105,000 residents by 2039. Population projections indicate a decline in the
number of Cannock Chase residents in younger age groups between 2014 and 2037. In contrast,
the number of people aged 65 and over is estimated to see a considerable increase during this
period. The number of residents aged 70-74 has been forecasted to increase from 4,000 in 2014
to 7,000 in 2039.

54

In 2011 Cannock Chase had a population density of 12.4 persons per hectares 42, which is higher
than the England and Wales average (3.7 persons per hectare), and the second highest in
Staffordshire after Tamworth (24 persons per hectare).
Housing

55

Between 2013 and 2014 Cannock Chase had around 40,664 households. In the same period,

there were 5,356 local authority owned dwellings, the majority of which consisted of single

bedroom homes 43. The overall average house price in Cannock Chase for the quarter April to
June 2014 was £149,385. This was around £25,000 lower than the Staffordshire average for the
same period (£174,637), and was also below both the West Midlands (£182,045) and the national
(England and Wales) averages (£256,615). The Cannock Chase average house price was the
second lowest in Staffordshire at the end of June 2014, after Newcastle-under-Lyme
(£146,985) 44. Comparing the average house price in Cannock Chase for 2014 as above
(£149,385) to the average annual pay for all employee jobs in the District in 2015 (£25,516)
indicates that the average house price is approximately six times higher than the average annual
income. There is therefore a need for affordable housing in Cannock Chase. There is also a Local
Plan (Part 1) aim to deliver some ‘aspirational housing’ in the district.

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

The New Minerals Local Plan for Staffordshire 2015 to 2030: Final Draft June 2015 with Tracked Modifications.
ONS (2014) Mid-year population estimates – Cannock Chase
ONS (2011) Table KS201UK Ethnic Group.
ONS (2011) Table KS102UK Age Structure.
ONS (2011) Table KS102UK Age Structure.
2014-based Subnational Population Projections for England (May 2016), Office for National Statistics.
ONS (2011) Table KS101UK Usual Resident Population.
Local Authority Housing Statistics 2013-2014 (DCLG)
HM Land Registry House Prices, West Midlands Region, Qtr. Ending June 2014
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56

The Southern Staffordshire Districts Housing Needs Study 45 identifies a need for future provision
to be focused on smaller dwellings suited to younger people, whilst recognising the aspirations of
people to live in larger properties (3 and 4 bedrooms). As noted above, the requirement for more
affordable housing is now a growing problem for the District as provision has not kept pace with
need. The Study identified an annual need for 197 affordable dwellings in Cannock Chase and
identified a particular shortage of larger 3 and 4 bedroom properties.
Health

57

The health of people in Cannock Chase is varied compared with the England average. Health
deprivation is higher than average and 17.6% of children (3,085) 46 live in poverty. Life
expectancy between 2012 and 2014 in the District was 79.3 for men and 83.1 for women, which
was similar to the national averages of 79.5 and 83.1 respectively38. Life expectancy is 8.1 years
lower for men in the most deprived areas of Cannock Chase than in the least deprived areas, and
3.1years lower for women in the most deprived areas than in the least deprived areas 47.

58

During 2014, there were 18 under-16 conceptions in Cannock Chase, the second lowest of all local
authorities in Staffordshire 48.

59

Around a fifth (20.1%) of Year 6 children are classified as obese which is slighter higher than the
England value (19.1%). In Between 2012 and 2014, 69.5% of adults were classified as having
excess weight, higher than the average for England (64.6%).

60

The rate of alcohol-specific hospital stays among those under 18 was 69.7 (per 100,000 people),
significantly higher than the average for England (36.6 per 100,000 people). The rate of alcohol
related harm hospital stays was 684 (per 100,000 people), higher than the average for England.
This represents 659 stays per year 49.

61

General healthcare priorities in Cannock Chase include addressing health inequalities, starting well
and ageing well 50.

62

Of the 500 respondents to the Sport England Active People Survey 7 (2012-2013) in Cannock
Chase, 30% participated in thirty minutes moderate intensity sport once a week (at least four
sessions in the previous 28 days). This showed an increase on figures for 2011-2012, although
remained below participation levels during the period 2005-2011 51.
Social Inclusion and Deprivation

63

The Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) 2015 52 is a measure of multiple deprivation at the small
area level. Seven domains of deprivation are measured – income deprivation, employment
deprivation, health deprivation and disability, education skills and training deprivation, barriers to
housing and services, crime and living environment deprivation. Each domain contains a number
of indicators. The seven domains are combined to give a multiple deprivation score. The data is
now based on identified neighbourhoods known as ‘Super Output Areas’ (SOAs) rather than
wards. According to the 2015 IMD, Cannock Chase is ranked as the most deprived district in
Staffordshire (excluding Stoke-on-Trent), with a rank of 133 out of 326 local authorities
nationally. There was a particularly low rank for education, skills and training where the District
was ranked 48 out of 326. Cannock Chase is also ranked as the second most deprived district in
Staffordshire for health deprivation and disability.

64

The Locality Profile for Cannock Chase District 53 presents ward level data which shows that there

are nine lower super output areas (LSOAs) that fall within the most deprived national quintile in

Cannock Chase, making up around 14% of the total population (13,500 people). These areas fall
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Southern Staffordshire Districts Housing Needs Study and Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) update 2012
Cannock Chase Health Profile, 2016
Cannock Chase Health Profile, 2016
Cannock Chase Council Authorities Monitoring Report (2014-2015)
Cannock Chase Health Profile, 2016
Cannock Chase Health Profile, 2016
Sport England, Active People Survey 7 October 2012 – October 2013, Sports Participation Indicator (16+)
Index of Multiple Deprivation (2015), DCLG
http://www.cannockchasedc.gov.uk/sites/default/files/cannock-chase-locality-profile-2016.pdf
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within Brereton and Ravenhill, Cannock East, Cannock North, Cannock South, Etching Hill and The
Heath and Hednesford North.
65

A fuel poor household is defined as one which needs to spend more than 10% of its income on all

fuel use and to heat its home to an adequate standard of warmth 54. In 2011, 11.8% of

households in Cannock Chase were deemed to be in fuel poverty which was above the England
average of 10.9%. The proportion of households in fuel poverty exceeded the district average in
eight of the fifteen Cannock Chase Wards 55.
66

Across the UK in 2013-204, 913,138 people were supported by foodbanks established by The

Trussel Trust, with this number having more than doubled from 346,992 in 2012-2013. The rising
number of people accessing foodbanks is attributed to the socio-economic conditions associated
with the recession of the late 2000s, such as the increasing cost of food and employment issues
such as redundancy 56. The Cannock and District Foodbank was launched in October 2012.
Between April 2013 and March 2014 the Foodbank collected 36,299 kilograms of food donated by
the local community. More than 34,500 kilograms of food was distributed during this period
(34,516 kg), with 2,608 adults and 1,292 children served with food parcels. Key reasons for
people across the District being referred to the Foodbank during this period included changes and
delays to welfare benefits, low income and debt. Two hundred people who received food
vouchers from local providers were unemployed, with at least 110 people without a fixed abode 57.

67

Children from the most disadvantaged backgrounds (those eligible for free school meals) are less
likely to achieve the expected level of attainment at each stage in the education system or to
progress to higher education 58. The rate of pupils in receipt of Free School Meals (FSM) per 1,000
residents was 20.5 in Cannock Chase in 2013 59.
Crime

68

The 2014 Community Safety Profile for Cannock Chase identifies that low crime levels are
considered to be the most important aspect of making somewhere a good place to live 60. All
recorded crime in Cannock Chase in 2012/2013 saw a reduction of 8% on the previous year and a
reduction of 28.4% over the past six years. Reported incidents of Anti-Social Behaviour in
2012/2013 saw a reduction of 14.3% on the previous year and a reduction of 55.2% over the
past six years since 2007/2008. Cannock Chase has seen a 30% (29.7%) reduction in violent
crime since 2007/2008 and a fall of 40% in serious acquisitive crime, including domestic burglary,
vehicle crime and robbery. Whilst the rate of alcohol related violent crime in Cannock Chase was
above the County average, there was a 4.1% reduction in these offences in the District between
2011/2012 and 2012/2013.

69

The percentage of respondents to the ‘Feeling the Difference’ 61 public confidence survey in
Cannock Chase who reported feeling safe in the District during the day increased to almost 99%
(98.7%) in October 2013. Although the percentage of respondents who felt safe after dark was
lower at 81% (80.8%), this percentage has seen an increase on results from 2011. Furthermore,
around two thirds of respondents in the District did not feel that there were any significant
problems in the local area. People using or dealing drugs was identified as the most significant
issue with around a quarter of respondents (24%) recognising this issue as a ‘fairly big’ or ‘big’
problem.

70

The recently adopted Design SPD for Cannock Chase District refers to the potential for high
quality new development to design out crime and refers to evidence that homes built to ‘Secured
by Design’ standards suffer up to 75% less burglary, 25% less vehicle crime and 25% less
criminal damage.

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

DECC, Fuel Poverty Statistics, 2013
Staffordshire County Council, Cannock Chase Enhanced District Profile, 2014 (February 2014)
The Trussell Trust, ‘Foodbank Stats’, http://www.trusselltrust.org/stats.
Cannock & District Foodbank, April 2013-March 2014, statistics courtesy of Sharon Jagger, Agency Co-ordinator
HM Government, Opening Doors, Breaking Barriers: A Strategy for Social Mobility: Update on Progress Since April 2011, May 2012
Staffordshire County Council, Cannock Chase Enhanced District Profile, 2014
Staffordshire County Council, Cannock Chase Community Safety Profile 2014 (January 2014).

‘Feeling the Difference’ public confidence survey sourced from Staffordshire County Council, Cannock Chase Community Safety
Profile, 2014
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Education
71

There are 34 mainstream schools in the District, 27 primary (infants and juniors) and seven
secondary. Four of the secondary schools are classed as technology colleges. In addition,
Cannock Chase Technical College has premises in Cannock and Bridgtown. There are two special
schools and one independent school in the District.

72

Statistics from January 2015-December 2015 show that the proportion of adults (above age 16)
in Cannock Chase who have attained qualification levels equivalent to NVQ level 4 and above
(28.3%) is slightly below that of the West Midlands (31.2%) and Great Britain (37.1%).
However, 8.4% of adults in Cannock Chase have no qualifications and this is lower than the West
Midlands average (13.0%) and slightly lower than the average for Great Britain (8.6%).

73

From 2013, school students were required to remain in education or training until the end of the
academic year in which they are seventeen, with a rise to eighteen in 2015. This can include fulltime education at school or college, an apprenticeship or traineeship or part-time education
combined with employment or volunteering of 20 hours or more per week. This has the potential
to impact on post-16 participation and attainment in the District 62.
Culture, Leisure, Recreation and Tourism

74

There are a range of leisure and recreational facilities in the District, including the Cannock and
Rugeley Leisure Centres, commercial fitness centres and various golf courses. The District also
has a number of community centres, village and parish halls, youth centres and places of worship
in which to congregate and run events, as well as Welfare Centres and Social Clubs (Working
Men’s Clubs) such as Lea Hall in Rugeley. Commercial leisure opportunities include a cinema, a
local ice rink and a number of traditional public houses.

75

While the District’s cultural centres are primarily focused on the Prince of Wales Theatre in
Cannock and the Rose Theatre in Rugeley, there are a number of other cultural/community
centres and facilities available, including the Museum of Cannock Chase, the Cannock Chase
Visitor Centre and the Birches Valley Forest Centre.

76

Cannock Chase Council has undertaken an assessment of open spaces in the District. This has
identified a wide range of formal and informal spaces providing for recreation, nature conservation
and other uses, many of which are multi-functional 63.

77

There are three main town centres within Cannock Chase, including at Cannock, Hednesford and
Rugeley. Cannock provides a variety of shopping malls, including some well-known chain stores
as well as local businesses, and a traditional market, while Hednesford offers a variety of
specialist and traditional shops and cafes and Rugeley provides access to some major retail chains
as well as a mix of locally owned shops. The Rugeley market also operates three days a week.
The Cannock Chase Retail and Leisure Study 64 provided an assessment of retail and leisure needs
and capacity in the period up to 2030 and reviewed the performance of Cannock, Rugeley and
Hednesford town centres. The Study showed that there is a clear need to enhance leisure
provision in the District, and identified a number of potential site options for leisure-related
development. The Study also recognised a lack of business confidence and identified that a high
number of businesses in Cannock were looking to close or relocate.

78

Staffordshire has traditionally been recognised for its manufacturing base rather than as a holiday
destination, although there are a number of long-standing caravan sites within the District and
areas such as Cannock Chase itself are popular for day visits. More recently, it has begun to
market itself as a destination for holidays and short breaks under the “Enjoy Staffordshire”
branding. In 2010, the number of visitor trips (day and night) to Staffordshire was 20,124,000,
generating a total spend of £985,538,000 and resulting in 19,124 direct jobs. The total spend
figure was a 111% percent increase compared to 2008 levels (£902,443,000) 65.

62
63
64
65

https://www.gov.uk/know-when-you-can-leave-school
Cannock Chase Open Spaces Assessment 2009
WYG (November 2015) Cannock Chase District Council - Cannock Chase Retail and Leisure Study: Final Report
Staffordshire County Council Tourism Strategy, 2012-2014
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Employment and Economic Activity
79

Between July 2015 and June 2016 the percentage of economically active people in Cannock Chase
was 82.1% 66. This was above the West Midlands average of 75.2% and the national average of
77.9%. Across the same period, the unemployment rate of 3.7% of the economically active
population (ages 16-64) was lower than the West Midlands average of 5.9% and the national
average of 5.1%66 . The number of people claiming Jobseeker’s Allowance as a percentage of the
working age resident population as of May 2016 was 0.8%, compared to 1.7% for West Midlands
and 1.3% nationally66.

80

There were 38,000 employee jobs recorded in the District in 2015, comprising 26,000 full-time
and 11,000 part-time66. The three main employment sectors in the District between July 2015
and June 2016 were professional occupations (17.5%), associate professional and technical
(14.5%) and Managers, Directors And Senior Officials (14.0%) which is similar to the figures for
the West Midlands66. In 2016, the average full time worker weekly pay was £503.30 (calculated
to be on average £25,516 per annum). This figure is lower than the West Midlands average
(£507.80) and national average (£541.00). On average, male full-time workers were paid more
than females (£547.40 compared to £407.50)66.

81

Of the 3,280 enterprises within Cannock Chase in 2016, 87.8% were considered as ‘micro’ size
(0-9 employees), 10.7% were considered to be ‘small’ (10-49 employees), 1.1% were considered
to be ‘medium’ (50-249 employees) and 0.3% were considered to be ‘large’ (250+ employees)66.

82

The Local Plan (Part 1) includes a district-wide objective to encourage a vibrant local economy
and workforce and recognises the need to rebalance and strengthen the local economy. It
identifies structural weaknesses in the local economy including low levels of educational
attainment and adult skills.

83

The Cannock Chase Employment Land Availability Assessment (ELAA) (2016) 67 has identified that
there is currently a sufficient supply of available employment land against the Local Plan (Part 1)
target of providing for at least 88ha of new and redeveloped employment land between 2006 and
2028. Completions from 2006-2015 totalled over 45ha and these have been focused at the
existing employment locations of Kingswood Lakeside, Towers Business Park and along the A5
Corridor. There have been a number of former Local Plan (1997) developments creating new
employment locations e.g. Keys Business Park, Hednesford. There is a mixture of available sites
in terms of size and potential employment use. Supply is currently dominated by sites within high
quality/average existing employment locations that have the potential to accommodate bespoke
new developments at a range of scales. Trends indicate that B1 (business) and B8 (storage and
distribution) developments have dominated the local employment land provision in recent years,
reflecting changes to the employment structure locally and nationally. The ELAA (2016) identifies
that there may be a loss of around 8ha of B class employment land going forward as a result of
an application for a designer outlet village at Mill Green. This will need to be monitored and
potentially further supply identified to ensure no overall shortfall in B class land available.
Transport

84

The District is well served by the major national highway network, particularly since the opening
of the M6 Toll motorway in December 2003, with its junction at Churchbridge. Key north/south
routes are provided by the A34 and A460 whilst the A5 and A51, A513 and A5190 provide links to
the east and west. The M6 Toll motorway is operated by Midland Expressway Limited which has a
53 year concession to design, build and operate this route. The Department for Transport have
however retained the highway authority status for M6 Toll motorway with Highways England
carrying out some of the everyday liaison functions on its behalf. The A5 trunk road is under the
responsibility of the Highways England.

85

For rail travel, the District is served by the Chase Line, which provides a passenger service
between Birmingham, Walsall and Stafford, with the potential for more frequent services in
future. There are stations at Cannock, Hednesford and Rugeley (Town) as well as another station
at Rugeley – Rugeley Trent Valley – which lies just outside the District, but which does serve the

66
67

Cannock Chase Labour Market Profile (2016), ONS
Cannock Chase Employment Land Availability Assessment (ELAA) 2016
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District and in particular Rugeley by providing links to London. Improvements to rail
infrastructure are currently underway with the £78 million Walsall to Rugeley and linespeed
upgrade due to be completed in December 2017 and electric services scheduled to commence in
May 2018. From the same time, half-hourly off-peak services between Rugeley Trent Valley and
Birmingham will be restored. Evening frequencies on Monday to Friday between Birmingham and
Rugeley will also be increased to two trains per hour, with a later last train from Birmingham to
Rugeley as an extension from Hednesford. Sunday frequency between Birmingham and Rugeley
will be increased to two services per hour by December 2021. Services from Rugeley Trent Valley
along the Euston to Crewe line will operate using longer trains from December 2018 and will run
direct from Stafford to Crewe thus speeding up some journeys and offering better connections.
86

Cannock Chase District has one of the highest rates of all local authorities in England and Wales
for journeys to work by car/van/taxi/motorcycle. 82% of people making journeys to work do so
via these modes compared to 64% nationally. 5% of people make journeys via public transport
(compared to 16% nationally) whilst 10% make journeys via walking/cycling (compared to 14%
nationally) 68. This suggests that the District’s residents are more likely to travel to work via nonpublic transport means. Levels of walking and cycling to work are broadly in line with the national
average. A new cycleway has been created along the A5 and a network of cycle routes provided
across the district along former rail lines.

87

In Cannock Chase, 83% of addresses are within 350m of a half-hourly or better weekday service.
This is achieved through the core commercial network and County Council subsidised services 69.
However, bus services are under increasing pressure resulting in cut backs in evening services in
particular, as a result of reduced County Council subsidies and other factors.

88

Levels of car ownership in Cannock Chase are high. Only 20% of households in the District do not
own any cars, compared with 25.6% in England & Wales 70. 41% of all Cannock Chase households
own one car or van and 29.8% of households own two cars or vans. This is broadly in line with
the England and Wales average of 42.2% of households owning one car or van and 24.7% of
households owning two cars or vans. Overall, 53,070 cars and vans are owned in Cannock Chase
District.

68
69
70

Census of Population, 2011
Cannock Chase District Integrated Transport Strategy 2013-2028 –Staffordshire County Council
Census of Population, 2011 – car or van availability
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Appendix 4
Assumptions applied during the SA of Site Options
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Table A4.1: Assumptions applied during the SA of site options for the Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 2)
SA Objectives

Assumptions

Notes

N/A

General GIS inputs

Site options sent 24.08.16
OS basemap (1:10,000 scale)- sent
11.08.16
OS Basemap (1:25,000 scale)- sent
11.08.16
OS Basemap (1:50,000 scale)- sent
11.08.16

1. Protect and
enhance
biodiversity,
fauna and flora
and
geodiversity.

All types of site options

SACs

Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local
designated conservation site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity
of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance
to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Conversely, there may be
opportunities to promote habitat connectivity if new developments include green
infrastructure. Therefore, while proximity to designated sites provides an indication of
the potential for an adverse effect, uncertainty exists, as appropriate mitigation may
avoid adverse effects and may even result in beneficial effects. In addition, the
potential impacts on biodiversity present on each site, or undesignated habitats and
species adjacent to the potential development sites, cannot be determined at this
strategic level of assessment. This would be determined once more specific proposals
are developed and submitted as part of a planning application.

SPAs

•
•

•

Ramsar sites
SSSIs
National Nature Reserves
Sites of Biological Importance
Local Geological Sites
Biodiversity Alert sites

Sites that are within 250m of one or more internationally or nationally designated
biodiversity or geodiversity sites (may have a significant negative (--?) effect.
Sites that are between 250m and 1km of one or more internationally or nationally
designated biodiversity or geodiversity sites, or that are within 250m of a locally
designated site may have a minor negative (-?) effect.
Sites that are more than 1km from any internationally or nationally designated
biodiversity or geodiversity sites, or that are over 250m from a locally designated
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SA Objectives

Assumptions
site could have a negligible (0?) effect.

Notes

Cannock Chase District Council’s guidance on development near the Cannock Chase
SAC 71 refers to a 15km area around the SAC, within which new residential development
could be most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. Given
the location of the SAC within the District, most site options are likely to fall within this
buffer distance. The SA will therefore record whether site options are within 15km of
the SAC (giving a potential minor negative score (-?) if this is not already the case due
to the above assumptions), and the issue will be considered further as part of the HRA
which is being undertaken separately for the Local Plan (Part 2). Once the HRA
findings are available, scores will be adjusted if particular sites are identified as likely to
have significant effects on one or more European designated nature conservation site.
2. Minimise
pollution and
protect and
enhance air,
water, and
soils.

All types of site options

AQMAs

Development sites that are within, or directly connected via road, to one of the Air
Quality Management Areas (AQMAs) in the District could increase levels of air pollution
in those areas as a result of increased vehicle traffic. Therefore:

BMV land

•

•

•

Source Protection Zones

Residential, employment and mixed use sites that are within or directly connected
via road to an AQMA are likely to have a significant negative (--) effect on air
quality.
Gypsy and Traveller sites that are within or directly connected via road to an AQMA
are likely to have a minor negative (-) effect on air quality (due to a lower number
of vehicle movements likely to be associated with these sites).
All sites that are not within or directly connected via road to an AQMA are likely to
have a negligible (0) effect on air quality.

Development sites that are within close proximity of the strategic road network
(motorways or ‘A’ roads) could result in noise pollution affecting users of the site.
However, it may be possible to mitigate effects through the design and layout of sites.
Therefore in addition, which could lead to mixed effects with the above:
•
•

Sites that are directly adjacent to a motorway or ‘A’ road could have a minor
negative (-?) effect on noise pollution although this is uncertain.
Sites that are not adjacent to a motorway or ‘A’ road would have a negligible (0)
effect in relation to noise pollution.

The effects of new development on soils will depend on its location in relation to the

71

Cannock Chase Special Area of Conservation (SAC) Guidance to Mitigate the Impact of New Residential Development (2015/16)
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SA Objectives

Assumptions
areas of highest quality agricultural land in the District, and whether the land has
previously been developed. Therefore in addition, which could lead to mixed effects
with the above:
•

•

•

•

Notes

Sites that are mainly or entirely on greenfield land which is classed as being of
Grade 1, Grade 2 or Grade 3a agricultural quality would have a significant negative
(--) effect on soils.
Sites that are mainly or entirely on greenfield land which is classed as being of
Grade 3 agricultural quality (but where it is not known if it is Grade 3a or 3b land)
could have a significant negative effect on soils although this is uncertain (--?).
Sites that are mainly or entirely on greenfield land that is classed as Grade 3b,
Grade 4, Grade 5, non-agricultural or urban land would have a minor negative (-)
effect on soils.
Sites that are mainly or entirely on brownfield land would have a minor positive (+)
effect on preserving soils.

The effects of new development on water quality will depend on factors such as
whether there is capacity at the relevant sewage treatment works to accommodate the
new development, which cannot be assessed at this stage. It is recognised that
policies in the Local Plan may require any necessary upgrades to be made before
development proceeds. However, effects could also be influenced by the proximity of
site options to Source Protection Zones. Therefore in addition, which could lead to
mixed effects with the above:
•
•
•

3. Ensure
development
makes efficient
use of
previously
developed land
and buildings.

Sites that are within Source Protection Zone 1 could have a significant negative (-?) effect on water quality.
Sites that are within Source Protection Zones 2 or 3 could have a minor negative (?) effect on water quality.
Sites that are not within a Source Protection Zone are likely to have a negligible (0)
effect on water quality.

All types of site options

No GIS data needed.

Development on brownfield land represents more efficient use of land in comparison to
the development of greenfield sites. Therefore:
•

•

Residential and employment sites that are relatively large in size (they would
provide more than 50 homes or more than 30ha of employment land) and that are
mainly or entirely on greenfield land would have a significant negative (--) effect.
All Gypsy and Traveller site options and residential and employment sites that are
relatively small in size (they would provide fewer than 50 homes or fewer than
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SA Objectives

Assumptions
30ha of employment land) and that are mainly or entirely on greenfield land would
have a minor negative (-) effect.
•
All Gypsy and Traveller site options and residential and employment sites that are
relatively small in size (they would provide fewer than 50 homes or fewer than
30ha of employment land) and that are mainly or entirely on brownfield land would
have a minor positive (+) effect.
•
Residential and employment sites that are relatively large in size (they would
provide more than 50 homes or more than 30ha of employment land) and that are
mainly or entirely on brownfield land would have a significant positive (++) effect.

Notes

4. Adapt to the
impacts of, and
minimise
factors
contributing to,
climate change.

All types of site options

No GIS data needed.

5. Reduce the risk
of flooding.

The effects of new development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its
design, for example whether it incorporates SuDS, which cannot be assessed at this
stage. Where site options are located in areas of high flood risk, it could increase the
risk of flooding in those areas (particularly if the sites are not previously developed)
and would increase the number of people and assets at risk from flooding. National
Planning Practice Guidance identifies which types of land uses are considered to be
appropriate in Flood Zones 2, 3a and 3b.

The effects of new development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its
design, for example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or
includes SuDS. The location of development sites will influence this SA objective in
relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for sustainable transport use and
whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are considered
under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all site
options will have negligible effects on this SA objective.
Flood zones

Residential site options
National Planning Practice Guidance identifies residential properties as a ‘more
vulnerable use’, which is suitable in areas of flood zone 1 and 2 but would require an
exception test in flood zone 3a, and is unsuitable in flood zone 3b. Therefore:
•
•

•

Sites that are entirely or mainly on greenfield land that is within flood zones 3a and
3b are likely to have a significant negative (--) effect.
Sites that are either entirely or mainly on greenfield outside of flood zones 3a and
3b, or that are entirely or mainly on brownfield within flood zones 3a and 3b are
likely to have a minor negative (-) effect.
Sites that are on brownfield land outside of flood zones 3a and 3b are likely to have
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SA Objectives

Assumptions
a negligible (0) effect.

Notes

Gypsy and Traveller site options
National Planning Practice Guidance identifies caravans, mobile homes and park homes
intended for permanent residential use as a ‘highly vulnerable use’, which is suitable in
areas of flood zone 1 but would require an exception test in flood zone 2 and is
unsuitable in flood zones 3a and 3b. Therefore:
•
•

•

Sites that are entirely or mainly within flood zones 2 or 3 are likely to have a
significant negative (--) effect.
Sites that are on greenfield land outside of flood zones 2 and 3, or sites that are on
brownfield land within flood zones 2 and 3 are likely to have a minor negative (-)
effect.
Sites that are on brownfield land outside of flood zones 2 and 3 are likely to have a
negligible (0) effect.

Employment site options
National Planning Practice Guidance identifies offices and general industry as a ‘less
vulnerable use’, which is suitable in areas of flood zone 1, 2 and 3a but is unsuitable in
flood zone 3b. Therefore:
•
•

•

•

•

6. Protect,
enhance and
manage the

Sites that are entirely or mainly on greenfield land that is within flood zone 3b are
likely to have a significant negative (--) effect.
Sites that are entirely or mainly on greenfield land that is within flood zone 3 (but
where it is not known if it is 3a or 3b) could have a significant negative effect on
soils although this is uncertain (--?).
Sites that are either entirely or mainly on greenfield outside of flood zone 3b, or
that are entirely or mainly on brownfield within flood zone 3b are likely to have a
minor negative (-) effect.
Sites that are either entirely or mainly on greenfield outside of flood zone 3, or that
are entirely or mainly on brownfield within flood zone 3 (but where it is not known
if it is flood zone 3a or 3b) could have a minor negative effect on flooding although
this is uncertain (-?).
Sites that are on brownfield land outside of flood zone 3b (or flood zone 3) are
likely to have a negligible (0) effect.

All types of site options

AONB

The effects of new development on the character and quality of the landscape will
depend largely on its design, which is not yet known; therefore all effects will be to

LCTs
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SA Objectives
character and
quality of the
landscape and
townscape,
maintaining and
strengthening
local
distinctiveness
and sense of
place.

Assumptions
some extent uncertain at this stage. Where development is within or close to
designated landscapes, or where it would be large in size and on previously
undeveloped land, negative effects could result. Therefore:
•

Notes

Where development sites are located within, or within 1km of, Cannock Chase
AONB, a potential significant negative (--?) effect on the landscape is identified.

The Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District divides the District
into a number of Landscape Character Types (LCTs) and assesses their sensitivity to
development. Therefore, in addition to the above:
•
•
•

Sites that are within an LCT that is assessed as being of high sensitivity to
development could have a significant negative effect (--?).
Sites that are within an LCT that is assessed as being of moderate sensitivity to
development could have a minor negative effect (-?).
Sites that are within an LCT that is assessed as being ‘urban’ or of low sensitivity to
development could have a negligible effect (0?).

Note that townscape character and quality is considered in SA objective 17 below.
7. Make
sustainable use
of resources
and minimise
waste
generation.

All types of site options

No GIS data needed.

While it is recognised that new development in any location may result in an increase in
the consumption of water, the specific location of new development would not have a
direct effect on levels of water consumption. This issue would instead be influenced by
factors such as peoples’ behaviour and how well water efficiency measures are
incorporated into the development.
All new development will result in the increased consumption of minerals for
construction but this will not be influenced by the location of the development. The
location of development sites can influence the efficient use of minerals as
development in Minerals Safeguarding Areas (as identified in the emerging
Staffordshire Minerals Local Plan) may sterilise mineral resources and restrict the
availability of resources in the District. However, Cannock Chase District is almost
entirely within a Minerals Safeguarding Area; therefore it is not possible to distinguish
between most site options in this sense.
In terms of waste generation, the effects of new development will again depend largely
on people’s behaviour while using the new development. However, where development
takes place on previously developed land, there may be opportunities to reuse onsite
buildings and materials, reducing waste generation. Therefore:
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SA Objectives

8. Encourage and
facilitate the
use of
sustainable
modes of
transport.

Assumptions
•
Sites that are on brownfield land could have a minor positive (+?) effect on
reducing waste generation although this is uncertain.
•
Sites that are on greenfield land would have a negligible effect on reducing waste
generation.

Notes

All types of site options

Bus stops

The proximity of development sites to sustainable transport links will affect the extent
to which people are able to make use of non-car based modes of transport to access
services, facilities and job opportunities, although the actual use of sustainable
transport modes will depend on people’s behaviour. It is possible that new transport
links such as bus routes or cycle paths may be provided as part of new developments,
particularly at larger sites, but this cannot be assumed.

Railway stations
Cycle paths

It is assumed that people would generally be willing to travel further to access a
railway station than a bus stop. It is also recognised that many cyclists will travel on
roads as well as dedicated cycle routes, and that the extent to which people choose to
do so will depend on factors such as the availability of cycle storage facilities at their
end destination, which are not determined by the location of sites. How safe or
appealing particular roads are for cyclists cannot be determined at this strategic level of
assessment. However, the proximity of site options to existing cycle routes can be
taken as an indicator of how likely people are to cycle to or from a development site.
•
•

•

•

Sites that are within 1km of a railway station and 350m of a bus stop (regardless of
proximity to cycle routes) are likely to have a significant positive (++) effect.
Sites that are within either 1km of a railway station or 350m of a bus stop, but not
both, (regardless of proximity to cycle routes) are likely to have a minor positive
(+) effect.
Sites that are more than 1km from a railway station and 350m from a bus stop but
that have an existing cycle route passing the site could have a minor negative (-?)
effect although this is uncertain depending on whether the cycle route could be
used for the purposes of commuting or undertaking day to day journeys.
Sites that are more than 1km from a railway station and 350m from a bus stop and
that do not have an existing cycle route passing the site are likely to have a minor
negative (-) effect.

Where information about the frequency of nearby bus routes is available, this will be
taken into account in the SA which may result in the above scores being adjusted
where appropriate. For example, where a bus service is known to operate less
frequently than every 30 minutes, the score may be reduced.
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SA Objectives
9. Ensure all
people are able
to live in a
decent home
which meets
their needs.

Assumptions

Notes
No GIS data needed.

Residential site options
All of the residential site options are expected to have positive effects on this objective,
due to the nature of the proposed development. Housing sites of 11 homes or more
will make provision for affordable housing so will have significant positive effects.
Therefore:
•
•

Sites with capacity for more than 11 homes will have a significant positive (++)
effect.
Sites with capacity for fewer than 11 homes will have a minor positive (+) effect.

Gypsy and Traveller Site options
All of the Gypsy and Traveller site options are expected to have positive effects on this
objective, due to the nature of the proposed development which would help to meet
local need. Therefore, all sites are considered to have a significant positive (++)
effect.
Employment site options
The location of employment sites is not considered likely to affect this objective;
therefore the score for all site options will be negligible (0).
10. Raise
educational
aspirations and
attainment
within the
District and
ensure that
educational
facilities are
provided where
they are
required.

Residential and Gypsy and Traveller site options

Primary schools

The effects of housing development or the development of new Gypsy and Traveller
sites on this objective will depend on the availability of school places to serve the
growing population, which will depend in part on whether new places are provided as
part of the new development. The threshold for providing a new primary school within
Cannock Chase District is generally a development of 700 or more homes, while the
threshold for secondary provision is around 4-5,000 (none of the sites allocated
through the Local Plan (Part 2) would be of that size. Therefore:

Secondary schools

•

Colleges

Residential site options that would incorporate 700 or more dwellings could have a
significant positive effect (++?) as a result of new primary provision onsite,
although this is uncertain until specific proposals for sites are known.

The effects of developing a site will also relate to the access that they provide to
existing educational facilities although there are uncertainties as the effects will depend
on there being capacity at those schools to accommodate new pupils. If information of
this nature becomes available from Staffordshire County Council at any point, this will
be taken into account in the SA. Therefore in addition, which could lead to mixed
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SA Objectives

Assumptions
effects with the above:
•
•
•

Notes

Sites that are within 600m of at least one existing primary school and at least one
secondary school may have a significant positive (++?) effect.
Sites that are within 600m of one of either an existing primary or secondary school
(but not both), may have a minor positive effect (+?).
Sites that are not within 600m of an existing school may have a minor negative (?) effect.

Employment site options
The location of employment sites is not considered likely to affect this objective;
therefore the score for all site options will be negligible (0).
11. Reduce crime
and the fear of
crime.

The effects of new development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on
factors such as the incorporation of green space within development sites which,
depending on design and the use of appropriate lighting, could have an effect on
perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will not be
influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through
the detailed proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the site options on
this SA objective will be negligible (0).

No GIS data needed.

12. Improve public
health and
ensure health
facilities are
accessible for
those in need.

Residential and Gypsy and Traveller site options

GPs

Sites that are within walking distance (600m) of existing healthcare facilities (i.e. GP
surgeries or hospitals) will ensure that residents have good access to healthcare
services. While public health will also be influenced by the proximity of sites to open
spaces, walking and cycle paths, this is considered separately under SA objective 13
below. Therefore:

Hospitals

•
•
•

Sites that are within 600m of a hospital and a GP surgery will have a significant
positive (++) effect.
Sites that are within 600m of either a hospital or GP surgery (but not both) will
have a minor positive (+) effect.
Sites that are not within 600m of either a hospital or GP surgery will have a minor
negative (-) effect.

If a number of sites are allocated within close proximity of one another, this could lead
to existing healthcare facilities becoming overloaded. If at any point information
becomes available regarding the capacity of existing healthcare facilities, this will be
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SA Objectives

Assumptions
taken into account in the SA as relevant.

Notes

Employment site options
The location of employment sites is not considered likely to affect this objective;
therefore the score for all site options will be negligible (0).
13. Protect,
enhance and
create open
spaces for
leisure and
recreation

All types of site options

Green Space Network

Sites that are within walking distance (600m) of existing open spaces (including Green
Space Network sites) may encourage more people to be active outdoors in open space,
including both local residents and employees during breaks and after work. However,
development of a site that includes an area of open space or public right of way could
result in the loss of that feature, depending on whether it can be retained as part of the
development proposal. Conversely, large-scale new housing site allocations could offer
opportunities for new open space provision within the development site. Therefore:

Open space

•
•
•

Sites that are within 600m of more than one area of open space and/or more than
one PRoW will have a significant positive (++) effect.
Sites that are within 600m of one area of open space or a PRoW will have a minor
positive (+) effect.
Sites that are not within 600m of an area of open space or a PRoW will have a
negligible (0) effect.

In addition, which may result in mixed effects overall:
•

•

14. Provide easy
access to
community
services and
facilities to
72

Residential site options that would provide more than 100 new homes 72 could offer
good opportunities to incorporate new open space onsite; therefore could have a
minor positive (+?) effect although this is uncertain until proposals for the site
come forward.
Sites that include an area of open space or public right of way could have a minor
negative (-?) effect, although this is uncertain as it cannot be known whether the
feature would be lost due to the development, or potentially retained and/or
enhanced.

All types of site options
The location of new residential development of Gypsy and Traveller sites will not
directly affect the number or range of services in a particular location (although a large
scale housing development could potentially stimulate the provision of new services);

Town centre boundaries and District
centre and Local centres location.

This threshold is based on the policy set out in the Design SPD with regards to onsite open space and play provision.
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SA Objectives
meet people’s
needs.

Assumptions
however the location of all types of development sites could affect this objective by
influencing people’s ability to access existing services and facilities (both for local
residents and employees during breaks and after work).

Notes

Cannock Chase Council has identified a centres hierarchy in the Local Plan (Part 1)
through policy CP11. This classifies settlements in the District as either the strategic
sub-regional centre of Cannock, Town Centres, District Centres or Local Centres.
Proximity to these centres can be used as an indicator of proximity to most services
and facilities in the District. It is recognised that it will not always be definitive as to
which town/local centre the site most clearly relates due to the nature of the District’s
urban areas which often merge into one another- however a judgement based upon
proximity and local knowledge of the communities has been made for the purposes of
the assessment. While it is expected that the Town Centres of the District will provide
access to greater numbers and types of facilities and services, at Cannock Chase’s one
District Centre as well as its Local Centres access to such services and facilities will be
variable.
•

•

•

•

15. Help the
continued
regeneration of
the local
economy by
protecting
existing
employment

Sites that are in closest proximity to and are within/or which are adjoining the
urban edges of the Town Centres Cannock, Rugeley or Hednesford will have a
significant positive (++) effect.
Sites that are in closest proximity to and are within/or which are adjoining the
urban edges of a District Centre (Hawks Green) or Local Centre (Norton Canes,
Heath Hayes, Chadsmoor, Bridgtown, Fernwood Drive and Brereton) would have a
minor positive but uncertain (+?) effect.
Sites that are not within any of the above centres but that are within walking
distance of public transport links (within 1km of a railway station or 350m of a bus
stop) will have a minor negative (-) effect.
Sites that are not within any of the above centres and that are not within walking
distance of public transport links (within 1km of a railway station or 350m of a bus
stop) will have a significant negative (--) effect.

Residential and Gypsy and Traveller site options

No GIS data needed.

The location of residential and Gypsy and Traveller sites will in most cases not affect
this objective; therefore the score for most site options will be negligible (0). However,
if a site option would result in the loss of an existing employment site, a negative effect
would occur in relation to the protection of existing employment sites. Therefore:
•

Sites that are currently in employment use would have a significant negative (--)
effect.
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SA Objectives
sites and
ensuring there
is adequate
provision of
new sites.

Assumptions
•
Sites that are not currently in employment use would have a negligible (0) effect.
Employment site options
The provision of new employment sites in any location is likely to have a positive effect
on this objective by ensuring that new job opportunities are provided to match the
population growth that is being planned for within the Local Plan. Effects will be
particularly positive where sites are large in size as they will result in more job
creation. Therefore:
•
•

16. Enhance the
town centres in
order to protect
and improve
their vitality
and viability.

Large sites (those 30ha or larger) are likely to have a significant positive (++)
effect.
Small sites (those under 30ha) are likely to have a minor positive (+) effect.

All types of site options

Town centre boundaries.

High quality new development in the town centres of Cannock Chase District could help
to enhance the appearance of the built environment in those areas, encouraging people
to visit and use the town centres and benefitting their vitality and viability. Therefore:
•
•

17. Conserve and
enhance the
built and
historic
environment

Notes

Sites that are within Cannock, Rugeley or Hednesford town centres will have a
significant positive (++) effect.
Sites that are not within any of the above town centres will have a negligible (0)
effect.

All types of site options

Listed buildings

The NPPF states that the ‘significance [of a heritage asset] can be harmed or lost
through alteration or destruction of the heritage asset or development within its
setting’. However, development could also enhance the significance of the asset
(provided that the development preserves those elements of the setting that make a
positive contribution to or better reveals the significance of the asset).

Conservation Areas

In all cases, effects will be uncertain at this stage as the potential for negative or
positive effects on historic and heritage assets will depend on the exact scale, design
and layout of the new development and opportunities which may exist to enhance the
setting of heritage features (e.g. where sympathetic development replaces a derelict
brownfield site which is currently having an adverse effect).

Registered Battlefields
Registered Parks and Gardens
Scheduled Monuments
HEA
EUS

As an indication of potential effects on historic and heritage assets from development of
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SA Objectives

Assumptions
any of the site options, the following assumptions and evidence will be used:
•

Notes

Where a site option is more than 500m from the nearest designated heritage
assets, a negligible effect is considered likely although this is uncertain (0?) as
there is still some potential for impacts on non-designated heritage features and
effects may extend beyond 500m in some cases.

Where a site option is within 500m of a designated heritage asset, professional
judgement and evidence (such as Conservation Area Appraisals, information contained
on the Staffordshire Historic Environment Record, the Historic Environment Assessment
and the findings of the Cannock and Rugeley Extensive Urban Surveys) will be used to
inform judgements. Where there are potential impacts on multiple heritage assets this
will also be taken into account.
•

•
•
•

Sites which have potential for heritage assets to be enhanced and their significance
to be better revealed could have a minor positive (+?) or significant positive effect
(++?) on this objective.
Sites which are unlikely to cause adverse impacts on heritage assets could have a
negligible (0?) effect on this objective.
Sites which have the potential to cause harm to heritage assets, but can be
mitigated, could have a minor negative (-?) effect on this objective.
Sites which have the potential to cause harm to heritage assets where it is unlikely
that these can be adequately mitigated could have a significant negative (--?)
effect on this objective.
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C20: 410-418 Cannock Road, Cannock (AKA. Land at Cannock Road/Stafford Lane, Hightown)
Note: This site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms. This SA assessment
reflects the baseline situation assuming no mitigation.
SA Objectives
1. Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

SA Score
-?

Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The
Chasewater and the Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 650m east of the site.
Three Sites of Biological Importance are also within close proximity to the site; Pye Green Valley lies
approximately 780m north west of the site, Hednesford Old Park is approximately 980m south east of the site and
Hednesford Brickworks is approximately 1km also to the south east of the site. A minor negative effect is
therefore identified on this SA objective. Although this site has planning consent and mitigation measures have
been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms, this SA assessment reflects the baseline situation
and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to this effect.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 1.9km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is identified on this SA objective because new residential development within 15km of this SAC
could be most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the
Habitats Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred
options are selected.

2. Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3. Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4. Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+

+

0

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is not
adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road, a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. A minor
positive effect however is likely for preserving soils as the site lies on brownfield land (although a small section of
Grade 3 agricultural land lies to the north west of the site) whereas there is likely to be a negligible effect on
water quality as the site does not lie within a Source Protection Zone.
Overall, a minor positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located entirely on brownfield land and is quite small in size (34 homes are suggested). A minor
positive effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of
materials and buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
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SA Objectives
change.

SA Score

5. Reduce the risk of flooding.
6. Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.

7. Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8. Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9. Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10. Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11. Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

0
-?

Justification
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site is located within CF24 (Coalfield Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. This area has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development.
As such a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective.
Although this site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable
in planning terms, this SA assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA.
An uncertainty is therefore attached to the minor negative effect.

+?

++

The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB.
The site is located entirely on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient
use of land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected
on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this
site by making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located within 385m of Hednesford Railway Station and there are nine bus stops within 350m of the
site, including three on Station Road and two on Cannock Road all of which are served once every 15 minutes.
The site is also located within close proximity to a cycle path. A significant positive effect is therefore expected
on this SA objective as it gives potential residents the option of using sustainable modes of transport.

++

The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 34 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

++?

West Hill Primary School is located approximately 525m to the north of the site and Staffordshire University
Academy (a secondary school) is located approximately 460m to the north west of the site. A significant positive
effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of
school places.

0

This site is expected to provide 34 homes and so it is unlikely that an onsite primary school would be provided, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
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SA Objectives

SA Score

12. Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13. Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14. Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15. Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16. Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17. Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+

++/-?

++

Justification
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is located within close proximity two health facilities; St John’s Surgery approximately 455m to the north
of the site and Moss Street Surgery approximately 545m to the south west of the site. There is no hospital within
600m of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. Access to a PRoW is
provided by Belt Road within 460m of the site to the north west along Stanley Road. Another PRoW can be
accessed approximately 450m to the north west of the site via the PRoW along Stanley Road. Chadsmoor Valley
East unrestricted housing amenity land lies directly adjacent to the site’s south east boundary which is also
classified as part of the Green Space Network (2012). A significant positive effect is therefore likely on this SA
objective. Although this site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is
acceptable in planning terms (including the consideration of whether the unrestricted semi natural open space
located completely within the north east section of the site is to be lost to development, retained or enhanced),
this SA assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is
therefore attached to this effect.
Overall a mixed effect (significant positive and an uncertain minor negative) is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within Hednesford and so a significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective as potential
residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.

0

The site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

Although the site is located within Hednesford, the site is not located within Hednesford town centre, so a
negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0?

Anglesey Hotel, a Grade II Listed Building is located approximately 400m to the north east of the site.
The north west of the site is located partially within the historic environment character zone CHECZ 3 – Pye Green
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SA Objectives
environment.

SA Score

Justification
as identified in the Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009). This area has been identified as ‘low’ and
therefore development of this site is unlikely to have a significant impact upon the historic environment, although
potential impacts on any of the surviving remains of the colliery or tramway will require mitigation.
A negligible effect is likely on this SA objective as the development of this site is unlikely to cause adverse impacts
on heritage assets. Although this site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to
ensure it is acceptable in planning terms, this SA assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design
is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to this effect.

C37: Land off Green Heath Road, Hednesford - Pye Green Valley Development
Note: This site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms. This SA assessment
reflects the baseline situation assuming no mitigation.
SA Objectives
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

SA Score
-?

Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Pye Green
Valley, a Site of Biological Importance lies approximately 110m to the west of the site and the Chasewater and
the Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 870m to the south east of the site. A
minor negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective. Although this site has planning consent and
mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms, this SA assessment
reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to
the minor negative effect.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 670m to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is identified on this SA objective because new residential development within 15km of this SAC
could be most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the
Habitats Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred
options are selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is not
adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road so a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. As the site
does not lie within a Source Protection Zone a negligible effect is expected in relation to water quality. A minor
negative effect however is likely for preserving soils as the site lies on greenfield land which has been identified as
being urban land.
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SA Objectives

SA Score

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--

0

--?

0

+

++

++?

Justification
Overall, a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site comprises of a large area of greenfield land and is quite large in size (the suggested allocation is 414
homes). A significant negative effect is expected on this SA objective given that there is likely to be little
opportunity to re-use materials and buildings at this location.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land but is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore expected
on this SA objective.
The site is located within approximately 510m of the Cannock Chase Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. The site
also lies within UR04e – Pye Green Valley Cannock which has been identified as urban in the Landscape Character
Assessment for Cannock Chase District. A potential significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective owing
to the close proximity to the AONB. Although this site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been
incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms, this SA assessment reflects the baseline situation and so
detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to this effect.

The site is located on mostly greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient
use of land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield sites. A negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective given that there are likely to reduced opportunities to re-use existing materials onsite which might help
to minimise local waste production.
Hednesford Railway Station is located approximately 465m to the south east of the site. The site is also located
within 350m of over 10 bus stops, however of the bus stops that have frequency information available, the bus
stops located on Heath Street, Lomax Road and High Mount Street are every 1200 minutes (20 hours) and those
located on Belt Road are every 60 mins. The four bus stops on Green Heath Road and the junction with High
Mount Street do not have any frequency information. In addition, a cycle path lies directly adjacent to the site’s
west boundary. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 414. A significant positive effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing
provision.
Pye Green Academy (a primary school) lies directly adjacent to the northern boundary of the site, West Hill
Primary School is located approximately 125m to the east of the site and Staffordshire University Academy (a
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within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

SA Score

0

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

+

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

++?/-?

Justification
secondary school) is located approximately 160m to the west of the site. A significant positive effect is therefore
likely on this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 414 homes and so it is unlikely that an onsite primary school would be provided,
as the threshold for this provision in Cannock Chase is around 700 homes.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
St John’s Surgery is located approximately 440m to the south east of the site and so a minor positive effect is
likely on this SA objective as there is no hospital within 600m of the site.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. A PRoW lies within the
site’s southern boundary which is situated along Stanley Road and another PRoW runs directly along the northern
boundary which turns and runs approximately 130m to the west of the site’s western boundary. Pye Green
Valley, an unrestricted semi natural open space lies directly adjacent to the site’s west and south boundaries.
Furthermore institutional open space lies directly adjacent to the north boundary of the site, but this has been
classified as restricted. These areas of open space are part of the Green Space Network (2012). A significant
positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective. Although this site has planning consent and mitigation
measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms (including the consideration of
whether Pye Green Valley semi natural open space which falls within some small sections of the site’s western and
southern boundaries is to be lost to development, retained or enhanced), this SA assessment reflects the baseline
situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to both the significant
positive and minor negative effect.
This housing site is likely to provide more than 100 homes (414 are planned) and so an uncertain minor positive
effect is also expected as there may be opportunities to incorporate open space into the site, although this is
uncertain until proposals for the site come forward.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

++

Overall an uncertain mixed effect (significant positive and minor negative) is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within Hednesford and so a significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective as the
potential residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.
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SA Objectives
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.

SA Score
0

16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification
The site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

Although the site is located within Hednesford, the site is not located within Hednesford town centre, so a
negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0?

The site is not located within 500m of any designated historic assets and so an uncertain negligible effect is likely.
Although this site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable
in planning terms, this SA assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA.
An uncertainty is therefore attached to this effect.

C222(b): Edgemead Court - Units between Walsall Road and, Park Street, Bridgtown, Cannock
Note: This site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms. This SA assessment
reflects the baseline situation assuming no mitigation.
SA Objectives
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

SA Score
-?

Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The Mill
Green Nature Park, a Site of Biological Importance is located approximate 195m to the north east of the site. A
minor negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective. Although this site has planning consent and
mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms, this SA assessment
reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to
this effect.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 5.4km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is identified on this SA objective because new residential development within 15km of this SAC
could be most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the
Habitats Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred
options are selected.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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+

0

0
0?

Justification
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not within, but is linked by the Walsall Road (A34) to the AQMA that lies approximately 240m to the
south and exists over the A5, linking Junction 17 of the M6 Toll motorway to the roundabout of the A5, A460 and
the Walsall Road (A34). A significant negative effect is therefore likely on air quality. The site lies adjacent to
the A34 so a minor negative effect is expected in relation to noise pollution, although this is uncertain as it may
be possible to mitigate out noise through the design and layout of the site. In contrast, a minor positive effect is
likely for preserving soils as the site lies on brownfield land; whereas there is likely to be a negligible effect on
water quality as the site does not lie within a Source Protection Zone.
Overall a mixed effect (uncertain significant negative effect/minor positive) with the uncertainty attached in
relation to noise pollution is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located entirely on brownfield land and is quite small in size (39 homes are estimated). A minor
positive effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of
materials and buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zones 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site has been identified as urban in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. A
negligible effect is likely on this SA objective. Although this site has planning consent and mitigation measures
have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms, this SA assessment reflects the baseline
situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to this effect.
The site is not within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB.

+?

+

The site is located entirely on brownfield land and as such, the development of this site is seen as a more efficient
use of land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected
on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this
site by making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site lies within 350m of nine bus stops; two on Walsall Road (served every 30 minutes), four on North Street
and three on Longford Road (both served every 240 minutes). There is no railway station within 1 km of the
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transport.

SA Score

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective. Three are several cycle routes within 250m
to the south of the site.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 39 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

Bridgtown Primary School is located approximately 120m to the north west of the site, but there are no
secondary schools within 600m of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective,
although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 39 homes and so it is unlikely that an onsite primary school would be provided, as
the threshold for this provision in Cannock Chase is around 700 homes.

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
There are no hospitals or GP surgeries within 600m of the site so a minor negative effect is likely on this SA
objective.

There are a number of open spaces and PRoW located within 600m of the site. The unrestricted Union Street /
Park Street Play Area is located approximately 25m to the west of the site and directly adjacent to this lies
housing amenity land, approximately 50m west of the site. Furthermore institutional open space lies
approximately 120m to the north west of the site, but this is classified as restricted. A PRoW lies approximately
240m to the south of the site and can be accessed from the A5 and another PRoW lies approximately 230m to
the north on Laburnum Avenue. A significant positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within Bridgtown, which is identified in the Local Plan (Part 1) as a Local Centre, so an
uncertain minor positive effect is likely on this SA objective.

The site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.
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SA Objectives
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.

SA Score

0

16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.

--?

17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification

The site is not within Cannock, Rugeley or Hednesford Town Centre so a negligible effect is likely on this SA
objective.

Bridgtown North Street Conservation Area lies approximately 105m to the west of the site and Bridgtown War
Memorial, a Grade II Listed Building lies approximately 155m to the north west of the site. Although the site is
not located within a Cannock Historic Environment Assessment Management Zone, it is identified as the former
Edge Tool Works within the Cannock Historic Urban Character Area (HUCA) 13 (Bridgtown near Cannock) by the
Cannock Historic Character Assessment (2009) 73. This Assessment states, “the retention and enhancement of
the surviving historic street pattern and buildings, particularly the former edge tool works, is important to the
wider distinctive character of the town”. The Assessment continues and notes that development in this area
threatens the small industrial character of the area. As such, a significant negative effect is likely on this SA
objective. Although this site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is
acceptable in planning terms, this SA assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not
subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to this effect.

C335: Land off Lakeside Boulevard, Bridgtown, Cannock
Note: This site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms. This SA assessment
reflects the baseline situation assuming no mitigation.
SA Objectives
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

SA Score
--?

Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The
Heatherton Pines, a Biodiversity Alert Site is located approximately 245m to the south west of the site and the
Stowe Pool and Walk Mill Clay Pit SSSI is also located approximately 120m to the south west of the site. A
significant negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective. Although this site has planning consent and
mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms, this SA assessment
reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to
this effect.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 5.8km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but

73

Staffordshire County Council (2009) Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey: Cannock Historic Character Assessment

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
Overall, an uncertain significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The northern boundary of the site lies directly adjacent to the AQMA that extends along Watling Street (A5) and
so a significant negative effect is likely on air quality and a minor negative effect is likely for noise pollution as the
southern site boundary lies directly adjacent to Lodge Lane (A460). The minor negative effect also has an
uncertainty attached as it may be possible to mitigate noise through the design and layout of the site. The site is
mainly brownfield land so a minor positive effect is likely on soils. The site is not within a Source Protection Zone
so a negligible effect is likely on water quality.
Overall an uncertain mixed effect (significant negative/ minor positive) is likely on this SA objective with the
uncertainty relating to potential noise pollution.
The site is located on brownfield land and is considered to be large as it is estimated to accommodate 111 homes.
As such the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of materials and buildings
which are already onsite. A significant positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site is located within the UR28 as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase
District. As this is classified as urban, a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective. Although this site has
planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms,
this SA assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is
therefore attached to this effect..
The site is not within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB.

+?

The site is located entirely on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient
use of land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected
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waste generation.

SA Score

8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
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meets their needs.
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within the District and
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SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this
site by making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials..
There are nine bus stops within 350m of the site; four that lie on the site’s north boundary on Lakeside Boulevard
and five on Walkmill Lane to the west. The bus stops along Walkmill Lane are served every 60 minutes (there is
no bus frequency data for bus stops along Lakeside Boulevard). The site is not located within 1km of a railway
station. A negligible effect is therefore likely on this SA objective. A cycle path lies along the site’s north
boundary on Lakeside Boulevard.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 111 and so a significant positive
effect is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

Bridgtown Primary School is located approximately 410m north of the site, but there are no secondary schools
within 600m of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is uncertain,
as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 111 homes and so it is unlikely that an onsite primary school would be provided,
as the threshold for this provision in Cannock Chase is around 700 homes.

0

-

++?

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
There are no hospitals or GP surgeries within 600m of the site so a minor negative effect is likely on this SA
objective.

There are a number of open spaces and PRoW located within 600m of the site. The unrestricted Union Street /
Park Street Play Area is located approximately 310m to the north of the site and directly adjacent to this lies
housing amenity land, approximately 435m north of the site. An area of unrestricted semi natural open space lies
approximately 100m to the south of the site and institutional open space lies approximately 465m to the north of
the site, but this is classified as restricted. A PRoW lies adjacent to the far west boundary of the site.
Furthermore, this housing site is likely to provide more than 100 homes (111 are planned) and so an uncertain
minor positive effect is also expected as although this site has planning consent and mitigation measures have
been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms (including opportunities to include open space
within the development layout), this SA assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not
subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to this effect.
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14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
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order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

74
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Justification
Overall, an uncertain significant positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within Bridgtown, which is identified in the Local Plan (Part 1) as a Local Centre, so an
uncertain minor positive effect is likely on this SA objective as the potential residents will be within close proximity
to some services and facilities.

0

The site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

The site is not within Cannock, Rugeley or Hednesford Town Centre so a negligible effect is likely on this SA
objective.

0?

Bridgtown North Street Conservation Area lies approximately 240m to the north of the site and Bridgtown War
Memorial, a Grade II Listed Building lies approximately 400m to the north of the site. Although the site is not
located within a Cannock Historic Environment Assessment Management Zone, it is identified as the Cannock
HUCA 16 (South of Watling Street) by the Cannock Historic Character Assessment (2009) 74. The Assessment
shows that the site comprises mainly of an Industrial Historical Character Type with a small area of sports ground
to the east. Watling Road to the north follows the line of a Roman Road. A former manure works dating back to
the 19th century whose two storied brick buildings still exist along Walkmill Lane lies adjacent to the site’s west
boundary. These buildings are classified as having medium historical value as they are only one of the few
surviving historic assets that represent the industrial past of this historic character area, but their historic value
and communal value are low. A negligible effect is therefore identified on this SA objective as the Assessment
states that “the continued usage of surviving historic buildings within the HUCA would ensure that their survival
and continued contribution to the understanding of the town's industrial heritage for future generations” and as
they lie outside of the site’s boundary, there usage is unlikely to be affected by the site’s development. Although
this site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in
planning terms, this SA assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An
uncertainty is therefore attached to this effect.

Staffordshire County Council (2009) Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey: Cannock Historic Character Assessment

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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R16: Pear Tree Primary School, Hardie Avenue, Rugeley
Note: This site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms. This SA assessment
reflects the baseline situation assuming no mitigation.
SA Objectives
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

SA Score
-?

Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Two
Biodiversity Alert Sites are the nearest biodiversity designations to the site; Slitting Mill Brook lies approximately
600m to the west and Chetwynd’s Coppice lies approximately 880m to the south of the site, however, as they are
greater than 250m from the site they are unlikely to be affected. Although this site has planning consent and
mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms, this SA assessment
reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to
this effect..
As the Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.7km to the north west of the site, a minor negative but uncertain
effect is identified on this SA objective because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be
most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-?

-

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. A negligible effect
is likely on noise pollution as although the west corner of the site lies within 25m of the A460 (Sandy Lane), it is
not directly adjacent to the road. The site mainly lies on greenfield land (although several hard standing surfaces
are present in the western section of the site) which is classified by the ALC as ‘urban’ so a minor negative effect
is likely on soils. A minor negative effect is likely on water quality as the west section of the site lies within
Source Protection Zone 3, this negative effect however is uncertain as the effects of new development on water
quality will depend on factors such as whether there is capacity at the relevant sewage treatment works to
accommodate the new development, which cannot be assessed at this stage.
Overall an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is quite small in size (40 homes are suggested). A minor
negative effect is likely as there is little opportunity to re-use any materials that already exist on site.
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SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The Cannock Chase AONB lies approximately 730m to the south of the site and so a significant negative effect is
likely on this SA objective. The negative effects of new development on this SA objective will depend largely on
its design, which is not yet known; therefore an uncertainty is attached at this stage.
The site is located within the UR11 as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase
District. As this is classified as urban, a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective. Although this site has
planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms,
this SA assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is
therefore attached to this effect.
Overall an uncertain significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
This site is located mainly on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

Rugeley Train Station is located approximately 60m north of the site. There are seventeen bus stops located
within 350m of the site, including four bus stops on Queensway and six bus stops on Sandy Lane, all of which are
served every 30 minutes. A significant positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective. There are four cycle
paths within 350m of the site.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 40 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

St. Joseph’s Catholic Primary School is located approximately 145m to the east of the site and Hagley Park
Academy (a secondary school) is located approximately 225m west of the site. A significant positive effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school
places.

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
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of crime.

SA Score

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

+

++/-?

Justification
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
Sandy Lane Surgery is located approximately 50m north of the site. There are no hospitals within 600m of the
site so a minor positive effect is likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The north east corner
lies directly adjacent to an unrestricted green link and approximately 10m from an unrestricted semi natural green
space. Approximately 15m to the south of the site lies Ashleigh Road housing amenity space that is also classified
as unrestricted. Lea Hall Park, a private sports ground lies approximately 50m to the north of the site and this
has limited access. Both Ashleigh Road housing amenity space and Lea Hall Park form part of the Green Space
Network (2012). A PRoW that can be accessed on Sandy Lane (A460) is located approximately 190m south west
of the site. A significant positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.
A minor negative effect however is also identified as the site lies within an institutional area of open space and
therefore development of this land may result in loss this feature. Although this site is classified as restricted and
is therefore likely to have limited recreational value, it falls within the Green Space Network (2012) and so is likely
to have some amenity value. Despite this site already having planning consent and mitigation measures have
been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms (including the consideration of whether institutional
area of open space is to be lost to development, retained or enhanced), this SA assessment reflects the baseline
situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to this effect.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

++

0

Overall an uncertain mixed effect (significant positive and minor negative) is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within Rugeley and so a significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective as the potential
residents will be within close proximity to a range services and facilities.

The site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.
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16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.

SA Score
0

Justification
Although the site is located within Rugeley, it is not located within its town centre, so a negligible effect is likely on
this SA objective as the site’s development is unlikely to affect the town centre’s viability and vitality.

0?

Four Grade II Listed Buildings lie within 500m of the site including 16, 18 and 20 Horse Fair, and additionally the
Talbot/Lichfield St Conservation Area lies approximately 230m to the north of the site. However, there are large
areas of residential property between these designated assets and the site. The site however, does not lie within
any historic character area and so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective. An uncertainty is also attached
as the effect is dependent upon the exact design of any proposal which comes forward the future.

17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

R19: Former Ultra Electronics Site, Main Road / Armitage Road, Brereton
Note: This site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms. This SA assessment
reflects the baseline situation assuming no mitigation.
SA Objectives
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

SA Score
-?

Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Chetwynd’s
Coppice, a Biodiversity Alert Site, lies approximately 760m to the south of the site. A negligible effect is therefore
identified on this SA objective in relation to local and national biodiversity sites. Although this site has planning
consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms, this SA
assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore
attached to this effect.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 3.6km to the north west of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is identified on this SA objective because new residential development within 15km of this SAC
could be most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the
Habitats Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred
options are selected

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+/-?

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected in terms of air quality. A minor
negative effect is identified in relation to noise pollution as the south west boundary of the site lies adjacent to the
A460 (Main Road). This negative effect is uncertain given that it may be possible to incorporate mitigation
through appropriate design and site layout. The site lies on brownfield land and as such the uncertain minor
negative effect is expected to be combined with a minor positive in relation to preservation of soils. A negligible
effect is likely on water quality given that the site does not lie within a Source Protection Zone.
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3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.
9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

++

0

0
--?

0

++

++

+?

Justification
Overall a mixed effect (minor positive/uncertain minor negative) is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is quite large in size (103 homes are suggested). A significant positive
effect is therefore likely as the site may present opportunities to re-use materials and buildings that may already
exist on site.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The Cannock Chase AONB lies approximately 595m to the south west of the site and so a significant negative
effect is likely on this SA objective. The negative effects of new development on this SA objective will depend
largely on its design, which although have been established through the site’s planning consent, design details are
not subject to SA; therefore an uncertainty is attached at this stage.
The site is located within the UR11 as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase
District. As this is classified as urban, a negligible effect is expected in relation to landscape character impacts.
Overall an uncertain significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
This site is located mainly on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

Rugeley Town Train Station lies approximate 840m to the north west of the site. There are also nine bus stops
located within 350m of the site, including six bus stops on the A460 (Main Road) which are served every 30
minutes and two bus stops on Coulthwaite Way which are also served every 30 minutes. A cycle route passes the
south west boundary of the site. A significant positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 103 and so a significant positive
effect is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

St. Joseph’s Catholic Primary School lies approximately 485m north west of the site, Redbrook Hayes Community
Primary School is located approximately 305m to the south east of the site. There is no secondary school within
600m of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as it
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ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

SA Score

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

0

+

++?

+?

0

Justification
will depend on the availability of school places.

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
Brereton Surgery lies approximately 285m to the south of the site, there is however no hospital within 600m of
the site. A minor positive effect is likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs and could therefore have
a significant positive effect. The Ravenhill Allotments lie directly adjacent to the east of the site and Ravenhill
Park which also includes a playground lies directly adjacent to the south of the site. The Trent and Mersey Canal,
an unrestricted green link lies approximately 45m to the north and east of the site. All of these identified areas of
open space lie within the Green Space Network (2012). Two PRoW lie within 600m and directly to the south of
the site; one links the Main Road Brereton and Seabrook Road and the other links Lees Close and Thompson
Road.
Furthermore, this housing site is likely to provide more than 100 homes (103 are planned) and so a minor positive
effect is also expected as the site could offer good opportunities to incorporate new open space onsite. Although
this site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in
planning terms (including opportunities to include open space within the development layout), this SA assessment
reflects the baseline situation and the detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to
this effect.
The site is located in Brereton, which is identified in the Local Plan (Part 1) as a Local Centre, and so an uncertain
minor positive effect is likely as the potential residents would have access to some facilities and services.

The site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.
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adequate provision of new
sites.

SA Score

16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification

0

The site is not located within Cannock, Rugeley or Hednesford town centres, so a negligible effect is likely on this
SA objective as the site’s development is unlikely to affect the town centre’s viability and vitality.

-?

Trent and Mersey Canal Conservation Area lies approximately 45m to the east of the site and Brereton
Conservation Area lies approximately 390m to the south of a site. The nearest Listed Building is the Church of St
Michael that lies approximately 465m to the south of the site and is located within the Brereton Conservation
Area. A minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective owing to the close proximity and therefore potential for
adverse effects on the Trent and Mersey Canal Conservation Area, but this could be mitigated through good
design. Although this site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is
acceptable in planning terms, this SA assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not
subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to this effect.

R20: Land at end of Wharf Road, Rugeley
Note: This site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms. This SA assessment
reflects the baseline situation assuming no mitigation.
SA Objectives
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

SA Score
-?

Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Two
Biodiversity Alert Sites are the nearest biodiversity designations to the site; Slitting Mill Brook lies approximately
745m to the west and Chetwynd’s Coppice lies approximately 825m to the south of the site. A negligible effect is
therefore identified on this SA objective. Although this site has planning consent and mitigation measures have
been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms, this SA assessment reflects the baseline situation
and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to this effect.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.9km to the north west of the site; therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

-

Justification
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. A negligible effect
is likely on noise pollution as the site does not lie directly adjacent to the road. The site lies on greenfield land
which is classified by the ALC as ‘urban’ so a minor negative effect is likely on soils. A negligible effect is likely on
water quality the site does not lie within a Source Protection Zone.
Overall a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.

7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+

The site is located entirely on brownfield land and is quite small in size (34 homes are suggested). A minor
positive effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of
materials and buildings which are already onsite.

0

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The Cannock Chase AONB lies approximately 630m to the south of the site and so a significant negative effect is
likely on this SA objective. The negative effects of new development on this SA objective will depend largely on
its design, which is not yet known; therefore an uncertainty is attached at this stage.
The site is located within the UR11 as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase
District. As this is classified as urban, a negligible effect is expected in relation to landscape character. Although
this site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in
planning terms, this SA assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An
uncertainty is therefore attached to this effect.
Overall an uncertain significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located entirely on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient
use of land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected
on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this
site by making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
Rugeley Train Station is located approximately 45m north of the site. There are also fourteen bus stops located
within 350m of the site, including four bus stops on Queensway and six bus stops on Sandy Lane, all of which are
served every 30 minutes. There are three cycle paths within 350m of the site. A significant positive effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective.

0
--?

+?

++
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9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.

SA Score
++

Justification
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 32 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

++?

St. Joseph’s Catholic Primary School lies adjacent to the site’s south east boundary, Redbrook Hayes Community
Primary School is located approximately 590m to the south east of the site, Chase View Community Primary
School is located approximately 585m to the south west of the site and Hagley Park Academy (a secondary
school) is located approximately 375m west of the site. A significant positive effect is therefore likely on this SA
objective, although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.

0

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
Sandy Lane Surgery is located approximately 135m north west of the site. There are no hospitals within 600m of
the site so a minor positive effect is likely on this SA objective

10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

+

++/-?

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The west and south
site boundaries lie directly adjacent to Brereton and Ravenhill Way, an unrestricted green link and approximately
10m from the north west corner of the site and 10m to the south of the southern boundary lies restricted
institutional areas of open space. Ashleigh Road housing amenity space which is classified as unrestricted is
located approximately 115m to the west of the site. Lea Hall Park, a private sports ground lies approximately
70m to the north of the site. Beyond this, a PRoW and an unrestricted public sports that both can be accessed
from Burnthill Lane lie approximately 335m to the north of the site. The Green Space Network (2012) lies on the
areas of institutional space mentioned above as well as the Ashleigh Road housing amenity space and Lea Hall
Park. A significant positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.
A minor negative effect however is also identified as the site lies within an unrestricted semi area of open space.
Development of this land may therefore result in loss this feature, however this is uncertain at this stage.
Although this site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable
in planning terms (including the consideration of whether the unrestricted semi natural open space within the site
is to be lost to development, retained or enhanced), this SA assessment reflects the baseline situation and so
detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to this effect.
Overall an uncertain mixed effect (significant positive and minor negative) is likely on this SA objective.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.

SA Score
++

15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification
The site is located within Rugeley and so a significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective as the potential
residents will be within close proximity to a range services and facilities.

0

This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

Although the site is located within Rugeley, it is not located within its town centre, so a negligible effect is likely on
this SA objective as the site’s development is unlikely to affect the town centre’s viability and vitality.

0?

Four Grade II Listed Buildings lie within 500m of the site including 16, 18 and 20 Horse Fair, and additionally the
Talbot/Lichfield Street Conservation Area lies approximately 220m to the north of the site. However, there are
large areas of residential property between these designated assets and the site. The site does not lie within any
historic character area and so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective. Although this site has planning
consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms, this SA
assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore
attached to this effect.

N13: Land off of 71 Burntwood Road, Norton Canes
Note: This site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms. This SA assessment
reflects the baseline situation assuming no mitigation.
SA Objectives
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

SA Score
-?

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The nearest
biodiversity asset to the site is the School Lane Site of Biological Importance that lies approximately 200m south
of the site. Further afield, the Cannock Extension Canal SAC lies approximately 620m to the south west of the
site, School Lane Wood Biodiversity Alert Site (BAS) lies approximately 390m south of the site and Washbrook
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SA Score

Justification
Lane BAS lies approximately 460m west of the site. Overall a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
Although this site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable
in planning terms, this SA assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA.
An uncertainty is therefore attached to this effect.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 6.4km to the north of the site; therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--?

--

0

-?

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is linked to the AQMA that extends along Watling Street that lies approximately 105m to the south of the
site, so a significant negative effect is expected on air quality. The M6 Toll motorway lies approximately 25m
south of the site and so a minor negative effect is expected in relation to noise pollution, although this is uncertain
as it may be possible to mitigate out noise through the design and layout of the site. The site is mainly greenfield
land where the south section of the site is classed as Grade 3 (it is unknown whether is 3a or 3b) by the ALC and
the north section is considered to be Non Agricultural Land so a minor negative effect is likely on soils. The site is
not within a Source Protection Zone so a negligible effect is likely on water quality.
Overall an uncertain significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective with the uncertainty relating to
potential noise pollution and whether the soil is classified as Grade 3a or 3b.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is large in size (450 homes are suggested). A significant
negative effect is likely as there is little opportunity to re-use any materials that already exist on site.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within CF24 (Coalfield Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. This area has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development.
As such a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. Although this site has planning consent and
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townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.

SA Score

7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.
9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms, this SA assessment
reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to
this effect.
The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB.
This site is located on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

There are ten bus stops within 350m of the site, but their frequency of service is unknown; four on Norton Green
Lane, two on Church road, two on Chapel Street and two on Walsall Road. There is no railway station within 1km
of the site so a minor positive effect is likely on this SA objective. A cycle route runs along the west boundary of
the site.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 450 and so a significant positive
effect is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

Jerome Community Primary School is located approximately 320m north of the site, but there are no secondary
schools within 600m of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is
uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 450 homes and so it is unlikely that an onsite primary school would be provided,
as the threshold for this provision in Cannock Chase is around 700 homes.

0

-

++?

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
There are no hospitals or GP Surgeries within 600m of the site so a minor negative effect is likely on this SA
objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. Church Road Park and
Church Road Green housing amenity land are classified as unrestricted and form part of the Green Space Network
(2012) and lie approximately 125m and approximately 65m respectively north of the site. A PRoW lies
approximately 235m to the north west of the site and another lies approximately 130m to the south of the site. A
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Justification
significant positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.
This housing site is likely to provide more than 100 homes (450 are planned) and so an uncertain minor positive
effect is also expected as there may be opportunities to incorporate open space into the site, although this site
has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms
(such as open space provision), this SA assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not
subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to this effect.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

+?

Overall an uncertain significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located on the south western periphery of Norton Canes, which is identified in the Local Plan (Part 1) as
a Local Centre, so an uncertain minor positive effect is likely on this SA objective as the potential residents will be
within close proximity to some services and facilities.

0

This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

The site is not located within Cannock, Rugeley or Hednesford town centres so a negligible effect is likely on this
SA objective.

-?

The Church of St James (a Grade II*) Listed Building is the nearest historic asset to the site and lies
approximately 235m to the south west of the site. The majority of the site is located within the historic
environment character zone CHECZ 16 - South and West of Norton Canes as identified in the Cannock Chase
District HEA (October 2009), which was scored as being of moderate value in terms of heritage assets. Medium to
large scale development within this historic environment character zone is likely to have at least a moderate
impact upon the historic environment. Known heritage assets, which include cropmarks of possible
prehistoric/Roman date, medieval moats and a short section of the railway, are all of local/regional importance.
Overall a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. Although this site has planning consent and
mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms, this SA assessment
reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Score

Justification
this effect.

N23: Land off of 71 Burntwood Road, Norton Canes
Note: This site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms. This SA assessment
reflects the baseline situation assuming no mitigation.
SA Objectives
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

SA Score
-?

Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The Norton
Pools Site of Biological Importance is located to approximately 10m north west of the site boundary and the
Chasewater and the Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 335m to the east of
the site. A minor negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective. Although this site has planning
consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms, this SA
assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore
attached to this effect.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 1.8km to the south of the site; therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--

--

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
An AQMA has been proposed to the north of the site within 950m along the A5190 which extends over the roads
(A5190, B4154 (Hednesford Road) and Wimblebury Road) leading to the Five Ways Heath Hayes roundabout
situated south east of Heath Hayes. As such development at this location may intensify levels of air pollution in
the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic. A significant negative effect is therefore identified in relation to air
quality for this SA objective. As the site is not adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road so a negligible effect is
identified in relation to noise pollution. A minor negative effect however is likely for preserving soils as the site
lies on greenfield land which is classified as Non Agricultural by the ALC. There is likely to be a negligible effect on
water quality as the site does not lie within a Source Protection Zone.
Overall a significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site comprises a large area of greenfield land and is quite large in size (the suggested allocation is 65 homes).
As such the redevelopment of the site would not have potential for the re-use of materials and buildings which are
already onsite. A significant negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
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SA Objectives
developed land and
buildings.

SA Score

4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.
9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

0

0?

0

+

++

++?

Justification

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within the UR25 as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase
District. As this is classified as urban, a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective. Although this site has
planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms this
SA assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is
therefore attached to this effect.
.
The site is not within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB.
This site is located on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

The site is located more than 1km from the nearest railway station. There are around 20 bus stops within 350m of
the site. The stops situated on Hednesford Road, Burnwood Road and Norton East Road are served every 30
minutes. A cycle path lies approximately 270m to the south of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely
on this SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 65 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

Norton Canes Community Primary School lies approximately 10m across Burntwood Road to the south of the site
and Norton Canes High School lies directly adjacent to the site’s north eastern boundary. A significant positive
effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of
school places.
This site is expected to provide 65 homes and so it is unlikely that an onsite primary school would be provided, as
the threshold for this provision in Cannock Chase is around 700 homes.
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SA Objectives
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

SA Score
0

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

Justification
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
There are no hospitals or GP surgeries within 600m of the site so a minor negative effect is likely on this SA
objective.

++

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The site is bound to the
north east by an area of restricted institutional open space, limited access semi natural open space to the north
and the unrestricted Norton Canes green link to the west. Approximately 10m to the south east of the site lies
another are of restricted institutional open space. A PRoW is located approximately 330m to the south of the site
and can be accessed by School Crescent. A significant positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.

+?

The site is located in Norton Canes, which is identified in the Local Plan (Part 1) as a Local Centre, so an uncertain
minor positive effect is likely on this SA objective as the potential residents will be within close proximity to some
services and facilities.

0

This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

The site is not located within Cannock, Rugeley or Hednesford town centres so a negligible effect is likely on this
SA objective.

-?

The Church of St James (a Grade II*) Listed Building is the nearest historic asset to the site and lies
approximately 1.5km to the south west of the site. The majority of the site is located within the historic
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environment.

SA Score

Justification
environment character zone CHECZ 13 - North of Norton Canes as identified in the Cannock Chase District HEA
(October 2009). Development within this area would have an impact upon the historic environment, and the
report calls for mitigation strategies to be implemented where the design would retain or reflect the local
distinctiveness of the area, to retain any railway or tramway and develop a method of assessing the potential
impacts upon archaeological features, both known and unknown.
Overall a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. Although this site has planning consent and
mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms, this SA assessment
reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to
this effect.

N29: Norton Canes Greyhound Stadium, (Land South of Red Lion Lane, Norton Canes)
Note: This site has planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms. This SA assessment
reflects the baseline situation assuming no mitigation.
SA Objectives
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

SA Score
--?

Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The site lies
within the Commonside Disused Railway Biodiversity Alert Site (BAS) and the north east boundary lies adjacent to
the Brownhills Road BAS. The Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 170m to the
east of the site. A significant negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective. Although this site has
planning consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms,
this SA assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is
therefore attached to this effect.

The Cannock Extension Canal SAC lies approximately 795m to the south west of the site and the Cannock Chase
SAC lies approximately 6.7km to the north of the site; therefore a minor negative but uncertain effect is also
identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most likely to contribute to
increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats Regulations Assessment work
that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are selected

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--

Overall, an uncertain significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is adjacent to Brownhills Road which links into the Walsall AQMA within 350m to the south east. As such
development at this location may result in an intensification of air quality issues at this location as a result of
increased local traffic and a significant negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective. As the site is not
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water, and soils.

SA Score

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.
9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

++

0

0
-?

+?

+

++

Justification
adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. A minor
negative effect however is likely for preserving soils as the site lies on greenfield land which is classified as Non
Agricultural by the ALC. There is likely to be a negligible effect on water quality as the site does not lie within a
Source Protection Zone.
Overall a significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is mainly located on brownfield land and is quite large in size (94 homes are suggested). A significant
positive effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of
materials and buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site is located within CP22 (Planned Coalfield Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment
for Cannock Chase District. This area has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to
development. As such a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. Although this site has planning
consent and mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms, this SA
assessment reflects the baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore
attached to this effect.
The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB.
The site is located mostly on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient
use of land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected
on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this
site by making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located more than 1km from the nearest railway station. Eight bus stops are located within 350m of
the site. The two bus stops located on North East Road and four bus stops on Brownhills Road are served every
30 minutes. A cycle path lies approximately 695m to the north of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore
likely on this SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 94 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.
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SA Objectives
meets their needs.

SA Score

10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.
14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-?

Justification
There are no schools within 600m of the site. Therefore a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective,
although this is uncertain.
This site is expected to provide 94 homes and so it is unlikely that an onsite primary school would be provided, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

+

++

+?

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The Norton Canes Health Centre (includes an NHS GP Surgery) is located approximately 465m north of the site.
As there is no hospital within 600m of the site a minor positive effect is likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The site is bound to the
west by the unrestricted Norton Canes green link that is located on a limited access semi natural open space. A
PRoW lies approximately 175m to the east of the site and lies within an unrestricted semi natural open space. A
significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located on the south eastern periphery of Norton Canes, which is identified in the Local Plan (Part 1) as
a Local Centre, so an uncertain minor positive effect is likely on this SA objective as the potential residents will be
within close proximity to some services and facilities.

0

This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

The site is not located within Cannock, Rugeley or Hednesford town centres so a negligible effect is likely on this
SA objective.
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SA Objectives
improve their vitality and
viability.

SA Score

17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

0?

Justification

The Church of St James (a Grade II*) Listed Building is the nearest historic asset to the site and lies
approximately 1.4km to the west of the site. Most of the site is located within the historic environment character
zone CHECZ 18 - Industrial estates, east of Norton Canes as identified in the Cannock Chase District HEA (October
2009). This Assessment concluded that development is unlikely to have an impact upon the historic environment.
Overall a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective. Although this site has planning consent and mitigation
measures have been incorporated to ensure it is acceptable in planning terms, this SA assessment reflects the
baseline situation and so detailed design is not subject to SA. An uncertainty is therefore attached to this effect.

C31: Land adjacent to 67 McGhie Street, Hednesford (formerly adjacent to no. 73)
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The
and geodiversity.
Chasewater And The Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 575m to the east of
the site. A minor negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the
potential impacts on designated sites cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made
which would occur at planning application stage. In addition it may be possible to promote habitat connectivity if
new developments include green infrastructure.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 1.4km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+/-?

+

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is not
adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. The site is
located on brownfield land and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously
developed land meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms of land use. The site lies within Source
Protection Zone 3 and as such there is potential for detrimental impacts on local water quality.
Overall, a mixed effect (minor positive/uncertain minor negative) is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located entirely on brownfield land and is quite small in size (12 homes are suggested). A minor
positive effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of
materials and buildings which are already onsite.
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SA Objectives
developed land and
buildings.

SA Score

4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

0

0
--?

+?

Justification

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site is located within UR04 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is located within 770m of the Cannock Chase AONB, however. An overall
significant negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective due to potential for development at this
location to adversely affect the setting of this designated landscape. The negative effect is uncertain given that
the specific design of the development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

++

The site is located entirely on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient
use of land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected
on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this
site by making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located within 245m of Hednesford railway station and there are a number of bus stops within 350m of
the site, the closest of which is located within 95m to the west on Green Heath Road. Bus stops on Station Road,
the closest of which is located within 175m to the east of the site provide access to a number of services, the
most frequent of which operate once every 15 minutes. A significant positive effect is therefore expected on this
SA objective as it gives potential residents the option of using sustainable modes of transport.

++

The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 12 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

++?

West Hill Primary School is located adjacent to the site to the north west. Staffordshire University Academy (a
secondary school) is located approximately 445m to the west of the site. A significant positive effect is therefore
likely on this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 12 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
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SA Objectives
facilities are provided where
they are required.

SA Score

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

0

+

++

++

Justification
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is located within close proximity one health facility; St John’s Surgery is approximately 200m to the south
east of the site on Station Road. There is no hospital within 600m of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore
likely on this SA objective.
The closest open space to the site is adjacent to the west; however, access to this area has been identified as
being restricted. Access to housing amenity land is provided at Sunrise Hill which is located within 40m to the
east of the site. A further area of housing amenity land is located within 230m to the north west of the site by
Millicent Close. Springfield Rise is an area of semi-natural open space within 220m of the site to the north east.
The closest area of green space identified in the Green Space Network (2012) is located within 195m of the site to
the south west. Access to a PRoW is provided at Stanley Road within 200m of the site to the west. A significant
positive is expected on this SA objective given that the site would provide nearby access to a number of open
spaces and a PRoW.
The site is located within Hednesford and therefore a significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective as
potential residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is located within Hednesford but it is outside of the town centre which is to the south east. The
development of the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area
or encourage people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability.
Overall a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
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17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

SA Score
-?

Justification
Anglesey Hotel, a Grade II Listed Building is located approximately 385m to the south east of the site. The site is
located within the historic environment character zone CHECZ 75 4 – Station Road and Environs, West Hill as
identified in the Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009). Medium to large scale re-development of this zone
is likely to have at least a moderate impact upon the historic character of the zone particularly where this may
result in the demolition of surviving historic buildings which date from the late 19th century. These relate to local
coal mining industry and include surviving houses, a school and chapel. In terms of the Council’s work through
the Cannock Chase District HEA the area in which the site falls was scored as being of moderate value in terms of
heritage assets. The moderate score suggests that development is likely to have an impact upon the historic
environment, particularly regarding the local importance of the surviving historic buildings.
As such an overall minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon
the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C63: Land adjacent and to the rear of 419-435, Cannock Road, Hednesford
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The
and geodiversity.
Chasewater And The Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 500m to the east of
the site. A minor negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the
potential impacts on designated sites cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made
which would occur at planning application stage. In addition it may be possible to promote habitat connectivity if
new developments include green infrastructure.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 1.6km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

75

+/-?

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is not
adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. The site is
located on brownfield land and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously
developed land meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms of land use. Most of the site lies within
Source Protection Zone 3 and as such there is potential for detrimental impacts on local water quality.

Historic environment character zones (HECZ) within Cannock have been identified as CHECZ and those within Rugeley are called RCHECZ

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+

0

0
0?

+?

Justification
Overall, a mixed effect (minor positive/uncertain minor negative) is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located entirely on brownfield land and is quite small in size (25 homes are suggested). A minor
positive effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of
materials and buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site is located within UR04 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB. A negligible effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective. The negligible effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

++

The site is located entirely on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient
use of land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected
on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this
site by making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located within 55m of Hednesford railway station and there are a number of bus stops within 350m of
the site, the closest of which is located adjacent to the site on Cannock Road. This bus stop provides access to a
number of services, the most frequent of which operated once every 15 minutes. A significant positive effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective as it gives potential residents the option of using sustainable modes of
transport.

++

The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 25 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.
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++?

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
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needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

Justification
West Hill Primary School is located within 175m of the site to the north. Staffordshire University Academy (a
secondary school) is located approximately 455m to the west of the site. A significant positive effect is therefore
likely on this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 25 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

+

++

++

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is located within close proximity one health facility; St John’s Surgery is approximately 100m to the north
east of the site on Station Road. There is no hospital within 600m of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore
likely on this SA objective.
The closest open space to the site is the private sports ground by Angelsey Street which is within 80m to the east.
Access to this open space is limited however. The civic square at Hednesford High Street is located within 195m
of the site to the east. The closest area of green space identified in the Green Space Network (2012) is located
within 40m of the site to the south west. Access to a PRoW is provided at Stanley Road within 330m of the site to
the north west. A significant positive is expected on this SA objective given that the site would provide nearby
access to a number of open spaces and a PRoW.
The site is located within Hednesford and therefore a significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective as
potential residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is located within Hednesford but it is outside of the town centre which is to the south east. The
development of the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area
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SA Score

17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

-?

Justification
or encourage people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability.
Overall a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
Anglesey Hotel, a Grade II Listed Building is located approximately 200m to the south east of the site. The site is
located within the historic environment character zone CHECZ 4 – Station Road and Environs, West Hill as
identified in the Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009). Medium to large scale re-development of this zone
is likely to have at least a moderate impact upon the historic character of the zone particularly where this may
result in the demolition of surviving historic buildings which date from the late 19th century. These relate to local
coal mining industry and include surviving houses, a school and chapel. In terms of the Council’s work through
the Cannock Chase District HEA the area in which the site falls was scored as being of moderate value in terms of
heritage assets. The moderate score suggests that development is likely to have an impact upon the historic
environment, particularly regarding the local importance of the surviving historic buildings.
As such an overall minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon
the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C75: Former club at end of Arthur Street, Wimblebury, Cannock
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Hednesford
and geodiversity.
Brickworks Site of Biological Importance is located adjacent to the site to the west. In addition Chasewater And
The Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located to the north of the site within 550m. A minor
negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on
designated sites cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at
planning application stage. In addition it may be possible to promote habitat connectivity if new developments
include green infrastructure.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.9km to the north west of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is not
adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. The site is
located on brownfield land and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously
developed land meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms of land use. The site is also not located
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efficient use of previously
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SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+

0

0
0?

+?

0

++

Justification
within a Source Protection Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse effect
on local water quality.
Overall, minor positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located entirely on brownfield land and is quite small in size (16 homes are suggested). A minor
positive effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of
materials and buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site is located within UR26 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB. A negligible effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective. The negligible effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located entirely on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient
use of land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected
on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this
site by making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is not located within 1km of a train station. The site is, however, located within 245m of the nearest bus
stop which is on John Street to the north east. The service at this bus stop operates once every 60 minutes and
given its infrequency a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 16 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.
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-?

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.
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community services and
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adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

Justification
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any education facilities. A minor negative effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school
places.
This site is expected to provide 16 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++

+?

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The closest open space to the site is the housing amenity land at Scott Street Park which is adjacent to the site to
the south. An area of playgrounds is also adjacent to the site to the east. Both of these areas fall within a larger
area of green space identified in the Green Space Network (2012). Access to a PRoW is provided at Keys Park
Road within 90m of the site to the north west. A significant positive is expected on this SA objective given that
the site would provide nearby access to a number of open spaces and a PRoW.
The site is located on the northern periphery of Heath Hayes which has been identified as a Local Centre. An
uncertain minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective given that new residents may be provided
with a good level of access to existing community services and facilities at this location.

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is located within Heath Hayes and therefore is not within any of the identified town centre locations of
Cannock Chase, the closest of which is Hednesford to the north west. The development of the site would
therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit
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viability.

SA Score

17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

0?

Justification
and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is
expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of any identified heritage assets. It also does not lie within any of
the historic environment character zones as identified in the Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) or within
any of the historic urban character areas as identified in the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey 76.
As such development at this location is unlikely to have adverse effects on any heritage assets and a negligible
effect has been recorded for this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the design of the
development which is unknown at this stage.

C80: Land opposite Keys Park football ground, Keys Park Road, Hednesford
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The site is
and geodiversity.
located partially within Hednesford Brickworks Site of Biological Importance. In addition Chasewater And The
Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located to the north of the site within 640m. A minor negative
effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated
sites cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning
application stage. In addition it may be possible to promote habitat connectivity if new developments include
green infrastructure.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 3.0km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

76

+

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is not
adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. The site is
located on brownfield land and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously
developed land meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms of land use. The site is also not located
within a Source Protection Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse effect
on local water quality.

Includes both Stafford County Council (2009), Cannock Historic Character Assessment and Rugeley Historic Character Assessment

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
Overall, minor positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located entirely on brownfield land and is relatively large in size (90 homes are suggested). A
significant positive effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use
of materials and buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site is located within UR26 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB. A negligible effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective. The negligible effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

+

The site is located entirely on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient
use of land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected
on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this
site by making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is not located within 1km of a train station. The site is, however, located in close proximity to a number
of bus stops. The closest bus stop is located adjacent to the site to the north on Keys Park Road. Information
about the regularity of the services provided at this location has not been provided, however. Bus stops on Hayes
Way, the closest of which is located within 325m of the site to the south west provide regular access (once every
30 minutes) to bus services. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.

++

The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 90 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

++?

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of education facilities. Five Ways Primary School is
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Justification
located within 125m to the south of the site. Further access to a primary school is provided at St. Joseph's
Catholic Primary School which is to the north west of the site within 440m. Kingsmead School is the closest
secondary school to the site and is located to the north within 310m. A significant positive effect is therefore
likely on this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 90 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is located within 490m of Heath Hayes & Chase Medical Centre to the south east. The site is not located
within 600m of a hospital. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The closest open space to the site is the semi natural open space which is adjacent to the site to the north at the
other side of Hemlock Way. Hawks Green North East Greenlink is located within 180m of the site to the west.
The closest area of housing amenity land is located within 120m of the site to the east at Sidon Hill Way. Access
to a PRoW is provided at Hemlock Way adjacent to the site to the north. A significant positive is expected on this
SA objective given that the site would provide nearby access to a number of open spaces and a PRoW. The site
also however contains an area of semi-natural open space which may be lost as a result of residential
development at this location. As such the significant positive effect expected on this SA objective is likely to be
combined with an uncertain minor negative effect.
The site is located at the north western periphery of Heath Hayes which has been identified as a Local Centre. An
uncertain minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective given that new residents may be provided
with a good level of access to existing community services and facilities at this location.

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.
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Justification
The site is located within Heath Hayes and therefore is not within any of the identified town centre locations of
Cannock Chase, the closest of which is Hednesford to the north west. The development of the site would
therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit
and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within close proximity of a number of heritage assets all of which are to the north west. Grade
II Listed Building Cross Keys Farmhouse is located within 185m, Cross Keys Inn which is also a Grade II Listed
Building is located within 265m and another Grade II Listed Building Prospect Place is located within 325m. These
Listed Buildings are screened from the site by existing residential development along Hill Street. The site does not
lie within any of the historic environment character zones as identified in the Cannock Chase District HEA (October
2009) or within any of the historic urban character areas as identified in the Staffordshire Extensive Urban
Survey 77.
A minor negative effect has been recorded for this SA objective due to the proximity of Listed Buildings. The
effect is uncertain dependent upon the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C105: 50 Park Street & Union
SA Objectives
SA Score
-?
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

Street, Bridgtown
Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Stowe Pool
and Walk Mill Clay Pit SSSI is located to the south west of the site within 780m. A minor negative effect is
therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated sites
cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning
application stage. In addition it may be possible to promote habitat connectivity if new developments include
green infrastructure.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 5.6km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
77

+/--

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located at the intersection of Union Street, Cross Street and Park Street. Union Street leads directly to
the A5 within 150m to the south. An AQMA has been declared along the A5 and residential development at this

Includes both Stafford County Council (2009), Cannock Historic Character Assessment and Rugeley Historic Character Assessment

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
location may increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic. The site is not
located adjacent to the ‘A’ road meaning it is unlikely to be adversely affected by noise pollution. The site is
located on brownfield land and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously
developed land meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms of land use. The site is also not located
within a Source Protection Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse effect
on local water quality.
Overall, a mixed effect (minor positive/significant negative) is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located entirely on brownfield land and is relatively small in size (16 homes are suggested). A minor
positive effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of
materials and buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site is located within UR28 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB. A negligible effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective. The negligible effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located entirely on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient
use of land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected
on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this
site by making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is not located within 1km of a train station. The site is, however, located in close proximity to a number
of bus stops. The closest bus stop is located within 165m of the site to the north east on Walsall Road. Access to
a bus service which runs once every 30 is provided from this location. A minor positive effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
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Justification
The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 16 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a one education facility. Bridgtown Primary School is located
to the north west of the site within 185m. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although
this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 16 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++

+?

0

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective.

The closest open space to the site is the housing amenity land at Union Street which is located within 50m to the
north west. An area of playgrounds is also located to the north west of the site within 50m by Park Street. The
closest area of green space to the site which has been identified in the Green Space Network (2012) is located to
the north west of the site within 230m. Access to a PRoW is provided by the A5 within 270m of the site to the
south east. A significant positive is expected on this SA objective given that the site would provide nearby access
to a number of open spaces and a PRoW.
The site is located within Bridgtown (a Local Centre) and therefore an uncertain minor positive effect is likely on
this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number of services and facilities.

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.
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Justification

The site is located within Bridgtown and is not within one of three identified town centres in Cannock Chase.
Cannock town centre is the closest of these areas but is located to the north of the site. The development of the
site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within 95m of Bridgtown North Street Conservation Area which is to the north west. Also to the
north west, Bridgtown War Memorial is Grade II Listed within 185m of the site. The site is located on the same
street as Bridgtown War Memorial. The site lies within HUCA 13 – Brigdtown as identified in the Cannock Historic
Character Assessment as part of the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey (2009). This area has been identified as
having a high aesthetic and historical value. The integrity of the historic townscape is at risk from erosion through
continued piecemeal re-development which is recommended to be monitored carefully.
A significant negative effect is expected on this SA objective given the current high heritage value of the area and
its potential vulnerability to redevelopment. Consideration has also been made for the close proximity of the site
to the heritage assets identified. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the design of the development which is
unknown at this stage.

C177: Land at Girton Road/Spring Street, Cannock
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Mill Green
and geodiversity.
Nature Park Site of Biological Importance is located to the north east of the site within 195m. A minor negative
effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated
sites cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning
application stage. In addition it may be possible to promote habitat connectivity if new developments include
green infrastructure.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 4.4km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Score
-
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resources and minimise
waste generation.

8) Encourage and facilitate the
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SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is not
adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. The site is
located on greenfield land which has been identified as urban land and as such development at this location would
not result in the use of previously developed land. A minor negative effect is expected in terms of land use. The
site is not located within a Source Protection Zone and as such there is expected to be limited potential for
detrimental impacts on local water quality.
Overall, a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located entirely on greenfield land and is relatively small in size (the indicative capacity for the site is
12 homes). A minor negative effect is likely as the development of the site would involve the use of land which
has not previously been developed. This site would present reduced opportunities to make use of materials and
buildings already onsite.
The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land however it is outside of flood zone 3. Given that the site would result in an
increase in the area of impermeable surfaces in the District, a minor negative effect is expected on this SA
objective.
The site is located within UR26 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB. A negligible effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective. The negligible effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located entirely on greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient
use of land in the District than the development of land which has previously been developed. A negligible effect
is expected on this SA objective given that this site would present reduced opportunities to make use of materials
and buildings already onsite. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is
reduced at this site by making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located within 95m of Cannock Train Station which is to the north east at Girton Road. The site is also
located within 350m of a number of bus stops. The closest bus stop is located within 150m of the site to the west
on Walsall Road. Access to a bus service which runs once every 30 minutes is provided from this location. A
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transport.
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9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
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facilities are provided where
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11) Reduce crime and the fear
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12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
significant positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 12 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of education facilities. St. Mary's Catholic Primary
School is located to the west of the site within 280m. Chaselea Short Stay School accommodates children from
11-16 years of age and is located within 430m also to the west. A significant positive effect is therefore likely on
this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 12 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is located within 470m of the Colliery Practice (Cannock) which is located on Hednesford Street to the
north. The site is not located within close proximity of a hospital. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on
this SA objective.
The closest open space to the site with unrestricted access is the housing amenity land at Trinity Close which is
located within 155m to the west. Rumer Hill Community Garden is located within 200m of the site to the east. A
number of allotments are present at Girton Road which is located within 55m of the site to the south; however
access to this area is limited. The site also contains an area of institutional open space however it has been
identified that access to this area is restricted and as such development at this location is unlikely to affect access
to open spaces for residents in terms of leisure and recreational use. Access to a PRoW is provided by Walsall
Road within 170m of the site to the south west. A significant positive is expected on this SA objective given that
the site would provide nearby access to a number of open spaces and a PRoW
The site is located within Cannock and therefore a significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective as
potential residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
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regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.

SA Score

16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is located within Cannock but it is outside of the town centre which is to the north west. The
development of the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area
or encourage people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability.
Overall a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

-?

The site is located within 430m of Cannock Town Centre Conservation Area which is to the north west. This
Conservation Area contains a number of Listed Buildings but is screened from the site by significant areas of
existing residential and commercial development. Further Listed Buildings are located to the north east of the site
within 335m at Cannock Mill and Cannock Mill House. The site lies within HUCA 19 – North east of Cannock as
identified in the Cannock Historic Character Assessment as part of the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey (2009).
This area has been identified as having a medium aesthetic and historical value. Piecemeal redevelopment has
reduced the aesthetic value of heritage assets in the area, however surviving buildings and the street pattern
contribute to the town's local distinctiveness. It has also been identified that there is a moderate potential for
below ground archaeological deposits to survive within the area.
A minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective given the current medium heritage value of the area.
Consideration has also been made for the relatively close proximity of the site to the heritage assets previously
identified. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C178: County Grounds Depot,
SA Objectives
SA Score
-?
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

Cannock Road, Cannock
Justification
The site is not located within close proximity of any internationally, nationally or locally designated biodiversity or
geodiversity sites.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 3.2km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is not
adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. The site is
located on brownfield land and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously
developed land meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms of land use. The site is also not located
within a Source Protection Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse effect
on local water quality.
Overall, a minor positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located entirely on brownfield land and is relatively small in size (13 homes are suggested). A minor
positive effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of
materials and buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site is located within UR26 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB. A negligible effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective. The negligible effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located entirely on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient
use of land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected
on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this
site by making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located within 350m of a number of bus stops. The closest bus stop is located within 40m of the site
to the south east on Cannock Road. A bus stop on Old Fallow Road is located within 335m to the north west and
this bus stop provides access to a bus service which runs once every 30 minutes. The site is not located within
1km of a train station, however. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
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SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
A cycle path is also accessible at Cannock Road to the south east of the site within 10m.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 13 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of education facilities. Cannock Chase High is
located to the west of the site within 30m. Sherbrook Primary School is located within 485m of the site to the
south west. A significant positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as it will
depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 13 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is located within 595m of Red Lion GP Surgery which is to the south west. Cannock Chase Hospital is also
located within 600m of the site to the south west. A significant positive effect is therefore likely on this SA
objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. Areas of green space
identified in the Green Space Network (2012) are adjacent to the site to the west and located within 15m of the
site to the east. The closest public sports ground is located to the north west of the site within 270m by Old
Fallow Road. The closest PRoW is located within 350m of the site to the south east at Stoney Lea Road. The site
is located on land which has been identified as institutional open space. This area has been identified as having
restricted access however and therefore the loss of this open space is not expected to affect public access to open
spaces for leisure and recreation purposes. An overall significant positive effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
The site is located within Cannock and therefore a significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective as
potential residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.

The site has been identified by the Council as currently being in employment use. The site currently forms the
County Grounds Depot which supports a building and open area where operational material is kept. As such
providing residential development at this location may result in the loss of an existing employment site and a
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existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.

SA Score

16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification
significant negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.

0

The site is located within Cannock but it is outside of the town centre which is to the south west. The
development of the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area
or encourage people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability.
Overall a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

0?

The site is not located within close proximity (500m) of any designated heritage assets. The site lies within HUCA
21 – Calving Hill as identified in the Cannock Historic Character Assessment as part of the Staffordshire Extensive
Urban Survey (2009). The survey highlights that there is little of historic interest within the HUCA apart from a
number of surviving late 19th century and early 20th century houses and the site falls outside of these areas.
Development within the character area has been piecemeal with little overall planning to be discerned. The centre
of the character area in which the site is located is dominated by the Historic Character Types 'Public buildings'
and 'School/college’. There is also little evidence that there is likely to be below ground archaeological remains
associated with earlier settlement within the site.
A negligible effect is expected on this SA objective given the current low to medium heritage value of the area.
The effect is uncertain dependent upon the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C220(a): Site A - Oaklands Industrial Estate, Lower Road, Hednesford, Cannock
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Chasewater
and geodiversity.
And The Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located to the north east of the site within 950m. A
minor negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential
impacts on designated sites cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which
would occur at planning application stage. In addition it may be possible to promote habitat connectivity if new
developments include green infrastructure.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.7km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is not
adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. The site is
located on mostly brownfield land and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously
developed land meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms of land use. The site is also not located
within a Source Protection Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse effect
on local water quality.
Overall, minor positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located mostly on brownfield land and is relatively small in size (34 homes are suggested). A minor
positive effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of
materials and buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on mostly brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within UR26 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB. A negligible effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective. The negligible effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located mostly on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient
use of land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected
on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this
site by making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located within 350m of a number of bus stops. Bus stops are located along Old Hednesford Road to
the north west within 95m and also along Lower Road within 15m to the north east. Bus stops at Lower Road
provide access to a bus service which runs once every 30 minutes. The site is not located within 1km of a train
station, however. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
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SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 34 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of education facilities. St. Joseph's Catholic Primary
School is located to the north east of the site within 255m. Kingsmead School (a high school) is located within
500m of the site also to the north east. Chadsmoor Church of England Junior School is located within 575m of the
site to the west. A significant positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as
it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 34 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. To the south, adjacent
to a green link is accessible. This area and areas of semi-natural green space and housing amenity land directly
to the south are identified within the Green Space Network (2012). A further area of housing amenity land is
located to the north of the site within 190m by Stagborough Way. The closest PRoW is located within 425m of the
site to the east at Splash Lane. An overall significant positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within Hednesford and therefore a significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective as
potential residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.

The site has been identified by the Council as currently being in employment use. The site currently allows for a
number of existing manufacturing/storage properties. As such providing residential development at this location
may result in the loss of an existing employment site and a significant negative effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
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16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
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17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification

0

The site is located within Hednesford but it is outside of the town centre which is to the north. The development
of the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

-?

Three Listed Buildings (Prospect Place, Cross Keys Farmhouse and Cross Keys Inn) are located within 500m of the
site to the east and south east. The closest of these properties is located within 265m of the site and is separated
by an area of playing fields, tree cover and a small number of residential properties. The site is also partially
located within the historic environment character zone CHECZ 5 – Cannock: Hednesford Suburbs and Market
Street as identified in the Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009). Medium to large scale re-development of
this zone is likely to have at least a moderate impact upon the historic character of the zone. In terms of the
Council’s work through the Cannock Chase District HEA the area in which the site partly falls was scored as being
of low/moderate value in terms of heritage assets. The low/moderate score suggests that development may have
at least a marginal impact upon the historic environment.
As such an overall minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. This score takes into consideration the
relatively close proximity of the various Listed Buildings to the site. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the
design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C220(b): Site B - Image Business Park, East Cannock Road, Hednesford, Cannock
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Chasewater
and geodiversity.
And The Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located to the north east of the site within 980m. A
minor negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential
impacts on designated sites cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which
would occur at planning application stage. In addition it may be possible to promote habitat connectivity if new
developments include green infrastructure.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.7km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is
adjacent to the A460 to the north a minor negative effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. This negative
effect is uncertain dependent upon the potential to mitigate noise pollution. The site is located on brownfield land
and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously developed land meaning a minor
positive effect is expected in terms of land use. The site is also not located within a Source Protection Zone and
therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse effect on local water quality.
Overall, mixed effect (minor positive/uncertain minor negative) is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is relatively small in size (33 homes are suggested). A minor positive
effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of materials and
buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site is located within UR26 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB. A negligible effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective. The negligible effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient use of
land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this
SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this site by
making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located within 350m of a number of bus stops. Bus stops are located along Old Hednesford Road to the
north west within 25m and also along Lower Road within 75m to the north east. Bus stops at Lower Road provide
access to a bus service which runs once every 30 minutes. The site is not located within 1km of a train station,
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Justification
however. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 33 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of education facilities. St. Joseph's Catholic Primary
School is located to the north east of the site within 365m. Kingsmead School (a high school) is located within
600m of the site also to the north east. Chadsmoor Church of England Junior School is located within 500m of the
site to the west. A significant positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as
it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 33 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is located within 585m of the Moss Street Surgery which is on Moss Street to the north west. The site is
not located within close proximity of a hospital. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. To the south, adjacent
to a green link is accessible. Areas of green link land, semi-natural green space and housing amenity land to the
east and south east of the site within 65m are identified within the Green Space Network (2012). A further area
of housing amenity land is located to the north of the site within 200m by Stagborough Way. The closest PRoW is
located within 570m of the site to the east at Splash Lane. An overall significant positive effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within Hednesford and therefore a significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective as
potential residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.

The site has been identified by the Council as currently being in employment use. The site currently allows for a
number of existing manufacturing/storage properties. As such providing residential development at this location
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Justification
may result in the loss of an existing employment site and a significant negative effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.

0

The site is located within Hednesford but it is outside of the town centre which is to the north. The development
of the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

0?

A Listed Building at Prospect Place (Grade Listed II) is located within 395m to the south east. This Listed building
is however screened from the site by a number of existing industrial buildings as well as an area of playing fields
and residential development. The site does not fall with an area which has been assessed as part of the Cannock
Chase District HEA (October 2009) or the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey 78.
As such an overall negligible effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the
design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C221: Land at Church Court, 4-8a Church Street, Cannock South, Bridgtown
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Stowe Pool
and geodiversity.
and Walk Mill Clay Pit SSSI is located to the south west of the site within 600m. A minor negative effect is
therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated sites
cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning
application stage. In addition it may be possible to promote habitat connectivity if new developments include
green infrastructure.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 5.5km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
78

Includes both Stafford County Council (2009), Cannock Historic Character Assessment and Rugeley Historic Character Assessment

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
The site is located at the intersection of Church Street and North Street. North Street leads directly to the A5
within 105m to the south. An AQMA has been declared along the A5 and residential development at this location
may increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic. The site is not located
adjacent to the ‘A’ road meaning it is unlikely to be adversely affected by noise pollution. The site is located on
brownfield land and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously developed land
meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms of land use. The site is also not located within a Source
Protection Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse effect on local water
quality.
Overall, a mixed effect (minor positive/significant negative) is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is relatively small in size (10 homes are suggested). A minor positive
effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of materials and
buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site is located within UR28 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB. A negligible effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective. The negligible effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient use of
land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this
SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this site by
making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located within 350m of a number of bus stops. Bus stops are located along Longford Road to the north
within 100m and also along Walkmill Lane within 180m to the south west. Bus stops at Walkmill Lane provide
access to a bus service which runs once every 30 minutes. The site is not located within 1km of a train station,
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Justification
however. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 10. A minor positive effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective, as although the site would provide for new housing meet local needs,
residential sites which allow for less than 11 homes are unlikely to make affordable housing provision.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of one education facility. Bridgtown Primary School is located to
the north east of the site within 105m. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although
this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 10 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++

+?

0

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of either a hospital or a GP surgery. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The closest open space
to the site is an area of institutional green space which is to the north east within 105m by Longford Road;
however access to this open space is restricted. To the east of the site within 180m housing amenity land is
accessible by Union Street and an area of playgrounds is located adjacent to this land further to the east. To the
south of the site within 200m land by Earlswood Way has been identified in the Green Space Network (2012).
The closest PRoW is located within 370m of the site to the north west at Longford Road. An overall significant
positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within Bridgtown (a Local Centre) and therefore an uncertain minor positive effect is likely on
this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number of services and facilities.

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
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Justification
objective.

The site is located within Bridgtown and is not within one of three identified town centres in Cannock Chase.
Cannock town centre is the closest of these areas but is located to the north of the site. The development of the
site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site falls within the Bridgtown North Street Conservation Area. As identified within the townscape appraisal of
the Bridgtown Conservation Area Appraisal (2012) the site forms part of a number of buildings which front on to
North Street and Church Street and have a positive impact on the special character and appearance of the
Conservation Area. The Conservation Area Appraisal recommends that there be a general presumption in favour
of preserving buildings and features identified as making a positive contribution to this special character and
appearance. The site also falls with HUCA 13 – Bridgtown as identified in the Cannock Historic Character
Assessment as part of the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey (2009). This area has been identified as having a
high aesthetic and historical value. The survey recommends that piecemeal development should be carefully
monitored in order to retain the sense of place.
Due to the potential for development to impact negatively upon the historic character which has been identified a
significant effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the design of the
development which is unknown at this stage.

C270: Former Parker Hannifin Site, Walkmill Lane, Cannock
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
--?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Stowe Pool
and geodiversity.
and Walk Mill Clay Pit SSSI is located to the south west of the site within 125m. Hatherton Pines Biodiversity Alert
Site is also to the south west of the site within 125m. A significant negative effect is therefore identified on this
SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated sites cannot be determined until
more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning application stage. In addition it
may be possible to promote habitat connectivity if new developments include green infrastructure.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 5.7km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
Overall, an uncertain significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located on Walkmill Lane. This route leads directly to the A5 within 90m to the north. An AQMA has
been declared along the A5 and residential development at this location may increase levels of air pollution in the
area as a result of increased vehicle traffic. The site is not located adjacent to the ‘A’ road meaning it is unlikely
to be adversely affected by noise pollution. The site is located on brownfield land and as such development at this
location would result in the use of previously developed land meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms
of land use. The site is also not located within a Source Protection Zone and therefore development at this
location is unlikely to have an adverse effect on local water quality.
Overall, a mixed effect (minor positive/significant negative) is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is relatively large in size (93 homes are suggested). A significant
positive effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of
materials and buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site is located within UR28 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB. A negligible effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective. The negligible effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient use of
land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this
SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this site by
making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
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Justification
The site is located within 350m of a number of bus stops. Bus stops are located along Walkmill Lane to the south
east adjacent to the site. Further bus stops are provided along Lakeside Boulevard the closest of which is located
within 105m to the east. Bus stops at Walkmill Lane provide access to a bus service which runs once every 30
minutes. The site is not located within 1km of a train station, however. A minor positive effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The closest cycle path to the site is located on Lakeside Boulevard within 20m to the east.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 93. A significant positive effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective, as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing
provision.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of one education facility. Bridgtown Primary School is located to
the north east of the site within 350m. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although
this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 93 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++

+?

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of either a hospital or a GP surgery. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The closest open space
to the site is an area of which has been identified in the Green Space Network (2012) which is located within 85m
to the east. To the south an area of semi-natural open space is located within 115m. A further area of seminatural open space is located within 200m also to the south of the site. The closest PRoW is located within 200m
of the site to the south beyond the M6 Toll motorway. An overall significant positive effect is therefore expected
on this SA objective.
The site is located within Bridgtown (a Local Centre) and therefore an uncertain minor positive effect is likely on
this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number of services and facilities.
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Justification

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is located within Bridgtown and is not within one of three identified town centres in Cannock Chase.
Cannock town centre is the closest of these areas but is located to the north of the site. The development of the
site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site falls within 180m of the Bridgtown North Street Conservation Area which is to the north east. The
Conservation Area is screened from the site by an existing large scale commercial site and the A5 road, as well as
pockets of residential and employment development. The site also falls with HUCA 16 – South of Watling Street
as identified in the Cannock Historic Character Assessment as part of the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey
(2009). This area has been identified as having a low aesthetic value and medium historical value. Piecemeal
development which has already taken place in the area means that the aesthetical value is valued as low although
the surviving buildings (such as those at the manure works within close proximity of the site to the south east)
are testimony to the long industrial history of the character area.

-?

Given that the area in which the site falls is considered to be of moderate historic value a minor negative effect is
expected on this SA objective; particularly when considering the relatively large size of the site. The effect is
uncertain dependent upon the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.
C272 (Part 2): Langbourn, Hillcroft and Ivy House, Longford Road, Cannock
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
The site is not located within close proximity of any internationally, nationally or locally designated biodiversity or
1) Protect and enhance
geodiversity sites.
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 4.8km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is not
adjacent to an ‘A’ road a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. The site is located on
brownfield land and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously developed land
meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms of land use. The site is also not located within a Source
Protection Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse effect on local water
quality.
Overall, a minor positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is relatively small in size (16 homes are suggested). A minor positive
effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of materials and
buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site is located within UR28 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB. A negligible effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective. The negligible effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient use of
land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this
SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this site by
making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located within 350m of a number of bus stops. Bus stops are located along Longford Road to the south
west of the site within 85m. To the north west of the site within 285m bus stops on Dartmouth Avenue are
accessible. Bus stops on both Longford Road and Dartmouth Avenue provide access to bus services which run
once every 30 minutes. The site is not located within 1km of a train station, however. A minor positive effect is
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Justification
therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 16. A significant positive effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective, as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing
provision.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of education facilities. Longford Primary School is
located to the south west of the site within 155m. Chaselea Short Stay School accommodates children from 1116 years of age and is located within 345m to the north east of the site. St. Mary's Catholic Primary School is also
located to the north east of the site within 515m. A significant positive effect is therefore likely on this SA
objective, although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 16 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is located within 55m of the Alderwood Medical Practice which is on Longford Road to the north west. The
site is not located within close proximity of a hospital. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA
objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The closest open space
to the site is an area of housing amenity land which is adjacent to the site to the north west. An area of
playground is also located to the north west at Ivy Close within 25m of the site. Further provision of housing
amenity land is made at St Luke’s Close within 195m of the site to the north. The closest area of allotment
provision is to the south of the site within 375m; however access to this area is identified as being limited. The
closest area of green space which has been identified in the Green Space Network (2012) is located within 155m
of the site to the west. The closest PRoW is located within 335m of the site to the east by St John’s Road. As
such a significant positive effect is expected on this SA objective. This positive effect is expected to be combined
with an uncertain minor negative effect given that the site includes areas of housing amenity land which may be
lost as a result of development at this location, although this is uncertain as it will depend on the design and
layout of the proposed development at the planning application stage.
The site is located within Cannock and therefore a significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective as
potential residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.
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SA Objectives
facilities to meet people’s
needs.

SA Score

15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is located within Cannock but it is outside of the town centre which is to the north. The development of
the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

--?

The site is located within 305m of the Crystal Fountain Public House which is a Grade II Listed Building to the
north east. This Listed Building is screened from the site by a number of existing residential properties as well as
Avon Road which is an ‘A’ Road. The site falls with HUCA 12 – South of Cannock inner suburbs as identified in the
Cannock Historic Character Assessment as part of the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey (2009). This area
has been identified as having a low aesthetic value and medium historical value. The site has been identified as
being of importance given that it contains a surviving workhouse building which is important for future
generations to visualise aspects of the social history, not only of Cannock, but also the country as a whole.
As such although the site falls within an area which is of limited heritage value, considering the importance of the
building currently onsite a significant negative effect is expected on this SA objective. Residential development
may require this property’s demolition or significant redevelopment. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the
design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C299: Former Farm Garage, Hednesford Road, Heath Hayes
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
The site is not located within close proximity of any internationally, nationally or locally designated biodiversity or
1) Protect and enhance
geodiversity sites.
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 3.5km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--/+

+

0

0
0?

+?

Justification
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site’s north boundary is located directly adjacent to the B4154 (Hednesford Road) and this road is located
within the Proposed AQMA that extends over the roads (A5190, B4154 (Hednesford Road) and Wimblebury Road)
leading to the Five Ways Heath Hayes roundabout situated south east of Heath Hayes. As such development at
this location may increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, and a significant
negative effect is identified in relation to air quality. As the site is not adjacent to an ‘A’ road a negligible effect is
identified in relation to noise pollution. The site is located on brownfield land and as such development at this
location would result in the use of previously developed land meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms
of land use. The site is also not located within a Source Protection Zone and therefore development at this
location is unlikely to have an adverse effect on local water quality.
Overall a mixed effect (significant negative/minor positive) therefore expected on this SA objective.
As the site would accommodate less than 50 new homes and is located on brownfield land it is considered to be
relatively small in size (14 homes are suggested). A minor positive effect is likely as the redevelopment of the
site would present increased potential for the re-use of materials and buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site is located within UR26 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB. A negligible effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective. The negligible effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient use of
land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this
SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this site by
making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
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SA Objectives
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

SA Score
+

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

++

+?

0

+

++

+?

Justification
The site is located within 350m of a number of bus stops. The closest bus stop to the site is located within 50m to
the north east at Langholm Drive. Bus stops along Hednesford Road are located within 135m to the south east.
The closest bus stop on Hayes Way is located within 160m to the north west. Bus stops on both Hayes Way and
Hednesford Road provide access to a bus service which runs once every 30 minutes. The site is not located within
1km of a train station, however. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 14. A significant positive effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective, as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing
provision.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of two of education facilities. Five Ways Primary School is
located to the north east of the site within 25m. Gorsemoor Primary School is located within 260m of the site to
the south west. As both schools only provide facilities for younger students a minor positive effect is likely on this
SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 14 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is located within 165m of the Heath Hayes & Chase Medical Practice which is located on Gorsemoor Road.
The site is not located within close proximity of a hospital. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA
objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The closest open space
to the site the green link which is located adjacent to the site to the west between Harebell Close and Denbury
Close. An area of playground is also located to the north west at Ivy Close within 25m of the site. St. Johns
Church cemetery and churchyard is located within 245m of the site to the south east. Part of this area of green
space has been identified in the Green Space Network (2012). The closest PRoW is located within 15m of the site
to the north east on the other side of Hednesford Road. As such a significant positive effect is expected on this SA
objective.
The site is located within Heath Hayes (a Local Centre) and therefore an uncertain minor positive effect is likely on
this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number of services and facilities.
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SA Objectives
needs.

SA Score

15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is located within Heath Hayes and is not within one of three identified town centres in Cannock Chase.
Cannock and Hednesford town centres are located to the west and north west of the site respectively. The
development of the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area
or encourage people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability.
Overall a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of any identified heritage assets. It also does not lie within any of
the historic environment character zones as identified in the Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) or within
any of the historic urban character areas as identified in the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey 79.

0?

As such development at this location is unlikely to have adverse effects on any heritage assets and a negligible
effect has been recorded for this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the design of the
development which is unknown at this stage.
R9: Aelfgar School, Taylors Lane, Rugeley
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
The site is not located within close proximity of any internationally, nationally or locally designated biodiversity or
1) Protect and enhance
geodiversity sites.
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.7km to the west of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
79

+

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is not

Includes both Stafford County Council (2009), Cannock Historic Character Assessment and Rugeley Historic Character Assessment

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

SA Score

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

++

0

0
--?

+?

++

Justification
adjacent to an ‘A’ road a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. The site is located on
brownfield land and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously developed land
meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms of land use. The site is also not located within a Source
Protection Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse effect on local water
quality.
Overall, a minor positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is relatively large in size (85 homes are suggested). A significant
positive effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of
materials and buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site is located within UR13 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is however within 750m of the Cannock Chase AONB, which is located to the
west. As such given that the close proximity of development at this site to a designated landscape may have
adverse impacts on it terms of landscape character a significant negative effect has been identified on this SA
objective. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the development which might proceed
at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient use of
land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this
SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this site by
making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located within 350m of a number of bus stops. The closest bus stop to the site is located within 70m to
the east at Elmore Lane. Bus stops to the west at Green Lane are located within 250m of the site. Bus stops on
Green Lane provide access to a bus service which runs once every 30 minutes; however the bus services at bus
stops on Elmore Lane are less frequent. The site is also located within 950m of Rugeley Trent Valley Train Station
which is to the north east. A significant positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
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SA Objectives

SA Score

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

++

++?

0

+

++/-?

++

0

Justification
The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 85. A significant positive effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective, as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing
provision.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of education facilities. Chancel Primary School is
located to the north east of the site within 195m. Hagley Park Academy is located within 555m of the site to the
south west. Churchfield Church of England Primary School is located within 475m of the site to the south. As
such a significant positive effect is expected on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain as it will depend
on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 85 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is located within 20m of the Aelfgar Surgery which is located on Taylor’s lane to the north. The site is not
located within close proximity of a hospital. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The closest open space
to the site is the civic square at Rugeley Town Centre which is located within 70m to the south east. Elmore Park
is located within 135m of the site to the south and this area has been identified in the Green Space Network
(2012). The closest public sports ground is located by Rugeley Community Centre which is to the south within
230m. The closest PRoW is located within 365m of the site to the north west by Fortescue Lane. As such a
significant positive effect is expected on this SA objective. This positive effect is expected to be combined with an
uncertain minor negative effect given that the site includes areas of green space which have been identified in the
Green Space Network (2012) which may be lost as a result of development at this location.
The site is located within Rugeley and therefore a significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective as
potential residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
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SA Objectives
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.

SA Score

16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

0

+?/-?

Justification
objective.

The site is located within Rugeley but it is outside of the town centre which is to the east. The development of the
site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located adjacent to both the Rugeley Church Street Conservation Area and the Rugeley Town Centre
Conservation Area. The Rugeley Church Street Conservation Area Appraisal (2006) has identified that Aelfgar
School, within the boundaries of the site, has the most prominent visual impact upon the setting of the
Conservation Area. This impact is currently negative and any future redevelopment of this site would present a
significant opportunity to enhance the area. As such a minor positive effect is expected on this SA objeictve.
The site is located within HUCA 11 – Taylor's Lane as identified in the Rugeley Historic Character Assessment as
part of the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey (2009). This area has medium historical and aesthetic value.
Taylor’s Lane, which runs along the edge of the site, has been identified as one of the legible heritage assets
within the character area as part of the original street pattern. It has also been identified that there is a potential
for below ground archaeological deposits within this area.
As such development at this site may have adverse impacts on the settings of either Conservation Area. With
consideration also for the medium historical and aesthetic value of the historic character area into which the site
falls, a minor negative effect is also expected on this SA objective. Both effects are uncertain dependent upon the
design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

R18: Land at The Mossley, off
SA Objectives
SA Score
-?
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

Armitage Road, Rugeley
Justification
The site is not located within close proximity of any internationally, nationally or locally designated biodiversity or
geodiversity sites.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 3.4km to the west of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
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2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
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contributing to, climate
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townscape, maintaining and
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8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+

+

0

0
0?

+?

++

Justification
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is not
adjacent to an ‘A’ road a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. The site is located on mostly
brownfield land and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously developed land
meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms of land use. The site is also not located within a Source
Protection Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse effect on local water
quality.
Overall, a minor positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located on mostly brownfield land which contains a number of relatively large buildings. It is relatively
small in size (40 homes are suggested). A minor positive effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would
present increased potential for the re-use of materials and buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on mostly brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within TV01 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB. A negligible effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective. The negligible effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on mostly brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient
use of land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected
on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this
site by making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located within 350m of a number of bus stops. The closest bus stop to the site is located within 270m
to the south west at Brereton Road. Bus stops to the north at Powerstation Road are located within 280m of the
site. Bus stops on Brereton Road provide access to bus services which run once every 30 minutes; however the
bus services at bus stops on Powerstation Road run at a frequency which is unknown at this stage. The site is
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9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
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within the District and
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facilities are provided where
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accessible for those in need.
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14) Provide easy access to
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facilities to meet people’s
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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0

-
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Justification
also located within 595m of Rugeley Town Train Station which is to the west. A significant positive effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 40. A significant positive effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective, as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing
provision.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a two of education facilities. Churchfield Church of England
Primary School is located within 455m of the site to the north west. St. Joseph's Catholic Primary School is
located within 460m of the site to the south west. As both schools only serve younger students a minor positive
effect is expected on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain as it will depend on the availability of
school places.
This site is expected to provide 40 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. A green link is located
adjacent to the site to the south and north west. An area of housing amenity land is located within 155m of the
site to the south west. The closest area which has been identified within the Green Space Network (2012) is
located adjacent to the site to the north.. The closest PRoW is located within 480m of the site to the south west
by Springhill Terrace. As such a significant positive effect is expected on this SA objective. This positive effect is
expected to be combined with an uncertain minor negative effect given that the site includes areas of green space
which have been identified in the Green Space Network (2012) and also an area of land which forms a green link.
Development at this location may result in the loss of these areas of open space dependent upon the design of
any scheme which might come forward.
The site is located on the southern periphery of Rugeley and therefore a significant positive effect is likely on this
SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.
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SA Objectives
needs.

SA Score

15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is located within Rugeley but it is outside of the town centre which is to the north west. The development
of the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

-?

The site is adjacent to the Trent and Mersey Canal Conservation Area, which is to the south. This area includes
two Grade II Listed Buildings (Bridge Number 64 and the Viaduct over the Trent and Mersey Canal) which are in
close proximity to the site. The Draft Trent and Mersey Canal within Cannock Chase District Conservation Area
Appraisal (2010) has highlighted that development outside of Conservation Area but along the Canal frontage has
a visual impact on its setting. The close proximity of the site to the identified heritage features means there is
potential for a significant adverse effects on the setting of these heritage assets most notably if an increase in the
scale or massing of the development currently onsite was permitted. This negative effect is uncertain dependent
upon the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.
The site does not fall with an area which has been assessed as part of the Cannock Chase District HEA (October
2009) or the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey.

R18(a): Parcel of land at The
SA Objectives
SA Score
-?
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

Mossley off Armitage Road
Justification
The site is not located within close proximity of any internationally, nationally or locally designated biodiversity or
geodiversity sites.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 3.3km to the west of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives
2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

SA Score
+

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+

0

0
0?

+?

++

Justification
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is not
adjacent to an ‘A’ road a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. The site is located on mostly
brownfield land and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously developed land
meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms of land use. The site is also not located within a Source
Protection Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse effect on local water
quality.
Overall, a minor positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land. It is relatively small in size (it is suggested that the site might be used to
facilitate access to site R18 and therefore a housing capacity has not been supplied). A minor positive effect is
likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of materials and buildings
which are already onsite.
The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on mostly brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within TV01 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB. A negligible effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective. The negligible effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient use of
land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this
SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this site by
making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located within 350m of a number of bus stops. The closest bus stop to the site is located within 285m
to the south west at Brereton Road. Bus stops to the north east at Powerstation Road are located within 335m of
the site. Bus stops on Brereton Road provide access to bus services which run once every 30 minutes; however
the bus services at bus stops on Powerstation Road run at a frequency which is unknown at this stage. The site is
also located within 600m of Rugeley Town Train Station which is to the west. A significant positive effect is
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SA Score

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.

10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
This site is 0.02 ha in size; however an estimate on the number of houses which might be accommodated at this
location has not been suggested. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective given the site’s
smaller size, as although the site may provide for new housing meet local needs, residential sites which allow for
less than 11 homes are unlikely to make affordable housing provision. The minor positive effect is uncertain as it
has been suggested that the site might only be used to provide access to site R18 which would mean no houses
would be delivered at this location to meet the need of the District.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a two of education facilities. Churchfield Church of England
Primary School is located within 460m of the site to the north west. St. Joseph's Catholic Primary School is
located within 465m of the site to the south west. As both schools only serve younger students a minor positive
effect is expected on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain as it will depend on the availability of
school places.
This site is expected to provide 40 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. A green link is located
adjacent to the site to the south. An area of housing amenity land is located within 170m of the site to the west
at Attlee Crescent. The closest area which has been identified within the Green Space Network (2012) is located
to the north of the site within 65m. The closest PRoW is located within 485m of the site to the south west by
Springhill Terrace. As such a significant positive effect is expected on this SA objective. This positive effect is
expected to be combined with an uncertain minor negative effect given that the site includes a small area of land
which acts as a green link. Development at this location may result in the loss of this area of open space
dependent upon the design of any scheme which might come forward.
The site is located on the southern periphery of Rugeley and therefore a significant positive effect is likely on this
SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.
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SA Objectives
needs.

SA Score

15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is located within Rugeley but it is outside of the town centre which is to the north west. The development
of the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

-?

The site is adjacent to the Trent and Mersey Canal Conservation Area, which is to the south. This area includes
two Grade II Listed Buildings (Bridge Number 64 and the Viaduct over the Trent and Mersey Canal) which are in
close proximity to the site. The Draft Trent and Mersey Canal within Cannock Chase District Conservation Area
Appraisal (2010) has highlighted that development outside of Conservation Area but along the Canal frontage has
a visual impact on its setting. The close proximity of the site to the identified heritage features means there is
potential for a significant adverse effects on the setting of these heritage assets most notably if an increase in the
scale or massing of the development currently onsite was permitted. This negative effect is uncertain dependent
upon the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.
The site does not fall with an area which has been assessed as part of the Cannock Chase District HEA (October
2009) or the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey.

R43(a): Former Kodak Processing Site and Transport Depot, Redbrook Lane Industrial Estate, Brereton
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Chetwynd's
and geodiversity.
Coppice Biodiversity Alert Site is located approximately 50m to the south west of the site. A minor negative effect
is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated sites
cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning
application stage. In addition it may be possible to promote habitat connectivity if new developments include
green infrastructure.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.7km to the south west of the site, therefore a minor negative but
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Score

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+

++

0

0
--?

+?

Justification
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is not
adjacent to an ‘A’ road a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. The site is located on
brownfield land and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously developed land
meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms of land use. The site is also not located within a Source
Protection Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse effect on local water
quality.
Overall, a minor positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is relatively large in size (70 homes are suggested). A significant
positive effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of
materials and buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on mostly brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within UR12 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is however located within 100m of the Cannock Chase AONB which is located to
the west. As such given that the close proximity of development at this site to a designated landscape may have
adverse impacts on it terms of landscape character a significant negative effect has been identified on this SA
objective. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the development which might proceed
at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient use of
land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this
SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this site by
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waste generation.

SA Score

8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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0
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++

+?

Justification
making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located within 350m of a number of bus stops. The closest bus stop to the site is located within 95m to
the east at Talbot Road. A bus stop on Birch Lane is located within 130m of the site to the east. To the north also
within 130m of the site another bus stop is located on Setterfield Way. All bus stops on these routes provide
access to bus services which run once every 30 minutes. The site is also located within 960m of Rugeley Town
Train Station which is to the north. A significant positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 70. A significant positive effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective, as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing
provision.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a two of education facilities. Redbrook Hayes Community
Primary School is located within 80m of the site to the north east. Chase View Community Primary School is
located within 395m of the site to the north west. As both schools only serve younger students a minor positive
effect is expected on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain as it will depend on the availability of
school places.
This site is expected to provide 70 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is located within 385m of the Brereton Surgery which is on Main Road to the east. The site is not located
within close proximity of a hospital. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. A green link is located
adjacent to the site to the south west. Beyond this green link an area of semi-natural green space is located
within 35m of the site. The closest area which has been identified within the Green Space Network (2012) is
located to the north east of the site within 90m. The closest PRoW is located within 65m of the site to the west by
Cherry Tree Road. As such a significant positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within Brereton (a Local Centre) and therefore an uncertain minor positive effect is likely on
this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number of services and facilities
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SA Objectives
facilities to meet people’s
needs.

SA Score

15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification

--

The site has been identified by the Council as currently being in employment use. As such providing residential
development at this location may result in the loss of an existing employment site and a significant negative effect
is therefore expected on this SA objective.

0

The site is located within Brereton and is not within one of three identified town centres in Cannock Chase.
Rugeley town centre is the closest of these areas but is located to the north west of the site. The development of
the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
Brereton Conservation Area is located approximately 385m to the south east of the site. Significant areas of
existing residential and industrial development screen the Conservation Area from the site. The site is located
within the historic environment character zone Rugeley HECZ 7 – Industrial estates, Brereton as identified in the
Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009). Re-development of this zone is unlikely to have a significant impact
upon the historic environment although it should aim to preserve the line of the colliery railway. In terms of the
Council’s work through the Cannock Chase District HEA the area in which the site falls was scored as being of low
value in terms of heritage assets.

0?

As such an overall negligible effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the
design of the development which is unknown at this stage.
R43(b): Former Milk Depot, Redbrook Lane Industrial Estate, Brereton
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Chetwynd's
and geodiversity.
Coppice Biodiversity Alert Site is located approximately 205m to the south west of the site. A minor negative
effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated
sites cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning
application stage. In addition it may be possible to promote habitat connectivity if new developments include
green infrastructure.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.9km to the south west of the site, therefore a minor negative but
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
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strengthening local
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7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
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Justification
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is not
adjacent to an ‘A’ road a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. The site is located on
brownfield land and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously developed land
meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms of land use. The site is also not located within a Source
Protection Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse effect on local water
quality.
Overall, a minor positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is relatively small in size (23 homes are suggested). A minor positive
effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of materials and
buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on mostly brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within UR12 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is however located within 210m of the Cannock Chase AONB which is located to
the west. As such given that the close proximity of development at this site to a designated landscape may have
adverse impacts on it terms of landscape character a significant negative effect has been identified on this SA
objective. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the development which might proceed
at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient use of
land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this
SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this site by
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Justification
making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located within 350m of a number of bus stops. The closest bus stop to the site is located within 30m to
the east at Talbot Road. A bus stop on Birch Lane is located within 125m of the site to the south east. To the
north within 130m of the site another bus stop is located on Setterfield Way. All bus stops on these routes
provide access to bus services which run once every 30 minutes. The site is also located within 965m of Rugeley
Town Train Station which is to the north west. A significant positive effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 23. A significant positive effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective, as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing
provision.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a two of education facilities. Redbrook Hayes Community
Primary School is located within 20m of the site to the north. Chase View Community Primary School is located
within 460m of the site to the west. As both schools only serve younger students a minor positive effect is
expected on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 23 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is located within 355m of the Brereton Surgery which is on Main Road to the east. The site is not located
within close proximity of a hospital. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. A green link is located
within 145m of the site to the south west. Beyond this green link an area of semi-natural green space is located
within 175m of the site. The closest area which has been identified within the Green Space Network (2012) is
located to the north of the site within 40m. The closest PRoW is located within 135m of the site to the west by
Cherry Tree Road. As such a significant positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within Brereton (a Local Centre) and therefore an uncertain minor positive effect is likely on
this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number of services and facilities
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facilities to meet people’s
needs.

SA Score

15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification

--

The site has been identified by the Council as currently being in employment use. As such providing residential
development at this location may result in the loss of an existing employment site and a significant negative effect
is therefore expected on this SA objective.

0

The site is located within Brereton and is not within one of three identified town centres in Cannock Chase.
Rugeley town centre is the closest of these areas but is located to the north west of the site. The development of
the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
Brereton Conservation Area is located approximately 365m to the south east of the site. Significant areas of
existing residential development screen the Conservation Area from the site. The site is located within the historic
environment character zone Rugeley HECZ 7 – Industrial estates, Brereton as identified in the Cannock Chase
District HEA (October 2009). Re-development of this zone is unlikely to have a significant impact upon the
historic environment although it should aim to preserve the line of the colliery railway. In terms of the Council’s
work through the Cannock Chase District HEA the area in which the site falls was scored as being of low value in
terms of heritage assets.

0?

As such an overall negligible effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the
design of the development which is unknown at this stage.
R43(c,d,e,f,g): Sites at Redbrook Lane Industrial Estate, Brereton
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Chetwynd's
and geodiversity.
Coppice Biodiversity Alert Site is located approximately 210m to the south west of the site. A minor negative
effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated
sites cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning
application stage. In addition it may be possible to promote habitat connectivity if new developments include
green infrastructure.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.9km to the south west of the site, therefore a minor negative but
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is not
adjacent to an ‘A’ road a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. The site is located on
brownfield land and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously developed land
meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms of land use. The site is also not located within a Source
Protection Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse effect on local water
quality.
Overall, a minor positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is relatively small in size (24 homes are suggested). A minor positive
effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of materials and
buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site is located within UR12 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is however located within 265m of the Cannock Chase AONB which is located to
the west. As such given that the close proximity of development at this site to a designated landscape may have
adverse impacts on it terms of landscape character a significant negative effect has been identified on this SA
objective. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the development which might proceed
at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient use of
land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this
SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this site by
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SA Objectives
waste generation.

SA Score

8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located within 350m of a number of bus stops. The closest bus stop to the site is located within 60m to
the north at Talbot Road. A bus stop on Birch Lane is located within 65m of the site to the east. To the north
west within 240m of the site another bus stop is located on Setterfield Way. All bus stops on these routes provide
access to bus services which run once every 30 minutes. The site however is not located within 1km of a train
station. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 24. A significant positive effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective, as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing
provision.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a two of education facilities. Redbrook Hayes Community
Primary School is located within 70m of the site to the north. Chase View Community Primary School is located
within 570m of the site to the north west. As both schools only serve younger students a minor positive effect is
expected on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 24 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is located within 350m of the Brereton Surgery which is on Main Road to the east. The site is not located
within close proximity of a hospital. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. A green link is located
within 110m of the site to the south west. An area of housing amenity land is located within 125m to the east by
St Michael’s Road. An area of semi-natural green space is located within 240m of the site to the west. The
closest area which has been identified within the Green Space Network (2012) is located to the north of the site
within 115m by Talbot Road. The closest PRoW is located within 220m of the site to the west where it runs to
Cherry Tree Road. As such a significant positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within Brereton (a Local Centre) and therefore an uncertain minor positive effect is likely on
this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number of services and facilities
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SA Objectives
facilities to meet people’s
needs.

SA Score

15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification

--

The site has been identified by the Council as currently being in employment use. As such providing residential
development at this location may result in the loss of an existing employment site and a significant negative effect
is therefore expected on this SA objective.

0

The site is located within Brereton and is not within one of three identified town centres in Cannock Chase.
Rugeley town centre is the closest of these areas but is located to the north west of the site. The development of
the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
Brereton Conservation Area is located approximately 335m to the south east of the site. Significant areas of
existing residential development screen the Conservation Area from the site. The site is located within the historic
environment character zone Rugeley HECZ 7 – Industrial estates, Brereton as identified in the Cannock Chase
District HEA (October 2009). Re-development of this zone is unlikely to have a significant impact upon the
historic environment although it should aim to preserve the line of the colliery railway. In terms of the Council’s
work through the Cannock Chase District HEA the area in which the site falls was scored as being of low value in
terms of heritage assets.

0?

As such an overall negligible effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the
design of the development which is unknown at this stage.
R43(h): Land at Redbrook Lane, Brereton
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Chetwynd's
and geodiversity.
Coppice Biodiversity Alert Site is located approximately 100m to the south west of the site. A minor negative
effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated
sites cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning
application stage. In addition it may be possible to promote habitat connectivity if new developments include
green infrastructure.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.8km to the south west of the site, therefore a minor negative but
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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+

0

0
--?

+?

Justification
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is not
adjacent to an ‘A’ road a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. The site is located on
brownfield land and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously developed land
meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms of land use. The site is also not located within a Source
Protection Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse effect on local water
quality.
Overall, a minor positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is relatively small in size (20 homes are suggested). A minor positive
effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of materials and
buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site is located within UR12 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is however located within 180m of the Cannock Chase AONB which is located to
the west. As such given that the close proximity of development at this site to a designated landscape may have
adverse impacts on it terms of landscape character a significant negative effect has been identified on this SA
objective. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the development which might proceed
at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient use of
land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this
SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this site by
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SA Objectives
waste generation.

SA Score

8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located within 350m of a number of bus stops. The closest bus stop to the site is located within 120m
to the east at Birch Lane. A bus stop on Talbot Road is located within 140m of the site to the north east. To the
north west within 265m of the site another bus stop is located on Setterfield Way. All bus stops on these routes
provide access to bus services which run once every 30 minutes. The site however is not located within 1km of a
train station. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 24. A significant positive effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective, as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing
provision.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a two of education facilities. Redbrook Hayes Community
Primary School is located within 150m of the site to the north. Chase View Community Primary School is located
within 500m of the site to the north west. As both schools only serve younger students a minor positive effect is
expected on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 20 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is located within 410m of the Brereton Surgery which is on Main Road to the east. The site is not located
within close proximity of a hospital. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. A green link is located
within 70m of the site to the west. Beyond this an area of semi-natural green space is located within 105m of the
site also to the west. An area of housing amenity land is located within 195m to the east by St Michael’s Road.
The closest area which has been identified within the Green Space Network (2012) is located to the north of the
site within 160m by Talbot Road. The closest PRoW is located within 120m of the site to the south west where it
runs to Cherry Tree Road. As such a significant positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within Brereton (a Local Centre) and therefore an uncertain minor positive effect is likely on
this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number of services and facilities
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SA Objectives
facilities to meet people’s
needs.

SA Score

15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification

--

The site has been identified by the Council as currently being in employment use. As such providing residential
development at this location may result in the loss of an existing employment site and a significant negative effect
is therefore expected on this SA objective.

0

The site is located within Brereton and is not within one of three identified town centres in Cannock Chase.
Rugeley town centre is the closest of these areas but is located to the north west of the site. The development of
the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
Brereton Conservation Area is located approximately 460m to the east of the site. Significant areas of existing
residential and industrial development screen the Conservation Area from the site. The site is located within the
historic environment character zone Rugeley HECZ 7 – Industrial estates, Brereton as identified in the Cannock
Chase District HEA (October 2009). Re-development of this zone is unlikely to have a significant impact upon the
historic environment although it should aim to preserve the line of the colliery railway. In terms of the Council’s
work through the Cannock Chase District HEA the area in which the site falls was scored as being of low value in
terms of heritage assets.

0?

As such an overall negligible effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the
design of the development which is unknown at this stage.
R90: Land fronting Sheep Fair and the Old Mill, Rugeley
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Slitting Mill
and geodiversity.
Brook Biodiversity Alert Site is located to the south west of the site within 130m. A minor negative effect is
therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated sites
cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning
application stage. In addition it may be possible to promote habitat connectivity if new developments include
green infrastructure.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.6km to the west of the site, therefore a minor negative but
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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+

0

0
--?
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Justification
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. The site is located
adjacent to the A460 to the south west and therefore a minor negative effect is identified in relation to the
potential for adverse impacts of noise pollution on the site. This negative effect is uncertain given that it may be
possible to mitigate any adverse impacts on residential amenity in terms of noise pollution. The site is located on
brownfield land and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously developed land
meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms of land use. The site is also not located within a Source
Protection Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse effect on local water
quality.
Overall, a mixed effect (minor positive/uncertain minor negative) is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is relatively small in size (10 homes are suggested). A minor positive
effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of materials and
buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The site is located within UR13 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is however located within 635m of the Cannock Chase AONB which is located to
the west. As such given that the close proximity of development at this site to a designated landscape may have
adverse impacts on it terms of landscape character a significant negative effect has been identified on this SA
objective. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the development which might proceed
at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient use of
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SA Objectives
resources and minimise
waste generation.

SA Score

8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this
SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this site by
making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located within 350m of a number of bus stops. The closest bus stop to the site is located within 210m
to the north west at Green Lane. A number of bus stops are located at Elmore Lane to the south east of the site
within 240m. The bus stops at Green Lane and Elmore Road provide access to bus services which operate once
every 30 minutes. The site is also located within 680m of Rugeley Town Train Station which is to the south east.
A significant positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
A cycle path is adjacent to the site to the west and north.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 10. A minor positive effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective, as although the site would provide for new housing meet local needs,
residential sites which allow for less than 11 homes are unlikely to make affordable housing provision.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of education facilities. Hagley Park Academy is
located within 355m of the site to the south west. Fair Oak Academy is also located to the south west of the site
within 445m. Churchfield Church of England Primary School is located within 410m of the site to the south east.
Chancel Primary School is located to the north east of the site within 495m. A significant positive effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain as it will depend on the availability of
school places.
This site is expected to provide 10 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is located within 300m of the Aelfgar Surgery which is on Church Street to the north east. The site is not
located within close proximity of a hospital. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. An area of housing
amenity land is located within 30m of the site to the west. To the south west of the site within 40m an area of
semi-natural land is located by Western Springs Road. The closest public sports ground to the site is by Rugeley
Community Centre to the south east within 270m. Elmore Park is located to the south of the site within 20m and
this area has been identified within the Green Space Network (2012). The closest PRoW is located within 375m of
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SA Score

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

++

Justification
the site to the south west where it runs to Burnthill Lane. As such a significant positive effect is expected on this
SA objective.
This significant positive effect is expected to be combined with an uncertain minor negative effect however, given
that part of the site contains an area of land which has been identified in the Green Space Network (2012). As
such the provision of residential development at this location may result in the loss of open space for recreational
or leisure use, dependent upon its design.
The site is located within Rugeley and therefore a significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective as
potential residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.

--

The site has been identified by the Council as currently being in employment use. As such providing residential
development at this location may result in the loss of an existing employment site and a significant negative effect
is therefore expected on this SA objective.

0

The site is located within Rugeley but it is outside of the town centre which is to the east. The development of the
site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

--?

The site is located within the Sheep Fair-Bow Street Conservation Area. The delivery of residential development
at this location may have an adverse impact on the identified special character of this area; however a
Conservation Area Appraisal has not yet been drafted so this impact is uncertain. The site lies within HUCA 9 –
Sheepfair and Bow Street as identified in the Rugeley Historic Character Assessment as part of the Staffordshire
Extensive Urban Survey (2009). This area has been identified as having a high aesthetic and historical value.
The site is located outside of the area which has been identified as ‘Town redevelopment and infill' where historic
buildings have been lost and as such these elements are considered to still be present within the site. The HUCA
is of importance to the overall townscape of Rugeley and conservation and enhancement of the historic buildings
and street pattern would enable the HUCA to retain its local distinctiveness. There is also a high potential for
below ground archaeological deposits to survive within the HUCA.
As such an overall significant negative effect is expected on this SA objective, particularly given the high heritage
value of the area in which the site falls in. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the design of the development

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Score

Justification
which is unknown at this stage.

R139: Heron Court, Heron Street, Rugeley
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
The site is not located within close proximity of any internationally, nationally or locally designated biodiversity or
1) Protect and enhance
geodiversity sites.
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 3.1km to the west of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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+

0

0
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Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected on air quality. As the site is not
adjacent to an ‘A’ road a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. The site is located on
brownfield land and as such development at this location would result in the use of previously developed land
meaning a minor positive effect is expected in terms of land use. The site is also not located within a Source
Protection Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse effect on local water
quality.
Overall, a minor positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is relatively small in size (21 homes are suggested). A minor positive
effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use of materials and
buildings which are already onsite.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on mostly brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within UR13 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB. A negligible effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective. The negligible effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
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townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.

SA Score

7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient use of
land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this
SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this site by
making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
The site is located within 350m of a number of bus stops. The site is located in close proximity to a number of
bus stops on Elmore Lane which is to the west within 280m. These bus stops provide access to bus services
which run one every 30 minutes. The site is also located within 550m of Rugeley Trent Valley Train Station which
is to the south west. As such a significant positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of an existing cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 21. A significant positive effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective, as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing
provision.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a two of education facilities. Churchfield Church of England
Primary School is located within 330m of the site to the south west. Chancel Primary School is located within
520m of the site to the north west. As both schools only serve younger students a minor positive effect is
expected on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 21 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is located within 545m of the Aelfgar Surgery which is on Taylor’s Lane to the north west. The site is not
located within close proximity of a hospital. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. Joseph and St
Etheldreda churchyard and cemetery is located within 15m of the site also to the south west. A green link is
located to the north east of the site within 80m. A civic square is located to the west of the site within 90m at
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recreation.

SA Score
++

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification
Rugeley Town Centre. As such a significant positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within Rugeley and therefore a significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective as
potential residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is located within Rugeley but it is outside of the town centre which is to the west. The development of
the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

+?/--?

The site is located within the Talbot Street/Lichfield Street/Rugeley Conservation Area at Heron Court. This area
has specifically been identified as detracting from setting the buildings within the townscape due to the presence
of an extensive surfaced car parking area towards the front of the building. The building at Heron Court has been
identified as a significant building within the Conservation Area however, and the provision of residential
development which might result in an increase in mass and/or scale locally may have adverse impacts on the local
built environment. The site is also opposite the Grade II Listed Building Roman Catholic Church of St Joseph and
St Etherdreda which is to the south west, as such playing an important role in its setting.
HUCA 12 - Lichfield Street and Talbot Street as identified in the Rugeley Historic Character Assessment as part of
the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey (2009), encloses the site. This area has been identified as having high
historical and aesthetic value. The built environment, although subject to piecemeal development, displays a
regular street pattern which is largely the result of deliberate planning. As such there is potential for adverse
effects to occur on the identified Conservation Area as well as the surrounding built environment which has been
identified as being of high value through any residential development which may occur. A significant negative
effect is therefore recorded for this SA objective. This negative effect is likely to be combined with a minor
positive effect given the potential for association of the existing building at Heron Court with the surrounding
townscape to be improved as identified in the Conservation Area Appraisal. The both effects are uncertain
dependent upon the design of any proposal which may come forward and considering that there is still some
potential for impacts on non-designated heritage features and effects may extend beyond 500m in exceptional

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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cases.

N25: Land off Walsall Road near Cherry Brook, Norton Canes
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. School Lane
and geodiversity.
Site of Biological Importance is located approximately 190m to the south of the site. In addition, Cannock
Extension Canal has been designated as a SSSI and SAC to the south east within 355m. A minor negative effect
is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated sites
cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning
application stage. In addition it may be possible to promote habitat connectivity if new developments include
green infrastructure.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 6.9km to the south of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--

--

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located along Walsall Road. Walsall Road leads directly to the A5 within 260m to the south. An AQMA
has been declared along the A5 and residential development at this location may increase levels of air pollution in
the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic. The site is located adjacent to the M6 Toll motorway meaning
there is potential for adverse effects as a result of noise pollution. It is noted that there is potential for mitigation
however meaning the minor negative effect likely is recorded as uncertain. The site is located on greenfield land
which is classified as non-agricultural land. As such development at this location would result in the use of land
which has not previously been developed meaning a minor negative effect is expected in terms of land use. The
site is not located within a Source Protection Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have
an adverse effect on local water quality.
Overall, a significant negative is expected on this SA objective with particular consideration for potential adverse
impacts on local air quality.
The site is located on greenfield land and is relatively large in size (80 homes are suggested). A significant
negative effect is likely as the development of the site would be unlikely to present opportunities for the re-use of
materials and buildings which might be present at other sites.
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4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

SA Score
0

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.

6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.
9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

-?

Justification
The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land and therefore its development would increase the area of impermeable
surfaces in the District. The site is however located outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within CF24 (Coalfield Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. This area has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development.
As such a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The expected minor negative effect is uncertain
given that the specific design of this development is unknown at this stage.
The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB.

0

-

++

-?

The site is located on greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient use of
land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield land. Development at this location would present a
reduced number of opportunities to limit waste production in the District, which might otherwise have occurred
through the re-use of materials already on site etc. A negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located more than 1km from the nearest railway station and more than 350m from the nearest bus
stop and does not have an existing cycle route passing through it. As such a minor negative effect is expected on
this SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 80. A significant positive effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective, as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing
provision.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any education facilities. A minor negative effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school
places.
This site is expected to provide 80 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
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of crime.

SA Score

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

++

+?

Justification
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. A green link is located
to the east of the site within 70m. Beyond this green link an area of semi-natural green space is located;
however access to this area is limited. Semi-natural green space at Norton Canes ex-colliery land is located
within 475m to the north east and access to this access is unrestricted. This area has been identified within the
Green Space Network (2012). An area of housing amenity land and a playground are within 460m of the site also
to the north east by Knights Court. The closest PRoW to the site is located within 120m to the north east by
Walsall Road. As such a significant positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located on the southern edge of Norton Canes which has been identified as a Local Centre. This area
may provide a good level of access to nearby community services and facilities for residents. As such an
uncertain minor positive effect is expected on this SA objective.

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is located within Norton Canes and is not within one of three identified town centres in Cannock Chase.
Cannock town centre is the closest of these areas but is located to the north east of the site. The development of
the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of any identified heritage assets.

-?

The Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has identified the site as lying within historic environment
character zone CHECZ 16 - South and West of Norton Canes. Medium to large scale development is likely to have
at least a moderate impact upon the historic environment in terms of the individual heritage assets in the area
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Justification
which include cropmarks of possible prehistoric/Roman date, medieval moats and a short section of the railway as
well as St James’ Church. In terms of the Council’s work through the Cannock Chase District HEA the area in
which the site falls, was scored as being of moderate value in terms of heritage assets.
As such an overall minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon
the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C115: Land at Newlands Lane, Heath Hayes
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Newlands a
and geodiversity.
Biodiversity Alert Site is located approximately 10m north west of the site, just across Newlands Way and the
Chasewater and the Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 640m east of the site.
A minor negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential
impacts on designated sites cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which
would occur at planning application stage.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--/+

+

The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 4.3km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
The site is located on Newlands Lane which links to the Proposed AQMA that extends over the roads (A5190,
B4154 (Hednesford Road) and Wimblebury Road) leading to the Five Ways Heath Hayes roundabout situated
south east of Heath Hayes, which lies approximately 50m north east of the site. As such development at this
location may increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, a significant
negative effect is identified for air quality. A significant negative effect is therefore likely on air quality as
development at this location is expected to increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased
vehicle traffic. As the site is not adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road, a negligible effect is identified in relation
to noise pollution. In contrast, a minor positive effect is likely for preserving soils as the site lies on brownfield
land where as there is likely to be a negligible effect on water quality as the site does not lie within a Source
Protection Zone.
Overall a mixed effect (significant negative effect /a minor positive) is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located entirely on brownfield land and is quite small in size (it has an indicative capacity of 10 homes).
A minor positive effect is likely as the redevelopment of the site would present increased potential for the re-use
of materials and buildings which are already onsite.
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buildings.

SA Score

4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.

7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

0

0
-?

Justification
The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on brownfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A negligible effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.
The east section of the site is located within CP21 (Planned Coalfield Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape
Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. This area has been identified as having a moderate level of
sensitivity to development. The west section of the site is located within UR26 which is classified as urban land in
the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District.
Overall a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The expected minor negative effect is uncertain
given that the specific design of this development is unknown at this stage.

+?

+

+

+?

The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB.
The site is located on mostly brownfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a more efficient
use of land in the District than the development of greenfield land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected
on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this
site by making use of opportunities to reuse onsite buildings and materials.
There are seven bus stops within 350m of the site all which are served every 30 minutes; six are located on
Hednesford Road (B1454) and one located on Wimblebury Road. The site is not within 1km of a railway station.
A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.
A cycle path is located approximately 70m north of the site on Cannock Road (A5190).
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 10. As such considering that this site
would provide a number of new homes to meet local need but is unlikely to result in the provision of affordable
housing (as only residential sites of more than 11 homes are expected to make affordable housing provision) a
minor positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
Gorsemoor Primary School is located approximately 600m north of the site, but there are no secondary schools
within 600m of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is uncertain,
as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 10 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
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11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

SA Score
0

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

++

+?

Justification
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The west and south
site boundaries are bound by the unrestricted Newlands Lane semi natural open space. Within this designation,
there are two sports grounds; a public sports ground that lies directly adjacent to the site’s east boundary and
Heath Hayes Football Club (private sports ground) that has limited access which is situated approximately 115m
east of the site. In addition, Heath Hayes Park which has unrestricted access is located approximately 255m to
the north east of the site. A PRoW linking Cannock Road and Hednesford Road lies approximately 75m north of
the site and another PRoW lies 60m west of the site and links Newlands Lane with Cannock Road. A significant
positive is expected on this SA objective given that the site would provide nearby access to a number of open
spaces and PRoW.
The site is located on the south east periphery of Heath Hayes Local Centre and therefore an uncertain minor
positive effect is likely on this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number
of services and facilities.

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is located within Heath Hayes Local Centre but it is outside of the three town centre locations identified in
the District. The development of the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built
environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit
their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

0?

The site is not located within 500m of any designated historic asset and the site does not lie within a Historic
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built and historic
environment.

SA Score

Justification
Character area. As such a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective as development on this site is unlikely to
cause adverse impacts on heritage assets. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the design of the development
which is unknown at this stage.

C116(a): Land south of A5190, Lichfield Road, Heath Hayes (Phase 1)
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The
and geodiversity.
Newlands a Biodiversity Alert Site is directly adjacent to the site’s eastern boundary. Beyond the boundary lies
the Hawks’s Green Nature Reserve and dismantled railway Site of Biological Interest approximately 150m to the
north east. The Chasewater and the Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 865m
east of the site. A minor negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as
the potential impacts on designated sites cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are
made which would occur at planning application stage.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--?

--

The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 4.2km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
The site’s north boundary is located directly adjacent to the A5190 (Cannock Road) which forms part of the
Proposed AQMA that extends over the roads (A5190, B4154 (Hednesford Road) and Wimblebury Road) leading to
the Five Ways Heath Hayes roundabout situated south east of Heath Hayes. As such development at this location
may increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, so a significant negative
effect is identified for air quality. The northern boundary of the site is directly adjacent to the Cannock Road
(A5190) so a minor negative effect is likely on noise pollution, although this is uncertain as noise could possibly
mitigated out through careful design. The site is mainly greenfield land where a large section of the site is classed
as Grade 3 (it is unknown whether is 3a or 3b) by the Agricultural Land Classification (ALC). A small section to
the north east is considered to be urban and a central section is classified as Grade 4. A significant negative
effect is therefore likely on soils, although this is uncertain as it is not known whether it is Grade 3a or 3b. The
site is not within a Source Protection Zone so a negligible effect is likely on water quality.
Overall an uncertain significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is large in size (1,255 homes are suggested). A significant
negative effect is likely as there is little opportunity to re-use any materials that already exist on site.
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developed land and
buildings.

SA Score

4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.

10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

0

0?

Justification

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within UR26 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District so a negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA objective. The negligible effect is
uncertain given that the specific design of the development which might proceed at this location is unknown at
this stage.
The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB

0

This site is located mainly on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

+

There are eighteen bus stops within 350m of the site and only the four that are located on Hednesford Road
(B1454) are served every 30 minutes the remaining bus stops are served every 60minutes. The site is not within
1km of a railway station. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.

++

++?

A cycle path is located approximately 70m north of the site on Cannock Road (A5190).
This site is suggested to accommodate 1,255 homes. In addition it has been indicated that some potential for
Gypsy and Traveller provision may be allowed for as part of wider development site. No information however has
been provided regarding the number of plots which might be provided. As such new affordable homes and
accommodation to meet the identified Gypsy and Traveller requirements in the District may be provided at this
site given that residential sites of more than 11 homes are to make affordable housing provision. A significant
positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
This site is expected to provide 1,255 homes and so it is likely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase. A significant positive effect is therefore
likely on the SA objective, although this is uncertain until specific proposals are bought forward. Gorsemoor
Primary School is located approximately 170m north of the site and Five Ways Primary School is located
approximately 550m north of the site, but there are no secondary schools within 600m of the site. A minor
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facilities are provided where
they are required.

SA Score

0

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

+

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

++?/-?

Justification
positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the
availability of school places.
Overall an uncertain significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
Heath Hayes Health Centre and Chase Medical Practices (NHS) is located 435m north of the site. A minor positive
effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.

There are three areas of unrestricted semi natural open space which lie adjacent to the site’s east, south and west
boundaries respectively. There is also an unrestricted green link that lies directly adjacent to the southern
boundary. Gorsemoor Road Park, housing amenity land that is also within the Green Space Network (2012) with
unrestricted access lies approximately 75m to the north of the site and this contains two playgrounds. A
significant positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.
This residential site option is likely to deliver more than 100 homes (1,255 dwellings are suggested) and could
therefore offer good opportunities to incorporate new open space. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on
this SA objective, but this is uncertain until future proposals come forward.
A minor negative effect is also expected on this SA objective as the site includes two PRoW and a green link which
could be lost due to development. This however, is uncertain as it cannot be known whether these features will
be lost, retained or enhanced.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+?

0

Overall an uncertain mixed effect (significant positive and minor negative) is identified on this SA objective.
The site is located on the south western periphery of Heath Hayes Local Centre and therefore an uncertain minor
positive effect is likely on this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number
of services and facilities.

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.
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and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.

SA Score

16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification

0

The site is located within Heath Hayes Local Centre but it is outside of the three town centre locations identified in
the District. The development of the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built
environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit
their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

0?

New Hall Farmhouse, a Grade II Listed Building is located approximately 45m to the north east of the site. The
Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has identified the site as lying within historic environment character
zone CHECZ 14 - Newlands Lane, Cannock. This character zone is assessed in having a low/moderate score and
therefore any development here is likely to have a marginal impact upon the historic environment. A negligible
effect is likely on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the design of the development which
is unknown at this stage.

C116(b): Land south of A5190, Lichfield Road, Heath Hayes (Phase 2)
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Within the
and geodiversity.
site lies the Newlands Brook Fields, Fields and Pool at Newlands Brook Site of Biological Importance (SBI) and the
Newlands a Biodiversity Alert Site is directly adjacent to a small section of the site’s northern boundary. Beyond
the boundary lies two further SBIs; Newlands Brook Woodland approximately 70m to the east and another
separate section of this designation approximately 40m south of the site. The Chasewater and the Southern
Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 745m east of the site. A minor negative effect is
therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated sites
cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning
application stage.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--?

The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 4.4km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
The site is located on Newlands Lane which links to the Proposed AQMA that extends over the roads (A5190,
B4154 (Hednesford Road) and Wimblebury Road) leading to the Five Ways Heath Hayes roundabout situated
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SA Objectives
water, and soils.

SA Score

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--

0

0?

Justification
south east of Heath Hayes, which lies approximately 225m north east of the site. As such development at this
location may increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, a significant
negative effect is identified for air quality. The site is not directly adjacent to an ‘A’ road or a motorway so a
negligible effect is likely in reference to noise pollution. The site is mainly greenfield land where a large section of
the site is classed as Grade 3 (it is unknown whether is 3a or 3b) by the Agricultural Land Classification (ALC). A
small section to the north east is considered to be urban and a central section is classified as Grade 4. A
significant negative effect is therefore likely on soils, although this is uncertain as it is not known whether it is
Grade 3a or 3b. The site is not within a Source Protection Zone so a negligible effect is likely on water quality.
Overall an uncertain significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is large in size (1325 homes are suggested). A significant
negative effect is likely as there is little opportunity to re-use any materials that already exist on site.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within UR26 which is classified as urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District so a negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA objective. The negligible effect is
uncertain given that the specific design of the development which might proceed at this location is unknown at
this stage.
The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB

0

This site is located mainly on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

+

There are three bus stops within 350m of the site all which are served every 30 minutes located on Hednesford
Road (B1454). The site is not within 1km of a railway station. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this
SA objective.
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SA Objectives
transport.

SA Score

++

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.

++?

10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

0

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

-

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

++?/-?

Justification
A cycle path is located approximately 265m east of the site on Cannock Road (A5190).
This site is suggested to accommodate 1,325 homes. In addition it has been indicated that some potential for
Gypsy and Traveller provision may be allowed for as part of wider development site. No information however has
been provided regarding the number of plots which might be provided. As such new affordable homes and
accommodation to meet the identified Gypsy and Traveller requirements in the District may be provided at this
site given that residential sites of more than 11 homes are to make affordable housing provision. A significant
positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
This site is expected to provide 1,325 homes and so it is likely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase. A significant positive effect is therefore
likely on the SA objective, although this is uncertain until specific proposals are bought forward. Gorsemoor
Primary School is located approximately 135m north of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this
SA objective, although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
Overall an uncertain significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The eastern site
boundary is bound by the unrestricted Newlands Lane semi natural open space. Within this designation, there are
two sports grounds; a public sports ground and Heath Hayes Football Club (private sports ground) that has limited
access which is situated approximately 115m east of the site. There is also an unrestricted green link that lies
directly adjacent to the northern boundary. Three separate PRoW link the northern boundary of the site to
Cannock Road. A significant positive is expected on this SA objective given that the site would provide nearby
access to a number of open spaces and PRoW.
This residential site option is likely to deliver more than 100 homes (1325 dwellings are planned) and could
therefore offer good opportunities to incorporate new open space. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on
this SA objective, but this is uncertain until future proposals come forward.
A minor negative effect is also expected on this SA objective as the site includes one PRoW and a green link which

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

-

Justification
could be lost due to development. This however, is uncertain as it cannot be known whether these features will
be lost, retained or enhanced.
Overall an uncertain mixed effect (significant positive and minor negative) is identified on this SA objective.
The site is not located within any of the centres identified in the settlement hierarchy of the Local Plan (Part 1)
through policy CP11. There are however three bus stops within 350m of the site all which are served every 30
minutes located on Hednesford Road (B1454). These public transport nodes may provide residents with access to
services and facilities further afield. A minor negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.

0

This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

The site is located within Heath Hayes Local Centre but it is outside of the three town centre locations identified.
The development of the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that
area or encourage people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and
viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

0?

New Hall Farmhouse, a Grade II Listed Building is the nearest historic designation and is located approximately
605m to the north east of the site. As this historic asset is greater than 500m from the site, it is unlikely any
adverse impacts will occur so a negligible effect is expected on historic assets. The Cannock Chase District HEA
(October 2009) has identified the site as lying within historic environment character zone CHECZ 14 - Newlands
Lane, Cannock. This character zone is assessed in having a low/moderate score and therefore any development
here is likely to have a marginal impact upon the historic environment. A negligible effect is likely on this SA
objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C121: Land to the rear of Longford House, Watling Street, Cannock
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The nearest
and geodiversity.
biodiversity site is Lodge Hill Site of Biological Importance (SBI) which is approximately 890m south east of the
site. Beyond this SBI, lies Stowe Pool and Walk Mill Clay Pit SSSI which is approximately 1km south east from the
site. The effect is uncertain given that appropriate mitigation may avoid adverse effects and there may be
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

Justification
opportunities to promote habitat connectivity if new developments include green infrastructure.
As the Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 5.4km to the north west of the site, a minor negative but uncertain
effect is identified on this SA objective because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be
most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

+/--

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within 30m of the declared AQMA at the A5 which is to the south. Wellington Road, which the
site is adjacent to, leads to this AQMA via the A4601 and considering the close proximity of this area to the site it
is expected that any resultant increase in traffic could have a further adverse impact on existing air quality issues.
A significant negative effect is therefore recorded for this SA objective in relation to air quality. Although the site
is located close to both the A5 and the A4601 (Wolverhampton Road), it does not lie directly adjacent to these
roads, so a negligible effect is likely in reference to noise pollution.
This site is mainly located on brownfield land and so a minor positive effect is likely on preserving soils. The site
is not located within a Source Protection Zone, so a negligible effect is identified for water quality.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.

6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

++

0

0

0?

Overall, a mixed effect (minor positive/significant negative) is expected on this SA objective.
The site comprises mostly brownfield land (it is recognised that some of the land is greenfield but a large hard
standing and a number of smaller buildings take up much of land within the site’s boundaries) and is quite large in
size (the suggested allocation is 55 homes). As such the redevelopment of the site would present increased
potential for the re-use of materials and buildings which are already onsite. A significant positive effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective.
The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is mainly located on brownfield land (it is recognised that some of the land is greenfield but a large hard
standing and a number of smaller buildings take up much of land within the site’s boundaries) and is outside of
flood zones 3 so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within the UR28 as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase
District. As this is classified as urban, a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective. The negligible effect is
uncertain given that the specific design of this development is unknown at this stage.
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SA Objectives
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.

SA Score

7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.

8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+?

0

++

+?

Justification
The site is not within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB.

The site is located on mostly brownfield land (it is recognised that some of the land is greenfield but a large hard
standing and a number of smaller buildings take up much of land within the site’s boundaries) and as such the
development of this site is seen as a more efficient use of land in the District than the development of greenfield
land. A minor positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective. The positive effect is uncertain
dependent upon whether waste production is reduced at this site by making use of opportunities to reuse onsite
buildings and materials.
There are 11 bus stops within 350m of the site. The five located on Ascot Drive, the four located on Carlisle Road
and two of the four bus stops located on Wolverhampton Road (A4601) are served every 130 minutes. The site is
not located within 1km of a railway station and a cycle path does not pass by the site. As such considering that a
number of bus stops are in close proximity of the site but that services provided at these locations are relatively
poor a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 55 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

Longford Primary School is located approximately 320m north west of the site, there are however no secondary
schools within 600m of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is
uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 55 homes and so it is unlikely that an onsite primary school would be provided, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++/-?

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The northern boundary
is bounded by Wellington Drive Park which is classified as housing amenity land and within this designation lies
Wellington Drive Playground which is approximately 135m north of the site. Another area of housing amenity land
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SA Objectives
recreation.

SA Score

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

++

Justification
lies approximately 135m east of the site on Southgate End. A PRoW is located approximately 150m east of the
site and can be accessed via the A5. A significant positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.
A minor negative effect is also expected on this SA objective as the site includes a portion of the Wellington Drive
Park housing amenity land which could be lost due to development. This however, is uncertain as it cannot be
known whether these features will be lost, retained or enhanced.
Overall an uncertain mixed effect (significant positive and minor negative) is identified on this SA objective.
The site is located on the south western periphery of Cannock and so a significant positive effect is likely on this
SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.

0

The site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

Although the site is located within Cannock, the site is not located within Cannock town centre, so a negligible
effect is likely on this SA objective.

-?

This site is not located within a historic environment character zone identified in the Cannock Chase District HEA
(October 2009). However, the site is located within 60m of Grade II Listed Building Longford Lodge which is to
the east. The site is screened from this heritage asset by trees. As such adverse impacts on local heritage assets
are likely to be reduced and therefore a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. This negative
effect is uncertain dependent upon the exact design of any proposal which comes forward the future.

C136: Land adjacent to 29 Cumberledge Hill, Cannock Wood
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The nearest
and geodiversity.
biodiversity sites are New Hays Tip Site of Biological Importance (SBI) that lies approximately 240m north west of
the site and Courtbanks Covert, Redmoor Wood SBI that lies approximately 285m south of the site. Gentleshaw
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-?

-

0

--?

Justification
Common SSSI lies approximately 760m east of the site. A minor negative effect is therefore identified on this SA
objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated sites cannot be determined until more
specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning application stage.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 3.3km to the north west of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
The site is not located within and does not connect to a proposed or declared AQMA. As such development at this
location is not expected to increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, so a
negligible effect is likely for air quality. The site is also not located adjacent to a motorway or ‘A’ road and
therefore development at this location is unlikely to result in noise pollution impacting upon local amenity. This
site is located on greenfield land which has not previously been developed. This land has been classified as Grade
4 quality by the Agricultural Land Classification so a minor negative effect is expected on soils. A small section to
the south east of the site lies within Source Protection Zone 3 so there is potential for detrimental impacts on local
water quality and so a minor negative effect is identified. This however is uncertain as the effects on water
quality from development of this site depends on factors such as whether there is capacity at the local sewage
treatment works to accommodate the new development, which is unknown at this stage.
Overall an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land which has not been developed and is relatively small in size (13 homes are
predicted). As such the development of the site would present a reduced number of opportunities for the re-use
of materials and buildings which might already be onsite in comparison to previously developed brownfield land.
A minor negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within Cannock Chase AONB and so development of this site could have potential negative
effects on the landscape. Furthermore the site is located within SF20 which is classified as ‘Settled Farmlands’ in
the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. The Assessment found that this area has
minimal capacity for new development and it is considered to be visually intrusive and therefore assesses its
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SA Objectives
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.

SA Score

7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.
9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

Justification
landscape sensitivity as high. Overall, a significant negative effect is also expected, but this is uncertain given
that the specific design of the development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

0

This site is located mainly on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

There are two bus stops located on Cumberledge Hill within 350m of the site and are served every 60 minutes. A
cycle path does not pass the site and the site is not located within 1km of a railway station. As such considering
that a number of bus stops are in close proximity of the site but that services provided at these locations are
relatively poor a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 13 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

++

-?

There are no schools within 600m of the site. So a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective, although
this is uncertain.
This site is expected to provide 13 homes and so it is unlikely that an onsite primary school would be provided, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
There are no hospitals or GP surgeries within 600m of the site so a minor negative effect is likely on this SA
objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The southern section of
the site’s eastern boundary is bound by Nun’s Well, an unrestricted semi-natural open space, an unrestricted
green link lies approximately 530m south west of the site and a private sports ground with limited access lies
approximately 425m west of the site. A PRoW lies approximately 130m north east of the site and another lies
approximately 235m to the south of the site. A significant positive effect is identified for this SA objective.
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14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.

SA Score
-

15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification
The site is not located within any of the centres identified in the settlement hierarchy of the Local Plan (Part 1)
through policy CP11. There are two bus stops located on Cumberledge Hill that are within 350m of the site and
are served every 60 minutes. These public transport nodes may provide residents with access to services and
facilities further afield. A minor negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.

0

This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

The site is located within Cannock Wood and is not within one of three identified town centres in Cannock Chase.
The development of the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that
area or encourage people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and
viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

-?

This site is not located within a historic environment character zone identified in the Cannock Chase District HEA
(October 2009). However, the Moated Site and Bloomery in Courtbanks Convert, a Scheduled Monument is the
nearest historic asset located approximately 220m to the south of the site. The site is screened from this heritage
asset by trees. As such adverse impacts on local heritage assets are likely to be reduced and therefore a minor
negative effect is expected on this SA objective. This negative effect is uncertain dependent upon the exact
design of any proposal which comes forward the future.

C137: Land at Hayfield Hill, Cannock Wood
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
--?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Courtbanks
and geodiversity.
Covert, Redmoor Wood Site of Biological Importance (SBI) lies approximately 5m south west of the site and
Gentleshaw Common SSSI lies approximately 195m east of the site. A significant negative effect is therefore
identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated sites cannot be
determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning application stage.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 4km to the north west of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-?

-

0

--?

0

Justification
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
The site is not located within and does not connect to a proposed or declared AQMA. As such development at this
location is not expected to increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, so a
negligible effect is likely for air quality. The site is also not located adjacent to a motorway or ‘A’ road and
therefore development at this location is unlikely to result in noise pollution impacting upon local amenity. This
site is located on greenfield land which has not previously been developed. This land has been classified as Grade
4 quality by the Agricultural Land Classification so a minor negative effect is expected on soils. The majority of
the site lies within Source Protection Zone 3 so there is potential for detrimental impacts on local water quality
and so a minor negative effect is identified. This however is uncertain as the effects on water quality from
development of this site depends on factors such as whether there is capacity at the local sewage treatment
works to accommodate the new development, which is unknown at this stage.
Overall an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land which has not been developed and is relatively small in size (32 homes are
predicted). As such the development of the site would present a reduced number of opportunities for the re-use
of materials and buildings which might already be onsite in comparison to previously developed brownfield land.
A minor negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within Cannock Chase AONB and so development of this site could have potential significant
negative effects on the landscape. Furthermore the site is located within SF20 which is classified as ‘Settled
Farmlands’ in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. The Assessment found that this
area has a high landscape sensitivity. Overall, a significant negative effect is also expected, but this is uncertain
given that the specific design of the development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

This site is located on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.
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SA Objectives
waste generation.

SA Score

8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.
9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

0

++

-?

Justification
There are three bus stops located on Hayfield Hill within 350m of the site and are served every 60 minutes. A
cycle path does not pass the site and the site is not located within 1km of a railway station. As such considering
that a number of bus stops are in close proximity of the site but that services provided at these locations are
relatively poor a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 32 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

There are no schools within 600m of the site. So a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective, although
this is uncertain.
This site is expected to provide 32 homes and so it is unlikely that an onsite primary school would be provided, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++

-

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
There are no hospitals or GP surgeries within 600m of the site so a minor negative effect is likely on this SA
objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoW. Approximately 195m
east of the site lies an unrestricted area of semi-natural open space and approximately 325m north east of the
site lies Nun’s Well, another unrestricted semi-natural open space. The closest PRoW to the site lies
approximately 90m north east and it is accessible from Hayfields Hill. A further PRoW lies approximately 320m to
the south east of the site and is accessible via Redmoor Road. A significant positive effect is therefore expected
on this SA objective given that the site would provide nearby access to a number of open spaces and a number of
PRoWs.
The site is not located within any of the centres identified in the settlement hierarchy of the Local Plan (Part 1)
through policy CP11. There are three bus stops located on Hayfield Hill that are within 350m of the site and are
served every 60 minutes. These public transport nodes may provide residents with access to services and
facilities further afield. A minor negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
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SA Objectives
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.

SA Score
0

16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification
This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

The site is located within Cannock Wood and is not within one of three identified town centres in Cannock Chase.
The development of the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that
area or encourage people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and
viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

-?

This site is not located within a historic environment character zone identified in the Cannock Chase District HEA
(October 2009). However, the Moated Site and Bloomery in Courtbanks Convert, a Scheduled Monument is the
nearest historic asset located approximately 150m north west of the site and Windmill Tower, a Grade II Listed
Building lies approximately 570m north east of the site. The site is screened from this Scheduled Monument by
trees whereas Redmoor Road, Commonside and Windmill Lane lie between the site and the Listed Building. As
such adverse impacts on local heritage assets are likely to be reduced and therefore a minor negative effect is
expected on this SA objective. This negative effect is uncertain dependent upon the exact design of any proposal
which comes forward the future.

C171: Land off Rugeley Road,
SA Objectives
SA Score
-?
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

Hazelslade, Cannock
Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Two Sites of
Biological Importance (SBI) lie within 250m of the site; Hazelslade Nature Reserve lies approximately 55m south
of the site and Beaudesert Golf Course, Rawnsley Hills is situated approximately 110m north. The Chasewater
and the Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 990m east of the site. A minor
negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on
designated sites cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at
planning application stage.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 1.5km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

-

Justification
selected.
The site is not located within and does not connect to a proposed or declared AQMA. As such development at this
location is not expected to increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, so a
negligible effect is likely for air quality. The site is also not located adjacent to a motorway or ‘A’ road and
therefore development at this location is unlikely to result in noise pollution impacting upon local amenity.
This site is located on greenfield land which has not previously been developed. This land has been classified as
non-agricultural land so a minor negative effect is likely on soils. The site is not located within a Source Protection
Zone, so a negligible effect is identified for water quality.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--

0

--?

As such an overall minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective due to the loss of greenfield land which
might result as a result of development at this location.
The site is located on greenfield land which has not been developed and is relatively large in size (70 homes are
predicted). As such the development of the site would present a reduced number of opportunities for the re-use
of materials and buildings which might already be onsite in comparison to previously developed brownfield land.
A significant negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is mainly located on greenfield land and is outside of flood zones 3 so a minor negative effect is likely on
this SA objective.
The site is located within Cannock Chase AONB and so development of this site could have potential significant
negative effects on the landscape. Furthermore the site is located within CP21 (Planned Coalfield Farmlands) as
identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. This area has been identified as
having a moderate level of sensitivity to development. As such a minor negative effect is expected on this SA
objective. The expected minor negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of this development is
unknown at this stage.

0

Overall an uncertain significant negative effect is expected on this SA objective.
This site is located on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

There is one bus stop within 350m of the site which is located on Cannock Wood Street and is served every 60
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SA Objectives
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

SA Score

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

++

+?

Justification
minutes. A cycle path does not pass the site and the site is not located within 1km of a railway station.
Considering that there is only one bus stop in close proximity of the site but that services provided at this location
is relatively poor a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 70 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

Hazel Slade Community Primary School is located approximately 225m west of the site. There are however no
secondary schools within 600m of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective,
although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 70 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++

-

0

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The west and south
site boundaries are bound by the unrestricted Cannock Chase AONB semi natural open space. Within this
designation, there is one private sports ground that has limited access (Beaudesert Golf Course) and is situated
approximately 95m north of the site. In addition, Hazelslade Nature Reserve semi natural open space which has
unrestricted access is located approximately 80m south of the site. A PRoW passes the site’s eastern boundary
and another PRoW lies 120m north of the site. A significant positive is expected on this SA objective given that
the site would provide nearby access to a number of open spaces and PRoW.
The site is not located within any of the centres identified in the settlement hierarchy of the Local Plan (Part 1)
through policy CP11. There is however one bus stop within 350m of the site which is served every 60 minutes
located on Cannock Wood Street. This public transport node may provide residents with access to services and
facilities further afield. A minor negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.
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SA Objectives
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.

SA Score

16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

0

The site is outside of the three town centre locations identified. The development of the site would therefore not
help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town
centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on
this SA objective.

0?

There are no designated heritage assets within 500m of the site. Castle Ring, a multivallate hillfort and medieval
hunting lodge (a Scheduled Monument) is the closet asset which is located approximately 1.5km east of the site.
So it is unlikely that development of the site would have any adverse impacts on designated historic assets.
The Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has identified the site as lying within historic environment
character zone CHECZ 10, East of Hazelslade and Hazelslade Wood. This character zone is assessed in having a
low/moderate score and therefore any development here is likely to have a marginal impact upon the historic
environment. A negligible effect is likely on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the design
of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C174: Land at the Bungalow,
SA Objectives
SA Score
-?
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

2) Minimise pollution and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

Justification

-

Rugeley Road, Hazelslade, Cannock
Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The
Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 265m east of the site. Beaudesert Golf
Course, Rawnsley Hills Site of Biological Importance (SBI) lies approximately 195m north of the site and
Hazelslade Nature Reserve SBI lies approximately 345m south east of the site. A minor negative effect is
therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated sites
cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning
application stage.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 1.6km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
The site is not located within and does not connect to a proposed or declared AQMA. As such development at this
location is not expected to increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, so a
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SA Objectives
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

SA Score

Justification
negligible effect is likely for air quality. The site is also not located adjacent to a motorway or ‘A’ road and
therefore development at this location is unlikely to result in noise pollution impacting upon local amenity.
This site is located on greenfield land which has not previously been developed. This land has been classified as
urban so a minor negative effect is likely on soils, there is however a small portion of land to the north of the site
that is classified as non-agricultural. The site is not located within a Source Protection Zone, so a negligible effect
is identified for water quality.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

0

--?

As such an overall minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective due to the loss of greenfield land which
might result as a result of development at this location.
The site is mainly located on greenfield land which has not been developed and is relatively small in size (10
homes are predicted). As such the development of the site would present a reduced number of opportunities for
the re-use of materials and buildings which might already be onsite in comparison to previously developed
brownfield land. A minor negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within Cannock Chase AONB and so development of this site could have potential significant
negative effects on the landscape. The site is located within UR26 which is classified as urban land in the
Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District so a negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective. The negligible effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the development which might
proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.
Overall an uncertain significant negative effect is expected on this SA objective.

0

This site is mainly located on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

There are seven bus stops within 350m of the site; four bus stops on Rawnsley Road, two on Rugeley Road and
one on Cannock Wood Street and these are all served every 60 minutes. A cycle path does not pass the site and
the site is not located within 1km of a railway station. Considering that these bus stops are in close proximity of
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SA Objectives
transport.

SA Score

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+

+?

Justification
the site but that services provided in these locations is relatively poor a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 10 and so a minor positive effect is
likely as only residential sites of more than 11 homes are expected to make affordable housing provision.

Hazel Slade Community Primary School is located approximately 295m east of the site. There are however no
secondary schools within 600m of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective,
although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 10 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

+

++

-

0

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
Rawnsley Surgery is located approximately 525m to the south of the site on Rawnsley Road. There are no
hospitals within 600m of the site so a minor positive effect is likely on SA objectives.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. Cannock Chase AONB
semi natural open space (unrestricted) lies approximately 10m north of the site and within this designation, there
is one private sports ground that has limited access and is situated approximately 195m north of the site. Alder
Way housing amenity land lies approximately 130m south east of the site and another area of housing amenity
also lies 55m east of the site, both these areas of open space have unrestricted access. Approximately 45m south
of the site lies Rawnsley Greenlink, an area of unrestricted semi natural open space which is also part of the
Green Space Network (2012). A PRoW lies 200m north of the site. A significant positive is expected on this SA
objective given that the site would provide nearby access to a number of open spaces and PRoW.
The site is not located within any of the centres identified in the settlement hierarchy of the Local Plan (Part 1)
through policy CP11. There are however seven bus stops within 350m of the site which are served every 60
minutes. This public transport node may provide residents with access to services and facilities further afield. A
minor negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.
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SA Objectives
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.

SA Score

16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification

0

The site is outside of the three town centre locations identified. The development of the site would therefore not
help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town
centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on
this SA objective.

-?

There are no designated heritage assets within 500m of the site. Hednesford War Memorial and Gates, a Grade II
Listed Building is the closet asset which is located approximately 1.5km west of the site. So it is unlikely that
development of the site would have any adverse impacts on designated historic assets. The Cannock Chase
District HEA (October 2009) has identified most of the site as lying within historic environment character zone
CHECZ 9, Between Rawnsley and Wimblebury. Medium to large scale re-development of this zone is likely to
have at least a moderate impact upon the historic character of the zone particularly upon the surviving historic
landscape character and the line of the railway. In terms of the Council’s work through the Cannock Chase
District HEA the area in which the site falls was scored as being of moderate value in terms of heritage assets.
The moderate score suggests that development is likely to have an impact upon the historic environment.
Overall a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the
design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C264: Land to the East of John Street/Wimblebury Road, Wimblebury, Cannock
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
--?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The
and geodiversity.
Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 195m north of the site. There are three
Sites of Biological Importance (SBI) within close proximity to the site; Hazelslade Nature Reserve Site SBI lies
approximately 355m north of the site, Hednesford Brickworks lies approximately 165m west of the site and
Prospect Village Field SBI lies approximately 160m east of the site. A significant negative effect is therefore
identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated sites cannot be
determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning application stage.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.3km north of the site, therefore a minor negative but uncertain
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

--

Justification
effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most likely to
contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats Regulations
Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are selected.
The site’s west boundary is located directly adjacent to Wimblebury Road and lies approximately 125m north of
the Proposed AQMA that extends over the roads (A5190, B4154 (Hednesford Road) and Wimblebury Road)
leading to the Five Ways Heath Hayes roundabout situated south east of Heath Hayes. As such development at
this location may increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, so a significant
negative effect is identified for air quality. The site is also not located adjacent to a motorway or ‘A’ road and
therefore development at this location is unlikely to result in noise pollution impacting upon local amenity.
This site is located on greenfield land which has not previously been developed. This land has been mainly
classified as Grade 4 agricultural quality with a pocket of urban land to the north west of the site. A minor
negative effect is likely on soils. The site is not located within a Source Protection Zone, so a negligible effect is
identified for water quality.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--

0

--?

An overall significant negative effect is expected on this SA objective due to a potential detrimental impact in
relation to air pollution and the loss of greenfield land as a result of development at this location.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is large in size (over 1,000 homes are suggested). A significant
negative effect is likely as there is little opportunity to re-use any materials that already exist on site.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
Cannock Chase AONB is situated approximately 265m north of the site and so development of this site could have
potential significant negative effects on the landscape. The site is located within CP21 (Planned Coalfield
Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. This area has been
identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development.
Overall a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The expected minor negative effect is uncertain
given that the specific design of this development is unknown at this stage.
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SA Objectives

SA Score

7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

This site is located on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

There are over 20 bus stops within 350m of the site. The bus stops located on John Street, Littleworth Road,
Rawnsley Road and Cannock Wood Street are all served every 60 minutes. A cycle path does not pass the site
and the site is not located within 1km of a railway station. As such considering that a number of bus stops are in
close proximity of the site but that services provided at these locations are relatively poor a negligible effect is
expected on this SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is upwards of 1,000 and so a significant
positive effect is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

++?

10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

This site is expected to provide over 1,000 homes and so it is likely that new primary provision onsite would
result, as the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase. A significant positive effect is
therefore likely on the SA objective, although this is uncertain until specific proposals are bought forward.
Hazel Slade Community Primary School is located approximately 595m north of the site and Heath Hayes Primary
School is located approximately 510m south of the site, there are however no secondary schools within 600m of
the site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as it will
depend on the availability of school places.

0

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

+

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

0

++

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.

Justification

++?/-?

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

Overall an uncertain significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
Rawnsley Surgery is located approximately 125m north of the site on Rawnsley Road. There are no hospitals
within 600m of the site so a minor positive effect is likely on SA objectives.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The northern boundary
of the site is bound by an unrestricted green link and a private sports ground and within this designation is a
bowling green- both have limited access. Lying directly adjacent to the site’s western boundary lies Wimblebury
Woods, an unrestricted area of semi natural open space and Barn Way, an unrestricted housing amenity land. A
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Justification
section of the southern boundary lies directly adjacent to a semi-natural open space that has limited access.
Another unrestricted are of semi natural open space lies approximately 185m to the east of the site. This site
along with the green link and Barn Way form part of the Green Space Network (2012). A PRoW directly aligns
with the site’s southern boundary. A significant positive is expected on this SA objective given that the site would
provide nearby access to a number of open spaces and PRoW.
This residential site option is likely to deliver more than 100 homes (over 1,000 dwellings are planned) and could
therefore offer good opportunities to incorporate new open space. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on
this SA objective, but this is uncertain until future proposals come forward.
A minor negative effect is also expected on this SA objective as the site includes two PRoW and a green link which
could be lost due to development. This however, is uncertain as it cannot be known whether these features will
be lost, retained or enhanced.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+?

Overall an uncertain mixed effect (significant positive and minor negative) is identified on this SA objective.
The site is located on the north eastern periphery of Heath Hayes Local Centre and therefore an uncertain minor
positive effect is likely on this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number
of services and facilities.

0

This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

The site is outside of the three town centre locations identified. The development of the site would therefore not
help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town
centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on
this SA objective.

-?

The Moated Site and Bloomery in Courtbanks Convert, a Scheduled Monument located approximately 1.3km east
of the site and a Shrine, a replica of the grotto of Our Lady of Lourdes, a Grade II List Building situated
approximately 1.4km to the north west are the nearest historic assets to the site. Adverse impacts on these
heritage assets are likely to be reduced due to the large distances between the site and these historic assets. The
Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has identified most of the site as lying within historic environment
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character zone CHECZ 9, Between Rawnsley and Wimblebury. Medium to large scale re-development of this zone
is likely to have at least a moderate impact upon the historic character of the zone particularly upon the surviving
historic landscape character and the line of the railway. In terms of the Council’s work through the Cannock
Chase District HEA the area in which the site falls was scored as being of moderate value in terms of heritage
assets. The moderate score suggests that development is likely to have an impact upon the historic environment.
As such an overall minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon
the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C264 (a): Parcel A of Land to
Road)
SA Objectives
SA Score
-?
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

--

the East of John Street/Wimblebury Road, Wimblebury, Cannock (Land east of John Street/Wimblebury
Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The
Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 655m south of the site. Hednesford
Brickworks Sites of Biological Importance lies approximately 165m west of the site. A minor negative effect is
therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated sites
cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning
application stage.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 3.1km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
The site’s west boundary is located directly adjacent to Wimblebury Road and lies approximately 125m north of
the Proposed AQMA that extends over the roads (A5190, B4154 (Hednesford Road) and Wimblebury Road)
leading to the Five Ways Heath Hayes roundabout situated south east of Heath Hayes. As such development at
this location may increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, so a significant
negative effect is identified for air quality. The site is also not located adjacent to a motorway or ‘A’ road and
therefore development at this location is unlikely to result in noise pollution impacting upon local amenity.
This site is located on greenfield land which has not previously been developed. This land has been mainly
classified as Grade 4 agricultural quality with a pocket of urban land to the north west of the site. A minor
negative effect is likely on soils. The site is not located within a Source Protection Zone, so a negligible effect is
identified for water quality.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.
9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--

0

-?

Justification
As such an overall significant negative effect is expected on this SA objective due to a potential detrimental
impact in relation to air pollution and to the loss of greenfield land as a result of development at this location.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is large in size (95 homes are suggested). A significant negative
effect is likely as there is little opportunity to re-use any materials that already exist on site.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within CP21 (Planned Coalfield Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment
for Cannock Chase District. This area has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to
development.
Overall a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The expected minor negative effect is uncertain
given that the specific design of this development is unknown at this stage.

0

0

++

+?

The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB.
This site is located on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

There are twelve bus stops within 350m of the site. The four bus stops located on John Street, are all served
every 60 minutes. A cycle path does not pass the site and the site is not located within 1km of a railway station.
As such considering that a number of bus stops are in close proximity of the site but that services provided at
these locations are relatively poor a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 95 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

Heath Hayes Primary School is located approximately 510m south of the site, there are however no secondary
schools within 600m of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is
uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
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ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

SA Score

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

Justification
This site is expected to provide 95 homes and so it is unlikely that an onsite primary school would be provided, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++

+?

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
There are no hospitals or GP surgeries within 600m of the site so a minor negative effect is likely on this SA
objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The northern boundary
of the site is bound by Wimblebury Woods, an unrestricted area of semi natural open space and a section of the
southern boundary lies directly adjacent to a semi-natural open space that has limited access. Another
unrestricted are of semi natural open space lies approximately 185m to the east of the site and this forms part of
the Green Space Network (2012). A PRoW directly aligns with the site’s southern boundary and another PRoW
lies approximately 120m to the south of the site.
A significant positive is expected on this SA objective given that the site would provide nearby access to a number
of open spaces and PRoW.
The site is located on the north eastern periphery of Heath Hayes Local Centre and therefore an uncertain minor
positive effect is likely on this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number
of services and facilities.

0

This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

The site is outside of the three town centre locations identified. The development of the site would therefore not
help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town
centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on
this SA objective.
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viability.

SA Score

17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

-?

Justification
Cross Keys Farmhouse is the nearest historic asset located approximately 1.3km west of the site. Adverse
impacts on this heritage asset are likely to be reduced due to the large distances between the site and the historic
asset. The Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has identified most of the site as lying within historic
environment character zone CHECZ 9, Between Rawnsley and Wimblebury. Medium to large scale redevelopment of this zone is likely to have at least a moderate impact upon the historic character of the zone
particularly upon the surviving historic landscape character and the line of the railway. In terms of the Council’s
work through the Cannock Chase District HEA the area in which the site falls was scored as being of moderate
value in terms of heritage assets. The moderate score suggests that development is likely to have an impact
upon the historic environment.
As such an overall minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon
the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C264 (b): Parcel B of Land to
Road/Hawthorne Road)
SA Objectives
SA Score
-?
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

the East of John Street/Wimblebury Road, Wimblebury, Cannock (Land east of Sycamore
Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The
Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 655m south of the site. Hednesford
Brickworks Site of Biological Importance (SBI) lies approximately 460m west of the site and Prospect Village Field
SBI lies approximately 680m east of the site.
A minor negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential
impacts on designated sites cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which
would occur at planning application stage.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.8km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
The site is not located within and does not connect to a proposed or declared AQMA. As such development at this
location is not expected to increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, so a
negligible effect is likely for air quality. The site is also not located adjacent to a motorway or ‘A’ road and
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water, and soils.

SA Score

Justification
therefore development at this location is unlikely to result in noise pollution impacting upon local amenity.
This site is located on greenfield land which has not previously been developed. This land has been mainly
classified as Grade 4 agricultural quality. A minor negative effect is likely on soils. The site is not located within a
Source Protection Zone, so a negligible effect is identified for water quality.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.
9) Ensure all people are able to
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--

0

-?

As such an overall minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective due to the loss of greenfield land which
might result as a result of development at this location.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is large in size (285 homes are suggested). A significant
negative effect is likely as there is little opportunity to re-use any materials that already exist on site.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing mixed use
options will have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The east section of the site is located within CP21 (Planned Coalfield Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape
Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. This area has been identified as having a moderate level of
sensitivity to development.
Overall a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The expected minor negative effect is uncertain
given that the specific design of this development is unknown at this stage.

0

0

++

The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB.
This site is located on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

There are five bus stops within 350m of the site which are all located on John Street and are served every 60
minutes. A cycle path does not pass the site and the site is not located within 1km of a railway station. As such
considering that a number of bus stops are in close proximity of the site but that services provided at these
locations are relatively poor a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 285 and so a significant positive
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live in a decent home which
meets their needs.

SA Score

10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

-?

Justification
effect is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.
There are no schools within 600m of the site. So a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective, although
this is uncertain.
This site is expected to provide 285 homes and so it is unlikely that an onsite primary school would be provided,
as the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

+

++?

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
Rawnsley Surgery is located approximately 595m to the north of the site on Rawnsley Road. There are no
hospitals within 600m of the site so a minor positive effect is likely on SA objectives.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The eastern boundary
of the site is bound by Wimblebury Woods, an unrestricted area of semi natural open space. Barn Way, an
unrestricted housing amenity land lies approximately 15m from the site’s north west corner. There is also an
unrestricted green link approximately 320m north of the site. The green link and Barn Way form part of the
Green Space Network (2012). A PRoW directly aligns with the site’s southern boundary and another lies directly
on the northern boundary of the site.
This residential site option is likely to deliver more than 100 homes (285 dwellings are planned) and could
therefore offer good opportunities to incorporate new open space. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on
this SA objective, but this is uncertain until future proposals come forward.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+?

Overall an uncertain significant positive is expected on this SA objective given that the site would provide nearby
access to a number of open spaces and PRoW.
The site is located on the north eastern periphery of Heath Hayes Local Centre and therefore an uncertain minor
positive effect is likely on this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number
of services and facilities.
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15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.

SA Score
0

16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification
This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

The site is outside of the three town centre locations identified. The development of the site would therefore not
help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town
centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on
this SA objective.

-?

Cross Keys Farmhouse is the nearest historic asset located approximately 1.5km west of the site. Adverse
impacts on this heritage asset are likely to be reduced due to the large distances between the site and the historic
asset. The Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has identified most of the site as lying within historic
environment character zone CHECZ 9, Between Rawnsley and Wimblebury. Medium to large scale redevelopment of this zone is likely to have at least a moderate impact upon the historic character of the zone
particularly upon the surviving historic landscape character and the line of the railway. In terms of the Council’s
work through the Cannock Chase District HEA the area in which the site falls was scored as being of moderate
value in terms of heritage assets. The moderate score suggests that development is likely to have an impact
upon the historic environment.
As such an overall minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon
the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C264 (c): Parcel C of Land to
SA Objectives
SA Score
--?
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

the East of John Street/Wimblebury Road, Wimblebury, Cannock (Land south of Littleworth Road)
Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The
Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 185m north of the site. Hednesford
Brickworks Site of Biological Importance (SBI) lies approximately 555m west of the site and Prospect Village Field
SBI lies approximately 690m east of the site. A significant negative effect is therefore identified on this SA
objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated sites cannot be determined until more
specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning application stage.
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2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

-

Justification
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.3km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
The site is not located within and does not connect to a proposed or declared AQMA. As such development at this
location is not expected to increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, so a
negligible effect is likely for air quality. The site is also not located adjacent to a motorway or ‘A’ road and
therefore development at this location is unlikely to result in noise pollution impacting upon local amenity.
This site is located on greenfield land which has not previously been developed. This land has been mainly
classified as Grade 4 agricultural quality with a small area of of urban land to the north of the site. A minor
negative effect is likely on soils. The site is not located within a Source Protection Zone, so a negligible effect is
identified for water quality.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--

0

-?

As such an overall minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective due to the loss of greenfield land which
might result as a result of development at this location.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is large in size (250 homes are suggested). A significant
negative effect is likely as there is little opportunity to re-use any materials that already exist on site.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within CP21 (Planned Coalfield Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment
for Cannock Chase District. This area has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to
development.
Overall a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The expected minor negative effect is uncertain
given that the specific design of this development is unknown at this stage.
The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB.
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7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.

SA Score
0

8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

0

++

-?

Justification
This site is located on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

There are eleven bus stops within 350m of the site; five are located on John Street and six are located on
Littleworth Road and are all served every 60 minutes. A cycle path does not pass the site and the site is not
located within 1km of a railway station. As such considering that a number of bus stops are in close proximity of
the site but that services provided at these locations are relatively poor a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 250 and so a significant positive
effect is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

There are no schools within 600m of the site. So a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective, although
this is uncertain.
This site is expected to provide 250 homes and so it is unlikely that an onsite primary school would be provided,
as the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

+

++?

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
Rawnsley Surgery is located approximately 260m to the north of the site on Rawnsley Road. There are no
hospitals within 600m of the site so a minor positive effect is likely on SA objectives.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The northern boundary
of the site is bound by an unrestricted green link and Barn Way, an unrestricted housing amenity land lies
adjacent to the site’s western boundary. Wimblebury Woods, an unrestricted area of semi natural open space lies
approximately 140m south of the site. The green link and Barn Way form part of the Green Space Network
(2012). A PRoW directly aligns with the site’s southern and western boundaries. A significant positive is expected
on this SA objective given that the site would provide nearby access to a number of open spaces and PRoW.
This residential site option is likely to deliver more than 100 homes (285 dwellings are planned) and could

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

+?

Justification
therefore offer good opportunities to incorporate new open space. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on
this SA objective, but this is uncertain until future proposals come forward.
Overall an uncertain significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located on the north eastern periphery of Heath Hayes Local Centre and therefore an uncertain minor
positive effect is likely on this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number
of services and facilities.

0

This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

The site is outside of the three town centre locations identified. The development of the site would therefore not
help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town
centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on
this SA objective.

-?

A Shrine, a replica of the grotto of Our Lady of Lourdes, a Grade II List Building situated approximately 1.4km to
the north west of the site and Cross Keys Farmhouse located approximately 1.5km west of the site are the
nearest historic assets. Adverse impacts on these heritage assets are likely to be reduced due to the large
distances between the site and these historic assets. The Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has
identified most of the site as lying within historic environment character zone CHECZ 9, Between Rawnsley and
Wimblebury. Medium to large scale re-development of this zone is likely to have at least a moderate impact upon
the historic character of the zone particularly upon the surviving historic landscape character and the line of the
railway. In terms of the Council’s work through the Cannock Chase District HEA the area in which the site falls
was scored as being of moderate value in terms of heritage assets. The moderate score suggests that
development is likely to have an impact upon the historic environment.
As such an overall minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon
the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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C264 (d): Parcel D of Land to the East of John Street/Wimblebury Road, Wimblebury, Cannock (Land south of Chetwynd Park and
west of Cannock Wood Road)
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
--?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The
and geodiversity.
Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 195m north of the site. There are three
Sites of Biological Importance (SBI) within close proximity to the site; Prospect Village Field SBI lies
approximately 130m east of the site, Hazelslade Nature Reserve Site SBI lies approximately 395m north east of
the site and Hednesford Brickworks lies approximately 710m west of the site. A significant negative effect is
therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated sites
cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning
application stage.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

-

The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.3km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
The site is not located within and does not connect to a proposed or declared AQMA. As such development at this
location is not expected to increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, so a
negligible effect is likely for air quality. The site is also not located adjacent to a motorway or ‘A’ road and
therefore development at this location is unlikely to result in noise pollution impacting upon local amenity.
This site is located on greenfield land which has not previously been developed. This land has been mainly
classified as Grade 4 agricultural quality with a pocket of urban land to the north west of the site. A minor
negative effect is likely on soils. The site is not located within a Source Protection Zone, so a negligible effect is
identified for water quality.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--

0

As such an overall minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective due to the loss of greenfield land which
might result as a result of development at this location.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is large in size (1,100 homes are suggested). A significant
negative effect is likely as there is little opportunity to re-use any materials that already exist on site.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
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SA Objectives
change.

SA Score

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.

7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

11) Reduce crime and the fear
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--?

Justification
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
Cannock Chase AONB is situated approximately 300m north of the site and so development of this site could have
potential significant negative effects on the landscape. The site is located within CP21 (Planned Coalfield
Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. This area has been
identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development.
Overall a significant negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The expected significant negative effect is
uncertain given that the specific design of this development is unknown at this stage.

0

This site is located on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

There are six bus stops within 350m of the site; four are located on Littleworth Road, one is situated on Rawnsley
Road and another lies on Cannock Wood Street and are all served every 60 minutes. A cycle path does not pass
the site and the site is not located within 1km of a railway station. As such considering that a number of bus
stops are in close proximity of the site but that services provided at these locations are relatively poor a negligible
effect is expected on this SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 1,100 and so a significant positive
effect is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

++

++?

This site is expected to provide 1,100 homes and so it is likely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase. A significant positive effect is therefore
likely on the SA objective, although this is uncertain until specific proposals are bought forward.
Hazel Slade Community Primary School is located approximately 595m north of the site, there are however no
secondary schools within 600m of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective,
although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.

0

Overall an uncertain significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
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SA Objectives
of crime.

SA Score

+

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

++?/-?

Justification
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
Rawnsley Surgery is located approximately 125m to the north of the site on Rawnsley Road. There are no
hospitals within 600m of the site so a minor positive effect is likely on SA objectives.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The northern boundary
of the site is bound by an unrestricted green link and a private sports ground and within this designation is a
bowling green- both have limited access. Wimblebury Woods, an unrestricted area of semi natural open space lies
approximately 255m west of the site and Barn Way, an unrestricted housing amenity land lies 245m west of the
site. The green link and Barn Way form part of the Green Space Network (2012). Two PRoW directly align with
the site’s western and southern boundaries. A significant positive is expected on this SA objective given that the
site would provide nearby access to a number of open spaces and PRoW.
This residential site option is likely to deliver more than 100 homes (1,100 dwellings are planned) and could
therefore offer good opportunities to incorporate new open space. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on
this SA objective, but this is uncertain until future proposals come forward.
A minor negative effect is also expected on this SA objective as the site includes two PRoW and a green link which
could be lost due to development. This however, is uncertain as it cannot be known whether these features will
be lost, retained or enhanced.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+?

0

Overall an uncertain mixed effect (significant positive and minor negative) is identified on this SA objective.
The site is located on the north eastern periphery of Heath Hayes Local Centre and therefore an uncertain minor
positive effect is likely on this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number
of services and facilities.

This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.
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16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.

SA Score
0

17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

-?

Justification
The site is outside of the three town centre locations identified. The development of the site would therefore not
help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town
centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on
this SA objective.
The Moated Site and Bloomery in Courtbanks Convert, a Scheduled Monument located approximately 1.4km east
of the site and a Shrine, a replica of the grotto of Our Lady of Lourdes, a Grade II List Building situated
approximately 1.7km to the north west are the nearest historic assets to the site. Adverse impacts on these
heritage assets. This negative effect is uncertain dependent upon the exact design of any proposal which comes
forward the future. The Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has identified most of the site as lying within
historic environment character zone CHECZ 9, Between Rawnsley and Wimblebury. Medium to large scale redevelopment of this zone is likely to have at least a moderate impact upon the historic character of the zone
particularly upon the surviving historic landscape character and the line of the railway. In terms of the Council’s
work through the Cannock Chase District HEA the area in which the site falls was scored as being of moderate
value in terms of heritage assets. The moderate score suggests that development is likely to have an impact
upon the historic environment.
As such an overall minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon
the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C264 (e): Parcel E of Land to the East of John Street/Wimblebury Road, Wimblebury, Cannock (Land south of Chetwynd Park and
west of Cannock Wood Road)
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The
and geodiversity.
Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 470m north east of the site. There are two
Sites of Biological Importance (SBI) within close proximity to the site; Hazelslade Nature Reserve Site SBI lies
approximately 355m north of the site and Prospect Village Field SBI lies approximately 120m south of the site.
A minor negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential
impacts on designated sites cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which
would occur at planning application stage.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.5km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

SA Score
-

Justification
The site is not located within and does not connect to a proposed or declared AQMA. As such development at this
location is not expected to increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, so a
negligible effect is likely for air quality. The site is also not located adjacent to a motorway or ‘A’ road and
therefore development at this location is unlikely to result in noise pollution impacting upon local amenity.
This site is located on greenfield land which has not previously been developed. This land has been mainly
classified as Grade 4 agricultural quality with a pocket of urban land to the north west of the site. A minor
negative effect is likely on soils. The site is not located within a Source Protection Zone, so a negligible effect is
identified for water quality.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--

0

--?

As such an overall minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective due to the loss of greenfield land which
might result as a result of development at this location.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is large in size (210 homes are suggested). A significant
negative effect is likely as there is little opportunity to re-use any materials that already exist on site.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
Cannock Chase AONB is situated approximately 275m north of the site and so development of this site could have
potential significant negative effects on the landscape. The site is located within CP21 (Planned Coalfield
Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. This area has been
identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development.
Overall a significant negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The expected significant negative effect is
uncertain given that the specific design of this development is unknown at this stage.

0

This site is located on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

There are three bus stops within 350m of the site; two are located on Littleworth Road and one is situated on
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use of sustainable modes of
transport.

SA Score

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

++

-?

Justification
Cannock Wood Street and all four bus stops are served every 60 minutes. A cycle path does not pass through the
site and the site is not located within 1km of a railway station. As such considering that a number of bus stops
are in close proximity of the site but that services provided at these locations are relatively poor a negligible
effect is expected on this SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 210 and so a significant positive
effect is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

There are no schools within 600m of the site. So a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective, although
this is uncertain.
This site is expected to provide 210 homes and so it is unlikely that an onsite primary school would be provided,
as the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

+

++?

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
Rawnsley Surgery is located approximately 320m north east of the site on Rawnsley Road. There are no hospitals
within 600m of the site so a minor positive effect is likely on SA objectives.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The north east
boundary of the site lies directly adjacent to Rawnsley Greenlink which is an unrestricted area of semi natural
open space green link. A private sports ground aligns with the site’s north western boundary and within this
designation is a bowling green both have limited access. Prospect Village Local Park that has unrestricted access
lies approximately 385m to the south east of the site. A PRoW lies approximately 170m south of the site. A
significant positive is expected on this SA objective given that the site would provide nearby access to a number
of open spaces and PRoW.
This residential site option is likely to deliver more than 100 homes (210 dwellings are planned) and could
therefore offer good opportunities to incorporate new open space. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on
this SA objective, but this is uncertain until future proposals come forward.
Overall an uncertain significant positive effect is identified on this SA objective.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.

SA Score
+?

15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification
The site is located on the north eastern periphery of Heath Hayes Local Centre and therefore an uncertain minor
positive effect is likely on this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number
of services and facilities.

0

This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

The site is outside of the three town centre locations identified. The development of the site would therefore not
help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town
centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on
this SA objective.

-?

The Moated Site and Bloomery in Courtbanks Convert, a Scheduled Monument located approximately 1.3km east
of the site and Hednesford War Memorial and Gates, a Grade II List Building situated approximately 2km to the
north west are the nearest historic assets to the site. Adverse impacts on these heritage assets are likely to be
reduced due to the large distances between the site and these historic assets. This negative effect is uncertain
dependent upon the exact design of any proposal which comes forward the future. The Cannock Chase District
HEA (October 2009) has identified most of the site as lying within historic environment character zone CHECZ 9,
Between Rawnsley and Wimblebury. Medium to large scale re-development of this zone is likely to have at least a
moderate impact upon the historic character of the zone particularly upon the surviving historic landscape
character and the line of the railway. In terms of the Council’s work through the Cannock Chase District HEA the
area in which the site falls was scored as being of moderate value in terms of heritage assets. The moderate
score suggests that development is likely to have an impact upon the historic environment.
Overall a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the
design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C265: Land to the East of John Street/Wimblebury Road and West of Cannock Wood Road, Wimblebury, Cannock
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
--?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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and geodiversity.

SA Score

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

-

Justification
Chasewater and the Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI lies directly adjacent to the site’s southern
boundary. There are two Sites of Biological Importance (SBI) that lie directly adjacent to the site’s eastern
boundary; Prospect Village Field SBI and Sevens Road SBI. Redmoor Hill (west of) Biodiversity Alert Site lies
approximately 245m to the south east of the site. A significant negative effect is therefore identified on this SA
objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated sites cannot be determined until more
specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning application stage.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.7km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
The site is not located within and does not connect to a proposed or declared AQMA. As such development at this
location is not expected to increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, so a
negligible effect is likely for air quality. The site is also not located adjacent to a motorway or ‘A’ road and
therefore development at this location is unlikely to result in noise pollution impacting upon local amenity.
This site is located on greenfield land which has not previously been developed. This land has been mainly
classified as Grade 4 agricultural quality with a pocket of urban land to the north east, the south west and south
of the site. A minor negative effect is likely on soils. The site is not located within a Source Protection Zone, so a
negligible effect is identified for water quality.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--

0

--?

As such an overall minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective due to the loss of greenfield land which
might result as a result of development at this location.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is large in size (2,820 homes are suggested). A significant
negative effect is likely as there is little opportunity to re-use any materials that already exist on site.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
Cannock Chase AONB is situated approximately 120m east of the site and so development of this site could have
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manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.

SA Score

7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

Justification
potential significant negative effects on the landscape. The site is located within CP21 (Planned Coalfield
Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. This area has been
identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development.
Overall a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The expected minor negative effect is uncertain
given that the specific design of this development is unknown at this stage.

0

This site is located on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

There are eight bus stops within 350m of the site. To the east of the site, two bus stops are located on John
Street and another two are located on Brickworks Road and to the west of the site two bus stops are located on
Ironstone Road and two lie on Sevens Road. Aside from the two stops on Brickworks Road where there is no
available data, all the bus stops are served every 60 minutes. A cycle path does not pass the site and the site is
not located within 1km of a railway station. As such considering that a number of bus stops are in close proximity
of the site but that services provided at these locations are relatively poor a negligible effect is expected on this
SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 2,820 and so a significant positive
effect is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

++

++?

This site is expected to provide 2,820 homes and so it is likely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase. A significant positive effect is therefore
likely on the SA objective, although this is uncertain until specific proposals are bought forward.
Heath Hayes Primary School is located approximately 530m east of the site, there are however no secondary
schools within 600m of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is
uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.

0

-

Overall an uncertain significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.
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ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

SA Score

++?/-?

Justification

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. An area of limited
access semi natural open space aligns with the site’s western boundary, whilst Sevens Road unrestricted semi
natural open space, Prospect Village SBI (which has been identified as a semi natural open space with unrestricted
access) and the unrestricted Prospect Village Local Park all lie directly adjacent to the site’s eastern boundary.
PRoWs align with most of the site’s boundary. A significant positive is expected on this SA objective given that
the site would provide nearby access to a number of open spaces and PRoW.
This residential site option is likely to deliver more than 100 homes (2,820 dwellings are planned) and could
therefore offer good opportunities to incorporate new open space. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on
this SA objective, but this is uncertain until future proposals come forward.
A minor negative effect is also expected on this SA objective as the site includes a PRoW which could be lost due
to development. This however, is uncertain as it cannot be known whether these features will be lost, retained or
enhanced.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

Overall an uncertain mixed effect (significant positive and minor negative) is identified on this SA objective.
The site is not located within any of the centres identified in the settlement hierarchy of the Local Plan (Part 1)
through policy CP11. There are however eight bus stops within 350m of the site, six of which are known to be
served every 60 minutes. This public transport node may provide residents with access to services and facilities
further afield. A minor negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.

0

This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

The site is outside of the three town centre locations identified. The development of the site would therefore not
help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town
centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on
this SA objective.

-?

The Moated Site and Bloomery in Courtbanks Convert, a Scheduled Monument located approximately 740m east
of the site and Cross Keys Farmhouse, a Grade II List Building situated approximately 1.5km to the west are the
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built and historic
environment.

SA Score

Justification
nearest historic assets to the site. Adverse impacts on these heritage assets are likely to be reduced due to the
large distances between the site and these historic assets. The Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has
identified the northern section of the site as lying within historic environment character zone CHECZ 9, Between
Rawnsley and Wimblebury. Medium to large scale re-development of this zone is likely to have at least a
moderate impact upon the historic character of the zone particularly upon the surviving historic landscape
character and the line of the railway. In terms of the Council’s work through the Cannock Chase District HEA the
area in which the site falls was scored as being of moderate value in terms of heritage assets. The moderate
score suggests that development is likely to have an impact upon the historic environment. In Contrast, the
southern section of the site as lying within historic environment character zone CHECZ 12, East of Heath Hayes
which is scored as being of low value in terms of heritage assets. This low score suggests that development is
unlikely to have an impact upon the historic environment.
As such an overall minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon
the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C279: Land east of Wimblebury Road at Bleak House, Heath Hayes
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
--?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The
and geodiversity.
Chasewater and the Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI lies directly adjacent to the site’s eastern
boundary and a portion of the south west section of the site lies within this SSSI. There are two Sites of Biological
Importance (SBI) that lie directly adjacent to the site’s eastern boundary; Hednesford Brickworks lies
approximately 175m west of the site and Norton Pools is situated approximately 450m south of the site. A
significant negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential
impacts on designated sites cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which
would occur at planning application stage.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--?

The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 3.3km north of the site, therefore a minor negative but uncertain
effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most likely to
contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats Regulations
Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are selected.
The site’s southern boundary is located directly adjacent to the A5190 (Cannock Road) and the site’s north
western boundary lies directly adjacent to the Wimblebury Road. Both these roads are located within the
Proposed AQMA that extends over the roads (A5190, B4154 (Hednesford Road) and Wimblebury Road) leading to
the Five Ways Heath Hayes roundabout situated south east of Heath Hayes. As such development at this location
may increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, a significant negative effect
is identified for air quality.
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SA Score

Justification
As mentioned, the south boundary of the site lies directly adjacent to the A5190 and therefore development at
this location is likely to result in noise pollution impacting upon local amenity so a minor negative effect is
identified. This however is uncertain as noise pollution could potentially be mitigated through careful design of the
site.
This site is located on greenfield land which has not previously been developed. This land has been mainly
classified as Grade 4 agricultural quality with a section of urban land to the west and in the centre of the site. A
minor negative effect is likely on soils. The site is not located within a Source Protection Zone, so a negligible
effect is identified for water quality.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--

0

-?

Overall an uncertain significant negative effect is expected on this SA objective due to the potential increases in
air pollution following the sites development and noise pollution owing to the sites close proximity to an ‘A’ Road.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is large in size (450 homes are suggested). A significant
negative effect is likely as there is little opportunity to re-use any materials that already exist on site.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within CP21 (Planned Coalfield Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment
for Cannock Chase District. This area has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development
therefore a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The expected minor negative effect is
uncertain given that the specific design of this development is unknown at this stage.
The site is not within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB.

0

This site is located on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

+

There are over twenty bus stops within 350m of the site. The two located on Hednesford Road (B4154) are
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use of sustainable modes of
transport.

SA Score

++

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.

+?

10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

Heath Hayes Primary School is located approximately 160m west of the site, there are however no secondary
schools within 600m of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is
uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 450 homes and so it is unlikely that an onsite primary school would be provided,
as the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

-

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

Justification
served every 30 minutes whereas the four bus stops on Hobart Road and two bus stops on John Street are served
every 60 minutes. A cycle path does not pass the site and the site is not located within 1km of a railway station.
A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 450 and so a significant positive
effect is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

++?/-?

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. Adjacent to the south
east boundary of the site lies Heath Hayes Park and an area of semi natural open space both of which have
unrestricted access. Heath Hayes and Wimblebury Allotments Association is approximately 80m from the site and
lies within Heath Hayes Park and has limited access. Hobart Road green link lies approximately 30m west of the
site. PRoWs align with the site’s north and north east boundaries. A significant positive is expected on this SA
objective given that the site would provide nearby access to a number of open spaces and PRoW.
This residential site option is likely to deliver more than 100 homes (450 dwellings are planned) and could
therefore offer good opportunities to incorporate new open space. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on
this SA objective, but this is uncertain until future proposals come forward.
A minor negative effect is also expected on this SA objective as the site includes two PRoW and an area of semi
natural open space which could be lost due to development. This however, is uncertain as it cannot be known
whether these features will be lost, retained or enhanced.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Score

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

+?

Justification
Overall an uncertain mixed effect (significant positive and minor negative) is identified on this SA objective.
The site is located on the eastern periphery of Heath Hayes Local Centre and therefore an uncertain minor positive
effect is likely on this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number of
services and facilities.

0

This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

The site is outside of the three town centre locations identified. The development of the site would therefore not
help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town
centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on
this SA objective.

-?

Cross Keys Farmhouse, a Grade II List Building situated approximately 1.5km to the west and New Hall
Farmhouse, a Grade II Listed Building located approximately 1.8km to the west are the nearest historic assets to
the site. Adverse impacts on these heritage assets are likely to be reduced due to the large distances between
the site and these historic assets. The Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has identified the northern
section of the site as lying within historic environment character zone CHECZ 9, Between Rawnsley and
Wimblebury. Medium to large scale re-development of this zone is likely to have at least a moderate impact upon
the historic character of the zone particularly upon the surviving historic landscape character and the line of the
railway. In terms of the Council’s work through the Cannock Chase District HEA the area in which the site falls
was scored as being of moderate value in terms of heritage assets. The moderate score suggests that
development is likely to have an impact upon the historic environment. In Contrast, the southern section of the
site as lying within historic environment character zone CHECZ 12, East of Heath Hayes which is scored as being
of low value in terms of heritage assets. This low score suggests that development is unlikely to have an impact
upon the historic environment.
As such an overall minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon
the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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C342: Land at West Cannock
SA Objectives
SA Score
--?
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

-?

Farm (south west of Brindley Heath Road), Hednesford
Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Cannock
Chase SAC lies directly adjacent to the site’s north west and north east boundaries. Therefore a minor negative
but uncertain effect is identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
Additionally, Cannock Chase SSSI lies directly adjacent to the site’s north west and north east boundaries.
Furnace Coppice Biodiversity Alert Site lies approximately 700m east of the site and Beaudesert Gold Course,
Rawnsley Hills Site of Biological Importance lies approximately 540m to the south east of the site. Therefore, a
significant negative effect is identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on
designated sites cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at
planning application stage.
The site is not located within and does not connect to a proposed or declared AQMA. As such development at this
location is not expected to increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, so a
negligible effect is likely for air quality. The site is also not located adjacent to a motorway or ‘A’ road and
therefore development at this location is unlikely to result in noise pollution impacting upon local amenity.
This site is located on greenfield land which has not previously been developed. The Agricultural Land
Classification has identified the land as being predominantly non-agricultural with a small pocket of urban land to
the far east of the site. A minor negative effect is likely on soils. The site lies entirely within Source Protection
Zone 3 so there is potential for detrimental impacts on local water quality and so a minor negative effect is
identified. This however is uncertain as the effects on water quality from development of this site depends on
factors such as whether there is capacity at the local sewage treatment works to accommodate the new
development, which is unknown at this stage.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--

0

Overall an uncertain minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is large in size (1,100 homes are suggested). A significant
negative effect is likely as there is little opportunity to re-use any materials that already exist on site.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
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SA Objectives
change.

SA Score

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.

7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--?

0

++

++

++?

0

Justification
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within Cannock Chase AONB and so development of this site could have potential significant
negative effects on the landscape. The site is located within SH02 which is classified as Sandstone Hills and
Heaths in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. The assessment notes that
inappropriate development should not occur in the highly visible landscapes. The Assessment classes this land
character as being of moderate sensitivity to development and so a minor negative effect is likely on this SA
objective. The minor negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the development which might
proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.
Overall an uncertain significant negative effect is expected on this SA objective.
This site is mainly located on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

There are over 20 bus stops within 350m of the site. The bus stops located to the south and west of the site on
Broadhurst Green and Bradbury Lane are served every 15 minutes whereas the bus stops located on Rugeley
Road are served every 30 minutes. A cycle path passes approximately 85m east of the site, and Hednesford
railway station lies approximately 995m south of the site. A significant positive effect is therefore likely on this
SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 1,100 and so a significant positive
effect is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

This site is expected to provide 1,100 homes and so it is likely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase. A significant positive effect is therefore
likely on the SA objective, although this is uncertain until specific proposals are bought forward. Pye Green
Academy (a Primary School) is located approximately 560m south of the site, but there are no secondary schools
within 600m of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective, although this is uncertain,
as it will depend on the availability of school places.
Overall an uncertain significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
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SA Score

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

-

++?

Justification
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. Cannock Chase AONB
which is classified as unrestricted semi natural open space lies directly adjacent to the site’s north, north west and
south west boundaries. Cotswold Road public sports ground lies amongst this designation approximately 35m
south west of the site. A number of housing amenity land areas lie within 600m south east, south and south west
of the site, some of which form part of the Green Space Network (2012). Approximately 30m from the south west
corner of the site lies a PRoW linking the site to Cotswold Road, another PRoW lies approximately 270m north of
the site. A significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective.
This residential site option is likely to deliver more than 100 homes (1,100 dwellings are suggested) and could
therefore offer good opportunities to incorporate new open space. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on
this SA objective, but this is uncertain until future proposals come forward.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

++

Overall, an uncertain significant positive effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located on the northern edge of Hednesford and so a significant positive effect is likely on this SA
objective as the potential residents will be within close proximity to a range services and facilities.

0

This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

The site is located outside of the three town centre locations identified. The development of the site would
therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit
and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is
expected on this SA objective.
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17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

SA Score
0?

Justification
This site is not located within a historic environment character zone identified in the Cannock Chase District HEA
(October 2009). However, the nearest historic assets to the site is Hednesford War Memorial and Gates, a Grade
II Listed Building which is located approximately 930m to the south east of the site. Anglesey Hotel, also a Grade
II Listed Building is located approximately 1.1km to the south of the site. Adverse impacts on these heritage
assets are likely to be reduced due to the large distances between the site and the identified features so a
negligible effect is likely on this SA objective. This negligible effect is uncertain dependent upon the exact design
of any proposal which comes forward the future.

C352: Heath Hayes Football Club, Coppice Colliery Sports Ground, Newlands Lane, Heath Hayes
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. Newlands a
and geodiversity.
Biodiversity Alert Site is located approximately 185m north west of the site, Norton Pools Site of Biological
Importance (SBI) lies approximately 445m to the south and the Newlands Brook Fields, Fields and Pool at
Newlands Brook SBI lies approximately 450m to the west of the site. The Chasewater and the Southern
Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 440m east of the site. A minor negative effect is
therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated sites
cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning
application stage.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--

The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 4.3km to the north of the site, therefore a minor negative but
uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
Around half of the site to the west lies within the Proposed AQMA over the roundabout that lies in the south east
of Heath Hayes that links the B4145 (Hednesford Road), A5190 (Cannock Road) and Wimblebury Road. In
addition, the site is also linked to the existing AQMA that extends along the very south of Wimblebury Road and
the section of the A5190 that lies to the east of the roundabout which is located approximately 50m north east of
the site. A significant negative effect is therefore likely on air quality as development at this location is expected
to increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic. As the site is not adjacent to a
motorway or an ‘A’ Road, a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise pollution. In contrast, a minor
negative effect is likely for preserving soils as the site lies on greenfield land which is mainly classified as nonagricultural land by the Agricultural Land Classification (ALC). A small pocket of urban land is identified in the
north west corner of the site. There is likely to be a negligible effect on water quality as the site does not lie
within a Source Protection Zone.
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SA Score

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.

7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

0

-?

Justification
Overall a significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land which has not been developed and is relatively small in size (35 homes are
predicted). As such the development of the site would present a reduced number of opportunities for the re-use
of materials and buildings which might already be onsite in comparison to previously developed brownfield land.
A minor negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is predominantly located within CP21 (Planned Coalfield Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape
Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. This area has been identified as having a moderate level of
sensitivity to development. A small section to the north of the site is located within UR26 which is classified as
urban land in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District.
Overall a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The expected minor negative effect is uncertain
given that the specific design of this development is unknown at this stage.

0

+

++

-?

The site is not located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB.
This site is located mainly on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

There are six bus stops within 350m of the site all which are served every 30 minutes; five are located on
Hednesford Road (B1454) and one located on Wimblebury Road. The site is not within 1km of a railway station.
A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.
A cycle path is located approximately 45m north of the site on Cannock Road (A5190).
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 35 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

There are no primary or secondary schools within 600m of the site. A minor negative effect is therefore likely on
this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
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within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

SA Score

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

Justification
This site is expected to provide 35 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++/-?

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. The site partially lies
within the unrestricted Newlands Lane semi natural open space and Heath Hayes Football Club (private sports
ground) which has limited access. Within Newlands Lane lies a public sports ground that lies directly adjacent to
the site’s west boundary. In addition, Heath Hayes Park which has unrestricted access is located approximately
90m to the north east of the site. A PRoW linking Cannock Road and Hednesford Road lies approximately 175m
north of the site and another PRoW lies 250m north west of the site and links Newlands Lane with Cannock Road.
A significant positive is expected on this SA objective given that the site would provide nearby access to a number
of open spaces and PRoW.
A minor negative effect is also expected on this SA objective as the site includes Newlands Lane and Heath Hayes
Football Club (private sports ground) which could be lost due to development. This however, is uncertain as it
cannot be known whether these features will be lost, retained or enhanced.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+?

0

Overall an uncertain mixed effect (significant positive and minor negative) is identified on this SA objective.
The site is located on the south east periphery of Heath Hayes Local Centre and therefore an uncertain minor
positive effect is likely on this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number
of services and facilities.

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.
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and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.

SA Score

16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

0

The site is located within Heath Hayes Local Centre but it is outside of the three town centre locations identified in
the District. The development of the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built
environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit
their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

0?

The site is not located within 500m of any designated historic asset and the majority of the site does not lie within
a Historic Character area. The small pocket of land in the south west corner of the site is identified by the
Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) as lying within historic environment character zone CHECZ 12, East of
Heath Hayes which is scored as being of low value in terms of heritage assets. This low score suggests that
development is unlikely to have an impact upon the historic environment. As such a negligible effect is likely on
this SA objective as development on this site is unlikely to cause adverse impacts on heritage assets. The effect
is uncertain dependent upon the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C376: Former Cannock Wood
SA Objectives
SA Score
-?
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

Justification

-

Colliery Tip, New Hayes Road, Cannock Wood
Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. A large
proportion of the site lies within New Hayes Tip Site of Biological Importance (SBI) and in addition, the site’s
southern boundary lies directly adjacent to the Prospect Village (disused railway Newhayes Road-Rugeley Road)
SBI. The Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths SSSI is located approximately 1.2km west of the site. A minor
negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on
designated sites cannot be determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at
planning application stage.
The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.8km north west of the site, therefore a minor negative but uncertain
effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most likely to
contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats Regulations
Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are selected.
The site is not located within and does not connect to a proposed or declared AQMA. As such development at this
location is not expected to increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, so a
negligible effect is likely for air quality. The site is also not located adjacent to a motorway or ‘A’ road and
therefore development at this location is unlikely to result in noise pollution impacting upon local amenity.
This site is located on greenfield land which has not previously been developed. This land has been classified as

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

0

--?

Justification
non-agricultural quality by the Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) and so a minor negative effect is likely on
soils. The site is not located within a Source Protection Zone, so a negligible effect is identified for water quality.
Overall a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective due to the loss of greenfield land which might
result as a result of development at this location.
The site is located on greenfield land which has not been developed and is relatively small in size (10 homes are
predicted). As such the development of the site would present a reduced number of opportunities for the re-use
of materials and buildings which might already be onsite in comparison to previously developed brownfield land.
A minor negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The east boundary of the site lies directly adjacent to Cannock Chase AONB and so development of this site could
have potential significant negative effects on the landscape. In contrast, The site is located within CP21 (Planned
Coalfield Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. This area
has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development.
Overall an uncertain significant effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

This site is located mainly on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

There are three bus stops within 350m of the site; one bus stop is located on Sevens Road, a second is located on
Ironstone Road and the third is located on Cumberledge Hill and these stops all are served every 60 minutes. A
cycle path does not pass the site and the site is not located within 1km of a railway station. As such considering
that a number of bus stops are in close proximity of the site but that services provided at these locations are
relatively poor a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 10. As such considering that this site
would provide a number of new homes to meet local need but is unlikely to result in the provision of affordable
housing (as only residential sites of more than 11 homes are expected to make affordable housing provision) a

+
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SA Objectives
meets their needs.

SA Score

10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-?

Justification
minor positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
There are no primary or secondary schools within 600m of the site. A minor negative effect is therefore likely on
this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 10 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++

-

0

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. An area of unrestricted
open space lies directly adjacent to the east of the site and Prospect Village SBI, which is also an unrestricted area
of semi-natural open space, lies approximately 5m south of the site. In addition, Prospect Village Local Park is
located approximately 60m to the south of the site and this also contains Prospect Village Local Park Playground
which is approximately 120m to the south of the site. A PRoW that links Prospect Village with Johns Road lies
approximately 350m south west of the site. A significant positive is expected on this SA objective given that the
site would provide nearby access to a number of open spaces and PRoW.
The site is not located within any of the centres identified in the settlement hierarchy of the Local Plan (Part 1)
through policy CP11. There are however three bus stops within 350m of the site which are served every 60
minutes. This public transport node may provide residents with access to services and facilities further afield. A
minor negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.
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SA Objectives
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.

SA Score
0

17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

-?

Justification
The site is outside of the three town centre locations identified. The development of the site would therefore not
help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town
centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on
this SA objective.
The Moated Site and Bloomery in Courtbanks Convert, a Scheduled Monument located approximately 1.4km east
of the site is the nearest historic asset to the site. Adverse impacts on these heritage assets are likely to be
reduced due to the large distances between the site and these historic assets. The Cannock Chase District HEA
(October 2009) has identified a small section to the north west of the site as lying within historic environment
character zone CHECZ 9, Between Rawnsley and Wimblebury. Medium to large scale re-development of this zone
is likely to have at least a moderate impact upon the historic character of the zone particularly upon the surviving
historic landscape character and the line of the railway. In terms of the Council’s work through the Cannock
Chase District HEA the area in which the site falls was scored as being of moderate value in terms of heritage
assets. The moderate score suggests that development is likely to have an impact upon the historic environment.
Overall a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain dependent upon the
design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C399: Land at junction of New Hayes Road and Ironstone Road, Cannock Wood
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The site’s
and geodiversity.
south west boundary lies directly adjacent to the Prospect Village (disused railway Newhayes Road-Rugeley Road)
SBI and New Hayes Tip Site of Biological Importance (SBI) lies approximately 10m north west of the site.
Gentleshaw Common SSSI is located approximately 1.2km west of the site. A minor negative effect is therefore
identified on this SA objective, however, this is uncertain as the potential impacts on designated sites cannot be
determined until more specific development proposals are made which would occur at planning application stage.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

The Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 3km north west of the site, therefore a minor negative but uncertain
effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most likely to
contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats Regulations
Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are selected.
The site is not located within and does not connect to a proposed or declared AQMA. As such development at this
location is not expected to increase levels of air pollution in the area as a result of increased vehicle traffic, so a
negligible effect is likely for air quality. The site is also not located adjacent to a motorway or ‘A’ road and
therefore development at this location is unlikely to result in noise pollution impacting upon local amenity.
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SA Objectives

SA Score

Justification
This site is located on greenfield land which has not previously been developed. This land has been classified as
non-agricultural quality by the Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) and so a minor negative effect is likely on
soils. The site is not located within a Source Protection Zone, so a negligible effect is identified for water quality.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

0

--?

Overall a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective due to the loss of greenfield land which might
result as a result of development at this location.
The site is located on greenfield land which has not been developed and is relatively small in size (29 homes are
predicted). As such the development of the site would present a reduced number of opportunities for the re-use
of materials and buildings which might already be onsite in comparison to previously developed brownfield land.
A minor negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located mainly on greenfield land and is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site entirely lies within Cannock Chase AONB and so development of this site could have potential significant
negative effects on the landscape. In contrast, the site is located within CP21 (Planned Coalfield Farmlands) as
identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. This area has been identified as
having a moderate level of sensitivity to development.
Overall an uncertain significant effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

This site is located mainly on greenfield land so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.

0

There are five bus stops within 350m of the site; one bus stop is located on Sevens Road, three bus stops on
Ironstone Road (including one that lies directly adjacent to the east boundary of the site) and one is located on
Cumberledge Hill. These are stops are all served every 60 minutes. A cycle path does not pass the site and the
site is not located within 1km of a railway station. As such considering that a number of bus stops are in close
proximity of the site but that services provided at these locations are relatively poor a negligible effect is expected
on this SA objective.
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SA Objectives
9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.

SA Score
++

Justification
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 29 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.

-?

There are no primary or secondary schools within 600m of the site. A minor negative effect is therefore likely on
this SA objective, although this is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.

10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

This site is expected to provide 10 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++

-

0

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. Prospect Village SBI,
which is an unrestricted area of semi-natural open space lies directly adjacent to the south west boundary of the
site and another of unrestricted open space lies approximately 10m north of the site. In addition, Prospect Village
Local Park lies approximately 100m to the west of the site and this also contains Prospect Village Local Park
Playground which is approximately 230m to the south of the site. A PRoW that links Prospect Village with Johns
Road lies approximately 430m south west of the site. A significant positive is expected on this SA objective given
that the site would provide nearby access to a number of open spaces and PRoW.
The site is not located within any of the centres identified in the settlement hierarchy of the Local Plan (Part 1)
through policy CP11. There are however three bus stops within 350m of the site which are served every 60
minutes. This public transport node may provide residents with access to services and facilities further afield. A
minor negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
This site is not currently in employment use so a negligible effect is likely on this SA objective.
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SA Objectives
adequate provision of new
sites.

SA Score

16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification

0

The site is outside of the three town centre locations identified. The development of the site would therefore not
help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town
centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on
this SA objective.

-?

This site is not located within a historic environment character zone identified in the Cannock Chase District HEA
(October 2009). However, the Moated Site and Bloomery in Courtbanks Convert, a Scheduled Monument located
approximately 435m east of the site is the nearest historic asset to the site. As there is potential for the
development to cause harm to this Scheduled Monument, a minor negative effect on this objective. The effect is
uncertain dependent upon the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C400: Land at Cumberledge Hill, Cannock Wood (north of Courtbank Farm)
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The site is
and geodiversity.
located within close proximity of one biodiversity or geodiversity site which may be adversely impacted upon as a
result of development that might take place at this location. Gentleshaw Common SSSI is located to the south
east of the site within 485m.
As such, given that the biodiversity site which might be affected by development at this location is an
international or national designation between 250m and 1km, a minor negative effect is expected on this SA
objective. The effect is uncertain given that appropriate mitigation may avoid adverse effects and there may be
opportunities to promote habitat connectivity if new developments include green infrastructure.
A section of the Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 3.5km to the north west of the site, therefore a minor
negative but uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could
be most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected in terms of air quality. The site is
also not adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road and therefore a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise
pollution. The site is located on mostly greenfield land which has been classified as Grade 4 Agricultural Land. As
such a minor negative effect is expected in relation to land use. The site is not located within a Source Protection
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SA Objectives

SA Score

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

0

--?

0

0

++

Justification
Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse impact on local water quality.
Overall a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective
As the site is expected to accommodate 18 new homes it is considered to be relatively small in terms of land use
(a threshold of 50 homes has been set in relation to this SA objective). The site is located on greenfield land and
therefore a minor negative effect is likely as the development of the site would present reduced opportunities for
the re-use of materials and buildings, particularly when compared with previously developed brownfield sites.
The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land which is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within SF20 (Ancient Settled Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment
for Cannock Chase District. SF20 has been identified as having a high level of sensitivity to development. The
site is also located within the Cannock Chase AONB. An overall significant negative effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective due to potential for development at this location to adversely affect the setting of this designated
landscape. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the development which might proceed
at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient use of
land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield land and would present a reduced number of
opportunities to limit waste production in the District. A negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
The site is not located within 1km of a train station. A number of bus stops are however located within 350m of
the site. The closest bus stop to the site is located to the north east at Cumberledge Hill within 55m. Further bus
stops are located to the east of the site at Hayfield Hill, the closest being within 150m. The bus service accessible
at these locations operates relatively infrequently (once every hour), however. A negligible effect is therefore
likely on this SA objective, particularly considering the infrequency of bus services which service areas in close
proximity to the site.
There are no existing cycle paths in close proximity to the site.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 18. A significant positive effect is
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meets their needs.

SA Score

10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-?

Justification
therefore likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.
There are no existing educational facilities within close proximity (600m) of the site. As such a minor negative
effect is likely on this SA objective. This negative effect is uncertain dependent upon there being capacity at any
schools within the District to accommodate new pupils.
This site is expected to provide 18 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++

-

0

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. An area of semi-natural
open space is located adjacent to the site to the west. A further area of semi-natural open space is located within
400m of the site to the north within Cannock Chase AONB. Two areas of housing amenity land are located to the
north east of the site within 375m at High Meadow. The closest PRoW to the site is located to the east of the site
within 155m at Hayfield Hill. A number of additional PRoWs are located to the north west of the site within 420m
by Holly Hill Road at Cannock Chase AONB. A significant positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within any of the centres identified in the settlement hierarchy of the Local Plan (Part 1)
through policy CP11. The site is however located within close proximity (350m) of a number of bus stops at
Hayfield Hill and Cumberledge Hill which might provide access to services or facilities further afield. A minor
negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.
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SA Objectives
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.

SA Score
0

17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

-?

Justification
The site is not located within the town centres of Cannock, Rugeley or Hednesford. Hednesford town centre is the
closest of these areas but is located to the west of the site. The development of the site would therefore not help
to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town centre
locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.
The site is located within 260m of the Moated site and bloomery in Courtbanks Covert which has been designated
as a Scheduled Monument to the south. This heritage asset is screened by existing tree cover by Court Bank
Farm to the south. Residential development at this location may still however have an adverse impact upon the
significance of the identified heritage asset or the significance of its settings. The site does not lie within any of
the historic environment character zones as identified in the Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) or within
any of the historic urban character areas as identified in the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey.
An overall minor negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, particularly in relation to the potential
for detrimental impacts upon the setting of the Scheduled Monument to the south of the site. The effect is
uncertain dependent upon the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C401: Land adjacent to 18 Cumberledge Hill, Cannock Wood
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The site is
and geodiversity.
located within close proximity of one biodiversity or geodiversity site which may be adversely impacted upon as a
result of development that might take place at this location. Gentleshaw Common SSSI is located to the south
east of the site within 530m.
As such, given that the biodiversity site which might be affected by development at this location is an
international or national designation between 250m and 1km, a minor negative effect is expected on this SA
objective. The effect is uncertain given that appropriate mitigation may avoid adverse effects and there may be
opportunities to promote habitat connectivity if new developments include green infrastructure.
A section of the Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 3.4km to the north west of the site, therefore a minor
negative but uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could
be most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected in terms of air quality. The site is
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protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

SA Score

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

0

--?

0

0

Justification
also not adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road and therefore a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise
pollution. The site is located on mostly greenfield land which has been classified as Grade 4 Agricultural Land. As
such a minor negative effect is expected in relation to land use. The site is not located within a Source Protection
Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse impact on local water quality.
Overall a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective
As the site is expected to accommodate 15 new homes it is considered to be relatively small in terms of land use
(a threshold of 50 homes has been set in relation to this SA objective). The site is located on greenfield land and
therefore a minor negative effect is likely as the development of the site would present reduced opportunities for
the re-use of materials and buildings, particularly when compared with previously developed brownfield sites.
The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land which is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within SF20 (Ancient Settled Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment
for Cannock Chase District. SF20 has been identified as having a high level of sensitivity to development. The
site is also located within the Cannock Chase AONB. An overall significant negative effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective due to potential for development at this location to adversely affect the setting of this designated
landscape. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the development which might proceed
at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient use of
land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield land and would present a reduced number of
opportunities to limit waste production in the District. A negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
The site is not located within 1km of a train station. Five bus stops are however located within 350m of the site.
The closest bus stop to the site is located to the east at Cumberledge Hill within 75m. A further bus stop is
located to the south east of the site within 185m at Hayfield Hill. The bus service accessible at these locations
operates relatively infrequently (once every hour), however. A negligible effect is therefore likely on this SA
objective, particularly considering the infrequency of bus services which service areas in close proximity to the
site.
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SA Score

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

++

-?

Justification
There are no existing cycle paths in close proximity to the site.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 15. A significant positive effect is
therefore likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.
There are no existing educational facilities within close proximity (600m) of the site. As such a minor negative
effect is likely on this SA objective. This negative effect is uncertain dependent upon there being capacity at any
schools within the District to accommodate new pupils.
This site is expected to provide 15 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++

-

0

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. An area of semi-natural
open space is located to the south west of the site at Nun's Well within 15m. A further area of semi-natural open
space is located within 285m of the site to the north within Cannock Chase AONB. Two areas of housing amenity
land are located to the north east of the site within 315m at High Meadow. The closest PRoW to the site is located
to the south east of the site within 210m at Hayfield Hill. A number of additional PRoWs are located to the north
west of the site within 170m by Holly Hill Road at Cannock Chase AONB. A significant positive effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within any of the centres identified in the settlement hierarchy of the Local Plan (Part 1)
through policy CP11. The site is however located within close proximity (350m) of five bus stops at Hayfield Hill
and Cumberledge Hill which might provide access to services or facilities further afield. A minor negative effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.
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existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.

SA Score

16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

0

-?

Justification

The site is not located within the town centres of Cannock, Rugeley or Hednesford. Hednesford town centre is the
closest of these areas but is located to the west of the site. The development of the site would therefore not help
to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town centre
locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.
The site is located within 395m of the Moated site and bloomery in Courtbanks Covert which has been designated
as a Scheduled Monument to the south. To the north of the site within 395m Castle Ring has also been
designated as Scheduled Monument. Both of these heritage assets are screened by existing tree cover by Holly
Hill Road and Court Bank Farm to the north and south respectively. Residential development at this location may
still however have an adverse impact upon the significance of these heritage assets or the significance of their
respective settings. The site does not lie within any of the historic environment character zones as identified in
the Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) or within any of the historic urban character areas as identified in
the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey.
An overall minor negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, particularly in relation to the potential
for detrimental impacts upon the settings of the Scheduled Monuments to the north and south of the site. The
effect is uncertain dependent upon the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

C402: Land to the rear of 40-46 Hayfield Hill, Cannock Wood
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The site is
and geodiversity.
located within close proximity of a number of biodiversity or geodiversity sites which may be adversely impacted
upon as a result of development that might take place at this location. Courtbanks Covert, Redmoor Wood Site of
Biological Interest is located to the south west of the site within 195m. Gentleshaw Grassland Biodiversity Action
Site is located within 225m of the site to the north east.
As such, given that the biodiversity sites which might be affected by development at this location are local
designations within 250m, a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain given
that appropriate mitigation may avoid adverse effects and there may be opportunities to promote habitat
connectivity if new developments include green infrastructure.
A section of the Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 3.8km to the north west of the site, therefore a minor
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

-

0

--?

0

Justification
negative but uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could
be most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected in terms of air quality. The site is
also not adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road and therefore a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise
pollution. The site is located on mostly greenfield land which has been classified as Grade 4 Agricultural Land. As
such a minor negative effect is expected in relation to land use. The site is not located within a Source Protection
Zone and therefore development at this location is unlikely to have an adverse impact on local water quality.
Overall a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective
The site is located on greenfield land and is relatively small in size (6 homes are suggested). A minor negative
effect is likely as the development of the site would present reduced opportunities for the re-use of materials and
buildings, particularly when compared with previously developed brownfield sites.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land which is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within SF20 (Ancient Settled Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment
for Cannock Chase District. SF20 has been identified as having a high level of sensitivity to development. The
site is also located within the Cannock Chase AONB. An overall significant negative effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective due to potential for development at this location to adversely affect the setting of this designated
landscape. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the development which might proceed
at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient use of
land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield land and would present a reduced number of
opportunities to limit waste production in the District. A negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
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8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

SA Score
0

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.

10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+

-?

Justification
The site is not located within 1km of a train station. Five bus stops are however located within 350m of the site.
The closest bus stop to the site is located to the south east at Hayfield Hill within 70m. A further bus stop is
located to the north of the site within 265m at Cumberledge Hill. The bus service accessible at these locations
operates relatively infrequently (once every hour), however. A negligible effect is therefore likely on this SA
objective, particularly considering the infrequency of bus services which service areas in close proximity to the
site.
There are no existing cycle paths in close proximity to the site.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 6. As such considering that this site
would provide a number of new homes to meet local need but is unlikely to result in the provision of affordable
housing (as only residential sites of more than 11 homes are expected to make affordable housing provision) a
minor positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
There are no existing educational facilities within close proximity (600m) of the site. As such a minor negative
effect is likely on this SA objective. This negative effect is uncertain dependent upon there being capacity at any
schools within the District to accommodate new pupils.
This site is expected to provide 6 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++

-

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. An area of semi-natural
open space is located to the north west of the site at Nun's Well within 135m. A further area of semi-natural open
space is located within 360m of the site to the east. The closest PRoW to the site is located to the south of the
site within 100m. A further PRoW is located to the north east of the site within 170m by Hayfield Hill. A
significant positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within any of the centres identified in the settlement hierarchy of the Local Plan (Part 1)
through policy CP11. The site is however located within close proximity (350m) of five bus stops at Hayfield Hill
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facilities to meet people’s
needs.

SA Score

15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification
and Cumberledge Hill which might provide access to services or facilities further afield. A minor negative effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective.

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is not located within the town centres of Cannock, Rugeley or Hednesford. Hednesford town centre is the
closest of these areas but is located to the west of the site. The development of the site would therefore not help
to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town centre
locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.
The site is located within 195m of the Moated site and bloomery in Courtbanks Covert which has been designated
as a Scheduled Monument to the south west. Residential development at this location may therefore have an
adverse impact upon the significance of this heritage asset or that of its setting. The site does not lie within any
of the historic environment character zones as identified in the Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) or
within any of the historic urban character areas as identified in the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey.

-?

An overall minor negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, particularly in relation to the potential
for detrimental impacts upon the setting of the Scheduled Monument to the north. The effect is uncertain
dependent upon the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.
C403: Land to the rear of Redmore Inn, Rugeley Road, Cannock Wood
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
--?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The site is
and geodiversity.
located within close proximity of a number of biodiversity or geodiversity sites which may be adversely impacted
upon as a result of development that might take place at this location. Gentleshaw Common SSSI is located
within 55m of the site to the east. Another SSSI, Chasewater And The Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths is
located within 985m of the site to the south east.
As such, given that the biodiversity sites which might be affected by development at this location include
international or national designations within 250m, a significant negative effect is expected on this SA objective.
The effect is uncertain given that appropriate mitigation may avoid adverse effects and there may be
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

Justification
opportunities to promote habitat connectivity if new developments include green infrastructure.
A section of the Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 4.3km to the north west of the site, therefore a minor
negative but uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could
be most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

-

0

--?

0

Overall, an uncertain significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected in terms of air quality. The site is
also not adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road and therefore a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise
pollution. The site is located on mostly greenfield land which has been classified as Grade 4 Agricultural Land. As
such a minor negative effect is expected in relation to land use. The site also lies within Source Protection Zone 3
and therefore development at this location may have an adverse impact on local water quality.
Overall a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land and is relatively small in size (2 homes are suggested). A minor negative
effect is likely as the development of the site would present reduced opportunities for the re-use of materials and
buildings, particularly when compared with previously developed brownfield sites.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land which is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within CF19 (Coalfield Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. CF19 has been identified as having a high level of sensitivity to development. The site is
also located within the Cannock Chase AONB. An overall significant negative effect is therefore expected on this
SA objective due to potential for development at this location to adversely affect the setting of this designated
landscape. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the development which might proceed
at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient use of
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resources and minimise
waste generation.

SA Score

8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.

10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation
14) Provide easy access to
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

0

+

-?

Justification
land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield land and would present a reduced number of
opportunities to limit waste production in the District. A negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
The site is not located within 1km of a train station. Two bus stops are however located within 350m of the site.
The closest bus stop to the site is located to the south east at Hayfield Hill within 65m. The bus service accessible
at this location operates relatively infrequently (once every hour), however. A negligible effect is therefore likely
on this SA objective, particularly considering the infrequency of bus services which service areas in close
proximity to the site.
There are no existing cycle paths in close proximity to the site.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 2. As such considering that this site
would provide a number of new homes to meet local need but is unlikely to result in the provision of affordable
housing (as only residential sites of more than 11 homes are expected to make affordable housing provision) a
minor positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
There are no existing educational facilities within close proximity (600m) of the site. As such a minor negative
effect is likely on this SA objective. This negative effect is uncertain dependent upon there being capacity at any
schools within the District to accommodate new pupils.
This site is expected to provide 2 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++

-

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of an area of open spaces and a number of PRoWs. An area of
semi-natural open space is located to the east of the site within 55m. The closest PRoW to the site is located
adjacent to its southern boundary. Two further PRoWs are located to the west of the site within 55m. A
significant positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within any of the centres identified in the settlement hierarchy of the Local Plan (Part 1)
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community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.

SA Score

15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification
through policy CP11. The site is however located within close proximity (65m) of two bus stops at Hayfield Hill
which might provide access to services or facilities further afield. A minor negative effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is not located within the town centres of Cannock, Rugeley or Hednesford. Hednesford town centre is the
closest of these areas but is located to the west of the site. The development of the site would therefore not help
to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town centre
locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.
The site is located within 475m of the Moated site and bloomery in Courtbanks Covert which has been designated
as a Scheduled Monument to the north west. Residential development at this location may therefore have an
adverse impact upon the significance of this heritage asset or that of its setting. The site does not lie within any
of the historic environment character zones as identified in the Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) or
within any of the historic urban character areas as identified in the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey.

-?

An overall minor negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, particularly in relation to the potential
for detrimental impacts upon the setting of the Scheduled Monument to the north. The effect is uncertain
dependent upon the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.
C404: Land off Rugeley Road,
SA Objectives
SA Score
-?
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

Cannock Wood
Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The site is
located within close proximity of a number of biodiversity or geodiversity sites which may be adversely impacted
upon as a result of development that might take place at this location. Gentleshaw Common SSSI is located
within 265m of the site to the east. Another SSSI, Chasewater And The Southern Staffordshire Coalfield Heaths is
located within 840m of the site to the south east. Courtbanks Covert, Redmoor Wood Site of Biological Interest is
located within 120m of the site to the north.
As such, given that the biodiversity sites which might be affected by development at this location are local

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Score

Justification
designations within 250m and international or national designations between 250m and 1km, a minor negative
effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain given that appropriate mitigation may avoid
adverse effects and there may be opportunities to promote habitat connectivity if new developments include green
infrastructure.
A section of the Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 3.9km to the north west of the site, therefore a minor
negative but uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could
be most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

-

0

--?

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected in terms of air quality. The site is
also not adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road and therefore a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise
pollution. The site is located on mostly greenfield land which has been classified as Grade 4 Agricultural Land. As
such a minor negative effect is expected in relation to land use. The site also lies within Source Protection Zone 3
and therefore development at this location may have an adverse impact on local water quality.
Overall a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located on mostly greenfield land and is relatively small in size (26 homes are suggested). A minor
negative effect is likely as the development of the site would present reduced opportunities for the re-use of
materials and buildings, particularly when compared with previously developed brownfield sites.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on mostly greenfield land which is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within CF19 (Coalfield Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. CF19 has been identified as having a high level of sensitivity to development. The site is
also located within the Cannock Chase AONB. An overall significant negative effect is therefore expected on this
SA objective due to potential for development at this location to adversely affect the setting of this designated
landscape. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the development which might proceed
at this location is unknown at this stage.
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place.

SA Score

7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

0

0

++

-?

Justification
The site is located on greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient use of
land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield land and would present a reduced number of
opportunities to limit waste production in the District. A negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
The site is not located within 1km of a train station. Two bus stops are however located within 350m of the site.
The closest bus stop to the site is located to the south east at Hayfield Hill within 260m. The bus service
accessible at this location operates relatively infrequently (once every hour), however. A negligible effect is
therefore likely on this SA objective, particularly considering the infrequency of bus services which service areas
in close proximity to the site.
There are no existing cycle paths in close proximity to the site.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 26 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.
There are no existing educational facilities within close proximity (600m) of the site. As such a minor negative
effect is likely on this SA objective. This negative effect is uncertain dependent upon there being capacity at any
schools within the District to accommodate new pupils.
This site is expected to provide 26 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of open spaces and PRoWs. An area of semi-natural
open space is located to the east of the site within 265m. A further area of semi-natural open space is located to
the west of the site within 365m by Sevens Road. Also to the west of the site within 360m a greenlink which
connects to Ironstone Road is located. The closest PRoW to the site is located adjacent to its southern boundary.
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14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

-

Justification
A significant positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within any of the centres identified in the settlement hierarchy of the Local Plan (Part 1)
through policy CP11. The site is however located within close proximity (260m) of two bus stops at Hayfield Hill
which might provide access to services or facilities further afield. A minor negative effect is therefore expected on
this SA objective.

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is not located within the town centres of Cannock, Rugeley or Hednesford. Hednesford town centre is the
closest of these areas but is located to the west of the site. The development of the site would therefore not help
to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to visit and use town centre
locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.
The site is located within 205m of the Moated site and bloomery in Courtbanks Covert which has been designated
as a Scheduled Monument to the north. Residential development at this location may therefore have an adverse
impact upon the significance of this heritage asset or that of its setting. The site does not lie within any of the
historic environment character zones as identified in the Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) or within any
of the historic urban character areas as identified in the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey.

-?

An overall minor negative effect is therefore identified on this SA objective, particularly in relation to the potential
for detrimental impacts upon the setting of the Scheduled Monument to the north. The effect is uncertain
dependent upon the design of the development which is unknown at this stage.
R28: Land at Springs Farm, Brereton
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
The site is not located within close proximity of any internationally, nationally or locally designated biodiversity or
1) Protect and enhance
geodiversity sites.
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.
A section of the Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 3.7km to the south west of the site, therefore a minor
negative but uncertain effect is identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be
most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

--

0

--?

0

+

Justification
selected.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected in terms of air quality. The site is
also not adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road and therefore a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise
pollution. The site is located on greenfield land which has mostly been classified as Grade 4 Agricultural Land. As
such a minor negative effect is expected in relation to land use. There is likely to be a negligible effect on water
quality as the site does not lie within a Source Protection Zone.
Overall a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land and is relatively large in size (300 homes are suggested). A significant
negative effect is likely as the development of the site would present reduced opportunities for the re-use of
materials and buildings, particularly when compared with previously developed brownfield sites.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land which is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within SF15 (Ancient Settled Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment
for Cannock Chase District. SF15 has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development.
The site is also located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB to the west, however. An overall significant
negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective due to potential for development at this location to
adversely affect the setting of this designated landscape. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific
design of the development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient use of
land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield land and would present a reduced number of
opportunities to limit waste production in the District. A negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
The site is not located within 1km of a train station. A number of bus stops are however located within 350m of
the site. The closest bus stop to the site is located to the west within 240m on Lodge Road. The bus services
accessible at this stop operate once every 30 minutes. A further bus is accessible on Rugeley within 280m of the
site to the north east. The most regular bus services which are accessible at this bus stop operate once every 30
minutes. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.
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SA Objectives

SA Score

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

++

+?

Justification
A cycle path is located adjacent to the site to the south at Armitage Lane.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 300 and so a significant positive
effect is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.
Hob Hill Church of England Primary School is located within 40m of the site to the south west. The site is not
however located in close proximity to a secondary school and therefore a minor positive effect is expected on this
SA objective. This positive effect is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 300 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++?

+?

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of an area of open space and a number of PRoWs. The site is
located within 60m of an area of housing amenity land to the north west. St Michael's Churchyard is located
within 450m of the site to the west. This area has been identified in the Green Space Network (2012). A PRoW is
located to the north west of the site within 270m. A significant positive effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
This housing site is likely to provide more than 100 homes (300 homes are planned) and so an uncertain minor
positive effect is also expected as there may be opportunities to incorporate open space at the site. It is unknown
whether new open space would be provided until proposals for the site come forward.
The site is located at the south eastern edge of Brereton (a Local Centre) and therefore an uncertain minor
positive effect is likely on this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number
of services and facilities.
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SA Objectives
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.

SA Score
0

16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

0

-?

Justification
The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

The site is located within Brereton and is not within one of three identified town centres in Cannock Chase.
Rugeley town centre is the closest of these areas but is located to the north west of the site. The development of
the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within 245m of Main Road, Brereton Conservation Area which contains a number of Listed
Buildings. The area in which the site falls has not been referred to in the Main Road, Brereton Conservation Area
Management Plan (2010). In addition the Conservation Area is screened from the site by existing residential
areas by Priory Road and Seabrooke Road meaning the potential for adverse impacts on the significance of
heritage assets at this location (as well as their settings) is reduced.
The Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has identified the site as lying within historic environment
character zone RHECZ 8 - South of Brereton, which was scored as being of moderate value in terms of heritage
assets. Development is likely to have a moderate impact upon the historic environment, particularly upon the
legibility of the field systems.
As such, development at this location is expected to have a minor negative effect on this SA objective. This
negative effect is uncertain dependent upon the exact design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

R29: Land to the north of Armitage Lane, Rugeley
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
The site is not located within close proximity of any internationally, nationally or locally designated biodiversity or
1) Protect and enhance
geodiversity sites.
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.
A section of the Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 3.7km to the south west of the site, therefore a minor
negative but uncertain effect is identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be
most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected in terms of air quality. The site is
2) Minimise pollution and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

SA Score

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

-

0

--?

0

+

Justification
also not adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road and therefore a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise
pollution. The site is located on greenfield land which has mostly been classified as Grade 4 Agricultural Land. As
such a minor negative effect is expected in relation to land use. There is likely to be a negligible effect on water
quality as the site does not lie within a Source Protection Zone.
Overall a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land and is relatively small in size (15 homes are suggested). A minor negative
effect is likely as the development of the site would present reduced opportunities for the re-use of materials and
buildings, particularly when compared with previously developed brownfield sites.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land which is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within SF15 (Ancient Settled Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment
for Cannock Chase District. SF15 has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development.
The site is also located within 1km of the Cannock Chase AONB to the west, however. An overall significant
negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective due to potential for development at this location to
adversely affect the setting of this designated landscape. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific
design of the development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient use of
land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield land and would present a reduced number of
opportunities to limit waste production in the District. A negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
The site is not located within 1km of a train station. A number of bus stops are however located within 350m of
the site. The closest bus stop to the site is located to the west within 240m on Lodge Road. The bus services
accessible at this stop operate once every 30 minutes. A further bus is accessible on Rugeley within 280m of the
site to the north east. The most regular bus services which are accessible at this bus stop operate once every 30
minutes. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.
A cycle path is located adjacent to the site to the south at Armitage Lane.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives
9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.

SA Score
++

10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+?

Justification
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 15 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.
Hob Hill Church of England Primary School is located within 40m of the site to the south west. The site is not
however located in close proximity to a secondary school and therefore a minor positive effect is expected on this
SA objective. This positive effect is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 15 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++

+?

0

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of an area of open space and a number of PRoWs. The site is
located within 60m of an area of housing amenity land to the north west. St Michael's Churchyard is located
within 450m of the site to the west. This area has been identified in the Green Space Network (2012). A PRoW is
located to the north west of the site within 270m. A significant positive effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
The site is located at the eastern edge of Brereton (a Local Centre) and therefore an uncertain minor positive
effect is likely on this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number of
services and facilities.

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.
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SA Objectives
sites.

SA Score

16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

0

-?

Justification
The site is located within Brereton and is not within one of three identified town centres in Cannock Chase.
Rugeley town centre is the closest of these areas but is located to the north west of the site. The development of
the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within 245m of Main Road, Brereton Conservation Area which contains a number of Listed
Buildings. The area in which the site falls has not been referred to in the Main Road, Brereton Conservation Area
Management Plan (2010). In addition the Conservation Area is screened from the site by existing residential
areas by Priory Road and Seabrooke Road meaning the potential for adverse impacts on the significance of
heritage assets at this location (as well as their settings) is reduced.
The Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has identified the site as lying within historic environment
character zone RHECZ 8 - South of Brereton, which was scored as being of moderate value in terms of heritage
assets. Development is likely to have a moderate impact upon the historic environment, particularly upon the
legibility of the field systems.
As such, development at this location is expected to have a minor negative effect on this SA objective. This
negative effect is uncertain dependent upon the exact design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

R30: Lakeside smallholding, Hagley Drive, Rugeley
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The site is
and geodiversity.
located within close proximity of one biodiversity or geodiversity site which may be adversely impacted upon as a
result of development that might take place at this location. Slitting Mill Brook is located partially within the site
boundaries and has been identified as a Biodiversity Alert Site.
As such, given that the biodiversity site which might be affected by development at this location is a local
designation, a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain given that
appropriate mitigation may avoid adverse effects and there may be opportunities to promote habitat connectivity
if new developments include green infrastructure.
A section of the Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.2km to the west of the site, therefore a minor negative
but uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--?

-

0

--?

0

++

Justification
selected.
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected in terms of air quality. The site is
also not adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road and therefore a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise
pollution. The site is located on greenfield land which has mostly been classified as Grade 3 Agricultural Land. As
such a significant negative effect is expected in relation to land use. The significant negative effect is uncertain
dependent upon whether the land is Grade 3a or Grade 3b Agricultural Land. The site also lies within Source
Protection Zone 3 and therefore development at this location may have an adverse impact on local water quality.
Overall an uncertain significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective. This effect relates to the potential
loss of high quality agricultural land in particular.
The site is located on greenfield land and is relatively small in size (1 homes are suggested). A minor negative
effect is likely as the development of the site would present reduced opportunities for the re-use of materials and
buildings, particularly when compared with previously developed brownfield sites.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land which is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within SF07 (Ancient Settled Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment
for Cannock Chase District. SF07 has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development.
The site is also located within 300m of the Cannock Chase AONB to the west, however. An overall significant
negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective due to potential for development at this location to
adversely affect the setting of this designated landscape. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific
design of the development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient use of
land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield land and would present a reduced number of
opportunities to limit waste production in the District. A negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
The site is within 675m of Rugeley Town Train Station which is located to the south east. The closest bus stop to
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SA Objectives
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

SA Score

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.

10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation
14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+

++?

Justification
the site is located to the north within 225m at Green Lane. The bus service accessible at this bus stop operates
once every 30 minutes. A further bus stop is located at Hagley Road within 270m to the north west of the site
however the bus services accessible at this location operate less frequently than once every 30 minutes. As such
a significant positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
An existing cycle path passes along the southern boundary of the site.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 1. As such considering that this site
would provide a number of new homes to meet local need but is unlikely to result in the provision of affordable
housing (as only residential sites of more than 11 homes are expected to make affordable housing provision) a
minor positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
Fair Oak Academy and Hagley Park Academy are located adjacent to the site to the south east and south west
respectively. In addition Churchfield Church of England Primary School is located within 490m of the site to the
east and therefore a significant positive effect is expected on this SA objective. This positive effect is uncertain,
as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 1 new home and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

+

++

++

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of two health facilities; Aelfgar Surgery is approximately 490m to
the north east of the site on Church Street and Sandy Lane Surgery is located within 590m to the south east.
There is no hospital within 600m of the site. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of an area of open space and a number of PRoWs. A public
sports ground is located adjacent to the site to the south. Caves Green semi-natural greenspace is located
adjacent to the site to the east and a greenlink is located adjacent to the site to the west. A PRoW is located
within this greenlink. A significant positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located on the western edge of Rugeley and therefore a significant positive effect is likely on this SA
objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.
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SA Objectives
needs.

SA Score

15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is located on the western edge of Rugeley but not within its town centre which is to the east. The
development of the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area
or encourage people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability.
Overall a negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

--?

The site contains two designated heritage assets. The Ornamental Bridge over the Rising Brook and the grotto at
the former Hagley Hall have both has been designated a Grade II Listed. Sheepfair/Bow Street Conservation Area
is also located within 160m of the site to the east. As such development at this location has the potential to
impact upon the significance of these heritage assets as well as that of their settings.
The Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has identified the site as lying within historic environment
character zone RHECZ 4 - Hagley Park, which was scored as being of moderate value in terms of heritage assets.
Medium to large scale development has been assessed as likely to have at least a moderate impact upon surviving
landscape park features in this area. The site also lies within HUCA 8 – Hagley and Elmore Park as identified in
the Rugeley Historic Character Assessment as part of the Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey (2009). This area
has been identified as having a high aesthetic and historical value. Much of this value comes from the surviving
historic designated and undesignated buildings and structures relating to the former Hagley Hall estate and
landscape park.
As such given the surviving high value of the historic environment in particular, development at this location is
expected to have a significant negative effect on this SA objective. This negative effect is uncertain dependent
upon the exact design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

R32: Land East of The Meadows, Armitage Lane, Brereton
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
The site is not located within close proximity of any internationally, nationally or locally designated biodiversity or
1) Protect and enhance
geodiversity sites.
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.
A section of the Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 3.6km to the south west of the site, therefore a minor
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

-

0

--?

0

Justification
negative but uncertain effect is identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be
most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected in terms of air quality. The site is
however located adjacent to the A460 to the south and adjacent to the A51 to the east. As such there is potential
for development at this location to be adversely impacted upon in terms of noise pollution. The minor negative
effect expected in terms of noise pollution is uncertain given that it may be possible for mitigation. The site is
located on greenfield land which has been classified as Grade 4 Agricultural Land. As such a minor negative effect
is expected in relation to land use. There is likely to be a negligible effect on water quality as the site does not lie
within a Source Protection Zone.
Overall a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land and is relatively small in size (23 homes are suggested). A minor negative
effect is likely as the development of the site would present reduced opportunities for the re-use of materials and
buildings, particularly when compared with previously developed brownfield sites.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land which is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within SF15 (Ancient Settled Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment
for Cannock Chase District. SF15 has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development.
The site is also located within 950m of the Cannock Chase AONB to the west, however. An overall significant
negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective due to potential for development at this location to
adversely affect the setting of this designated landscape. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific
design of the development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient use of
land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield land and would present a reduced number of
opportunities to limit waste production in the District. A negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
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SA Objectives
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

SA Score
+

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

++

+?

Justification
The site is not located within 1km of a train station. A number of bus stops are however located within 350m of
the site. The closest bus stop to the site is located to the north west within 280m on Lodge Road. The bus
services accessible at this stop operate once every 30 minutes. A further bus is accessible on Main Road within
350m of the site to the west. The most regular bus services which are accessible at this bus stop operate once
every 30 minutes. A minor positive effect is therefore likely on this SA objective.
A cycle path is located adjacent to the site to the north west at Armitage Lane.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 23 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.
Hob Hill Church of England Primary School is located adjacent to the site to the west. The site is not however
located in close proximity to a secondary school and therefore a minor positive effect is expected on this SA
objective. This positive effect is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 23 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.

++

The site is located within close proximity (600m) of an area of open space and a number of PRoWs. The closest
area of open space which is freely accessible to the public is located within 245m to the north at the housing
amenity land at The Meadows. The Trent and Mersey Canal greenlink is located within 355m of the site also to
the north. A PRoW is located to the north west of the site within 355m. A significant positive effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.

+?

The site is located at the eastern edge of Brereton (a Local Centre) and therefore an uncertain minor positive
effect is likely on this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a limited number of
services and facilities.
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needs.

SA Score

15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is located within Brereton and is not within one of three identified town centres in Cannock Chase.
Rugeley town centre is the closest of these areas but is located to the north west of the site. The development of
the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within 200m of Main Road, Brereton Conservation Area which contains a number of Listed
Buildings. The area in which the site falls has not been referred to in the Main Road, Brereton Conservation Area
Management Plan (2010). In addition the Conservation Area is screened from the site by existing residential
areas by Armitage Lane meaning the potential for adverse impacts on the significance of heritage assets at this
location (as well as their settings) is reduced.

-?

The Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has identified the site as lying within historic environment
character zone RHECZ 8 - South of Brereton, which was scored as being of moderate value in terms of heritage
assets. Development is likely to have a moderate impact upon the historic environment, particularly upon the
legibility of the field systems.
As such, development at this location is expected to have a minor negative effect on this SA objective. This
negative effect is uncertain dependent upon the exact design of the development which is unknown at this stage.
R33: Land adjacent to The Birches, Rugeley
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The site is
and geodiversity.
located within close proximity of one biodiversity or geodiversity site which may be adversely impacted upon as a
result of development that might take place at this location. Slitting Mill Brook is located partially within the site
boundaries and has been identified as a Biodiversity Alert Site.
As such, given that the biodiversity sites which might be affected by development at this location are local
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Score

Justification
designations, a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain given that
appropriate mitigation may avoid adverse effects and there may be opportunities to promote habitat connectivity
if new developments include green infrastructure.
A section of the Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 1.4km to the west of the site, therefore a minor negative
but uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be most
likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

--

0

--?

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected in terms of air quality. The site is
however located adjacent to the A460 which is to the west. As such there is potential for development at this
location to be adversely impacted upon in terms of noise pollution. The minor negative effect expected in terms
of noise pollution is uncertain given that it may be possible for mitigation. The site is located on mostly greenfield
land most of which has been classified as Urban Land. As such a minor negative effect is expected in relation to
land use. The site also lies within Source Protection Zone 3 and therefore development at this location may have
an adverse impact on local water quality.
Overall a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land and is relatively large in size (76 homes are suggested). A significant
negative effect is likely as the development of the site would present reduced opportunities for the re-use of
materials and buildings, particularly when compared with previously developed brownfield sites.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land which is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within SF07 (Ancient Settled Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment
for Cannock Chase District. SF07 has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development.
The site is also located within 275m of the Cannock Chase AONB to the west, however. An overall significant
negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective due to potential for development at this location to
adversely affect the setting of this designated landscape. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific
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distinctiveness and sense of
place.

SA Score

7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

0

++

++

+?

Justification
design of the development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.
The site is located on greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient use of
land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield land and would present a reduced number of
opportunities to limit waste production in the District. A negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
The site is within 750m of Rugeley Town Train Station which is located to the north east. The closest bus stop to
the site is located to the east within 270m at Hednesford Road. The bus service accessible at this bus stop
operates once every 30 minutes. As such a significant positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
An existing cycle path passes through the site to the west.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 76 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.
Hagley Park Academy is located within 115m to the north east of the site. Fair Oak Academy is located to the
north of the site within 300m. As the education facilities which are located in close proximity of the site serve
only older pupils a minor positive effect is expected on this SA objective. This positive effect is uncertain, as it will
depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 76 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++/-?

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of an area of open space and a number of PRoWs. A greenlink is
adjacent to the site to the north west. A semi-natural greenspace is also adjacent to the site towards the north
west. A further area of semi-natural greenspace is located within 475m to the south west of the site at Cannock
Chase AONB. A public sports ground is located within 445m of the site to the north east. A PRoW is adjacent to
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SA Score

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

++

Justification
the site to west of the site. A significant positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
This significant positive effect is expected to be combined with an uncertain minor negative effect however. The
PRoWs identified passes within the boundaries of the site at several points and as such this use may be lost
dependent upon the design of any development which might occur at this location.
The site is located on the south western periphery of Rugeley and therefore a significant positive effect is likely on
this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is located on the south western edge of Rugeley but not within its town centre. The development of the
site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

-?

The site is located within 335m of the Boundary Stone on the North Bank of Rising Brook which is Grade II Listed
to the south west. An area of open space as well as trees and hedgerows screen this heritage asset from the site
meaning development is likely to have a reduced impact on its significance and that of its setting.
The Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has identified the site as lying within historic environment
character zone RHECZ 5 - Stilecop Field and environs which was scored as being of low/moderate value in terms
of heritage assets. The zone has not been highlighted as being particularly sensitive to change and as such is
expected to accommodate medium to large scale development in terms of the impact upon the historic landscape
character.
As such, development at this location is expected to have a minor negative effect on this SA objective. Given the
relatively small size of heritage asset in close proximity to the site and considering the potential for screening the
negative effect is not expected to be significant. This negative effect is uncertain dependent upon the exact
design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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R37: Land North of Stile Cop,
SA Objectives
SA Score
-?
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

-

0

--?

Rugeley
Justification
The site is not located within close proximity of any internationally, nationally or locally designated biodiversity or
geodiversity sites.
A section of the Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 1.9km to the south west of the site, therefore a minor
negative but uncertain effect is identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be
most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected in terms of air quality. The site is
however located adjacent to the A460 which is to the west. As such there is potential for development at this
location to be adversely impacted upon in terms of noise pollution. The minor negative effect expected in terms
of noise pollution is uncertain given that it may be possible for mitigation. The site is located on mostly greenfield
land most of which has been classified as Urban Land. As such a minor negative effect is expected in relation to
land use. The site also lies within Source Protection Zone 3 and therefore development at this location may have
an adverse impact on local water quality.
Overall a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land and is relatively small in size (26 homes are suggested). A minor negative
effect is likely as the development of the site would present reduced opportunities for the re-use of materials and
buildings, particularly when compared with previously developed brownfield sites.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land which is outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within SF10 (Settled Heathlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. SF10 has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development. The
site is also located partially within the Cannock Chase AONB, however. An overall significant negative effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective due to potential for development at this location to adversely affect the
setting of this designated landscape. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.
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place.

SA Score

7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
The site is located on greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient use of
land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield land and would present a reduced number of
opportunities to limit waste production in the District. A negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
The site is located more than 1km from the nearest railway station. A number of bus stops are located in close
proximity (350m) to the site however. A bus stop is adjacent to the site to the west at Hednesford Road. Bus
services are accessible once every 30 minutes at this bus stop. A bus stop on Stile Cop Road is located within
210m of the site but bus services at this location are less frequent. As such a minor positive effect is expected on
this SA objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of an existing cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 26 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.
Chase View Community Primary School is located within 375m to the north east of the site. The site is however
not located within close proximity (600m) of a secondary school. As such a minor positive effect is expected on
this SA objective. This positive effect is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 26 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++/-?

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of an area of open space and a number of PRoWs. A greenlink is
adjacent to the site to the east. Housing amenity land can be accessed within 80m to the north of the site. An
area of semi-natural greenspace is located within 435m to the south east of the site at Chetwynd Coppice. A
PRoW is located to the north west of the site within 15m. A significant positive effect is therefore expected on this
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SA Score

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

++

Justification
SA objective.
This significant positive effect is expected to be combined with an uncertain minor negative effect however. A
PRoW passes within the boundaries of the site and as such this use may be lost dependent upon the design of any
development which might occur at this location.
The site is located on the south western periphery of Rugeley and therefore a significant positive effect is likely on
this SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is located on the south western edge of Rugeley but not within its town centre. The development of the
site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

-?

The site is not located within close proximity (500m) of any designated heritage assets.
The Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has identified the site as lying within historic environment
character zone RHECZ 5 - Stilecop Field and environs which was scored as being of low/moderate value in terms
of heritage assets. The zone has not been highlighted as being particularly sensitive to change and as such is
expected to accommodate medium to large scale development in terms of the impact upon the historic landscape
character.
As such, development at this location is expected to have a minor negative effect on this SA objective. Given the
relatively large size of the site and considering the smaller size of heritage assets within this area the negative
effect is not expected to be significant. This negative effect is uncertain dependent upon the exact design of the
development which is unknown at this stage.

R38: Land at Hagley Park Farm and Jones Lane, Rugeley
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives
1) Protect and enhance
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.

SA Score
-?

Justification
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The site is
located within close proximity of one biodiversity or geodiversity site which may be adversely impacted upon as a
result of development that might take place at this location. Slitting Mill Brook is located partially within the site
boundaries and has been identified as a Biodiversity Alert Site.
As such, given that the biodiversity sites which might be affected by development at this location are local
designations, a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain given that
appropriate mitigation may avoid adverse effects and there may be opportunities to promote habitat connectivity
if new developments include green infrastructure.
A section of the Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 1.8km to the north west of the site, therefore a minor
negative but uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could
be most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--?

--

0

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected in terms of air quality. The site is
also not adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road and therefore a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise
pollution. The site is located on greenfield land which has been classified as Grade 3 Agricultural Land. As such a
significant negative effect is expected in relation to land use. The significant negative effect is uncertain
dependent upon whether the land is Grade 3a or Grade 3b Agricultural Land. The site also lies within Source
Protection Zone 3 and therefore development at this location may have an adverse impact on local water quality.
Overall an uncertain significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective. This effect relates to the potential
loss of high quality agricultural land in particular.
The site is located on greenfield land and is relatively large in size (190 homes are suggested). A significant
negative effect is likely as the development of the site would present reduced opportunities for the re-use of
materials and buildings, particularly when compared with previously developed brownfield sites.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
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SA Score

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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Justification
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land which is mainly outside of flood zone 3 (the northern portion of the site falls
within flood zone 3). A minor negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located partially within SF08 (Ancient Settled Farmlands) and partially within SF07 (Ancient Settled
Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for Cannock Chase District. Both of these areas
have been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development. The site is also located adjacent to
the Cannock Chase AONB, however. An overall significant negative effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective due to potential for development at this location to adversely affect the setting of this designated
landscape. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the development which might proceed
at this location is unknown at this stage.
The site is located on greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient use of
land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield land and would present a reduced number of
opportunities to limit waste production in the District. A negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
The site is within 880m of Rugeley Town Train Station which is located to the east. Bus stops are located to the
west at Post Office Lane within 35m. The bus service which serves this route operates only once daily, however.
Considering the poor accessibility to bus services at this location a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.
A cycle path is provided at the eastern edge of the site.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 190 and so a significant positive
effect is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.
Hagley Park Academy is located within 170m to the north east of the site. Fair Oak Academy is also located to the
north east of the site within 290m. As the education facilities which are located in close proximity of the site
serve only older pupils a minor positive effect is expected on this SA objective. This positive effect is uncertain, as
it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 190 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
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-

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation

++?/-?

Justification
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of an area of open space and a number of PRoWs. A greenlink is
adjacent to the site to the north east. A semi-natural greenspace is also adjacent to the site towards the north
east. A further area of semi-natural greenspace is located within 130m to the south west of the site at Cannock
Chase AONB. A public sports ground is located within 415m of the site to the north east. A number of PRoWs are
adjacent to the site to north east and south of the site. A significant positive effect is therefore expected on this
SA objective.
This housing site is likely to provide more than 100 homes (190 homes are planned) and so an uncertain minor
positive effect is also expected as there may be opportunities to incorporate open space at the site. It is unknown
whether new open space would be provided until proposals for the site come forward.

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

The significant positive effect is expected to be combined with an uncertain minor negative effect however. One
of the identified PRoWs passes within the boundaries of the site to the south and as such this use may be lost
dependent upon the design of any development which might occur at this location.
The site is not located within any of the centres identified in the settlement hierarchy of the Local Plan (Part 1)
through policy CP11 (it would form an extension to Slitting Mill). The site is however located within close
proximity of Rugeley Town Train Station which might provide access to services or facilities further afield. A minor
negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is not located within the town centres of Cannock, Rugeley or Hednesford. Rugeley town centre is the
closest of these areas but is located to the north east of the site. The development of the site would therefore
not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in those areas, encourage people to visit and use
town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected
on this SA objective.
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SA Objectives
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

SA Score
--?

Justification
The site is located in close proximity (500m) of a number of designated heritage assets. The Grade II Listed
Boundary Stone on the north bank of Rising Brook is located to the south of the site within 100m. Stone House
(Grade II Listed) is located to the north west of the site within 180m. Stone House is screened from the site by
an area of exiting residential development at Slitting Mill Road while a small number of trees screen the identified
boundary stone from the site. As such there is potential for development at this location to adversely impact upon
the significant of the identified heritage assets and that of their individual settings.
The Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has identified the site as lying within historic environment
character zone RHECZ 3 - Slitting Mill which was scored as being of high value in terms of heritage assets. The
zone is highly sensitive to medium/large scale development. The assessment has concluded that medium to
large-scale development would have a detrimental impact upon the legibility and stability of the historic
environment of the zone.
As such, development at this location is expected to have a significant negative effect on this SA objective. This
negative effect is uncertain dependent upon the exact design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

R39: Land Adjacent to No.1 Forge Row, Slitting Mill, Rugeley
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
The site is not located within close proximity of any internationally, nationally or locally designated biodiversity or
1) Protect and enhance
geodiversity sites.
biodiversity, fauna and flora
and geodiversity.
A section of the Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 1.4km to the north west of the site, therefore a minor
negative but uncertain effect is identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could be
most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.
-?
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected in terms of air quality. The site is
2) Minimise pollution and
also not adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road and therefore a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise
protect and enhance air,
pollution. The site is located on greenfield land which has been classified as Grade 4 Agricultural Land. As such a
water, and soils.
minor negative effect is expected in relation to land use. The site lies within Source Protection Zone 3 and as
such there is potential for detrimental impacts on local water quality.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

Overall a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective
The site is located on greenfield land and is relatively small in size (1 home is suggested). A minor negative effect
is likely as the development of the site would present reduced opportunities for the re-use of materials and
buildings, particularly when compared with previously developed brownfield sites.
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4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

SA Score
0

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.

10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--?

0

-?

+

-?

Justification
The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land but is located outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within SF08 (Ancient Settled Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment
for Cannock Chase District. SF08 has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development.
The site is also located within the Cannock Chase AONB, however. An overall significant negative effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective due to potential for development at this location to adversely affect the
setting of this designated landscape. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient use of
land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield land and would present a reduced number of
opportunities to limit waste production in the District. A negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
The site is located more than 1km from the nearest railway station and more than 350m from the nearest bus
stop. An existing cycle path is accessible by the south eastern corner of the site. As such an uncertain minor
negative effect is expected on this SA objective dependent upon whether residents would make use of more
active modes of transport.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 1. As such considering that this site
would provide one new home to help to meet local need but is unlikely to result in the provision of affordable
housing (as only residential sites of more than 11 homes are expected to make affordable housing provision) a
minor positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
There are no existing educational facilities within close proximity (600m) of the site. As such a minor negative
effect is likely on this SA objective. This negative effect is uncertain dependent upon there being capacity at any
schools within the District to accommodate new pupils.
This site is expected to provide 1 home and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as the
threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
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SA Objectives
of crime.

SA Score

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

++

--

Justification
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of an area of open space and a number of PRoWs. An area of
semi-natural greenspace is located adjacent to the west of the site at Cannock Chase AONB. A PRoW which
connects Rising brook to Slitting Mills runs along the eastern edge of the site. A further PRoW is accessible within
230m of the site to the south west by Slitting Mill Road. A significant positive effect is therefore expected on this
SA objective.
The site is not located within any of the centres identified in the settlement hierarchy of the Local Plan (Part 1)
through policy CP11. The site is also not located within close proximity of any existing public transport nodes
which might provide access to services or facilities further afield. A significant negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is not located within the town centres of Cannock, Rugeley or Hednesford. Rugeley town centre is the
closest of these areas but is located to the north east of the site. The development of the site would therefore
not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in those areas, encourage people to visit and use
town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible effect is expected
on this SA objective.
Five Grade II Listed Boundary Stones which mark the boundary between Horton Civil Parish and Rugeley are
located within close proximity (500m) of the site. Boundary Stone at Grid Reference SK 027166 is located at the
north eastern corner of the site and therefore is potential most vulnerable to new development in terms of its
significance and that of its setting. Given the relatively small size of the identified heritage assets and the
potential for their appropriate incorporation into new development, a minor negative effect is identified for this SA
objective. The site does not lie within any of the historic environment character zones as identified in the Cannock

-?
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SA Score

Justification
Chase District HEA (October 2009) or within any of the historic urban character areas as identified in the
Staffordshire Extensive Urban Survey 80.
The minor negative effect identified is uncertain dependent upon the design of the development which is unknown
at this stage.

R74: Land between Stonehouse Road and Stafford Brook Road, Etching Hill, Rugeley
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The site is
and geodiversity.
located within close proximity of a number of biodiversity or geodiversity sites which may be adversely impacted
upon as a result of development that might take place at this location. Etching Hill Site of Biological interest is
adjacent to the site to the east. Stafford Brook SSSI is located to the north of the site within 350m. Cannock
Chase SSI is also located within 810m to the south west. A section of the Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately
940m to the south west of the site.
As such, given that the biodiversity sites which might be affected by development at this location are a local
designation within 250m and international or national designations between 250m and 1km, a minor negative
effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain given that appropriate mitigation may avoid
adverse effects and there may be opportunities to promote habitat connectivity if new developments include green
infrastructure.
A minor negative but uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of the
Cannock Chase SAC could be most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be
tested through the Habitats Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2),
once the preferred options are selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

80

--?

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected in terms of air quality. The site is
also not adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road and therefore a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise
pollution. The site is located on greenfield land most of which has been classified as Grade 3 Agricultural Land.
As such a significant negative effect is expected in relation to land use. The significant negative effect is uncertain
dependent upon whether the land is Grade 3a or Grade 3b Agricultural Land. The site also lies within Source
Protection Zone 3 and therefore development at this location may have an adverse impact on local water quality.

Includes both Stafford County Council (2009), Cannock Historic Character Assessment and Rugeley Historic Character Assessment

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Score

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.
9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

0

--?

0

-

++

+?

Justification
Overall an uncertain significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective. This effect relates to the potential
loss of high quality agricultural land in particular.
The site is located on mostly greenfield land and is relatively small in size (25 homes are suggested). A minor
negative effect is likely as the development of the site would present reduced opportunities for the re-use of
materials and buildings, particularly when compared with previously developed brownfield sites.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on mostly greenfield land but is located outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within SH06 (Sandstone Hills and Heath) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment
for Cannock Chase District. This area has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to
development. The site is also located within the Cannock Chase AONB, however. An overall significant negative
effect is therefore expected on this SA objective due to potential for development at this location to adversely
affect the setting of this designated landscape. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of
the development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on mostly greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient
use of land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield land and would present a reduced number of
opportunities to limit waste production in the District. A negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
The site is located more than 1km from the nearest railway station and more than 350m from the nearest bus
stop and does not have an existing cycle route passing through it. As such a minor negative effect is expected on
this SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 25 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.
Etching Hill Church of England Primary School is located within 590m of the site to the north east. The site is
however not located in close proximity to a secondary school and therefore a minor positive effect is expected on
this SA objective. This positive effect is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
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SA Objectives
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

SA Score

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

Justification
This site is expected to provide 25 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

-

++

+?

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of areas of open space and a number of PRoWs. An
area of semi-natural greenspace is located adjacent to the north east of the site and this area has been identified
in the Green Space network (2012). A greenlink is located within 390m of the site to the east at Church Lane.
Penk Drive North provides access to the nearest area of housing amenity land which is located to the north east of
the site within 495m. Two PRoWs can be accessed by the north eastern corner of the site where Etching Hill Road
and Stafford Brook Road meet. A significant positive effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located on the western edge of Fernwood Drive which has been identified as a Local Centre. This area
may therefore provide a good level of access to nearby community services and facilities for new residents. As
such an uncertain minor positive effect is expected on this SA objective.

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is not located within any of the identified town centres in Cannock Chase. The development of the site
would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to
visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible
effect is expected on this SA objective.
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viability.

SA Score

17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

-?

Justification
The site is not located within close proximity (500m) of any designated heritage assets.
The Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has identified the site as lying within historic environment
character zone RHECZ 2 - Shooting Butts Road & Lady Hill Coppice which was scored as being of moderate value
in terms of heritage assets. The moderate score suggests development could have an impact on the historic
environment. Within the zone the historic field pattern is well preserved. Consequently medium to large scale
development is likely to have a significant impact upon the legibility of the historic landscape character in
particular
As such, development at this location is expected to have a minor negative effect on this SA objective. This
negative effect is uncertain dependent upon the exact design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

R83: Land at Gorse Lane, Cherry Tree Road, Rugeley
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The site is
and geodiversity.
located within close proximity of one biodiversity or geodiversity site which may be adversely impacted upon as a
result of development that might take place at this location. Chetwynd's Coppice Biodiversity Action Site is
adjacent to the site to the south.
As such, given that the biodiversity site which might be affected by development at this location is a local
designation, a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain given that
appropriate mitigation may avoid adverse effects and there may be opportunities to promote habitat connectivity
if new developments include green infrastructure.
A section of the Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 2.9km to the north west of the site, therefore a minor
negative but uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could
be most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

-

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected in terms of air quality. The site is
also not adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road and therefore a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise
pollution. The site is located on greenfield land most of which has been classified as non-agricultural or urban
land. As such a minor negative effect is expected in relation to land use. The site does not lie within a Source
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SA Score

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--

0

--?

0

++

++

Justification
Protection Zone and therefore development at this location is not expected to impact adversely upon local water
quality.
Overall a minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land and is relatively large in size (101 homes are suggested). A significant
negative effect is likely as the development of the site would present reduced opportunities for the re-use of
materials and buildings, particularly when compared with previously developed brownfield sites.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land but is located outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative effect is therefore
expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within SF10 (Settled Heathlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Cannock Chase District. SF10 has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development. The
site is also located partially within the Cannock Chase AONB, however. An overall significant negative effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective due to potential for development at this location to adversely affect the
setting of this designated landscape. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient use of
land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield land and would present a reduced number of
opportunities to limit waste production in the District. A negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
The site is within 660m of Rugeley Town Train Station which is located to the north. Bus stops are located to the
north west at Coppice Road within 125m and to the east at Setterfield Way within 190m. Both of these bus stops
provide access to bus services which operate once every 30 minutes. As such a significant positive effect is
expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of a cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 101 and so a significant positive
effect is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.
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meets their needs.

SA Score

10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
needs.
15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

+?

0

-

++?

++

0

Justification
Chase View Community Primary School is located adjacent to the site to the north west. Redbrook Hayes
Community Primary School is located within 240m of the site to the east. The site is also located within 235m of
St Joseph's Catholic Primary School which is to the north. As the education facilities which are located in close
proximity of the site serve only younger pupils a minor positive effect is expected on this SA objective. This
positive effect is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 101 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.
The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of areas of open space and a number of PRoWs. An
area of open space which has been identified in the Green Space network (2012) is located adjacent to the site to
the north. Housing amenity land at Queensway Sports Ground is included within this area. Chetwynd Coppice is
a semi-natural open space adjacent to the site to the south. A PRoW is located at the south eastern corner of the
site by Cheery Tree Road. Access to a greenlink is also proved at this location. A significant positive effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective.
This housing site is likely to provide more than 100 homes (101 homes are planned) and so an uncertain minor
positive effect is also expected as there may be opportunities to incorporate open space at the site. It is unknown
whether new open space would be provided until proposals for the site come forward.
The site is located on the southern periphery of Rugeley and therefore a significant positive effect is likely on this
SA objective as potential residents will be within close proximity to a range of services and facilities.

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.
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economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.

SA Score

16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification

0

The site is located on the southern edge of Rugeley but not within its town centre. The development of the site
would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage people to
visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a negligible
effect is expected on this SA objective.

0?

The site is not located within close proximity (500m) of any designated heritage assets.
The Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has identified the site as lying within historic environment
character zone RHECZ 5 - Stilecop Field and environs which was scored as being of low/moderate value in terms
of heritage assets. The zone has not been highlighted as being particularly sensitive to change and as such is
expected to accommodate medium to large scale development in terms of the impact upon the historic landscape
character.
As such, development at this location is expected to have a negligible effect on this SA objective. This negligible
effect is uncertain dependent upon the exact design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

R106: Land between Stonehouse Road and Shooting Butts Road, Etching Hill, Rugeley
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The site is
and geodiversity.
located within close proximity of a number of biodiversity or geodiversity sites which may be adversely impacted
upon as a result of development that might take place at this location. Cannock Chase SSSI is located to the west
of the site within 460m. Cannock Chase SAC is located within 745m of the site also to the west. Stafford Brook
SSSI is located to the north of the site within 770m.
As such, given that the biodiversity sites which might be affected by development at this location are international
or national designations, a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain given
that appropriate mitigation may avoid adverse effects and there may be opportunities to promote habitat
connectivity if new developments include green infrastructure.
A minor negative but uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of the
Cannock Chase SAC could be most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.
6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
distinctiveness and sense of
place.
7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--?

-

0

--?

0

Justification
tested through the Habitats Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2),
once the preferred options are selected.
Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected in terms of air quality. The site is
also not adjacent to a motorway or an ‘A’ Road and therefore a negligible effect is identified in relation to noise
pollution. A significant negative effect however is likely for preserving soils as the site lies on greenfield land
which contains a significant portion of Grade 3 Agricultural Land. This significant negative effect is uncertain given
that it is unclear whether this land is Grade 3a or 3b Agricultural Land. The site also lies within Source Protection
Zone 3 and therefore development at this location may have an adverse impact on local water quality.
Overall an uncertain significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective. This effect relates to the potential
loss of high quality agricultural land in particular.
The site is located on greenfield land and is relatively small in size (25 homes are suggested). A minor negative
effect is likely as the development of the site would present reduced opportunities for the re-use of materials and
buildings, particularly when compared with previously developed brownfield sites.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land but most of the site is located outside of flood zone 3. A minor negative
effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within SF08 (Ancient Settled Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment
for Cannock Chase District. SF08 has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development.
The site is also located within the Cannock Chase AONB, however. An overall significant negative effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective due to potential for development at this location to adversely affect the
setting of this designated landscape. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific design of the
development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

The site is located on greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient use of
land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield land and would present a reduced number of
opportunities to limit waste production in the District. A negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
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SA Objectives
8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

SA Score
-

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.
10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.
11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation

14) Provide easy access to
community services and
facilities to meet people’s
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

++

-?

Justification
The site is located more than 1km from the nearest railway station and more than 350m from the nearest bus
stop and does not have an existing cycle route passing through it. As such a minor negative effect is expected on
this SA objective.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 25 and so a significant positive effect
is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.
There are no existing educational facilities within close proximity (600m) of the site. As such a minor negative
effect is likely on this SA objective. This negative effect is uncertain dependent upon there being capacity at any
schools within the District to accommodate new pupils.
This site is expected to provide 25 homes and so it is unlikely that new primary provision onsite would result, as
the threshold for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase

0

-

++

+?

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of areas of open space and a number of PRoWs.
The closest open space to the site is an area of semi-natural greenspace which is located within 135m of the site
to the north. An area of land which has been has been identified within the Green Space Network (2012) is
located within 165m to the north east of the site. Much of this area consists of a private sports ground and
allotments which are restricted. The northern part of this land is semi-natural greenspace to which access is
unrestricted. Further semi-natural greenspace is access within 500m of the site to the south within the Cannock
Chase AONB. A PRoW is located at the southern boundary of the site by Stonhouse Road. A significant positive
effect is therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located on the south western edge of Fernwood Drive which has been identified as a Local Centre. This
area may therefore provide a good level of access to nearby community services and facilities for new residents.
As such an uncertain minor positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
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SA Objectives
needs.

SA Score

15) Help the continued
regeneration of the local
economy by protecting
existing employment sites
and ensuring there is
adequate provision of new
sites.
16) Enhance the town centres in
order to protect and
improve their vitality and
viability.
17) Conserve and enhance the
built and historic
environment.

Justification

0

The site has not been identified as being in current employment use. As such providing development at this
location would not result in the loss of an existing employment site and a negligible effect is expected on this SA
objective.

0

The site is not located within any of the identified town centre locations of Cannock Chase. The development of
the site would therefore not help to enhance the appearance of the built environment in that area or encourage
people to visit and use town centre locations which might help to benefit their vitality and viability. Overall a
negligible effect is expected on this SA objective.

-?

The site is not located within close proximity (500m) of any designated heritage assets.
The Cannock Chase District HEA (October 2009) has identified the site as lying within historic environment
character zone RHECZ 2 - Shooting Butts Road & Lady Hill Coppice which was scored as being of moderate value
in terms of heritage assets. The moderate score suggests development could have an impact on the historic
environment. Within the zone the historic field pattern is well preserved. Consequently medium to large scale
development is likely to have a significant impact upon the legibility of the historic landscape character in
particular
As such, development at this location is expected to have a minor negative effect on this SA objective. This
negative effect is uncertain dependent upon the exact design of the development which is unknown at this stage.

R112: Land between the Rising Brook and Hednesford Road, Rugeley
SA Objectives
SA Score Justification
-?
Development sites that are within close proximity of an international, national or local designated conservation
1) Protect and enhance
site have the potential to affect the biodiversity or geodiversity of those sites/features, e.g. through habitat
biodiversity, fauna and flora
damage/loss, fragmentation, disturbance to species, air pollution, increased recreation pressure etc. The site is
and geodiversity.
located within close proximity of one biodiversity or geodiversity site which may be adversely impacted upon as a
result of development that might take place at this location. Slitting Mill Brook is located partially within the site
and has been identified as a Biodiversity Alert Site.
As such, given that the biodiversity site which might be affected by development at this location is a local
designation, a minor negative effect is expected on this SA objective. The effect is uncertain given that
appropriate mitigation may avoid adverse effects and there may be opportunities to promote habitat connectivity
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options
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SA Objectives

SA Score

Justification
if new developments include green infrastructure.
A section of the Cannock Chase SAC lies approximately 1.6km to the north west of the site, therefore a minor
negative but uncertain effect is also identified because new residential development within 15km of this SAC could
be most likely to contribute to increased recreation pressure at the site. This will be tested through the Habitats
Regulations Assessment work that is being carried out for the Local Plan (Part 2), once the preferred options are
selected.

2) Minimise pollution and
protect and enhance air,
water, and soils.

3) Ensure development makes
efficient use of previously
developed land and
buildings.
4) Adapt to the impacts of, and
minimise factors
contributing to, climate
change.

5) Reduce the risk of flooding.

6) Protect, enhance and
manage the character and
quality of the landscape and
townscape, maintaining and
strengthening local
SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

--?

--

0

-

--?

Overall, an uncertain minor negative effect is likely on this SA objective.
The site is not directly in or linked to an AQMA so a negligible effect is expected in terms of air quality. As the site
is adjacent to the A460 development at this location could result in noise pollution affecting users of the site.
However, it may be possible to mitigate effects through the appropriate design and layout of the site. A
significant negative effect is likely for preserving soils as the site lies on greenfield land which is mainly classified
as Grade 3 Agricultural Land. This significant negative effect is uncertain dependent on whether this land is Grade
3a or 3b Agricultural Land. The site also lies within Source Protection Zone 3 and therefore development at this
location may have an adverse impact on local water quality.
Overall an uncertain significant negative effect is likely on this SA objective. This effect relates to the potential
loss of high quality agricultural land in particular.
The site is located on greenfield land and is quite large in size (720 homes are suggested). A significant negative
effect is likely as the development of the site would present reduced opportunities for the re-use of materials and
buildings, particularly when compared with previously developed brownfield sites.

The effects of new housing development on this SA objective will depend to some extent on its design, for
example whether it incorporates renewable energy generation on site or includes SuDS. The location of housing
development sites will influence this SA objective in relation to whether the sites offer good opportunities for
sustainable transport use and whether they are within areas of high flood risk; however these factors are
considered under other SA objectives (SA objectives 8 and 5 respectively). Therefore, all housing site options will
have negligible effects on this SA objective.
The site is located on greenfield land but most of the site is located outside of flood zone 3 (it is recognised that a
sizeable portion of the site is located within flood zone 2 and 3 to the north west). A minor negative effect is
therefore expected on this SA objective.
The site is located within SF07 (Ancient Settled Farmlands) as identified in the Landscape Character Assessment
for Cannock Chase District. SF07 has been identified as having a moderate level of sensitivity to development.
The site is also located partially within the Cannock Chase AONB to the west, however. An overall significant
negative effect is therefore expected on this SA objective due to potential for development at this location to
adversely affect the setting of this designated landscape. The negative effect is uncertain given that the specific
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SA Objectives
distinctiveness and sense of
place.

SA Score

0

7) Make sustainable use of
resources and minimise
waste generation.

++

8) Encourage and facilitate the
use of sustainable modes of
transport.

++

9) Ensure all people are able to
live in a decent home which
meets their needs.

++?

10) Raise educational
aspirations and attainment
within the District and
ensure that educational
facilities are provided where
they are required.

The site is located on greenfield land and as such the development of this site is seen as a less efficient use of
land in the District than the redevelopment of brownfield land and would present a reduced number of
opportunities to limit waste production in the District. A negligible effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective.
The site is located within 890m of Rugeley Town Train Station which is to the north east. The closest bus stop to
the site is located at Post Office Lane which is located to the north west within 235m. A further bus stop is
located at Hednesford Road to the east within 275m. Bus services are accessible once every 30 minutes at the
bus stop located at Hednesford Road. As such a significant positive effect is expected on this SA objective.
The site is not located within close proximity of an existing cycle path.
The number of suggested homes that could be accommodated at this site is 720 and so a significant positive
effect is likely as residential sites of more than 11 homes will make affordable housing provision.
Hagley Park Academy is located within 315m of the site to the north east. Chase View Community Primary School
is located within 525m of the site to the east. A significant positive effect is therefore expected on this SA
objective. This positive effect is uncertain, as it will depend on the availability of school places.
This site is expected to provide 720 homes and so may allow for new primary provision onsite, as the threshold
for this provision is around 700 homes in Cannock Chase.

0

11) Reduce crime and the fear
of crime.

-

12) Improve public health and
ensure health facilities are
accessible for those in need.
13) Protect, enhance and create
open spaces for leisure and
recreation

Justification
design of the development which might proceed at this location is unknown at this stage.

++?/-?

SA of the Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 2): Issues and Options

The effects of new housing development on levels of crime and fear of crime will depend on factors such as the
incorporation of green space within development sites which, depending on design and the use of appropriate
lighting, could have an effect on perceptions of personal safety, particularly at night. However, such issues will
not be influenced by the location of development sites (rather they will be determined through the detailed
proposals for each site). Therefore, the effects of all of the housing site options on this SA objective will be
negligible.
The site is not located within close proximity (600m) of any existing healthcare facilities. A minor negative effect
is therefore likely on this SA objective.
The site is located within close proximity (600m) of a number of areas of open space and a number of PRoWs.
The site is adjacent to a private sports ground to the west however access to this open space has been identified
as being restricted. Cannock Chase AONB semi-natural greenspace is located within 70m of the site also to the
west. The housing amenity land at The Birches contains a playground and is located within 50m of the site to the
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